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Abstrakt:

Předmětem této práce je vývoj měřićıch aparatur založených na laserově-ultrazvukových

metodách. Tyto systémy představuj́ı unikátńı možnosti v měřeńı vývoje elastických kon-

stant materiál̊u během r̊uzných proces̊u (strukturńı změny v d̊usledku změn teploty, me-

chanického zat́ıžeńı, atd.). Ćılem práce je popsat tyto aparatury a jejich softwarové ř́ızeńı

a představit možnosti jejich využit́ı v základńım výzkumu v oblasti fyziky materiál̊u.

Práce se zaměřuje předevš́ım na řešeńı problémů kompatibility a možnost́ı komunikace

mezi jednotlivými komponentami zař́ızeńı, dále pak na ř́ızeńı a zpracováńı měřićıch pro-

tokol̊u a vývoj rozhrańı pro ovládáńı aparatury. Pro každou aparaturu jsou uvedeny

př́ıklady využit́ı pro konkrétńı materiálové problémy, včetně diskuze dosažených výsledk̊u.

Vývoj těchto měřićıch systémů má velký př́ınos pro materiálový výzkum, nebot’ v mnoha

př́ıpadech neexistuje jiná možnost, jak experimentálně zjǐst’ovat vývoj elastických kon-

stant během výše uvedených proces̊u.

Kĺıčová slova: Elastické vlastnosti, NiTi, FePd, napět’ově indukovaná reorientace, re-

zonančńı ultrazvuková spektroskopie.



Abstract:

The subject of this thesis is the development of measuring devices based on laser-ultrasonic

methods. These systems represent unique possibilities in measuring the development of

elastic constants of materials during various processes (structural changes due to changes

in temperature, mechanical load, etc.). The aim of this work is to describe these appa-

ratuses and their software management and to present possibilities of their use in basic

research in the field of material physics. The work focuses mainly on solving compatibility

problems and possibilities of communication between individual components of the device,

then on control and processing of measurement protocols and development of interface

for controlling the apparatus. For each apparatus there are examples of usage for specific

material problems, including discussion of the achieved results. The development of these

measuring systems has great benefits for material research, since in many cases there is

no other way of experimentally detecting the development of elastic constants during the

above processes.

Key words: Elastic properties, NiTi, FePd, Stress-induced Reorientation, Resonant

ultrasound spectroscopy.
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Seznam použitých symbol̊u

Obecné značeńı

a skalárńı veličina

a vektorová veličina

aT transpozice vektoru a

ai, ax složka vektoru

A matice vektor̊u a

aij, aijkl prvek matice nebo tenzoru

grada gradient v souřadnićıch a

δa relativńı odchylka a od tabelované nebo pr̊uměrné hodnoty (v procentech)

i, j, k, l,m, n index

aexp experimentálńı hodnota veličiny a

acalc vypočtená hodnota veličiny a

Γ matice

ψabc systém ortogonálńıch funkćı

ui,j parciálńı derivace podle xj

nj složky normálového vektoru

K matice tuhosti

M matice hmotnosti

α vlastńı vektor

ΘV Teplota odpařováńı

Θi Počátečńı teplota

C Tepelná kapacita

∆ Doba trváńı pulsu

v Poason̊uv poměr

F Bud́ıćı śıla



Fyzikálńı veličiny

f [MHz] frekvence

v [m·ms−1] rychlost

ρ [ g
cm3 ] hustota

Cijkl [GPa] tenzor elastických koeficient̊u

cij [GPa] matice elastických koeficient̊u

T [◦C] teplota

ω [s−1] úhlová frekvence

di [mm] rozměry substrátu

h [mm] výška vrstvy

t [s] čas

Λ [J] časově vystředovaná Lagrangeova energie

L [J] Lagrangeova energie

Ep [J] potenciálńı energie

Ek [J] kinetická energie

G [GPa] modul pružnosti ve smyku

E [GPa] modul pružnosti v tahu (Young̊uv modul)

K [GPa] modul objemové pružnosti

V [mm3] objem vzorku

u [mm, s] pole posuv̊u u = u(x; t)

Rs [◦C] R–fáze v martenzitické transformaci

Ms [◦C] počátečńı teplota přechodu z austenitu do martenzitu

Mf [◦C] konečná teplota přechodu z austenitu do martenzitu

As [◦C] počátečńı teplota přechodu z martenzitu do austenitu

Af [◦C] konečná teplota přechodu z martenzitu do austenitu

U [ J
kg

] hustota vnitřńı energie

S [ J
Km3 ] hustota entropie

vϕ [m
s
] fázová rychlost elastické vlny



F hustota Helmholtzovy volné energie

G hustota Gibbsovy volné energie

σij tenzor napět́ı

εij tenzor deformace

Γ Christoffelova matice

k vlnový vektor

Matematické symboly

Pn(x) Legendrovy polynomy n-tého stupně

π Ludolfovo č́ıslo



Seznam zkratek

RUS Resonančńı ultazvuková spektroskopie

DSC Diferenčńı skenovanćı kalolimetr

SRAS Prostorově řešená akustická spektroskopie

TGS Transmisńı mř́ıžková spektroskopie

BD Laseová refrakce

SKED Přesný bodový detektor

FPGA Programovatelné hradolové pole

PID Proporcionálńı, integračńı a derivačńı regulačńı konstanta

FFT Rychlá furierova transformace

DBT Přechod do křehkého stavu

BDT Reverzńı teplota ve slitině

GBS Pokluz po hranici zrna

SPD Plasitcká deformace

ECAP Metoda bezkontrakčńıho protlačováńı

EBSD Difrakce zpětně odražených elektron̊u

PT Pokojová teplota

G Smykový modul

Q−1 Vnitřńı třeńı

E Young̊uv modul

LVDT Magnetický sńımač pro kontaktńı detekci vzdálenosti

SAW Povrchová akustická vlna

SMA Kov s tvarovou pamět́ı



1 Úvod

V rámci této práce se budeme zabývat jednou z velmi d̊uležitých součást́ı materiálového

výzkumu, a to charakterizačńımi metodami. Ve světě existuje celá řada komerčně do-

stupných charakterizačńıch metod (např. difrakčńı metody, mikroskopie, DSC...), ovšem

tato práce se bude věnovat málo rozš́ı̌reným metodám, a to metodě laserově-ultrazvukové.

Laserově-ultrazvuková metoda poskytuje velmi cenné a jinak neźıskatelné informace o

materiálech. Jej́ı velký př́ınos je v bezkontaktńım měřeńım, a proto se může za určitých

podmı́nek použ́ıvat v r̊uzných konfiguraćıch.

Aparatury, které jsou založeny na principu laserově-ultrazvukových metod, nejsou ko-

merčně dostupné, a proto je nutné tyto systémy vyv́ıjet. Při vývoji je nutné brát ohled

na potřebu ručńı kontroly a automatického ř́ızeńı s automatickým ukládáńım dat. Tato

data je nutné ukládat v otevřených formátech, aby byla zajǐstěna snadná přenositelnost

mezi r̊uznými systémy a vyhodnocovaćımi programy.

Měřené elastické konstanty jsou silně teplotně závislé, proto je velmi nutná stabilńı

teplotńı regulace. Řada velmi zaj́ımavých proces̊u v materiálech prob́ıhá s teplotou či

mechanickým napět́ım, proto je potřeba v těchto aparaturách možnost definované změny

teploty či mechanického napět́ı.

Ćılem práce je tedy vývoj ř́ızeńı aparatur, založených na laserově-ultrazvuvokých me-

todách. Tyto systémy jsou umı́stěny v laboratoř́ıch Ultrazvukových metod na Ústavu

Termomechanika AV ČR v Praze. V této práci budou popsány r̊uzné aparatury, jejich

možnosti, ovládáńı a automatické ř́ızeńı pro sledováńı vývoje proces̊u s teplotou (mecha-

nickým napět́ı) v čase.

Ř́ızeńı těchto systémů muśı být dostatečně variabilńı, aby je bylo možné použ́ıvat pro

r̊uzné specifické materiálové problémy. Pro ř́ızeńı je velmi d̊uležitá i robustnost systému.

Muśı být zajǐstěny ochrannými algoritmy a exterńımi systémy, aby nedošlo k poškozeńı

měřeného vzorku materiálu. Tyto vzorky jsou velmi často dostupné jen v omezeném

množstv́ı a v některých př́ıpadech se jedná o unikátńı materiály.

Aparatury, uvedené v této práci, jsou světově unikátńı. Z toho d̊uvodu jsou tyto apa-

ratury využ́ıvány v rámci řady mezinárodńıch spolupraćı, jak je v této práci ilustrováno

na př́ıkladech jejich použit́ı.
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1.1 Ćıle disertačńı práce

1. Hlavńı ćıle

(a) Návrh a realizace měř́ıćıho systému založeného na laserově-ultrazvukové me-

todě

(b) Rozš́ı̌reńı měř́ıćıho systému na možnost sledováńı vývoje elastyckých konstatnt

merariál̊u s teplotńı změnou

(c) Rozš́ı̌reńı systémů o možnost měřeńı anizotropie materiál̊u

(d) Návrh a realizace měř́ıćıho systému měřeńı vývoje elastických konstatn ma-

teriál̊u během mechanického zatěžováńı

(e) Měř́ıćı systémy plně zautomatizovat z d̊uvodu dlouhodobých měřeńı (cca 14

dńı)

2. Vedleǰśı ćıle

(a) Změřeńı a vyhodnoceńı vnitřńıho třeńı ultrajemnozrnné slitiny hořč́ıku AZ31

(b) Definováńı vývoje elastických konstant ve slitině s tvarovou pamět́ı Fe-Pd pod

zat́ıžeńım

(c) Charakterizace elasticity a fázové transformovace slitiny NiTi s tvarovou pamět́ı

(d) Ultrazvuková detekce fázových přechod̊u v hlińıkových slitinách
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2 Metody

Dı́ky vývoji v laserovém pr̊umyslu, který přináš́ı menš́ı, stabilněǰśı a také cenově do-

stupněǰśı lasery, se začal zvyšovat zájem o využit́ı těchto laser̊u v ultrazvukových me-

todách. Ty kombinuj́ı známé vlastnosti a výhody ultrazvuku při testováńı a vyhodno-

cováńı vlastnost́ı materiál̊u, s doplněńım o bezkontaktńı charakter přivedený lasery. Aby

však bylo dosaženo plně bezkontaktńıho nastaveńı, muśı být zajǐstěno použit́ı laserového

buzeńı a detekce. Hlavńı charakteristiky těchto funkćı jsou popsány v této kapitole.

2.1 Rezonančńı ultrazvuková spektroskopie

Dı́ky spojeńı š́ı̌reńı ultrazvukových vln s termodynamickými vlastnostmi a mikrostruktu-

rou zkoumaných materiál̊u má měřeńı pomoćı ultrazvuku v experimentálńı oblasti velký

význam. Vedle tradičńı pulzně odrazové metody (tzv. Pulse-Echo) se rozv́ıjej́ı metody

rezonančńı, které běžně maj́ı přesnosti až v řádech 10−6. Tyto metody umožňuj́ı testovat

i velmi malé vzorky a analyzovat i obecně anizotropńı materiály [1, 2].

2.1.1 Princip rezonančńı ultrazvukové spektroskopie

Rezonančńı ultrazvuková spektroskopie (RUS) využ́ıvá skutečnosti, že rezonančńı frek-

vence záviśı na hustotě, tvaru, orientaci krystalografických os a elastických konstantách

vzorku. Dı́ky těmto skutečnostem je možné z rezonančńıch frekvenćı určit bĺıže tyto vlast-

nosti. Schéma na obr. 2.1 zobrazuje r̊uzné stupně ze kterých se RUS skládá.

Měřeńı frekvenčńıch spekter V experimentálńı části metody RUS jsou měřeny ampli-

tudy volného harmonického kmitáńı vzorku jako odezvy na široko-spektrálńı buzeńı.

Na obr. 2.2 jsou zobrazeny prvńı vlastńı módy rovnoběžnostěnu s nejnižš́ımi frek-

vencemi.. Povrch kmitaj́ıćıho vzorku je sńımám laserovým vibrometrem. Sńımáńı je

nutné provést na v́ıce mı́stech povrchu vzorku. Z těchto dat je možné źıskat frek-

venčńı spektra i pr̊uměty vlastńıch tvar̊u [3].

Vyhodnoceńı frekvenčńıch spekter V naměřených frekvenčńıch spektrech jsou hledány

lokálńı maxima amplitudy a skokové změny fáze. T́ım jsou źıskány rezonančńı frek-

vence vzorku.

3



Obrázek 2.1: Schéma metody RUS [3]

.

Nalezeńı vlastńıch frekvenćı a tvar̊u jsou źıskána data obsahuj́ıćı vlastńı frekvence

a jim př́ıslušej́ıćı vlastńı tvary kmitáńı vzorku na obr. 2.3 [3].

Př́ımá úloha je výpočet předpokládaných vlastńıch frekvenćı vzorku o daných rozměrech

a pro daný odhad elastických konstant. Vypoč́ıtané vlastńı frekvence jsou později

porovnávány s naměřenými hodnotami. O tomto výpočtu v́ıce 2.1.2 [3].

Inverzńı úloha využ́ıvá źıskaná data ”Př́ımé úlohy”a ”Vlastńıch frekvenćı a tvar̊u”. Jde

o minimalizaci odchylek vypočtených a naměřených rezonančńıch frekvenćı. Opako-

vaným výpočtem docháźı ke zpřesněńı vstupńıho odhadu elastických koeficient̊u v

př́ımé úloze, t́ım je dosažena minimálńı odchylka výpočtu a výsledkem jsou přesné

elastické koeficienty materiálu. O této metodě výpočtu v kapitole 2.1.3 [3].

4



Obrázek 2.2: Prvńı vlastńı módy s nejnižš́ımi frekvencemi [3]

.

Obrázek 2.3: Ukázka identifikace rezonančńıch ṕık̊u pomoćı tvar̊u vlastńıch mód̊u [3]

.
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2.1.2 Př́ımá úloha

Ze znalosti elastických koeficient̊u Cijkl a vlastnost́ı vzorku (rozměry, hustota, úhly stran a

krystalografická orientace) můžeme pomoćı př́ımé metody určit vlastńı frekvence kmitáńı

vzorku. Výpočet je možné provést metodou konečných prvk̊u, nebo lépe pomoćı Ritzovy

metody [4, 5, 6, 1, 7, 8, 9].

Pole posuv̊u označ́ıme u = u(x, t), jeho časovou derivaci u̇, objem vzorku V a jeho

hustotu ρ. Potenciálńı energie EP je potom rovna

EP =
1

2

∫

V

Cijkl
∂ui
∂xj

(x, t)
∂uk
∂xl

(x, t)dV (2.1)

a kinetická energie EK je

EK =
1

2

∫

V

ρu̇i(x, t)u̇i(x, t)dV . (2.2)

Pro hledáńı tvar̊u vlastńıch mód̊u kmitáńı, zaṕı̌seme pole posuv̊u s vlastńı úhlovou

frekvenci ω ve tvaru

u(x, t) = u(x) cos(ωt) . (2.3)

Lagrangián je pak roven

L = EK − EP =
1

2

∫

V

(
ρω2u2

i (x) sin2(ωt)− Cijkl cos2(ωt)
∂ui
∂xj

(x)
∂uk
∂xl

(x)

)
dV . (2.4)

Podle Hamiltonova principu nejmenš́ı akce pro libovolné pevně dané časy t1 a t2, kde

t1 < t2, plat́ı

δ

t2∫

t1

Ldt = 0 . (2.5)

Pokud zvoĺıme časy t1 a t2 tak, aby

t1 = t2 + k
2π

ω
, k ∈ N , (2.6)
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a využijeme rovnost integrál̊u

2π
ω∫

0

cos2(ωt)dt =

2π
ω∫

0

sin2(ωt)dt , (2.7)

č́ımž źıskáme rovnici 2.5 ve tvaru

δΛ (u(x)) = δ
1

2

∫

V

λ (u(x)) dV = δ
1

2

∫

V

(
ρω2u2

i (x)− Cijkl
∂ui
∂xj

(x)
∂uk
∂xl

(x)

)
dV = 0 ,

(2.8)

kde Λ znač́ı středńı Lagrangeovu energii a λ jej́ı hustotu.

V objemu V pak podle základńıch vět variačńıho počtu plyne z rovnice (2.8) rovnice

stojaté vlny

ρω2ui(x) + Cijkl
∂2uk
∂xj∂xl

(x) = 0 (2.9)

a podmı́nka volného okraje vzorku, kde nj znač́ı složky normálového vektoru kolmého

k povrchu vzorku

njCijkl
∂uk
∂xl

(x) = 0 . (2.10)

Z d̊uvodu zjednodušeńı výpočtu dále předpokládejme, že vzorek je tvaru kvádru.

Souřadný systém x je umı́stěn tak, aby počátek ležel ve středu vzorku a byl souhlasně

orientovaný s hranami vzorku. Rozměry vzorku znač́ıme d1, d2, a d3.

Lagrangián pak může být zapsán ve tvaru:

Λ =
1

2

d1
2∫

− d1
2

d2
2∫

− d2
2

d3
2∫

− d3
2

(
ρω2u2

i (x)− Cijkl
∂ui
∂xj

(x)
∂uk
∂xl

(x)

)
dx1dx2dx3 (2.11)

Tuto úlohu řeš́ıme dále pomoćı Ritzovy metody. Pro tuto metodu je třeba pole posuv̊u

(u(x)) vyjádřit rozvojem

ui(x) =
N∑

a,b,c=1

αabc,iψabc(x) =
N∑

a,b,c=1

αabc,iPa

(
2x1

d1

)
Pb

(
2x2

d2

)
Pc

(
2x3

d3

)
, (2.12)
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kde ψabc(x) znač́ı systém ortogonálńıch funkćı. Vhodnou volbou této báze jsou norma-

lizované Legendreovy polynomy Pn=a,b,c:

Pn(x) =

√
2n+ 1

2

1

2nn!

dn

dxn
(x2 − 1)n (2.13)

a, b, c = 0, 1, 2, . . . a+ b+ c ≤ N . (2.14)

Rovnice 2.8 je splněna, plat́ı-li

∂Λ

∂αabc,i
= 0 . (2.15)

Po dosazeńı 2.12 do 2.11 dostaneme tvar:

Λ(α) =
1

2
ω2αTMα− 1

2
αTKα , (2.16)

kde jsou ve vektoru α zahrnuty všechny koeficienty αabc,i, matice M je matićı hmot-

nosti a matice K matićı tuhosti. Plat́ı pro ně vztahy:

M[abc,p][def,q] =
d1d2d3

8
ρδadδbeδcfδpq (2.17)

K[abc,p][def,q] =
d1d2d3

2

Cpjql
djdl

1∫

−1

1∫

−1

1∫

−1

∂ψabc
∂yj

∂ψdef
∂yl

dy1dy2dy3 . (2.18)

Dı́ky ortogonalitě Legendrových polynomů je matice M diagonálńı. Matice K je

ze symetrie tenzoru Cijkl symetrická a pozitivně definitńı. Pro stacionárńı body potom

vyplývaj́ı podmı́nky

0 = ∇αΛ(α) = (ω2M −K)α , (2.19)

t́ım źıskáváme úlohu na řešeńı vlastńıch č́ısel a odpov́ıdaj́ı př́ımo frekvenćım od-

pov́ıdaj́ıćıch vlastńım kmit̊um. Tvary vlastńıch kmit̊u jsou dány vlastńımi vektory α,

jako koeficienty pole posuv̊u podle (2.12).
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2.1.3 Inverzńı úloha

Inverzńı úloha se použ́ıvá pro určeńı konstant ze zkoumaného materiálu pomoćı rezo-

nančńıho spektra. Jejich přesné určeńı spoč́ıvá v minimalizaci odchylek naměřených a

vypoč́ıtaných frekvenćı. Je d̊uležitě, aby jednotlivé módy vlastńıch vypoč́ıtaných frek-

venćı co nejlépe seděli k mód̊um naměřeným [4]. Správně určit k sobě náležej́ıćı módy je

možné předevš́ım z pr̊umětu pr̊umětu vlastńıho tvaru do naměřené strany. Určeńı jinou

metodou, např́ıklad pomoćı č́ıselné hodnoty frekvence, je v́ıce náchylné k chybám [3].

Informace o elastických konstantách je v rezonančńım spektru rozložena tak, že nejnižš́ı

rezonančńı frekvence nesou informaci o nižš́ıch elastických konstantách, zejména smy-

kových. Tyto módy jsou označované jako měkké. S rostoućı frekvenćı se objevuj́ı módy

tvrdé, které jsou z většiny svázané s módy měkkými [7].

Naměřené rezonančńı frekvence označ́ıme f exp.1,2...,n = ωexp.1,2...,n/2π, k nim př́ıslušej́ıćı vlastńı

vektory označ́ıme α1,2...,n a nezávislé elastické konstanty označ́ıme Ck=1,2...,m. Pro derivaci

frekvence f exp.p podle elastického koeficientu Ck lze psát [4, 9]:

∂f exp.p

∂Ck
=
αTp

∂Γ
∂Ck

αp

8π2f exp.p
. (2.20)

Dı́ky vztahu 2.20 je možné stanovit mı́ru citlivosti Sk rezonančńıho spektra v̊uči k-

tému elastickému koeficientu a to tak, že bude vypočtena suma čtverc̊u těchto derivaćı

přes celé spektrum [4]:

S2
k =

∑

p=1,...,n

(
∂f exp.p

∂Ck

)2

=
∑

p=1,...,n

(
αTp

∂Γ
∂Ck

αp

8π2f exp.p

)2

. (2.21)

Elastické koeficienty je možné z rezonančńıch frekvenćı určit nejlépe inverzńı metodou

a to pomoćı vlastńıch tvar̊u naměřených módu [7]. Z tohoto d̊uvodu je vhodné pro výpočet

použ́ıt lineárńı kombinace C∗l , jež je možno źıskat z rovnice 2.22

Ck = φklC
∗
l , (2.22)

kde Ck označuj́ı p̊uvodńı elastické koeficienty a φ tvarovou funkci [7]. Pro vyhodnoceńı

citlivosti těchto kombinaćı je nutno transformovat rovnici do tvaru
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S∗2k =
∑

p=1,...,n

(
∂f exp.p

∂C∗l

)2

=
∑

p=1,...,n

(
φkl

αTp
∂Γ
∂C∗

l
αp

8π2f exp.p

)2

= φ.lG
TGφT.l . (2.23)

Zde má tvarová funkce tvar φ.l = (φ1l, φ2l, ...φnl) a matice G je matićı derivaćı

G =




∂fexp.1

∂C1
· · · ∂fexp.1

∂Cm
...

. . .
...

∂fexp.n

∂C1
· · · ∂fexp.n

∂Cm


 . (2.24)

Výsledná matice GTG je symetrická a pozitivně definitńı, což znamená, že vlastńı vek-

tory mohou být vhodně zvoleny ve formě ortogonálńıho systému. Seřazeńım vlastńıch č́ısel

v sestupném pořad́ı a výběrem φ.l l-tého vlastńıho vektoru je źıskána lineárńı kombinace

C∗l , kde pořad́ı záviśı na vypočtené citlivosti [4].

Následně je v inverzńı úloze minimalizována rovnice typu

∆(cij) =
n∑

p=1

wp(f
exp.
p − f calc.p (cij))

2 . (2.25)

Váhy přǐrazené jednotlivým rezonančńım frekvenćım jsou značené wp. Nyńı je možné

z této úlohy źıskat informaci o rozložeńı hledaného elastického koeficientu v rezonančńım

spektru. Pro zvýšeńı spolehlivosti určeńı elastických koeficient̊u a jejich kombinaćı je

vhodné měřeńı doplnit měřeńım pomoćı pulzně odrazové metody. Doplněńım informaćı o

fázových rychlostech se zlepš́ı stabilita výpočtu inverzńı úlohy [4, 10, 7].

Minimalizovaná funkce pak źıskává tvar

∆(cij, λx, λy, λz) =
n∑

p=1

(
f exp.p − f calc.p (cij)

)2
+ λx

(
vqL,exp.x − vqL,calc.x (cij)

)2
+

+λy
(
vqL,exp.y − vqL,calc.y (cij)

)2
+ λz

(
vqL,exp.z − vqL,calc.z (cij)

)2
, (2.26)

kde cij jsou hledané elastické koeficienty, vqLx , v
qL
y , v

qL
z znač́ı podélné fázové rychlosti

ve směrech kolmých ke stěnám vzorku a Lagrangeovy multiplikátory λx, λy a λz reprezen-

tuj́ıćı omezeńı [5]. Asociace vypočtených rezonančńıch frekvenćı s experimentálńımi daty

odpov́ıdaj́ı prvńı sumě rovnice 2.26, přǐrazeńı se provád́ı na základě tvar̊u jednotlivých

mód̊u vibraćı, které jsou zaznamenány pomoćı laserové Dopplerovské interferometrie. Pro

výpočet jsou použity pouze spolehlivě identifikovatelné módy [5].
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Podmı́nky vqL,calc.x,y,z (Ck) = vqL,exp.x,y,z pro vyjádřeńı odhadu chyby výpočtu elastických

koeficient̊u mohou být ve vzájemné bĺızkosti linearizované, tedy existuj́ı takové koeficienty

Bk
x,y,z a B0

x,y,z, pro které plat́ı [5, 7]:

vqL,calc.x,y,z (Ck) =
K∑

k=1

Bx
kCk +B0

x . . . atd. . (2.27)

Dı́ky této linearizaci a s využit́ım ortogonality βij je možné napsat systém lineárńıch

rovnic




β11 · · · βK1

...
. . .

...

β1K · · · βKK

B1
x · · · BK

x

B1
y · · · BK

y

B1
z · · · BK

z







C1

...

CK


 =




C∗1
...

C∗K

vqL,exp.x −B0
x

vqL,exp.y −B0
y

vqL,exp.z −B0
z




, (2.28)

kde je experimentálńı přesnost pravé strany rovnic známa [4]. Následně je možné

zapsat přesnost jednotlivých koeficient̊u, jejichž chyba je minimalizována vázanou opti-

malizaćı 2.26.

∆C∗l =

√∑k=1
p

(
ωcalc.k − ωexp.k

)2

λl
(2.29)

Přesnost jednotlivých hodnot ∆vqL,exp.x,y,z je dána experimentem. Následuj́ıćım krokem

je vyděleńı každého sloupce matice 2.28 odpov́ıdaj́ıćı experimentálńı chybou, č́ımž bude

źıskán podobný systém, avšak přesnost pravé strany bude rovna 1. Jelikož je tento

systém dobře určený, je možné hledat inverzńı lineárńı vztahy pouze metodou nejmenš́ıch

čtverc̊u. Pro tyto výpočty je použ́ıvána rutina Moorse-Penroseova pseudo-inverze. Jelikož

se přesnosti pravé strany rovnic rovnaj́ı jedné, lze vyjádřit přesnost jednotlivých koefici-

ent̊u ∆Ck př́ımo z Euklidovských norem př́ıslušných sloupc̊u pseudo-inverzńı matice [5, 7].

Symetrie a tř́ıda anizotropie vzorku výrazně ovlivňuj́ı náročnost určeńı elastických

konstant. Č́ım komplikovaněǰśı tyto materiálové vlastnosti jsou, t́ım je nutné pro výpočet

použ́ıt v́ıce rezonančńıch frekvenćı [1].

Konstanty nejsou určeny se stejnou přesnost́ı, protože k některým je metoda RUS cit-

livá, ale k jiným mnohem méně. Obecně je metoda RUS nejcitlivěǰśı pro určováńı měkkých
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smykových parametr̊u a nejméně citlivá pro objemový modul pružnosti, odpov́ıdaj́ıćı hyd-

rostatické deformaci materiálu [9].

2.2 Metoda povrchových vln

2.2.1 Buzeńı laserovým pulsem

Prvńım d̊uležitým aspektem laserových ultrazvukových metod je zp̊usob excitace elas-

tických vln pomoćı laser̊u. To je zajǐstěno fenoménem nazývaným fototermálńı nebo fo-

toakustické buzeńı. Jak tyto buzeńı prob́ıhaj́ı je znázorněno na obr. 2.4.

Mezi hlavńı výhody rozš́ı̌reńı ultrazvukových metod o laserovou generaci vln patř́ı bez-

kontaktnost excitace a variabilita zdroje ve smyslu jeho pozice, tvaru a energie pulzu.

Obrázek 2.4: Schematické znázorněńı buzeńı elastické vlny, generované bodově za-

ostřeným laserovým pulsem v izotopńı pevné látce [11]

.

Výkonové režimy

V závislosti na výkonu laserového paprsku, resp. přesněji na energii laserového paprsku
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absorbovaného materiálem docháźı k excitaci elastických vln r̊uznými mechanismy. Exis-

tuj́ı dva extrémńı př́ıpady: režim ablace, ve kterém docháźı po dopadu k odpařeńı hmoty

vzorku, a režim termoelastický, kdy nedocháźı k žádnému poškozeńı vzorku. Tyto režimy

vedou na odlǐsné elastické śıly, viz. 2.5. Reálně se často setkáváme s př́ıpadem mezi těmito

režimy, kdy docháźı k lokálńımu nataveńı materiálu v mı́stě dopadu laserového svazku,

avšak nedocháźı k jeho odpařováńı.

Obrázek 2.5: Elastické śıly excitované přes a) termoelastické a b) ablačńı mechanismy

buzeńı [11]

.

Termoelastický režim Když je intenzita dopadaj́ıćıho zářeńı na kovový povrch do-

statečně ńızká, část energie je absorbována a přeměněna na teplo Jouleovým efek-

tem, zat́ımco zbytek se odráž́ı. Laserový puls pak hraje roli tepelného zdroje energie

a vytvář́ı mechanickou deformaci. Tepelná vlna neproniká hluboko do materiálu, a

proto je termoelastický zdroj lokalizován pod povrchem ve velmi tenkém prostoru

ve srovnáńı s akustickými vlnovými délkami. Očekávaný signál povrchového posunu

zp̊usobeného termoelastickým bodovým zdrojem je znázorněn na obr. 2.7. Výpočty

podle Roseho [13] týkaj́ıćı se aproximace vzdáleného pole ukázaly vzorce směrovosti

intenzity excitovaných vln v r̊uzných směrech s ohledem na volný povrch. Vzory

záviśı na vlastnostech materiálu. Např́ıklad u duralu je maximálńı emise podélných

vln v 65◦ a př́ıčných vlnách v 45◦ (viz obr. 2.6a, b). V této aproximaci neexistuje

žádné zářeńı podélných vln podél normály k povrchu. Př́ıčné vlny jsou generovány

efektivněji než podélné - př́ıčný posun je v́ıce než řádově větš́ı než posun podélný.

Ablačńı režim Když absorbovaná hustota výkonu zp̊usob́ı taveńı a odpařováńı malého

množstv́ı hmoty, přenos momentu zp̊usobený vypuzováńım částic vytvář́ı śılu kol-
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Obrázek 2.6: Vzory směrovosti a), c) podélných a b), d) př́ıčných vln pro bodový termo-

elastický a ablačńı zdroj. Body označuj́ı experimentálńı hodnoty převzaté z

[12]. [11]

.

mou k povrchu (viz obr. 2.5). Prahová hodnota absorbované hustoty výkonu záviśı

na vlastnostech materiálu a vlastnostech laserového pulsu [14]:

I >

(
πKρC

4∆

) 1
2

(ΘV −Θi) (2.30)

kde ΘV a Θi jsou teplota odpařováńı a počátečńı teplota, C je tepelná kapacita,

K tepelná vodivost a ∆ doba trváńı impulsu. Prahová hustota výkonu je typicky v

deśıtkách megawatt̊u na centimetr čtverečńı.

Jak je znázorněno na obr. 2.6 (c, d), je v tomto př́ıpadě směrovost odlǐsná. Emise

podélné vlny je všesměrová (ale ne izotropńı). Amplitudy generovaných vln jsou

obecně vyšš́ı než v př́ıpadě termoelastických vln.

Charakter očekávaného signálu z̊ustane stejný, avšak s převráceným ṕıkem Raylei-

gho vlny (zrcadlově symetrickým přes rovinu umı́stěnou kolmo na osu a procházej́ıćım
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Obrázek 2.7: Dislokace u3 (normála k povrchu) zp̊usobená bodovým termoelastickým

zdrojem v materiálu s Poissonovým poměrem v = 0 : 25. F označuje bud́ıćı

śılu, vrcholy L a R povrchovou podélnou a Rayleigho vlnu. Jednotky jsou

normalizovány na rychlost př́ıčných vln cT , čas t a vzdálenost od zdroje r.

[11]

.

středem pulzu). To lze vysvětlit odlǐsným pohybem povrchu vzorku, jelikož při

ablačńım režimu se nejdř́ıve pohybuje směrem dovnitř vzorku (oproti termoelas-

tickému režimu, kdy pohyb zač́ıná směrem ven ze vzorku kv̊uli tepelnému rozṕınáńı).

Prostorová modulace

Hustota výkonu bud́ıćıho paprsku je ovlivněna prostorovou část́ı. Podle požadované si-

tuace lze použ́ıt několik r̊uzných př́ıstup̊u. Hlavńı rozděleńı je mezi širokopásmovou a

úzkopásmovou excitaćı: zat́ımco širokopásmové metody excituj́ı vlny celého spektra frek-

venćı s maximem daným velikost́ı excitačńıho bodu na vzorku, úzkopásmové metody

excituj́ı pouze zvolenou vlnovou délku, obvykle danou excitačńım vzorem.

Širokopásmové buzeńı Bodový zdroj je nejjednodušš́ı variantou (pulzńı laser je jed-

noduše zaměřen na bod požadovaného pr̊uměru). Vybuzené vlny jsou v takovém

př́ıpadě radiálńı, a spektrum takto vybuzených vln je širokopásmové, s nejvyšš́ı

frekvenćı danou pr̊uměrem bodu.

Pokud pošleme laserový paprsek skrz válcovou čočku, dostaneme tzv. čárový zdroj.

V takovém př́ıpadě jsou dominantně vybuzeny vlny s k vektorem kolmým k excitačńı

čáře, a nejvyšš́ı frekvence buzeného spektra je dána š́ı̌rkou excitačńı čáry. Tyto

metody jsou obvykle kombinovány s měřeńım doby př́ıchodu vln v r̊uzných bodech,
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tj. v r̊uzné relativńı vzdálenosti mezi excitaćı a detekćı. Tak lze źıskat informaci o

rychlosti fázového čela vlny.

Úzkopásmové buzeńı Úzkopásmové buzeńı povrchových vln se obvykle dostane ve formě

mř́ıžky. Dominantńı vlnová délka je dána rozestupem mezi čárovými zdroji v d̊usledku

destruktivńıho a konstruktivńıho rušeńı vln buzených každým jednotlivým čárovým

zdrojem (viz obr. 2.8). Výsledný bud́ıćı vzor může být dosažen bud’ vysláńım pa-

prsku přes amplitudovou masku (jednoduše blokuj́ıćı určité části paprsku) nebo

interferenćı dvou paprsk̊u na vzorku. Prvńı z nich se použ́ıvá např́ıklad v metodě

”Spatially Resolved Acoustic Spectroscopy”(SRAS) [15], zat́ımco druhá se použ́ıvá

v metodách běžně nazývaných ”Transient Grating Spectroscopy”(TGS) [16] a [17].

Kromě úzkopásmové povahy takového zdroje spoč́ıvá výhoda také v prostorovém

rozložeńı laserové energie. Proto je hustota výkonu obvykle dostatečně ńızká, aby

z̊ustala v termoelastickém režimu, což umožňuje opakováńı experimentu na stejném

mı́stě pro velký počet měřeńı. Tyto metody jsou obvykle kombinovány s výpočtem

dominantńı frekvence signálu. Rychlost povrchových vln je pak źıskána pomoćı

základńıho vztahu cR = fλ, kde λ je dána vzorem buzeńı a f je měřená frek-

vence. Rozd́ılným zp̊usobem źıskáńı úzkopásmové excitace je kmitočtová modulace

laseru s kontinuálńı vlnou. V takovém nastaveńı je výkon laseru modulován tak, že

výsledná intenzita na mı́stě vybud́ı požadovanou frekvenci kontinuálńıch vln.

2.2.2 Optické měřeńı povrchových vln

Pro návrh plně bezkontaktńı metody materiálové charakterizace založené na š́ı̌reńı elas-

tické vlny muśı být vyvinuta také metoda detekce elastických vln pomoćı laseru. Pro

spolupráci s laserovým buzeńım popsaným v předchoźı části muśı být metoda citlivá na

výchylku kolmou k povrchu (tzv. out-of-plane) posunut́ı v řádech nanometr̊u a kmitočt̊u

v pásmu MHz a GHz. Existuj́ı dvě hlavńı skupiny metod detekce: Metody pr̊uhybu a

difrakce, které jsou citlivé na zvlněńı povrchu; a interferometrické metody, které mohou

detekovat jakýkoliv typ posunu mimo rovinu.

2.2.2.1 Metody pr̊uhybu a difrakce

Tyto metody jsou citlivé na povrchové vlněńı a specializuj́ı se na povrchové vlny, jako
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Obrázek 2.8: Princip úzkopásmového buzeńı využ́ıvaj́ıćı rastrový vzor: každý jednotlivý

proužek p̊usob́ı jako jediný čárový zdroj buzeńı (širokopásmový), ale bud́ı

se pouze vlnová délka ve fázi. Na pravé straně je obraz poř́ızený z kamery.

[18]

.

je Rayleighova vlna. Rozd́ıl mezi nimi spoč́ıvá ve srovnáńı velikost́ı detekčńıho bodu d a

elastické vlnové délky Λ: V př́ıpadě, že d � Λ mluv́ıme o metodě pr̊uhybu a pro d � Λ

metodu difrakce.

Metoda pr̊uhybu Běžné metody založené na vychýleńı paprsku (BD - beam deflection)

zahrnuj́ı detektor s ”knife-edge”, dělenou fotodiodu a nastaveńı pomoćı diferenciálńıho

fotodetektoru. Ve všech př́ıpadech se dopadaj́ıćı laserový paprsek zaměřuje na vzo-

rek a úhel odrazu se měńı úměrně se změnou sklonu povrchu zp̊usobeného š́ı̌ŕıćı se

povrchovou vlnou. V př́ıpadě detektoru ”knife-edge”(obr. 2.9a) je polovina odra-

zeného paprsku na své cestě do fotodetektoru blokována. Když tedy SAW procháźı

detekčńım bodem, intenzita přij́ımaná jednou diodou se měńı v d̊usledku úhlové

odchylky odraženého paprsku. Pro optimálńı citlivost by bodová velikost měla být

polovina elastické vlnové délky. Knife-edge metoda je jednoduchá a nenákladná,

ale detekčńı plochy muśı být opticky ploché a reflexńı. Uspořádáńı s rozdělenými

fotodiodami nebo zrcadlovými paprsky a diferenciálńım fotodetektorem dosahuj́ı

vyšš́ı citlivosti, protože neztrácej́ı polovinu intenzity signálu blokováńım, ale ome-
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Obrázek 2.9: Schéma metod pr̊uhybu a) a difrakce b). [11]

.

zeńı na povrchu z̊ustávaj́ı. V posledńı době byl vyvinut ”Speckle knife-edge detec-

tor”(SKED) [19], který zvyšuje použitelnost na drsných površ́ıch.

Metoda difrakce Když bodový pr̊uměr pokrývá několik vlnových délek povrchové vlny,

má účinek fázového pole. Světelný paprsek je rozptýlen do paprsk̊u kmitočt̊u daných

ω±mΩ(m = 0, 1, 2, ...), kde ω je centrálńı frekvence světelného paprsku a Ω je frek-

vence elastické vlny. Pro ku � 1 (k je vlnový vektor a u mechanický posun) je

intenzita svazku prvńıho řádu dána čtvercem posunut́ı u. Měřeńı je tedy založeno

na změně relativńı intenzity paprsku centrálńıho a prvńıho řádu. Svazky muśı být

oddělené, aby se umožnilo jejich porovnáńı; proto jsou typické frekvence elastických

vln pro difrakčńı metody vyšš́ı než 100 MHz. Také jsou nutné velké posuny. Vzhle-

dem k tomu, že fáze elastické vlny je obsažena ve fázi difrakčńıch paprsk̊u, může

být źıskána interferenćı difrakčńıho paprsku prvńıho řádu se zrcadlově odraženým

paprskem [20]. To vede k nastaveńı, které se bĺıž́ı jedné běžně použ́ıvané sondě

zvané Heterodyne, popsané dále v této kapitole.

2.2.2.2 Interferometrické metody

Interferometrické metody mohou být použity v ustálených i přechodových režimech pro

měřeńı jakéhokoliv mechanického posunu mimo rovinu. Když se povrch pohybuje, paprsek

odraženého světla se měńı ve fázi. Poté se smı́śı s referenčńım paprskem přicházej́ıćım ze

stejného zdroje a výsledná intenzita na fotodetektoru je dána rozd́ılem ve frekvenci a fázi.
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Rozd́ıl ve fázi je výsledkem r̊uzných optických drah paprsk̊u. Pro sńıžeńı vlivu koĺısáńı

optických drah pocházej́ıćıch z jiných zdroj̊u, než je povrchový posun, může být použito

několik r̊uzných metod, jako je např́ıklad stabilizované nebo heterodynové schéma.

Obrázek 2.10: Schematické znázorněńı stabilizovaného Michelsonova interferometru s

polohou referenčńıho zrcátka ř́ızeného ńızkofrekvenčńı část́ı výstupńıho

signálu fotodiody takovým zp̊usobem, že provozńı podmı́nky jsou pevně

stanoveny navzdory optickým výkyv̊um dráhy. [11]

.

Stabilizovaný Michelson̊uv interferometr Michelson̊uv interferometr, na obr. 2.10,

je klasické schéma použ́ıvané v r̊uzných oblastech měřeńı posunu. Laserový paprsek

je rozdělen do detekčńıho a referenčńıho paprsku, oba se pohybuj́ı po optické dráze

stejné délky a jsou pak smı́seny na fotodiodu. Intenzita fotoproudu je funkćı rozd́ılu

dráhy. Výsledná informace obsahuje jak fázi, tak amplitudu vlny, tj. posunut́ı po-

vrchu. Pro filtrováńı ńızkofrekvenčńıch vibraćı je délka referenčńı optické dráhy
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ř́ızena ve smyčce zpětné vazby v režimu nejvyšš́ı citlivosti. Toto je obvykle děláno

piezoelektrickým členem spojeným se zrcadlem v cestě [21].

Heterodyne Heterodynová detekce může být použita pro měřeńı ustálených povrchových

vibraćı, které v př́ıpadě difrakčńıch měřeńı vytvářej́ı vlny. V zásadě je svazek sondy

rozdělen do dvou paprsk̊u, např. pomoćı difrakčńı masky, a tyto dva paprsky jsou

pak přeneseny zpět do jednoho bodu ve stejném úhlu. Oba dopadaj́ıćı paprsky

difraktuj́ı na povrchové mř́ıžce zp̊usobené excitaćı, a při dodržeńı tzv. Littrowovy

konfigurace má difraktovaný paprsek nulového řádu (tj. zrcadlově odražený) jed-

noho dopadaj́ıćıho paprsku shodný směr s difraktovaným paprskem prvńıho řádu

od druhého dopadaj́ıćıho paprsku, a naopak. Od vzorku tedy odcháźı dva páry pa-

prsk̊u, vždy jeden odražený a druhý difraktovaný. Odražený paprsek se považuje za

referenčńı; difrakce nese informaci o frekvenci vibraćı povrchu. Je dostačuj́ıćı přivést

jeden z těchto pár̊u do detektoru, ale poměr signálu k šumu může být zlepšen, když

jsou oba páry vedeny do diferenciálńıho detektoru. Možné nastaveńı, jak navrhuje

[16] je znázorněno na obr. 2.11.
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Obrázek 2.11: Hlavńı schéma nastaveńı heterodynu. Vlevo: Pohled zepředu. Vpravo:

Bočńı pohled. Vpravo nahoře vpravo: Pr̊uřez pr̊uchodem paprsku za prvńı

čočkou, ukazuj́ıćı umı́stěńı všech čtyř paprsk̊u. [16]

.
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3 Aparatury

3.1 Resonančńı ultrazvuková spektroskopie

3.1.1 Peltierova komora

Popis aparatury

Jedná se základńı měřićı aparaturu, která byla vyvinuta pro měřeńı pomoćı rezonančńı

ultrazukové spektroskopie. Tato měřićı aparatura se sestává z vakuové peltierové komory,

která je schopná teplotńıho rozsahu mezi 220 K až 400 K. Blokové schéma tohoto měřićıho

systému je na obr. 3.1.

Teplotńı regulaci zajǐst’uj́ı tři samostatné peltierovy články. Mezi každým peltierovým

článkem je umı́stěn termočlánek a tento termočlánek slouž́ı k samostatné regulaci jednot-

livých peltierový článk̊u. Každý z peltierových článk̊u má rozd́ılné parametry. T́ım jsme

schopni dostávat takto velký teplotńı rozsah s přiměřeně rychlou rampou a stabilizaćı

teploty. K napájeńı a ř́ızeńı těchto peltierových článk̊u nám společnost Space Research

Instruments s.r.o. vyrobila speciálńı ř́ızené zdroje. Deska plošného spoje jednoho tohoto

ř́ızeného zdroje je uvedena v př́ıloze na obr. A.1.

K ř́ızeńı a regulaci těchto zdroj̊u se využ́ıvá regulačńı karta společnosti National In-

struments NI PXI-7830R. Jedná se o programovatelné hradlové pole (FPGA). Na tomto

poli jsou vytvořeny jednotlivé regulačńı smyčky tak, aby byla regulace schopná rychlých

změn s dostatečnou teplotńı přesnost́ı. Dı́ky tomuto spojeńı vlastńıch zdroj̊u a FPGA

pole jsme schopni nastavit i velmi rychlé rampy s teplotńı toleranćı pod 0.01 K.

Tato komora obsahuje tři termočlánky typu T. Dva termočlánky jsou umı́stěny vždy

ve spojeńı dvou peltierových člen̊u. Posledńı termočlánek je umı́stěn bĺızko měděné pro-

hlubně, kam se umist’uje měřený vzorek. Měřeńı teploty na těchto termočlánćıch zajǐst’uje

měřićı karta od National Instruments NI USB-9211 (4-kanál, 14 S/s).

Teplotńı stabilizaci peltierových článk̊u a zároveň chlazeńı této komory je zajǐstno

vodńım chlazeńım společnosti JULABO (FP-50). V tomto měřićım systému je dále pulsńı

infračervený laser od společnosti Quantel (120 mj, 1064 nm, 20 Hz). Tento laser se využ́ıvá

k lokálńımu ohřevu měřeného vzorku a t́ım vybuzeńı vlastńıch rezonanćı tohoto vzorku.

K měřeńı těchto rezonanćı se využ́ıvá skenovaćı interferometr společnosti Polytec
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MSA-500. Tento interferometr je samostatná měřićı jednotka, ve které prob́ıhá nastaveńı

a měřeńı matice bod̊u na vzorku. Hlavńı výhodou použit́ı tohoto řešeńı je velmi rychlé

skenováńı pomoćı vnitřńıch zrcátek. Daľśı výhodou je možnost použit́ı diferenciálńıho a

stroboskopického měřeńı, měřeńı v b́ılém světle, z-sken a mnoho daľśıho. Jak už bylo

zmı́něno, jedná se o základńı měřićı systém a to právě z d̊uvodu možnosti naskenováńı

celého povrchu vzorku. Po změřeńı vlastńıch kmit̊u při stabilńı pokojové teploty je možné

tento vzorek měřit daľśımi dostupnými systémy, popsanými v daľśıch kapitolách. K syn-

chronizaci měřeńı je použita multifunkčńı měřićı karta společnosti National Instruments

NI USB-6009.

Obrázek 3.1: Blokové schéma měřićıho systému RUS s peltierovou vakuovou komorou

V současné době se tento systém modernizuje výkoněǰśı teplotńı komorou a novým ske-

novaćım systémem společnosti Polytec MSA-600. V tomto novém systému budeme vlastńı

rezonance měřit exterńımi digitalizačńımi kartami společnosti National Instruments. Dı́ky

tomuto vlastńımu měřeńı budeme moci ukládat časový signál měřený v jednotlivých bo-

dech, což přinese rozš́ı̌rené možnosti využit́ı tohoto systému.
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Popis ovládáńı

Pro vývoj ovládaćıho programu bylo zvoleno vývojové prostřed́ı LabView společnosti Nati-

onal Instruments. Obr. 3.2 ukazuje p̊uvodńı ovládaćı program, který je v současnosti již

modernizován, nicméně stále ve fázi vývoje.

Obrázek 3.2: Ovládaćı program měřićıho systému RUS s peltierovou vakuovou komorou

Na ovládaćım panelu najdeme možnost načteńı tabulky teplot, nastaveńı požadované

rampy a možnost ručńıho nastaveńı teploty. Dále máme možnost nastaveńı teplotńı tole-

rance a doby stabilizace teploty. V levé spodńı části jsou uvedeny dva indikátory (temperature

is stable a waiting for trigger). Tyto indikátory jsou fyzickým zobrazeńım jedno-

duché komunikace mezi ř́ızeńım teplotńı komory a ovládaćım programem skenovaćıho

interferometru MSA-500. Při spuštěńı automatického měřeńı je operátor nucen stejnou

tabulku teplot nastavit pomoćı námi vytvořeného makra B i v ovládaćım programu inter-

ferometru. A právě d́ıky této synchronizaci je celé měřeńı možno provádět automaticky.

Indikátor temperature is stable dá interferometru informaci o stabilńı teplotě a t́ım

tedy impuls ke spuštěńı vlastńıho měřeńı všech bod̊u, které v rámi měřeńı chceme měřit.

Indikátor waiting for trigger naopak regulačńı program pozastav́ı na aktuálně na-

stavené a regulované teplotě, dokud neproběhne celé nastavené měřeńı a uložeńı všech
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spekter.

Na ovládaćım panelu obr. 3.2 je dále možné vidět několik grafických zobrazeńı teplotńı

regulace. Graf waveform graph slouž́ı k zobrazeńı nastaveńı rampy a časovému odhadu do

nastaveńı požadované teploty. Ostatńı dva grafy zobrazuj́ı aktuálńı teplotu na jednotlivých

termočlánćıch.

Výpis makra, použ́ıvaného pro měřeńı a vzájemnou komunikaci s regulačńım poč́ıtačem,

je v př́ıloze B. V tomto makru se importuje tabulka teplot (muśı být stejná, jako tabulka,

která se použije pro nastavováńı daných teplot) a nastaveńı cesty pro ukládáńı jednot-

livých měřených signál̊u.

3.1.2 Vysokoteplotńı komora

Popis aparatury

Tato sestava byla navrhnuta, nebot’ bylo zapotřeb́ı měřit fázové přechody, které se pro-

jevuj́ı až při vyšš́ıch teplotách. V současné době tato konfigurace nab́ıźı rozsah teplot od

320K do 1000K. Tato komora, stejně jako předchoźı, je navrhnuta a zkonstruována na mı́ru

podle našich specifikaćı. Jedná se tedy o vakuovou komoru, ve které se nacháźı teplotńı

člen (tento člen umı́ pouze topit, je tedy obt́ıžněǰśı ř́ızeńı a regulace, nebot’ při stabilizaci

teploty je použit efekt vlastńıho teplotńıho spádu), tepelný radiačńı št́ıt (d́ıky tomuto

radiačńımu št́ıtu jsme schopni dosáhnout vyšš́ıch teplot a zároveň se tolik nezahř́ıvá plášt’

komory), teplotńı senzor (v tomto př́ıpadě termočlánek typu K), dvě optické pr̊uchodky

(zdola je obsazena fokusačńı čočkou pro buzeńı vlastńıch kmit̊u, shora pro paprsek inter-

ferometru).

Plášt’ této komory je chlazen vodńım chlazeńım společnosti JULABO FP-50. Tato

sestava dále obsahuje senzor tlaku (regulace a kontrola vnitřńıho prostoru) společnosti

Pfeiffer D-35614 s kontrolerem, taktéž společnosti Pfeiffer DCU 100. Pro vakuolizaci je

použita vývěva rovněž společnosti Pfeiffer Hi-Cube 80 a pro regulaci vnitřńıho tlaku v

komoře, je použit elektromagnetický vakuový ventil, který se ovládá vstupńım napět́ım.

Pro měřeńı rezonančńıho spektra je použit interferometr OFV-505 a kontroler OFV-2570

společnosti Polytec.

Regulaci teploty zajǐst’uje ř́ızený napět’ový zdroj společnosti TTI QL564TP. Měřeńı

teplot (teplota pláště a vnitřńıho prostoru) a digitalizace měřeného signálu byly svěřeny
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společnosti National Instruments. Pro měřeńı teplot je použito měřićı zař́ızeńı NI USB-

9211 (4-kanál, 14 S/s). Jako digitalizačńı karta byla vybrána NI PXI-5142 (100 Mhz,

100 Ms/s, 14 bit), pro ześıleńı tohoto signálu byl vybrán zesilovač Krohn-Hite, model

3945. O ovládáńı elektromagnetického vakuového ventilu se stará NI USB-6008. Tato

karta zároveň měř́ı śılu odraženého detekčńıho svazku. Pro vybuzeńı vlastńıch rezonanćı

byl zvolen pulzńı laser společnosti CryLaS DSS 1064-3000.

Všechna tato zař́ızeńı byla vybrána i z d̊uvodu jejich připojeńı k PC a možnému

vzdálenému ovládáńı. Pro ovládáńı všech komponent byl zvolen, jako v jiných př́ıpadech,

program LabView společnosti National Instruments.

Popis ovládáńı

Ovládaćı program tohoto měřićıho systému byl vyv́ıjen v prostřed́ı LabView. Obr. 3.3 uka-

zuje screen shot nastaveńı př́ıstroj̊u pro měřeńı. V sekci Devices identification jsou

uvedeny všechny př́ıstroje a jejich komunikačńı rozhrańı, se kterými tento program pra-

cuje. V sekci Scope parametrs je možné měnit nastaveńı digitalizačńı karty, dle potřeby.

Source parametrs jsou zde pro nastaveńı PID regulačńı smyčky, která se stará o regu-

laci teploty. Security parametrs nastavujeme pro př́ıpad, že by došlo ke ztrátě vakua v

komoře, př́ıpadně vypadl chlad́ıćı systém pláště. V této sekci můžeme dle potřeby nechat

regulovat vnitřńı tlak komory. V posledńı sekci tohoto nastaveńı je možno si všimnout

ručńıho ovládáńı laseru, včetně nastaveńı energie buzeńı.

Obrázek 3.3: Vysokoteplotńı RUS, ovládaćı program (nastaveńı př́ıstroj̊u)
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Sekce na obr. 3.4 slouž́ı k nastaveńı a základńımu ovládáńı programu. Podsekce Load

table slouž́ı k načteńı dat z EXCELU (vektor teplot, rampy a čas stability). Vektor teplot

udává požadované teploty, při kterých bude měřeńı prob́ıhat. Parametr rapma je rychlost

s jakou se na danou teplotu chceme dostat (např. 7 ◦C×min−1) a čas stability znamená,

jak dlouho se na dané těplotě (včetně nastavených toleranćı) muśı počkat, než měřeńı

proběhne. Je možné tento systém použ́ıvat pro ručńı měřeńı v dané teplotě nebo systém

pustit na automatické měřeńı. V automatickém módu bude teploty nastavovat a regulovat

podle požadavku v tabulce. Automaticky ukládá každý časový signál do binárńıho sou-

boru. V sekci Temperature meas and ind jsou vidět indikace teplot v komoře, na plášti,

chlazeńı, času měřeńı a podobně.

Obrázek 3.4: Vysokoteplotńı RUS, ovládaćı program (nastaveńı měřeńı)

Obr. 3.5 slouž́ı ke grafickému zobrazeńı teplot a rampy. Všechny tyto teploty se ukládaj́ı

s určitým časovým intervalem do databáze. Stejně jako odkazy na měřená data. Z této

databáze může kdokoliv daná data vyvolat, včetně měřených dat a dále s nimi podle

potřeby pracovat.

Stejně jako na všech předešlých obr.( 3.3, 3.4 a 3.5), tak i tento obr. 3.6 zobrazuje v levé

části śılu odraženého interferometrického paprsku. Dále na tomto obr. 3.6 vid́ıme měřený

časový signál a jeho furierovu transformaci. Právě ta slouž́ı, jako u ostatńıch metod, k

vyhodnoceńı vývoje elastických konstant.
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Obrázek 3.5: Vysokoteplotńı RUS, ovládaćı program (vývoj teplot)

Obrázek 3.6: Vysokoteplotńı RUS, ovládaćı program (časový signál a jeho FFT)

3.1.3 Kryostatická komora

Popis aparatury

Systém s kryostatem byl sestaven s podobným požadavkem, jako RUS s vysokoteplotńı

komorou. Bylo zapotřeb́ı měřit změnu fázových rychlost́ı a transformace materiál̊u s tep-

lotami výrazně nižš́ımi pod bod mrazu. Rozsah teplot v tomto př́ıpadě je tedy 85−310K.

Součást́ı této aparatury je duśıkový kryostat společnosti Oxford Instuments Optistat CF

s použit́ım kontroleru stejné společnosti Mercury iTC. Pro regulaci pr̊utoku duśıku byl

společnost́ı dodán ručńı jehlový ventil.

Jako při konstrukci výše popsaného systému, byl použit stejný interferometr společnosti
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Polytec OFV-505 s kontrolerem OFV-2570. Vzhledem k tomu, že se jedná se duśıkový

kryostat, je potřeba mı́t jako součást tohoto systému i tlakovou duśıkovou Dewarovu

nádobu. V tomto př́ıpadě byla zvolena Dewarova nádoba s objemem 50 l. Aby kryostat

správně pracoval, je nutné udržovat (regulovat) tlak uvnitř Dewarovy nádoby. O regu-

laci tohoto tlaku se stará ř́ızený napět’ový zdroj QL564TP, společnosti TTi. V nádobě je

umı́stěno topné těleso, které zajǐst’uje přeměnu tekutého duśıku v plynný. T́ım se v této

nádobě zvyšuje tlak. Je tam také umı́stěn tlakový senzor, který se využ́ıvá k regulaci.

Samozřejmost́ı je i několik bezpečnostńıch prvk̊u (přetlakové ventily). Kromě přetlaku se

pro zajǐstěńı pr̊utoku duśıku kryostatem použ́ıvá čerpadlová pumpa.

Vzhledem k faktu, že tato duśıková nádoba je pod stálým tlakem, tedy uzavřená, neńı

možné kontrolovat množstv́ı kapalného duśıku. Tato kontrola je nutná, aby se nedocházelo

k př́ıpadu, že tekutý duśık v pr̊uběhu měřeńı dojde. Proto byla pod tuto nádobu umı́stěna

váha, kter8 odeśılá aktuálńı zat́ıžeńı. Před vlastńım měřeńım, po umı́stěńı vzorku do

kryostatu, je nutné ve vnitřńı komoře tohoto kryostatu vyměnit vzduch (při vkládáńı

vzorku) za helium.

K tomuto slouž́ı turbomolekulárńı stanice T-Station 85 společnosti Edwards. Tato

vývěva je po vyčerpáńı vzduchu z vnitřńı komory použita pro vakuolizaci vnitřńıho pláště,

aby nedocházelo k námraze vněǰśıho pláště a roseńı optických pr̊uchodek. Jako bud́ıćı

laser byl zvolen pulsńı laser STA-01-8-1053 od společnosti Standa (v budoucnu tento

laser bude nahrazen pulsńım laserem od společnosti CryLaS). Pro bud́ıćı laser je nutné

mı́t exterńı hodinový signál, který určuje rychlost buzeńı. Pro tento účel je zde generátor

funkćı DG1022Z společnosti Rigol.

Měřeńı časového signálu, který měř́ı interferometr a zesiluje zesilovač Krohn-Hite mo-

del 3945, zajǐst’uje digitalizačńı karta NI PXI-5142 (100 Mhz, 100 Ms/s, 14 bit). Intenzitu

odraženého detekčńıho svazku a vnitřńı tlak v duśıkové nádobě měř́ı USB-6008. Obě tato

měřićı zař́ızeńı jsou od společnosti National Instruments. Program pro ř́ızeńı, regulaci,

měřeńı, ovládańı a ukládáńı dat byl programován v prostřed́ı LabView společnosti Nati-

onal Instruments.

Popis ovládáńı

Ovládáńı a regulace tohoto systému neńı plně automatizovaná. Důvodem je ručńı ovládáńı
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jehlového ventilu (v budoucnu bude vyměněn za programovatelný). Kromě tohoto je

systém programově ovladatelný. Obr. 3.7 ukazuje nejd̊uležitěǰśı část ovládaćıho programu.

Je zde vidět několik část́ı. Část nazývaná Komunikace nastavuje komunikačńı kanály a

protokoly, které se použ́ıvaj́ı ke komunikaci s jednotlivými částmi aparatury. Vid́ıme tedy,

které části je možné ovládat, př́ıpadně použ́ıt k měřeńı. Sekce Scope slouž́ı pro nastaveńı

digitalizačńı karty, a tedy měřeného časového signálu. Pod touto sekćı je možné sestavit

počet pr̊uměr̊u, abychom se zbavili nežádoućıch parazitńıch signál̊u, typu šum a podobně.

V sekci Tekutý dusı́k je graf hmotnosti nádoby na duśık. V tomto př́ıpadě v́ıme, že

plná nádoba má cca 60 kg a prázdná 22 kg. Ze zkušenosti také v́ıme, kolik kilogramů

tekutého duśıku je na jedno celé měřeńı nutné. Proto jsme schopni odhadnout, zda bude

dostupný tekutý duśık k měřeńı stačit. V této sekci je také graf vnitřńıho tlaku v Dewarově

nádobě. Tento tlak je možné v této sekci i regulovat.

Sekce Nastavenı́ tabulky teplot slouž́ı k importu dat z EXCELu. Na základě těchto

údaj̊u program automaticky nastavuje a měř́ı v požadovaných teplotách. V posledńı sekci

Ovládánı́ je k dispozici základńı nutné ovládáńı tohoto programu. Je zde možnost ručńıho

nastaveńı požadované teploty (v Kelvinech), ručńı měřeńı a uložeńı signálu, nastaveńı

tolerance teplot a takzvaný Watchdog. To slouž́ı k vypnut́ı a zapnut́ı pumpy pro pr̊utok

duśıku. Po levé straně je opět viděna intenzita odraženého detekčńıho svazku. Č́ım vyšš́ı,

t́ım lepš́ı signál dostaneme.

Velmi d̊uležitá je pro špatně rezonuj́ıćı vzorky. Graf na obr. 3.8 slouž́ı ke grafickému

zobrazeńı teplot (požadovaná a dvě teploty uvnitř kryostatu, regulovaná a teplota na

vzorku). Teplota regulovaná a na vzorku se může v řádech jednotek kelvina lǐsit. Pro vy-

hodnoceńı je tato hodnota ovšem d̊uležitá. Zobrazeńı časového signálu a jeho fourierovou

transformaci, je možné vidět na obr. 3.9.
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Obrázek 3.7: RUS-Kryostat, ovládaćı program (nastaveńı)

Obrázek 3.8: Rus-Kryostat, ovládaćı program (vývoj teplot)
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Obrázek 3.9: RUS-Kryostat, ovládaćı program (měřený signál a jeho FFT)
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3.2 Měřeńı povrchových vln

Vývoj těchto aparatur je motivován požadavkem na měřeńı, které nelze provést pomoćı

metody RUS 3.1. Jde např́ıklad o vzorky vykazuj́ıćı silný útlum (kdy rezonančńı spektrum

obsahuje velmi málo rezonanćı, nebo v extrémńıch př́ıpadech ani nelze řádně vybudit),

měřeńı vzork̊u pod mechanickým napět́ım (které nelze měřit rezonančńı metodou už z

principu měřeńı volných kmit̊u), měřeńı tenkých vrstev (které je pomoćı metody RUS

poměrně časově náročné, nebot’ je nutné měřit jak vzorek s tenkou vrstvou, tak poté

samostatný substrát), atd.

3.2.1 TGS s rotačńım podstavcem

Popis aparatury

Na tomto sestaveńı se běžně měř́ı anizotropie daného materiálu. Tato sestava se dá rozdělit

na dvě části: optická cesta a měřićı s regulačńı cestou. Tyto dvě části budou popsány

zvlášt’.

Optická cesta je dána primárně optickými prvky, doplněnými lasery a detektorem.

Schéma této optické cesty je zobrazeno na obr. 3.101 a jej́ı princip je popsán v

sekci 2.2. Optická cesta tedy zač́ıná dvěma lasery. Pulsńı infračervený laser je

použit pro vybuzeńı povrchových akustických vln a zelený kontinuálńı laser slouž́ı

pro jejich detekci. Jak je vidět na obrázku, oba tyto lasery maj́ı totožnou cestu. Tedy

na začátku cesty se pomoćı polopropustného zrcátka spoj́ı a poté projdou válcovou

čočkou. Z válcové čočky projdou tyto svazky fázovou mř́ıžkou, na které se difraktuj́ı

a źıskáváme tak dva svazky. Ty pokračuj́ı soustavou sférických čoček následovanou

polarizačńım optickým rozbočovačem, který na zpátečńı cestě odděĺı zelený detekčńı

svazek. Z rozbočovače dopadaj́ı svazky skrz čtvrt-vlnu na měřený vzorek. Na vzorku

se vybud́ı akustická vlna a zelený detekčńı svazek se přes rozbočovač odděĺı a pomoćı

dvojice zrcátek dopadne na PIN diody detektoru.

Měřićı a regulačńı cesta se skládá z detektoru, osciloskopu a rotačńıho posuvńıku. De-

tektor obsahuje dvojici PIN diod, které jsou zapojeny diferenciálně. Signál z těchto

diferenciálně zapojených diod pokračuje do zesilovače HSA-1-40 (1 GHz, 40 dB)

1autor P. Stoklasová, Akademie Věd ČR, Ústav Termomechaniky, Laboratoř ultrazvukových metod
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společnosti FEMTO. Z tohoto zesilovače se berou dva signály. Jeden signál je stej-

nosměrná složka, která slouž́ı k seř́ızeńı zrcátek pro co nejlepš́ı dopad detekčńıho

svazku na PIN diody. Druhý signál již zmiňovaný měřený. Oba tyto signály se měř́ı

pomoćı osciloskopu LeCroy 725Zi (2.5 GHz, 20 GS/s, 8 bit). Rotačńı motorizovaný

krokový posuvńık je připojen do kontroleru společnosti STANDA 8SMC1. Kont-

roler i osciloskop jsou připojeny do ovládaćıho poč́ıtače, ve kterém se použ́ıvá pro

automatické měřeńı program, který byl vyvinut v prostřed́ı LabView.

Obrázek 3.10: Blokové schéma optické cesty TGS-rotace

Popis ovládáńı

Na obr. 3.11 je ovládáńı této sestavy zobrazeno. Je rozděleno do několika část́ı. V prvńı

části, nazvané Komunikace, se nastavuje komunikace s př́ıstroji, které se měřeńı účastńı.
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V tomto př́ıpadě pouze osciloskop a kontroler rotačńıho posuvńıku. V sekci Načtenı́

tabulek se jako v jiných př́ıpadech načte sekvence měřeńı. V tomto př́ıpadě úhly, ve

kterých má dané měřeńı prob́ıhat. Sekce Ovládánı́ slouž́ı pro nastaveńı rychlosti rotace a

jaký signál se z osciloskopu má uložit. Vlastńı nastaveńı signálu se určuje ručně na daném

osciloskopu. Data jsou ukládána automaticky do databáze MS SQL. Z této databáze se

tato data daj́ı vyhodnocovat, př́ıpadně exportovat pro daľśı potřebu.

Obrázek 3.11: TGS-rotace, Ovládaćı program
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3.2.2 TGS s teplotńı komorou

Popis aparatury

Tato sestava se opět skládá ze dvou část́ı. Optická cesta je stejná, jako v kapitole 3.2.1.

Proto se v této kapitole zaměř́ıme pouze na cestu měř́ıćı a regulačńı. V prvńı řadě se

jedná o komerčńı teplotńı komoru společnosti Instec, která má teplotńı rozsah 80-850 K.

Tato komora je vakuová, proto je k této komoře připojena vývěva Hi Cube 80 společnosti

Pfeiffer. I když je komora vakuovatelná, je nutné mı́t plášt’ této komory teplotně stabilńı.

O tuto teplotńı stabilizaci se stará vodńı chlazeńı Oasis 160. Do této komory byl umı́stěn

teplotńı senzor v podobě PT100. Měřeńı teploty na tomto senzoru obstarává NI-9219 (100

S/s, 24 bit) společnosti National Instruments. Detektor, stejně jako v př́ıpadě 3.2.1, je

konstruován ze dvou PIN diod, které jsou zapojeny diferenciálně a výsledný signál ześılen

zesilovačem HSA-1-60 (1 GHz, 60 dB) společnosti FEMTO. Ześılený signál se měř́ı na

osciloskopu LaCroy 640Zi (4 Ghz, 20 GS/s, 8 bit). Všechny tyto části jsou propojeny s

ř́ıd́ıćım poč́ıtačem, na kterém je ovládaćı program. Tento program byl vyvinut v prostřed́ı

LabView.

Popis ovládáńı

Ovládáńı této soustavy je zobrazeno na obr. 3.12. V sekci Komunikace se vyb́ıraj́ı komu-

nikačńı kanály a protokoly, které se použ́ıvaj́ı ke komunikaci s jednotlivými částmi této

sestavy. V nastaveńı Oasis 160 se může měnit teplta vněǰśıho pláště komory Instec. Tato

funkce je d̊uležitá, nebot’ může zabraňovat namrzáńı optických pr̊uchod̊u. Sekce Načtenı́

tabulky teplot je, stejně jako v jiných př́ıpadech, pro načtěńı soustavy měř́ıćıch bod̊u.

V tomto př́ıpadě teploty a potřebného času stability na dané teplotě, než začne vlastńı

měřeńı. Data jsou opět ukládána do databáze MS SQL. Pomoćı sekce Ovládánı́ je možno

ručně nastavovat teploty a na těchto teplotách měřit. Př́ıpadně spustit automatické měřeńı,

které nastav́ı požadovanou teplotu uvedenou v tabulce a na této teplotě provede auto-

matické měřeńı. V této sekci se vyb́ırá kanál osciloskopu, na kterém se daný signál měř́ı.

Grafy teploty a výkonu komory jsou na obr. 3.13. Dı́ky těmto údaj̊um jsme schopni zjistit,

jak dlouho trvalo dostat se na jednotlivé teploty.
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Obrázek 3.12: TGS-teplotni komora, ovladaćı program (nastaveni)
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Obrázek 3.13: TGS-teplotni komora, ovladaćı program (vývoj teploty)
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3.2.3 Širokopásmová aparatura se zatěžovaćım zař́ızeńım

Popis aparatury

Tato aparatura vznikla za účelem měřeńı elastických vlastnost́ı materiálu pod mecha-

nickým napět́ım. Výše popsané motody 3.1 jsou pro tento účel nevhodné, nebot’ jsou

založeny na vlastńım kmitáńı. Což při mechanickém zat́ıžeńı neńı možné. Deformačńı

zař́ızeńı bylo vyvinuto Ing. J. Źıdkem2 a ř́ızeńı s ovládáńım tohoto deformačńıho zař́ızeńı

je popsáno dále v této práci. Zař́ızeńı pro deformaci se skládá z několika část́ı. V prvńı

části je pohyblivá čelist, která ř́ıd́ı deformaci a zat́ıžeńı, a pevná čelist, která dané zat́ıžeńı

měř́ı pomoćı tenzometr̊u. Daľśı část́ı je pohon pohyblivé čelisti, kterým je krokový moto-

rek. Tento motorek je připojen k pohyblivé čelisti přes převodovku 100:1. Posledńı část́ı

tohoto deformačńıho zař́ızeńı je indukčńı sńımač polohy použitý pro měřeńı deformace

daného vzorku.

Deformačńı zař́ızeńı je umı́stěno na soustavě posuvńık̊u jimiž se v př́ıpadě potřeby

posouvá střed rotace. Rotaci zde zajǐst’uje motorizovaný posuvńık a jeho př́ıtomnost zde

je pro měřeńı úhlové disperze rychlosti š́ı̌reńı povrchových vln, ze které je možné určit

anizotropii měřeného vzorku. Pro vybuzeńı povrchových vln se použ́ıvá infračervený pulsńı

laser STA-01-7 společnosti STANDA. Laserový svazek je pomoćı atenuátoru odkloněn do

synchronizačńı PIN diody. Dále je přes soustavu zlatých zrcátek veden skrz cylindrickou

čočku (z bodového svazku tato čočka udělá svazek čárový) na vzorek. Detekci v tomto

př́ıpadě zajǐst’uje interferometr Femto společnosti Bossa Nova Tech (dnes Sound & Bright).

Apertura tohoto zeleného interferometru je cca 5cm.

Detekčńı svazek je pomoćı dvou stř́ıbrných zrcátek veden skrz objektiv na vzorek.

Stř́ıbrná zrcátka, stejně jako objektiv, jsou připevněna k motorizovaným posuvńık̊um

společnosti Physical Instruments. Pomoćı těchto motorizovaných posuvńık̊u je možné

jemné a přesné X-Y skenováńı povrchu daného vzorku. Rozlǐseńı těchto posuvńık̊u je

50nm. Pro digitalizaci měřeného signálu je použita digitalizačńı karta společnosti Nati-

onal Instruments PXIe-5162 (1.5 GHZ, 5 GS/s, 10 bit) a pro měřeńı ostatńıch veličin

(deformace, śıly, teploty a úrovně signálu) NI-9219 (100 S/s, 24 bit). Pro ovládáńı mo-

torku slouž́ıćıho k posuvu volné čelisti je použit kontrolér SMCI33 společnosti Nanotec. U

ostatńıch posuvńık̊u je použit kontrolér Appolo Physical Instruments. Všechna tato měřićı

2Akademie Věd ČR, Ústav Termomechaniky, Ultrazvukové metody
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a ovládaćı zař́ızeńı jsou přes r̊uzné sběrnice připojena k ovládaćımu poč́ıtači, a pomoćı

programu, programovanému v prostřed́ı LabView, ovládána a regulována [22].

Popis ovládáńı

V této kapitole se budeme zabývat vlastńım ovládáńım této měřićı aparatury. Na obr. 3.14

je zobrazena část programu, určenou pro konfiguraci sestavy. V této konfiguraci se na-

stavuj́ı komunikačńı protokoly a kanály pro jednostlivé segmenty této meřićı aparatury.

Definuje se tu komunikace s jednotlivými kontrolery motorizovaných posuvńık̊u, měřićı

kanály pro teplotu, śılu, deformaci, úroveň signálu a digitalizačńı kartou. V části nade-

psané jako Nastavenı́ je možné definovat maximálńı zat́ıžeńı daného materiálu.

Obrázek 3.14: SAW-Trha4ka, ovládaćı program (konfigurace)

Ovládáńı na obr. 3.15 ovládá veškeré motorizované posuvńıky, které jsou této apara-

tury součást́ı. Můžeme tu ručně ovládat motorek pro zat́ıžeńı, tzn. ručně nastavit śılu,

př́ıpadně deformaci. Ručně se zde také ovládá rotace deformačńıho zař́ızeńı. T́ım źıskáme

jistotu, že bud́ıćı a detekčńı svazek nikdy neopust́ı oblast měřeného materiálu. Pomoćı X-

Y posuvu se hledaj́ı měřićı body. Vzhledem k tomu, že měřeńı veličin (śıla a deformace)

je diferenciálńı, je nutné před začátkem měřeńı nastavit výchoźı úroveň těchto měřených

veličin.

Pomoćı Načtenı́ tabulek na obr. 3.16 zvoĺıme měřićı body na vzorku (Osa X a Osa
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Obrázek 3.15: SAW-Trha4ka, ovládaćı program (ovládáńı)

Y) a také definujeme při jakém zat́ıžeńı, př́ıpadně deformaci, má automatické měřeńı

prob́ıhat. Pokud chceme při měřeńı měřit i anizotropii daného materiálu, použijeme i

tabulku pro načteńı rotace. Měřeńı prob́ıhá následovně (s měřeńım anizotropie):

A Nastaveńı požadované śıly (deformace)

B Změřeńı śıtě bod̊u na vzorku

C Nastaveńı rotace

Nastav́ı se bod A. Po nastaveńı bodu A, nastane bod B. Jakmile se doměř́ı celá

požadovaná śıt’, použije se bod C. Po nastaveńı v bodu C, prob́ıhá opět bod B. T́ımto

zp̊usobem se změř́ı při bodu A, pro všechny body C, bod B. Po skončeńı měřeńı všech

požadovaných hodnot bodu C, př́ıpadně bodu B, se nastav́ı daľśı hodnota v bodě A a

měřeńı pokračuje dokud se nezměř́ı všechny body A, jejich podbody C a B. Grafy na

obr. 3.17, 3.18 a 3.19 zobrazuj́ı aktuálńı stav zat́ıžeńı a deformaci.

Nastaveńı ukládáńı, obr. 3.20, slouž́ı pro výběr regulačńı veličiny. Tedy bud’ se reguluje

na śılu nebo deformaci. Zálež́ı na požadavćıch. Posledńı karta, zobrazena na obr. 3.21, je

ovládáńı digitalizačńı karty. Na tomto grafu je zobrazen, a následně ukládán, měřený

signál interferometru. Na všech obrázćıch této kapitoly 3.2.3 je také zobrazen po levé

straně ukazatel úrovně odraženého detekčńıho svazku od vzorku.
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Obrázek 3.16: SAW-Trhačka, ovládaćı program (načteńı dat pro měřeńı)

Obrázek 3.17: SAW-Trhačka, ovládaćı program (graf sila-deformace)
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Obrázek 3.18: SAW-Trhačka, ovládaćı program (graf sila-cas)

Obrázek 3.19: SAW-Trhačka, ovládaćı program (graf deformace-cas)
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Obrázek 3.20: SAW-Trhačka, ovládaćı program (nastaveńı ukládáńı dat)

Obrázek 3.21: SAW-Trhacka, ovládaćı program (digitalizačńı karta)
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3.3 Zjednodušený vývojový diagram

3.3.1 Sd́ılený vývojový diagram

Na obr. 3.22 je znázorněn zjednodušený vývojový diagram. Tento diagram se týká apa-

ratur 3.1.3, 3.1.2, 3.1.1, 3.2.2 a s lehkou změnou i 3.2.1. Tato změna se týká pouze toho,

že mı́sto teploty se nastavuje úhel rotace.

Všechny systémy, kterých se to týká, se ř́ıd́ı t́ımto algoritmem. Je samozřejmost́ı, že

každý systém má své vlastńı komunikačńı protokoly a ochranné nastaveńı, pro př́ıpad

kolize.

Na začátku každého spuštěńı př́ıslušného programu je nutné nač́ıst tabulku s hodno-

tami (teplota, rotace), při kterých bude měřeńı prob́ıhat. Tyto hodnoty se použ́ıvaj́ı pro

vstup do regulačńıch smyček. Zároveň tyto tabulky mohou obsahovat rampu a dobu sta-

bilizace. Rampa v tomto kontextu znamené rychlost regulačńı smyčky. Doba stabilizace

je čas, po kterou muśı daná veličina splňovat kritéria, než je započato vlastńı měřeńı.

Např́ıklad, pokud se jedná o teplotńı stabilizaci, je v programu k dispozici nastaveńı to-

lerance, ve které se má daná taplota před a během měřeńı pohybovat.

Tato tolerance a daľśı parametry (např. počet pr̊uměrováńı, délka měřeného signálu...)

se nastav́ı podle potřeby měřeného vzorku. Každý měřený vzorek materiálu je jedinečný a

potřebuje tedy i jedinečný př́ıstup. Pokud operátor nastav́ı všechny parametry a zkontro-

luje i nastaveńı bezpečnostńıch prvk̊u (např. vypadnut́ı exterńıho chlazeńı pláště), může

dané měřeńı spustit.

Program se v tuto chv́ıli chová zcela autonomně. Hlavńı výhoda tohoto autonomńıho

provozu je, že některá měřeńı mohou trvat i několik týdn̊u. Během této doby je dohled

operátora pouze minimálńı.

Po spuštěńı se načtou hodnoty z tabulky a regulačńı smyčka se snaž́ı daných para-

metr̊u dosáhnout. Behěm tohoto snažeńı se daná veličina porovnává s hystereźı danou

nastavenou toleranćı. Ve chv́ıli, kdy se daná veličina ustabilizuje v daném tolerančńım

pásu, docháźı ke spuštěńı časovače. Hodnota časovače je opět brána ze vstupńı tabulky

hodnot. Po uplynut́ı dané doby (pokud stabilizovaná veličina nepřekroč́ı tolerančńı pás)

se zapne pulsńı laser.

Zapnut́ı a vypnut́ı pulsńıho laseru je nezbytnou součást́ı těchto programů. Jak už bylo
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proklamováno, některá měřeńı mohou trvat i několik týdn̊u. A pokud by během této doby

byl pulsńı laser stále sepnut, mohlo by doj́ıt k jeho degradaci. Většina výrobc̊u udává

předpokládaný počet puls̊u, které daný laser může během funkčńı doby vystřelit.

Po zapnut́ı laseru se spust́ı i měř́ıćı karty, které daný signál digitalizuj́ı. Toto měřeńı

prob́ıhá tak dlouho, dokud neńı splněna podmı́nka pro nastavený počet pr̊uměr̊u. V těchto

algoritmech se použ́ıvaj́ı pouze správně měřené signály. Občas může doj́ıt k nepředpokládanému

incidentu a jeden (nebo v́ıce) signál̊u (během fáze pr̊uměrováńı) by nebylo úspěšně změřeno.

To by samozřejmě mohlo vyústit v konečném d̊usledku v chybný záznam dat. Po změřeńı

všech signál̊u (pr̊uměrováńı) se laser opět vypne a daný zpr̊uměrovaný signál se ulož́ı.

Po úpěšném uložeńı signálu a přǐrazeńı informaćı o tomto signálu do databáze, se

algoritmus pod́ıvá do vstupńıch dat a podle toho vyhodnot́ı daľśı krok. Pokud je v tabulce

potřeba měřeńı na daľśı hodnotě, algoritmus provede nastaveńı potřebných veličin a cyklus

se opakuje. Pokud byla změřena posledńı hodnota, algoritmus většinu zař́ızeńı uvede do

výchoźıho stavu a je připraven pro daľśı použit́ı.

Všechny programy jsou opatřeny ovládáńım pro ručńı přerušeńı algoritmu. Samozřejmost́ı

jsou i možnosti drobných změn jako změna počtu pr̊uměrovaných signál̊u, změna tole-

rančńıho pásu, délky měřeného signálu a podobně.
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Obrázek 3.22: Zjednodušený vývojový diagram pro výše popsané systémy
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3.3.2 Vývojový diagram pro 3.2.3

Tento algoritmus je složitěǰśı a obsahuje možnou modifikaci, kterou operátor může využ́ıt.

Na obr. 3.23 je znázorněn zjednodušený popis algoritmu, který využ́ıvá sestava 3.2.3.

Začátek tohoto algoritmu je velmi podobný jako algoritmus předchoźı. Na začátku se

ovšem muśı operátor rozhodnout, zda při měřeńı využije i možnost rotace vzorku. Po

tomto rozhodnut́ı je nucen nač́ıst př́ıslušný počet tabulek (dvě nebo tři). Prvńı dvě tabulky

je nucen operátor nač́ıst v každém př́ıpadě. Jedná se o tabulku posuv̊u a zat́ıžeńı.

Tabulka posuv̊u zajǐst’uje matici bod̊u, ve kterých měřeńı bude prob́ıhat. Tabulka

zat́ıžeńı obsahuje vektor śıly nebo deformace. Operátor je nucen se v této úrovni roz-

hodnout, zda bude deformačńı zař́ızeńı regulováno podle deformace, nebo podle śıly (tj.

v tak zvaném tvrdém nebo měkkém zatěžováńı). Je výhodné mı́t možnost obou těchto

možnost́ı, nebot’ každé přináš́ı jiné vlastnosti. Výběr se tak provede na základě požadavku

na měřený vzorek a požadované źıskané informace. Pokud se očekává, že vzorek je ani-

zotropńı, má operátor možnost nač́ıst také tabulku rotaćı, tj. relativńıch úhl̊u zatěžováńı

v̊uči měřenému směru š́ı̌reńı vln.

Po zvoleńı výše uvedených možnost́ı a načteńı př́ıslušných tabulek je také nutné

nastavit bezpečnostńı meze, nastavit výchoźı pozice śıly a deformace, nastavit digita-

lizačńı kartu a uvést základńı informace u měřeného materiálu. Po splněńı všech těchto

náležitost́ı je možné dané měřeńı spustit. Algoritmus napřed načte prvńı hodnotu z

tabulky śıly/deformace a na tuto hodnotu deformačńı zař́ızeńı nastav́ı a reguluje. Po

dosažeńı této hodnoty jsou dvě možnosti (zde bude popsána možnost s rotaćı). Program

nastav́ı deformačńı zař́ızeńı na požadovaný úhel, který je uveden v př́ıslušné tabulce.

Jakmile se deformačńı zař́ızeńı nastav́ı do požadované polohy, zač́ıná skenováńı povrchu

vzorku.

Dı́ky nastaveńı os X a Y je tedy možné nastavit detekci do libovolné pozice v̊uči

čárovému zdroji buzeńı povrchových vln. Toto skenováńı povrchu se tedy děje v cyklu.

Během skenováńı se každý jednotlivý signál několikrát zpr̊uměruje a tento pr̊uměrovaný

signál se ulož́ı. K tomuto signálu se samozřejmě ulož́ı i potřebné informace o pozici. Po

skončeńı tohoto skenu, je nastaven daľśı úhel a tato matice je změřena znovu. Toto se děje

pro každý jednotlivý úhel.

Po změřeńı posledńıho úhlu a skenovaćı matice, se deformačńı zař́ızeńı vrát́ı do výchoźı
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pozice a program začne regulovat na daľśı hodnotu v tabulce śıla/deformace. Takto

prob́ıhá celé automatické měřeńı, dokud se nezměř́ı posledńı požadovaná śıla/deformace,

posledńı úhel rotace a skenováńı podle definované matice bod̊u. Z výše uvedeného je tedy

na prvńı pohled patrná časová zátěž celého měřeńı. Měřeńı na této sestavě může reálně

trvat i několik dńı.

V programu se daj́ı nastavit mezńı śıly, přes který by se daný vzorek neměl dostat. Toto

nastaveńı je primárně d̊uležité při regulaci na deformaci vzorku, př́ıpadně na manuálńı

nastaveńı. Při překročeńı těchto mezńıch sil se deformačńı zař́ızeńı zastav́ı a vypne se

daný algoritmus. Zároveň kontroler tohoto motorku pulsně kontroluje, zda algoritmus

odpov́ıdá. Ve chv́ıli, kdy testovaćı paket neńı přijmut, kontroler automaticky krokový

motorek zastav́ı a odepne. T́ım je zabráněno poškozeńı vzorku či zař́ızeńı, pokud by došlo

v ovládaćım poč́ıtači ke kolizi.

Výše bylo uvedeno, že jsou dvě možnosti měřeńı. Pokud neńı nutné měřit anizotropii,

je možné nastavit programové přeskočeńı nastaveńı rotace deformačńıho zař́ızeńı.
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Obrázek 3.23: Zjednodušený vývojový diagram pro 3.2.3
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4 Př́ıklady aplikaćı aparatur v materiálových vědách

4.1 Ultrazvuková detekce fázových přechod̊u v hlińıkových slitinách

Tato kapitola bude věnováná použit́ı rezonančńı ultrazvukové spektroskopie (RUS) k de-

tekci fázových přechod̊u v hlińıkové slitině AA6262 při tepelném cyklováńı. Bude zde

ukázáno, že metoda RUS je dostatečně citlivá, aby spolehlivě detekovala teploty táńı a

tuhnut́ı mikročástic Mg4Bi2-Bi, které jsou odpovědné za tyto fázové přechody, ačkoli ob-

jemový pod́ıl částic je velmi malý (1%) a dokonce klesá s proběhnutými teplotńımi cykly.

[23]

Fázové přechody mikro a nano částic v pevných látkách vykazuj́ı několik rozd́ıl̊u ve

srovnáńı s objemovými přechody stejných materiál̊u [24, 25, 26]. Např́ıklad rozsáhlé studie

akustické a magnetické rezonance táńı a tuhnut́ı r̊uzných materiál̊u v porézńıch sklech [27,

28, 29, 30, 31] ukázaly, že teploty přechodu těchto částic se snižuj́ı a vždy existuje také

pozorovatelná hystereze mezi táńım a tuhnut́ım částic.

Mezi systémy s kovovou matrićı / kovovými částicemi je z hlediska aplikace zjevně

zaj́ımavá hlińıková slitina AA6262 [32]. Tato slitina má nominálně podobné složeńı jako

slitina AA6082 (nebo AA6061) AlMgSi, ale jej́ı obrobitelnost je zvýšena přidáńım malých

množstv́ı Pb a Bi, které při správném teplotńım zpracováńı vytvářej́ı mikročástice disper-

gované podél zrna hranice. Tyto částice maj́ı poměrně složitou, v́ıcesložkovou struk-

turu [33], včetně také určitého množstv́ı Mg3Bi2-Bi. Při teplotě táńı se částice částečně

roztav́ı a slitina procháźı přechodem do křehkého stavu (DBT). Zkřehnut́ı nastává v

d̊usledku př́ıtomnosti taveniny.

To je výhodné pro obráběńı, protože taveńı materiálu Mg2Bi2-Bi v bĺızkosti řezného

nástroje snižuje pevnost materiálu a vede k tvorbě krátkých a lámatelných tř́ısek. Znalost

teploty DBT je tedy nezbytná pro návrh procesu obráběńı. Podobný význam má také

znalost možného vývoje této teploty přechodu během tepelného cyklováńı (tj. opakované

taveńı a tuhnut́ı v d̊usledku teplotńıch oscilaćı), protože odráž́ı změny vlastnost́ı materiálu

během obráběńı.

DBT v AA6262 a podobných slitinách ( [34, 35]) maj́ı zcela odlǐsnou povahu než v

konvenčńıch strukturálńıch materiálech, jako jsou ńızkouhĺıkové oceli, kde ke křehnut́ı

docháźı v d̊usledku redukce dislokačńıho skluzu, a kde jsou tedy možnosti ultrazvukové
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nedestruktivńı detekce teplot DBT omezené [36, 37, 38]. V př́ıpadě AA6262 může být

teplota DBT detekována nepř́ımo z detekce bod̊u táńı a tuhnut́ı částic, např́ıklad dife-

renčńı skenovaćı kalorimetríı. Avšak vzhledem k malému objemovému pod́ılu částic Pb

+ Bi ( 1%) mohou být odpov́ıdaj́ıćı exo- a endotermické ṕıky DSC malé, srovnatelné s

hladinou šumu zař́ızeńı DSC a nesrovnatelně menš́ı než ṕıky r̊uzných proces̊u v matrici.

Vhodnou alternativou k měřeńı DSC v takovém př́ıpadě může být detekce fázových

přechod̊u z malých změn elastických modul̊u slitiny. Tyto změny mohou být detekovány

bud’ měřeńım rychlost́ı akustických vln pulzńım ozvěnou v materiálu [26, 28], nebo re-

zonančńı ultrazvukovou spektroskopíı 2.1. Jak bude dále ukázáno, tato metoda je pro

systematické studium DBT a reverzńıch (BDT) teplot v této slitině, vhodná. A d́ıky

3.1.2 bylo možné provádět několik teplotńıch cykl̊u bez přestávky za sebou. [23]

Zkoumaným materiálem byla komerčńı slitina AA6262 (Constellium Extrustions, Děč́ın,

Česká Republika) vyrobená formou extruze (pr̊uměr 18, 8 mm). Materiál byl zahřát na

teplotu T8 (tyče byly za studena zpracovány na pr̊uměr 18, 1 mm (redukce 7, 3%), ž́ıháńı

bylo prováděno při 160 ◦C po dobu 10 hodin.) Výsledná mikrostruktura slitiny je na

obr. 4.1: sestává z vláknitých zrn prodloužených podél směru vytlačováńı.

Částice obsahuj́ıćı Pb a Bi jsou rozptýleny a jsou také protaženy podél směru vytlačováńı.

DBT teplota v této slitině byla stanovena pomoćı Charpyho testu ( [33]); teplota přechodu

byla indikována prudkým poklesem lomové houževnatosti při přibližně 250 ◦C. Pro sa-

motné měřeńı RUS ( 3.1.2) byl připraven pravoúhlý obdélńıkový pr̊uřez 2, 61 × 3, 21 ×
1, 94mm3 (přesnost ±0, 01 mm) s hranami orientovanými podél směr̊u zpracováńı.

Před tepelnými cykly byly změřeny a stanoveny elastické konstanty za pokojové tep-

loty výše popsaného vzorku AA6262 kombinaćı měřeńı RUS 3.1.1 a konvenčńı technikou

pulzńıho echa. Ćılem tohoto předběžného měřeńı bylo zjistit, zda vláknitá struktura indu-

kuje jakoukoli měřitelnou elastickou anizotropii v materiál̊u. Taková anizotropie by mohla

následně ovlivnit interpretaci RUS spekter měřených při vyšš́ıch teplotách.

Po změřeńı při pokojové teplotě byl vzorek podroben tepelnému cyklováńı. Vzo-

rek zkoumané slitiny AA6262 byl podroben pěti tepelným cykl̊um s př́ıslušnými tep-

lotńımi rozsahy uvedenými v tabulce 4.1 Maximálńı teploty byly pro všechny cykly nad

očekávanou teplotou DBT pro slitinu AA626 (250 ◦C). Pro 2. a 4. cyklus je maximálńı

teplota zvolená nad bodem táńı Pb (TPb = 325 ◦C), aby se zjistilo, zda má táńı a tuhnut́ı
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Pb uvnitř částic Pb + Bi nějaký dopad na DBT a BDT teploty.

Tabulka 4.1: Rozsahy tepelných cykl̊u zkoumané slitiny AA6262; PT označuje pokojovou

teplotu

Cyklus Teploty

1 PT → 290 ◦C → PT

2 PT → 350 ◦C → PT

3 PT → 290 ◦C → PT

4 PT → 350 ◦C → PT

5 PT → 290 ◦C → PT

Během každého teplotńıho cyklu byl měřen vývoj rezonančńıho spektra volných elas-

tických vibraćı vzorku v teplotńı oblasti, kde se očekávaly DBT a BDT, tj. přibližně mezi

150 ◦C a 300 ◦C. Teplotńı kroky mezi jednotlivými měřeńımi byly zvoleny mezi 10 ◦C

(daleko od očekávaných přechodových teplot) a 2 ◦C (bĺızko očekávaných přechodných

teplot). Rychlost zahř́ıváńı a chlazeńı byla pomalé (1 ◦C×min−1) s daľśımi 2 minutami

stabilizačńı doby při každé měřené teplotě před samotným měřeńım RUS( 3.1.2). Tento

př́ıstup byl zvolen tak, aby byla zajǐstěna teplotńı homogenita v celém objemu vzorku a

po celou dobu záznamu spektra.

Na obr. 4.2 je zobrazen př́ıklad teplotńıho vývoje zvoleného ṕıku slitiny AA6262 během

zahř́ıvaćıho cyklu. Kvalita ṕıku rychle klesá v d̊usledku nár̊ustu tlumeńı. Je patrné, že ṕık

s téměř konstantńım sklonem klesá se zvyšuj́ıćı se teplotou na nižš́ı frekvence, což ukazuje

na významné změkčeńı AlMgSi v d̊usledku zahř́ıváńı.

Výsledky (vývoj δG s teplotou) źıskané pro vzorek AA6262 jsou znázorněny na obr. 4.3

(zahř́ıváńı) a obr. 4.4 (chladnut́ı). Pro prvńı zahř́ıvaćı cyklus Mg2Si indukuje určité

ztvrdnut́ı při teplotě nad 180 ◦C, což je však přerušeno při 253 ◦C prudkým poklesem

označuj́ıćım táńı částic. Toto rapidńı sńıžeńı δGDBT = 1.65× 10−3 se dokonč́ı při teplotě

262 ◦C. Maximálńı sklon d(δG)/dT se objevuje přibližně při TDBT = 257 ◦C.

Podobně ostré poklesy δG lze pozorovat také pro všechny ostatńı zahř́ıvaćı cykly.

Teplota přechodu pro druhý cyklus se mı́rně posunula dol̊u (TDBT = 254 ◦C). Pro třet́ı a

daľśı cykly z̊ustává tato teplota přibližně stejná, stejně jako š́ı̌rka přechodových interval̊u
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(∼ 10 ◦C). Naopak velikost skoku spojeného s přechodem (δGDBT) se v d̊usledku cyklováńı

významně měńı. Maximum se objev́ı ve druhém cyklu (δGDBT = 2.9× 10−3 po odečteńı

celkového konkávńıho trendu křivky), což však může být ovlivněno skutečnost́ı, že v

prvńım cyklu změkčeńı z DBT stále superponuje s vyztužeńım zp̊usobeným precipitaćı

Mg2Si. Dále se hodnota δGDBT postupně snižuje z 1.5× 10−3 (třet́ı cyklus) na 0.6× 10−3

(pátý cyklus). Zdá se, že vývoj teplot DBT ani š́ı̌rek přechodného intervalu a δGDBT neńı

nijak ovlivněn přehřát́ım nad TPb ve druhém a čtvrtém cyklu.

Pro chladnut́ı je výrazně odlǐsný obrázek (obr. 4.4). V prvńım cyklu se objevuje v

širokém teplotńım intervalu (240 ◦C až 220 ◦C) s velikost́ı δGBDT = 2.7×10−3. Maximálńı

změna sklonu indikuj́ıćı teplotu BDT se objevuje přibližně při TBDT = 235 ◦C. Podobné

š́ı̌rky interval̊u BDT (∼ 20 ◦C, tj. dvakrát širš́ı než pro DBT) lze pozorovat také pro třet́ı a

pátý tepelný cyklus, tj. pro ty cykly, u nichž maximálńı teplota nepřekročila TPb. Teplota

BDT pro tyto cykly se systematicky zvyšuje až na TBDT = 250 ◦C pro pátý cyklus.
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Obrázek 4.1: Mikrostruktura studované slitiny AA6262: (a) struktura vláknitých zrn

zvýrazněná anodizaćı Barkerovým činidlem; (b) detail částic obsahuj́ıćıch

olovo a bizmut. [23]
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Obrázek 4.2: Př́ıklad vývoje jednoho rezonančńıho ṕıku s teplotou během zahř́ıváńı

vzorku AA6262. Přerušovaná čára představuje globálńı lineárńı trend

(G′0). [23]
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Obrázek 4.3: Vývoj δG s teplotou během ohřevu prob́ıhá po dobu pěti následných te-

pelných cykl̊u. Č́ısla 1 a 5 označuj́ı č́ısla cykl̊u, přerušované čáry indikuj́ı

přibližné oblasti přechod̊u BDT. [23]
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Obrázek 4.4: Vývoj δG s teplotou během chladnut́ı prob́ıhá po dobu pěti následných te-

pelných cykl̊u. Č́ısla 1 a 5 označuj́ı č́ısla cykl̊u, přerušované čáry indikuj́ı

přibližné oblasti přechod̊u BDT. [23]
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4.2 Studie vnitřńıho třeńı ultrajemnozrnné slitiny hořč́ıku AZ31

Vnitřńı třeńı v slitině hořč́ıku AZ31 bylo zkoumáno pomoćı rezonančńı ultrazvukové spek-

troskopie 2.1. Bude ukázáno, že vnitřńı třeńı se výrazně zvyšuje při vyšš́ıch teplotách (≥
100 ◦C) a že toto zvýšeńı lze připsat pokluzu po hranićıch zrn (GBS). Vývoj tohoto jevu

s r̊uznou velikost́ı zrna je studován porovnáńım výsledk̊u źıskaných pro extrudovaný ma-

teriál a pro materiály po daľśım jednom, dvou a čtyřech pr̊uchodech. Bylo pozorováno,

že aktivačńı energie pro difúzńı GBS se s klesaj́ıćı velikost́ı zrn významně snižuje, a t́ım

také klesá prahová teplota, nad kterou je tento vnitřńı třećı mechanismus dominantńı.

Výsledky ukazuj́ı, že ultrajemnozrnné slitiny AZ31 vykazuj́ı difúzńı GBS při teplotách

bĺızkých teplotě okoĺı, což je zaj́ımavé zjǐstěńı s ohledem na možné aplikace těchto slitin

v superplastických formovaćıch technologíıch. [39]

Tažnost slitin hořč́ıku může být významně zlepšena zjemněńım zrna, a to zejména

zpracováńım s výraznou plastickou deformaćı (SPD) [40, 41, 42, 43]. Tento účinek je

částečně zp̊usoben randomizaćı orientaćı zrna v d̊usledku SPD, což naruš́ı jinak silnou

krystalografickou texturu tvářených slitin hořč́ıku, která má za následek plastickou ani-

zotropii. Kromě toho zjemněńı zrna a odpov́ıdaj́ıćı zvýšeńı objemové frakce hranic zrn,

umožňuj́ı snadněǰśı plasticitu pomoćı pokluzu po hranićıch zrn (GBS) [44, 45, 46, 47, 48],

a také pomoćı dislokačńıho skluzu [49, 50]. Jak GBS, tak skluz mohou významně přispět

ke zvýšené zpracovatelnosti jemnozrnných slitin hořč́ıku.

Měřeńı vnitřńıho třeńı byla mnohokrát ukázána jako citlivý a spolehlivý nástroj pro

detekci GBS [51, 52, 53, 54], jakož i aktivity dislokaćı [55, 56, 57, 58], a mohla by tedy

být schopna detekovat vývoj obou těchto účink̊u v d̊usledku ECAP [44]. Protože je však

relaxačńı śıla pro GBS mnohem vyšš́ı než u dislokačńıho skluzu [59], a protože bazálńı

systémy skluzu v slitinách jsou relativně rigidńı, je pravděpodobné, že vnitřńı třeńı v

jemnozrnném AZ31 je dominantně dáno GBS. Ileva a kol. [60] pozorovali rychlý nár̊ust

vnitřńıho třeńı ECAPovaného AZ31 po zahřát́ı nad pokojovou teplotu a ukázali, že toto

zvýšeńı lze skutečně připsat GBS.

Podobné výsledky byly źıskány Watanabe a kol. [51], kteř́ı kromě toho pozorovali

závislost tohoto nár̊ustu na velikosti zrn porovnáńım výsledk̊u vnitřńıho třeńı pro dva

r̊uzné válcované plechy a pro odlitý materiál. Fan a kol. [61, 62] pozorovali velmi po-

dobný nár̊ust vnitřńıho třeńı pro čistý jemnozrnný hořč́ık, což ukazuje, že toto zvýšeńı
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lze opět připsat GBS. Zat́ımco při nižš́ıch teplotách byl pozorován výrazně menš́ı ṕık

vnitřńıho třeńı souvisej́ıćı s dislokačńım skluzem. V této kapitole přináš́ıme srovnáńı to-

hoto nár̊ustu vnitřńıho třeńı pro extrudované vzorky AZ31 a AZ31, které byly kromě

extruze zpracovány 1, 2 a 4 pr̊uchody ECAP. Hlavńım ćılem této práce je ukázat, že

vnitřńı třeńı (zejména v ultrazvukovém kmitočtovém rozsahu) je schopno citlivě sledo-

vat mikrostrukturálńı procesy v ultrajemnozrnném AZ31 a přispět k porozuměńı vývoje

těchto proces̊u.

Zkoumaným materiálem byla komerčńı slitina AZ31 (nominálńı složeńı Mg – 3% Al –

1% Zn). Tento materiál, p̊uvodně ve stavu odlitku, byl nejprve extrudován při 350 ◦C s

vytlačovaným poměrem 22. Následně byl zpracován ECAP prováděným při 180 ◦C (daľśı

podrobnosti viz [63]) po cestě BC (otáčeńı vzorku o 90 ◦ mezi jednotlivými pr̊uchody).

Připraveny byly čtyři vzorky materiálu. Základńı (0P) a po jednom (1P), dvou (2P)

a čtyřech (4P) pr̊uchodech přes ECAP. Podrobné informace o vlastnostech a mikrostruk-

turálńı charakterizaci těchto materiál̊u lze nalézt [63, 64, 65, 66], zde je pouze stručné

shrnut́ı. Výchoźı extrudovaný materiál (0P) vykazoval bimodálńı distribuci velikosti zrn,

současně velká zrna (pr̊uměr 50 µm) a malá zrna (pr̊uměru několika mikrometr̊u). Následné

pr̊uchody ECAP vedly k homogenizaci mikrostruktury a celkovému zjemněńı zrna. Na

obr. 4.5 jsou porovnány EBSD obrazy mikrostruktur extrudovaného (0P) materiálu a

materiálu po čtyřech pr̊uchodech ECAP (4P). Je jasně vidět, že bimodálńı struktura je

potlačena v materiálu 4P.

V materiálech 1P a 2P byla stále př́ıtomna určitá bimodálńı struktura ( [63]), ale

zároveň byla velikost zrn zmenšena. Aby se dosáhlo jednorozměrné parametrizace procesu

zjemňováńı zrn, byla z map EBSD stanovena středńı velikost zrn pro každý materiál

(středńı velikost zrn d). Výsledné hodnoty byly d0P = 2,84 µm, d1P = 1,11 µm, d2P =

0,91 µm, a d4P = 0,72 µm.

Z těchto materiál̊u byly připraveny vzorky ve formě malých pravoúhlých rovnoběžnostěn̊u

pro měřeńı RUS 3.1.2. Čtyři z nich (označeny 0P, 1P, 2P a 4P) byly použity pro měřeńı

vývoje vnitřńıho třeńı a smykového modulu během zahř́ıváńı z pokojové teploty na

300 ◦C. Čtyři vzorky materiálu 4P byly použity pro měřeńı během teplotńıho cyklu, aby

se prozkoumala reverzibilita pozorovaných jev̊u. Tyto vzorky jsou označeny 4P170; 4P220;

4P270; 4P310 podle maximálńı teploty př́ıslušných tepelných cykl̊u. Přehled rozměr̊u těchto
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Obrázek 4.5: Orientačńı mapy EBSD mikrostruktur zkoumaných slitin. Vlevo: počátečńı

extrudovaný materiál (0P); vpravo: materiál po čtyřech pr̊uchodech ECAP

(4P). Zobrazené řezy jsou kolmé na směr vytlačováńı [39]

vzork̊u a teplotńıch rozsah̊u, ve kterých byly vzorky měřeny, je uveden v tab. 4.2. Rych-

losti zahř́ıváńı a chlazeńı pro všechny vzorky byly vždy dost malé (1 ◦C×min−1), aby se

zajistila dobrá teplotńı stabilita pro každý vzorek a měřićı bod a vyhnuli jsme se vlivu

možných dynamických efekt̊u.

Před měřeńım do vyšš́ıch teplot, byla ke stanoveńı elastických konstant zkoumaných

materiál̊u použita metoda RUS 3.1.1. Jak je ukázáno pro polykrystalickou měd’ [67],

ECAP může vyvolat měřitelnou elastickou anizotropii, která se měńı s jednotlivými pr̊uchody

ECAP. Aby bylo možné zjistit, zda lze podobný účinek pozorovat také pro slitinu AZ31,

byly vzorky 0P, 1P, 2P a 4P analyzovány stejným experimentálńım postupem jako pro

měd’ v [67]. Pro tato měřeńı byla použita plně bezkontaktńı sada RUS 3.1.1.

Pro každý vzorek bylo źıskáno v́ıce než 50 rezonančńıch frekvenćı ve frekvenčńım roz-

sahu 0,3–2,5 MHz; tato data byla doplněna měřeńım podélných ultrazvukových vln ve

směrech kolmých na povrchy vzork̊u. Elastické konstanty každého materiálu byly poté

stanoveny inverzně pomoćı postupu popsaného v 2.1.3. Poté byly měřeny vývoje rezo-

nančńıch spekter všech vzork̊u s teplotou v teplotńıch rozsaźıch uvedených v tab. 4.2.
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Tabulka 4.2: Přehled měřených vzork̊u systémem RUS 3.1.2, PT označuje pokojovou tep-

lotu

Vzorek Rozměry (mm3) Teplotńı rozsahy

0P 1, 725× 2, 642× 3, 454 PT → 300 ◦C

1P 1, 725× 2, 633× 3, 457 PT → 300 ◦C

2P 1, 730× 2, 642× 3, 458 PT → 300 ◦C

4P 1, 680× 2, 760× 3, 354 PT → 300 ◦C

4P170 0, 575× 2, 798× 3, 639 PT → 170 ◦C; 1h na 170 ◦C; 170 ◦C → PT

4P220 0, 578× 2, 911× 4, 007 PT → 220 ◦C; 1h na 220 ◦C; 220 ◦C → PT

4P270 0, 582× 2, 533× 3, 741 PT → 270 ◦C; 1h na 270 ◦C; 270 ◦C → PT

4P310 0, 565× 2, 789× 3, 623 PT → 310 ◦C; 1h na 310 ◦C; 310 ◦C → PT

Tato měřeńı byla také prováděna bezkontaktńı metodou RUS 3.1.2.

Elastické konstanty materiál̊u 0P, 1P, 2P a 4P při pokojové teplotě vykazovaly jen

velmi malé odchylky od dokonalé elastické izotropie. Na rozd́ıl od polykrystalické mědi

studované stejným př́ıstupem Seiner a kol. [67], ECAP nevyvolával žádné měřitelné změny

elastické anizotropie s jednotlivými pr̊uchody. Důvodem tohoto rozd́ılu je pravděpodobně

slabá elastická anizotropie hořč́ıkové mř́ıžky ve srovnáńı s relativně silnou elastickou ani-

zotropíı krychlové mř́ıžky mědi. V d̊usledku této slabé anizotropie se změny struktury

a mikrostruktury zp̊usobené ECAP v př́ıpadě AZ31 nijak neodrážej́ı makroskopickými

elastickými vlastnostmi polykrystalického agregátu.

Výsledné elastické konstanty za pokojové teploty pro zkoumané materiály jsou uvedeny

v tab. 4.3 spolu s koeficienty vnitřńıho třeńı stanovenými z nejnižš́ıch rezonančńıch ṕık̊u

pro každý vzorek. Nejvyšš́ı hodnota je u vzorku 4P, což dobře souhlaśı s předpokladem,

že zjemněńı zrna zvyšuje vnitřńı třeńı vyvolané GBS.

Znázorněńı vývoje smykový modul̊u G (obr. 4.6) a vnitřńıch parametr̊u třeńı Q−1

(obr. 4.7) s ohřevem na 300 ◦C. Smykové moduly byly vypočteny z detekovatelných re-

zonančńıch frekvenćı pro každou teplotu pomoćı inverzńı procedury popsané v 2.1.3, s

přihlédnut́ım ke změnám rozměr̊u vzork̊u s teplotou zp̊usobenou tepelnou roztažnost́ı (jako

koeficient lineárńı expanze čistého hořč́ıku byl použit α = 24, 8× 10−6K−1). U všech ma-
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Tabulka 4.3: Elastické konstanty zkoumaných materiál̊u při pokojové teplotě: Young̊uv

modul (E), Smykový modul (G) a Vnitřńı třeńı (Q−1).

Vzorek E (GPa) G (GPa) Q−1 (10−3)

0P 44, 64± 0, 10 17, 22± 0, 06 0, 05± 0, 04

1P 44, 36± 0, 38 16, 98± 0, 27 0, 04± 0, 04

2P 44, 30± 0, 30 17, 10± 0, 24 0, 08± 0, 04

4P 44, 11± 0, 23 17, 18± 0, 29 0, 15± 0, 04

teriál̊u vykazuj́ı smykové moduly spojitý pokles změkčeńı, lineárńı až do přibližně 200 ◦C a

poté se od lineárńıho trendu mı́rně odchyluj́ı. Rozd́ıly mezi chováńım jednotlivých vzork̊u

jsou minimálńı, zcela v rozsahu experimentálńıch chyb. Pro vnitřńı parametry třeńı Q−1

se źıská úplně jiný obrázek.

Jak je vidět na obr. 4.7, parametry Q−1 se zvyšuj́ı při zvýšených teplotách o v́ıce než

dva řády. Zvětšená oblast na obr. 4.7 ukazuje, že počátečńı teplota zvýšeńı vnitřńıho třeńı

je skutečně závislá na zjemněńı zrna: pro 4P zač́ıná nár̊ust při výrazně nižš́ı teplotě než

pro 0P. Vzorky 1P a 2P sleduj́ı stejný trend podle počtu ECAP pr̊uchod̊u. Skutečnost,

že tato silná zvýšeńı vnitřńıho třeńı u všech materiál̊u se neodráž́ı žádnými změnami

modul̊u smyku (viz obr. 4.6), potvrzuje předpoklad, že pozorované chováńı lze dobře

popsat vysokofrekvenčńım limitem relaxačńıho tlumeńı.

Aby se určilo, které ze změn koeficientu vnitřńıho třeńı po zahřát́ı odpov́ıdaj́ı ne-

vratným proces̊um, byla na čtyři r̊uzné vzorky materiálu 4P použita sada tepelných cykl̊u

(viz tab. 4.2). Při nejvyšš́ı teplotě pro každý cyklus byl vzorek vždy ž́ıhán po dobu 1h s

ćılem zjistit možné účinky v časovém měř́ıtku. Výsledné křivky Q−1(T ) jsou znázorněny

na obr. 4.8. Je vidět, že pro cyklus s maximálńı teplotou 170 ◦C je chováńı vnitřńıho třeńı

reverzibilńı; rozd́ıly mezi křivkami zahř́ıváńı a chlazeńı jsou pod úrovńı experimentálńı

chyby. Rovněž vývoj Q−1 v d̊usledku 1h ž́ıháńı při 170 ◦C je zanedbatelný, což dokazuje,

že mikrostruktura odpovědná za vnitřńı třeńı Q−1 je v tomto teplotńım rozmeźı plně

stabilńı.

V ostrém kontrastu indukuje ž́ıháńı při 220 ◦C měřitelné sńıžeńı vnitřńıho třeńı a

křivka Q−1(T ) pro 4P220 vykazuje širokou hysterezńı smyčku. Je zřejmé, že při této teplotě
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Obrázek 4.6: Vývoj smykových modul̊u (G) AZ31 materiál̊u 0P – 4P během ž́ıháńı [39]

materiál podléhá nevratným změnám. Hysterezńı smyčka se uzavře při přibližně 250 ◦C,

a tak ž́ıháńı po dobu 1h při teplotách 270 ◦C a 310 ◦C (vzorky 4P270, respektive 4P310)

nevede k časově závislým změnám vnitřńıho třeńı.

Při teplotě nad 250 ◦C je chováńı materiálu opět nehysterézńı. Protože teplotńı roz-

meźı 200 ◦C - 250 ◦C dobře odpov́ıdá rozsahu rekrystalizace struktury ECAPem stanovené

z analýz vzork̊u [65], můžeme doj́ıt k závěru, že pozorovaná hystereze je zp̊usobena re-

krystalizaćı.
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Obrázek 4.7: Vývoj parametr̊u vnitřńıho třeńı Q−1 AZ31 materiál̊u 0P – 4P během ž́ıháńı;

zvětšená oblast ukazuje teplotńı oblast, ve které se zač́ıná Q−1 zvyšovat. [39]
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Obrázek 4.8: Vývoj parametru vnitřńıho třeńı Q−1 AZ31 materiálu 4P (vzorky 4P170;

4P220; 4P270 a 4P310) s tepelnými cykly. Každá d́ılč́ı část ukazuje jeden te-

pelný cyklus pro jeden vzorek s danou maximálńı teplotou, při které byl

vzorek vždy ž́ıhán po dobu 1 hodiny. Pro srovnáńı jsou křivky pro zbývaj́ıćı

tři vzorky zobrazeny na každém grafu světle šedou barvou. [39]
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4.3 Vývoj elastických konstant ve slitině s tvarovou pamět́ı Fe-

Pd pod zat́ıžeńım

Tato kapitola se bude zabývat studíı elastické anizotropie slitiny s tvarovou pamět́ı Fe-

Pd pod zat́ıžeńım až do 4, 3% pomoćı ultrazvukových metod. Źıská se vývoj úplného

tetragonálńıho tenzoru elastických konstant s přepět́ım v rozmeźı 0 - 200 MPa [68].

Neuspořádané slitiny Fe-Pd s obsahem Pd přibližně 30 % a částečně uspořádané slitiny

Fe3Pd vykazuj́ı specifické martenzitické přechody podobné druhému řádu s velmi malou

diskontinuitou mř́ıžkových parametr̊u při teplotě přechodu [69, 70, 71, 72]. V superelas-

tickém režimu, tj. při mechanickém stlačováńı těsně nad teplotou přechodu, vykazuj́ı tyto

slitiny reverzibilńı, nehysterézńı, elastické chováńı až do 4-6 % deformace, zejména při

kompreśıch podél hlavńıch {100} os. Velikost této napět́ım indukované tetragonálńı dis-

torze je zcela srovnatelná s Bainovou distorźı mezi krychlovými (fcc) a tetragonálńımi

(fct) fázemi dosaženými během teplotně indukovaných přechod̊u pro stejné slitiny. Jako

takové se tyto slitiny jev́ı jako optimálńı kandidáti pro studium vývoje režimů s měkkými

fonony a nestability mř́ıžky. Pozorujeme spojitý vývoj měkkých smykových modul̊u a sou-

visej́ıćıch ńızkofrekvenčńıch limit̊u fononových režimů během zatěžováńı a odlehčováńı a

diskutujeme, jak se tento vývoj vztahuje ke strukturńı změně materiálu.

Použitým vzorkem byl monokrystal ze slitiny s nominálńım složeńım Fe − 31, 2%Pd

vypěstovaného metodou floating zone method (daľśı podrobnosti viz odkaz [70]). Mono-

krystal byl tepelně zpracován při 1373 K po dobu 24 hodin, načež následovalo ponořeńı do

ledové vody. Teplota martenzitického přechodu této slitiny byla stanovena měřeńım mag-

netické susceptibility jako 252K, tj. dostatečně bĺızko pod pokojovou teplotou (298 K),

aby se očekávalo výše uvedené elastické chováńı. Vzorek geometrie načrtnutý na obr. 4.9a

byl připraven z tohoto monokrystalu. Rozměry vzorku byly 4, 84 × 4.07 × 2, 78 mm3,

nejdeľśı hrana byla orientována přibližně podél hlavńıho směru (001). Na vzorku byly

připraveny dva velké bočńı povrchy orientaćı přibližně (010) a (340) a vyleštěny; přesná

krystalografická orientace byla stanovena Laueho metodou.

Křivka napět́ı-deformace (obr. 4.9c) pro zkoumaný vzorek byla źıskána kompreśı podél

(001)-orientované hrany pomoćı elektromechanického testovaćıho stroje TiraTest 2300

(rozlǐseńı śıly 0,1 N, rozlǐseńı deformace 0.1 µm pomoćı sńımaćıch senzor̊u LVDT). Současně
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byla měřena expanze materiálu ve směru kolmém na zat́ıžeńı (zejména (340)) pomoćı

kontaktńıch indukčńıch měnič̊u s rozlǐseńım 0.1 µm, upnutých proti bočńım stranám hra-

nolové části vzorku.

Měřeńı napět́ı-deformace bylo provedeno při pokojové teplotě (298 K, ř́ızeno s přesnost́ı

± 0,25 K) a pro napět́ı do 210 MPa. Tento limit byl zvolen tak, aby z̊ustal bezpečně pod

kritickým napět́ım pro ireverzibilńı plastickou deformaci vzorku, která měla být 285

MPa [70]).

Měřeńı povrchových akustických vln (obr. 4.9b) bylo provedeno na experimentálńım

zař́ızeńı popsaným v této práci 3.2.3.

Křivka napět́ı-deformace vzorku při stlačeńı až do 210 MPa je znázorněno na obr. 4.10.

Maximálńı dosažený axiálńı tlak byl 4, 3%. Jak je vidět na obr. 4.10a, křivka napět́ı-

deformace byla přibližně lineárńı s inflexńım bodem při −ε33 = 1, 8 %(cca80 MPa) a

velmi úzkou hystereźı. Z prodloužeńı vzorku ve směru kolmém na zat́ıžeńı bylo vypočteno

odpov́ıdaj́ıćı maximálńı tetragonálńı distorze jako c/a = 0, 94, což je výrazně silněǰśı

než transformačńı Bainovo napět́ı c/a = 0, 98 pozorovaný pro teplotně indukovaný fct

martenzit Fe-30Pd v bĺızkosti teploty přechodu [73]. Obr. 4.10b ukazuje odpov́ıdaj́ıćı

vývoj relativńı změny objemu; charakter závislosti δV (−ε33) byl velmi podobný jako u

křivky napět́ı-deformace, s rychlost́ı změny objemu minimálńı na −ε33 = 1, 5 %. Ma-

ximálńı změna objemu 0,54 % při axiálńım namáháńı 4,3 % dává efektivńı Poisson̊uv

poměr 0,453, což naznačuje téměř dokonalé zachováńı objemu během zatěžováńı.

Měřené závislosti napět́ı SAW rychlost́ı jsou znázorněny na obr. 4.11 . Podobně jako

křivka napět́ı-deformace vykazovaly rychlosti SAW monotónńı trendy s téměř nulovou

hystereźı, což potvrzuje, že k tetragonalizaci materiálu došlo postupně, bez vytvářeńı

ostrých rozhrańı nebo jakýchkoli jiných náhlých nebo nespojitých rys̊u. Na obou použitých

volných površ́ıch byla pozorována nejslabš́ı závislost rychlosti SAW na předpět́ı pro š́ı̌reńı

ve směru rovnoběžném se směrem zat́ıžeńı, zat́ımco tato závislost byla nejsilněǰśı ve směru

kolmém ke směru zat́ıžeńı. Také rychlosti qL (nejsou zobrazeny) vykazovaly nehysterézńı,

monotónńı nár̊ust se zvyšuj́ıćı se předpět́ı.

Jak je vidět na obr. 4.11, pro všechny úrovně mechanického napět́ı a pro všechny směry

š́ı̌reńı se rychlosti źıskané během zatěžováńı lǐsily o méně než 0,07 mm×µs−1 od rychlost́ı

źıskaných při odlehčováńı, tj. rozd́ıl byl vždy srovnatelný s experimentálńı chybou. Proto
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se předpokládalo, že také vývoj elastických konstant s mechanickým napět́ım je nehys-

terézńı, a proto byla pro výpočet elastických konstant použita jedna hodnota rychlosti pro

každý směr š́ı̌reńı a každý režim š́ı̌reńı při dané úrovni mechanického napět́ı (vypočteno

jako pr̊uměr ze zatěžováńı a odlehčováńı) byl použit pro výpočet elastických konstant.

T́ımto př́ıstupem byl vývoj tenzoru pružnosti dosažen v rozmeźı 0MPa− 200MPa s kro-

kem 25MPa. Úplný vývoj elastického tenzoru s mechanickým napět́ım je znázorněn na

obr. 4.12.
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Obrázek 4.9: (a) geometrie vzorku; (b) experimentálńı uspořádáńı pro měřeńı SAW; (c)

experimentálńı uspořádáńı pro měřeńı š́ı̌reńı akustické vlny v bulku [68]
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4.4 Charakterizace elasticity a fázové transformovace slitiny NiTi

s tvarovou pamět́ı in situ

Tato kapitola obsahuje studii vzorku slitiny NiTi s polykrystalickou tvarovou pamět́ı pod

kompreśı (SMA) až 5 %, měřenou pomoćı laserové ultrazvukové metodiky popsané v

kapitole 3.2.3. Vývoj rychlosti š́ı̌reńı povrchové akustické vlny se měř́ı in situ během

mechanického zatěžováńı. Inverzńı metoda založená na př́ıstupu Ritz – Rayleigh se po-

tom použ́ıvá k źıskáńı vývoje elastických vlastnost́ı vzorku, tato metoda byla popsána 2.2.

Tento proces umožňuje analýzu vývoje indukované transformace z austenitické na marten-

zitickou fázi, během mechanického zatěžováńı, s možnost́ı popsat několik fáźı takové trans-

formace. Mechanické zatěžováńı zp̊usobuje silnou anizotropii polykrystalického vzorku a

postupný přechod na martenzit. [74, 75, 22]

Elastické vlastnosti monokrystalických slitin s tvarovou pamět́ı jsou obvykle silně ani-

zotropńı [76, 77, 78]. V bĺızkosti teploty přechodu je krystalová mř́ıžka nestabilńı kv̊uli

změkčeńı fononu [79, 80], což ještě v́ıce zvyšuje anizotropii. V této kapitole je ukázáno,

že makroskopické moduly polykrystalických SMA mohou být za určitých okolnost́ı silně

anizotropńı - v tomto př́ıpadě po reorientaci martenzitické struktury vyvolané jedno-

osou kompreśı. Je známo, že tyto varianty martenzitu uvnitř jednotlivých zrn, které

jsou orientovány v ose zatěžováńı, rostou rychleji než ostatńı [81, 82, 83]. Měřeńı in situ

nab́ıźı mnohem podrobněǰśı pohled na chováńı materiál̊u během mechanického zatěžováńı

s potenciálem př́ımo popsat prob́ıhaj́ıćı procesy. Elastické konstanty polykrystalického

SMA záviśı na monokrystalických elastických koeficientech jednotlivých fáźı, objemových

zlomćıch těchto fáźı, krystalografické struktuře austenitu, martenzitické mikrostruktury

a vzájemné morfologie austenitu a martenzitu [84].

Studovaný vzorek byl vyroben z komerčně dostupného NiTi (50, 5 % Ni a 49, 5 % Ti).

Velikost vzorku byla 5 times15×50 mm3, jeden povrch vzorku byl vyleštěn. Při pokojové

teplotě je materiál ve stavu austenitu a R-fáze. Transformačńı teplota je uvedena v [85].

Pro měřeńı rychlosti povrchových akustických vln (SAW) byla použita zrcadlová plocha.

Křivka napět́ı-deformace zkoumaného vzorku při pokojové teplotě je znázorněna na

obr. 4.13. Měřeńı bylo provedeno v 16 r̊uzných vzdálenostech mezi excitačńım a detekčńım

mı́stem pro źıskáńı rychlosti SAW v konkrétńım směru. Toto měřeńı bylo provedeno v 5
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Obrázek 4.13: Křivka napět́ı-deformace během měřeńı [22]

úhlech mezi š́ı̌ŕıćı se vlnou a osou zat́ıžeńı ve v́ıce než 50 bodech mechanického napět́ı

během zatěžováńı. Výsledný vývoj rychlost́ı v r̊uzných směrech během zatěžováńı je

znázorněn na obr. 4.14.

Z těchto rychlost́ı povrchových vln byl pomoćı 2.2 vypočten vývoj elastických konstant,

zobrazených na obr. 4.15

Křivka napět́ı-deformace obr. 4.13 ukazuje charakter typický pro pamět’ové slitiny

pod kompreśı [86]. Ukazuje počátečńı téměř lineárńı odezvu, pak plato martenzitického

přechodu mezi přibližně 1, 3 % a 3, 5 % a následuj́ıćı zat́ıžeńı martenzitu. Měřené rychlosti

SAW (obr. 4.14) a odpov́ıdaj́ıćı smykové moduly (obr. 4.15) dokumentuj́ı pr̊uběh proces̊u

v materiálu při zatěžováńı.

V počátečńı fázi zatěžováńı až do začátku martenzitického fázového přechodu nad

1, 3 % vzniká překvapivě silná anizotropie vzorku. S maximem na začátku fázového

přechodu dosahuje anizotropie poměr 1,35 mezi moduly pružnosti ve smyku. Předpokládá

se, že je to zp̊usobeno indukćı reorientace trigonálńı R-fáze a bylo ověřeno, že tento pro-

ces je plně reverzibilńı a lze jej pozorovat pouze během měřeńı in situ při mechanickém

zatěžováńı.

Druhá část ukazuje vývoj elastických konstant během mechanickým tlakem induko-

vané transformace martenzitické fáze. Materiál ztuhne ve všech směrech, protože elas-
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Obrázek 4.14: Experimentálně źıskané rychlosti SAW v r̊uzných úhlech s ohledem na

zat́ıžeńı. [22]

tické konstanty martenzitu jsou vyšš́ı než u R-fáze. Zaj́ımavý je však charakter pr̊uběhu

- když se c44 zvyšuje lineárně, vývoj c66 vykazuje určité zakřiveńı. Z této skutečnosti

lze předpokládat, že zat́ımco na makroskopické úrovni prob́ıhá martenzitický přechod při

kompresi homogenně, je heterogenńı na úrovni mikrostruktury. Data źıskaná použitou me-

todikou jsou bohužel nedostačuj́ıćı pro úplné pochopeńı heterogenity a samotného procesu,

protože většinou obsahuj́ı informace o smykovém chováńı, a proto muśı být doprovázena

doplňkovými měřeńımi podélné vlny.

Třet́ı a posledńı část křivky napět́ı-deformace ukazuje konečné zat́ıžeńı dominantně

martenzitického vzorku. Bylo pozorováno, že elastické koeficienty martenzitu záviśı na

zat́ıžeńı plně reverzibilńım zp̊usobem. Po odlehčeńı si orientovaný martenzit zachovává

svoji anizotropńı elasticitu, což je zcela v souladu s výsledky zjǐstěnými měřeńım ex situ

v [75].
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Obrázek 4.15: Výsledné smykové elastické moduly źıskané inverzńı metodou. [74]
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5 Závěr

Tato práce si kladla za ćıl popsat měř́ıćı systémy, na jejichž vývoji se autor pod́ıle. V rámci

tohoto popisu byl vždy uveden návrh, vlastńı realizace a popis ř́ızeńı, včetně použitých al-

goritmů. Dı́ky vyvinutým ř́ıd́ıćım a ovládaćım mechanismům je nyńı možné tyto aparatury

provozovat v požadovaných režimech s r̊uznou úrovńı nastaveńı. Ovládáńı těchto systému

zvládnou pracovńıci odděleńı i studenti po krátkém zaškoleńı. Ke každé měř́ıćı aparatuře

je k dispozici i podrobný návod, který dotyčnému operátorovi pomůže se základńım na-

staveńım a ovládáńım.

Tyto aparatury je možné ř́ıdit a hlavně kontrolovat pomoćı vzdáleného př́ıstupu, což

je velmi výhodné zejména u dlouhotrvaj́ıćıch měřeńı (v řádu dńı či týdn̊u). Během těchto

dlouhotrvaj́ıćıch měřeńı tedy neńı nezbytně nutné, aby operátor byl fyzicky př́ıtomen na

pracovǐsti.

V jednotlivých kapitolách ( 3.1 a 3.2) byly detailně popsány jednotlivé měř́ıćı systémy

a v kapitolách 4 byly uvedeny př́ıklady aplikaćı těchto systémů pro r̊uzné problémy z

oblasti materiálového výzkum. Řada výsledk̊u byla již publikována s autorským pod́ılem

autora práce, a daľśı jsou k publikaci aktuálně připravovány.

5.1 Hlavńı p̊uvodńı vědecké př́ınosy disertačńı práce:

• V rámci této práce jsem navrhnul, postavil, zprovoznil, naprogramoval a otestoval

všechny vyv́ıjené systémy, uvedené v kapitole 3.

• V kapitole 4 jsem uvedl několik př́ıklad̊u měřeńı, která jsem na těchto systémech

provedl

• V př́ıloze C jsou uvedeny publikované výsledky měřeńı, které jsem těmito systémy

měřil a pod́ılel se na vyhodnoceńı.

5.2 Daľśı směr výzkumu

• Vývoj bezkontaktńıho měřeńı materiálu pod mechanickém zatěžováńı se změnou

teploty a možnost́ı měřeńı plné anizotropie.
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• Návrh a realizace skenovaćıho akustického mikroskopu s možnost́ı měřeńı distribuce

energie v periodických materiálech.

• Vývoj měřićıho systému založeného na bezkontaktńım měřeńı materiál̊u ve sta-

cionárńım magnetickém poli se změnou teploty.

• Na realizovaných systémech se poč́ıtá s daľśımi měřeńımi, která přispěj́ı k lepš́ımu

pochopeńı děj̊u vnitřńıch struktur materiál̊u.
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A Př́ılohy



Obrázek A.1: Kontrukce regulačńıho zdroje pro jeden peltier̊uv článek vyrobený

společnost́ı Space Research Instruments s.r.o.



B Výpis programu

’#Reference {5BF46737-4121-4B92-AF7A-BF07871BDAE3}#1.0#0#C:\Program Files

\Common Files\Polytec\COM\PolyTimer.dll#Polytec PolyTimer Type Library

’#uses "SwitchToAcquisitionMode.bas"

Option Explicit

’ Global constants

Const CA_FileFilter = Array("Scan Data (*.svd)|*.svd|All Files (*.*)|*.*|

|", "Single Point Data (*.pvd)|*.pvd|All Files (*.*)|*.*||")

Const CA_FileExt = Array(".svd", ".pvd")

Const C_FileFilter = "Soubor teplot (*.txt)|*.txt|All Files (*.*)|*.*||"

Const C_FileExt = ".txt"

Const C_Scan% = 0

Const C_SinglePoint% = 1

Const C_Progress$ = "|"

Const C_MaxProgressChar% = 130

’

’ Global variables

Dim BackButtonPressed As Boolean

Dim DlgAborted As Boolean

Dim AcqType As Integer

Dim BaseFileName(2) As String

Dim AcqBaseFileName(2) As String

Dim AcqCount As Integer

Dim WaitingTime As Integer

Dim AcqStartTime As Date

Dim AcqStartDirect As Boolean

Dim IsVibSoft As Boolean

Dim oPolyTimer As POLYTIMERLib.Timer



Dim Nazev_Souboru As String ’nazev souboru pro teploty

Dim teplota() As Integer ’ dynamicke pole teplot

’

Sub Main

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Main procedure.

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

Call InitGlobalVariables

If Not SwitchToAcquisitionMode() Then GoTo MEnd

If IsVibSoft Then GoTo M1

M1:

Call SelectAcquisitionType

If DlgAborted Then GoTo MEnd

M2:

Call SelectBaseFilename

If DlgAborted Then GoTo MEnd

If BackButtonPressed Then GoTo M1

M3:

Call VyberSouborTeplot

If DlgAborted Then GoTo MEnd

If BackButtonPressed Then GoTo M2

If Dir(Nazev_Souboru) <> "" Then

GoTo M4

Else

MsgBox("Soubor neexistuje, zkuste to znovu")

GoTo M3

End If



M4:

Call Nacteni_souboru ’nacte soubor teplot a ulozi je do promene

AcqCount = UBound(teplota) ’pocet mereni

Call StartTimedAcquisition

If DlgAborted Then GoTo MEnd

If BackButtonPressed Then GoTo M3

If Not AcqStartDirect Then

Call ShowClock

If DlgAborted Then GoTo MEnd

End If

If AcqStartDirect Then

Call DoAcquisition

End If

MEnd:

MsgBox("Konec makra.", vbOkOnly)

End Sub

Private Sub SelectAcquisitionType

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Select acquisition type.

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

Begin Dialog UserDialog 400,203,"Priprava mereni",

.SelectAcquisitionTypeDlgProc

Text 20,7,360,14,"Vyber typ mereni.",.Text1

OptionGroup .AcquisitionType



OptionButton 60,49,210,14,"*Single shot* mereni",

.OptionSinglePoint

OptionButton 60,84,160,14,"Scan",.OptionScan

PushButton 290,175,90,21,"Dale >",.NextButton

CancelButton 190,175,90,21

End Dialog

Dim dlg As UserDialog

Dim iRe As Integer

iRe= Dialog (dlg)

If iRe = 0 Then

DlgAborted = True

End If

End Sub

Private Function SelectAcquisitionTypeDlgProc(DlgItem$, Action%,

SuppValue&) As Boolean

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Select acquisition type.

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

Select Case Action%

Case 1 ’ Dialog box initialization

If AcqType = C_Scan% Then

DlgValue "AcquisitionType" , 1

ElseIf AcqType = C_SinglePoint% Then

DlgValue "AcquisitionType" , 0

End If

Case 2 ’ Value changing or button pressed

If DlgItem$ = "NextButton" Then

If DlgValue("AcquisitionType") = 0 Then

AcqType = C_SinglePoint%

ElseIf DlgValue("AcquisitionType") = 1 Then



AcqType = C_Scan%

End If

End If

Rem SelectAcquisitionTypeDlgProc = True ’ Prevent button press

from closing the dialog box

Case 3 ’ TextBox or ComboBox text changed

Case 4 ’ Focus changed

Case 5 ’ Idle

Rem SelectAcquisitionTypeDlgProc = True ’ Continue getting idle

actions

Case 6 ’ Function key

End Select

End Function

Private Sub SelectBaseFilename

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Select filename.

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Declare User Dialog

Begin Dialog UserDialog 400,203,"Priprava mereni",

.SelectBaseFilenameDlgProc

Text 20,7,360,14,"Vyber zakladni nazev souboru.",.Text1

Text 20,28,350,28,"Mereni bude ulozeno pod zdanym zakladnim

nazvem souboru zakoncenym poradim mereni.",.Text2

Text 20,70,90,14,"Umisteni:",.Text3

Text 130,70,240,14,"Static",.FilePath

Text 20,105,100,14,"Nazev:",.Text4

TextBox 130,98,240,21,.BaseFilename

PushButton 290,175,90,21,"Dale >",.NextButton

PushButton 20,175,90,21,"< Zpet",.BackButton

CancelButton 190,175,90,21



PushButton 280,126,90,21,"Hledej...",.BrowseButton

End Dialog

’ Show dialog

Dim dlg As UserDialog

Dim iRe As Integer

iRe = Dialog (dlg)

If iRe = 0 Then

DlgAborted = True

End If

End Sub

Private Function SelectBaseFilenameDlgProc(DlgItem$, Action%, SuppValue&)

As Boolean

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Select filename.

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

Dim sFilePath As String

Dim sPath As String

Dim sFileName As String

Dim sExt As String

Select Case Action%

Case 1 ’ Dialog box initialization

BackButtonPressed = False

sFilePath = AcqBaseFileName(AcqType) + CA_FileExt(AcqType)

Call SplitPath(sFilePath, sPath, sFileName, sExt)

DlgText "BaseFilename", sFileName

DlgText "FilePath", sPath

If IsVibSoft Then



DlgVisible "BackButton", True

End If

Case 2 ’ Value changing or button pressed

If DlgItem$ = "BrowseButton" Then

sFilePath = FileOpenDialog(DlgText ("BaseFilename"),

CA_FileFilter(AcqType), CA_FileExt(AcqType))

If sFilePath <>"" Then

Call SplitPath(sFilePath, sPath, sFileName, sExt)

DlgText "BaseFilename", sFileName

DlgText "FilePath", sPath

End If

SelectBaseFilenameDlgProc = True

ElseIf DlgItem$ = "NextButton" Or DlgItem$ = "BackButton" Then

sFileName = DlgText("BaseFilename")

sPath = DlgText("FilePath")

sFilePath = sPath + sFileName

Call SplitPath(sFilePath, sPath, sFileName, sExt)

AcqBaseFileName(AcqType) = sPath + sFileName

End If

If DlgItem$ = "BackButton" Then

BackButtonPressed = True

End If

Rem PrepareTimedMeasurementDlg = True ’ Prevent button press from

closing the dialog box

Case 3 ’ TextBox or ComboBox text changed

Case 4 ’ Focus changed

Case 5 ’ Idle

Rem PrepareTimedMeasurementDlg = True ’ Continue getting idle

actions

Case 6 ’ Function key



End Select

End Function

Private Sub VyberSouborTeplot ’vyber souboru teplot

’ Declare User Dialog

Begin Dialog UserDialog 400,203,"Nacteni souboru teplot",

.VyberNazevSouboruTeplot

Text 20,7,360,14,"Nactete soubor teplot, pri kterych chcete

merit",.Text1

Text 20,70,90,14,"Umisteni:",.Text3

Text 130,70,240,14,"Static",.FilePath

Text 20,105,100,14,"Nazev:",.Text4

TextBox 130,98,240,21,.BaseFilename

PushButton 290,175,90,21,"Dale >",.NextButton

PushButton 20,175,90,21,"< Zpet",.BackButton

CancelButton 190,175,90,21

PushButton 280,126,90,21,"Hledej...",.BrowseButton

End Dialog

’ Show dialog

Dim dlg As UserDialog

Dim iRe As Integer

iRe = Dialog (dlg)

If iRe = 0 Then

DlgAborted = True

End If

End Sub

Private Function VyberNazevSouboruTeplot(DlgItem$, Action%, SuppValue&)

As Boolean

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Select filename.



’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

Dim sFilePath As String

Dim sPath As String

Dim sFileName As String

Dim sExt As String

Select Case Action%

Case 1 ’ Dialog box initialization

BackButtonPressed = False

sFilePath = Nazev_Souboru

Call SplitPath(sFilePath, sPath, sFileName, sExt)

DlgText "BaseFilename", sFileName

DlgText "FilePath", sPath

If IsVibSoft Then

DlgVisible "BackButton", True

End If

Case 2 ’ Value changing or button pressed

If DlgItem$ = "BrowseButton" Then

Nazev_Souboru = FileOpenDialog(DlgText ("BaseFilename"),

C_FileFilter, C_FileExt)

’sFilePath = FileOpenDialog(DlgText ("BaseFilename"),

C_FileFilter, C_FileExt)

’If sFilePath <>"" Then

’Call SplitPath(sFilePath, sPath, sFileName, sExt)

’DlgText "BaseFilename", sFileName

’DlgText "FilePath", sPath

’End If

’VyberNazevSouboruTeplot = True

’ElseIf DlgItem$ = "NextButton" Or DlgItem$ = "BackButton" Then



’sFileName = DlgText("BaseFilename")

’sPath = DlgText("FilePath")

’Nazev_Souboru = sPath + sFileName

End If

If DlgItem$ = "BackButton" Then

BackButtonPressed = True

End If

Rem PrepareTimedMeasurementDlg = True ’ Prevent button press from

closing the dialog box

Case 3 ’ TextBox or ComboBox text changed

Case 4 ’ Focus changed

Case 5 ’ Idle

Rem PrepareTimedMeasurementDlg = True ’ Continue getting idle

actions

Case 6 ’ Function key

End Select

End Function

Private Sub SelectCountAndTime

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Select count and time.

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Declare User Dialog

Begin Dialog UserDialog 400,203,"Priprava mereni",

.SelectCountAndTimeDlg

Text 20,7,360,14,"Zadej pocet mereni.",.Text1

Text 20,91,350,14,"Zadej cas cekani mezi dvemi merenimi.",.Text2

TextBox 250,28,90,21,.Count

TextBox 250,112,90,21,.Time

PushButton 290,175,90,21,"Dale >",.NextButton



PushButton 20,175,90,21,"< Zpet",.BackButton

CancelButton 190,175,90,21

Text 70,35,140,14,"Pocet mereni:",.Text3

Text 70,119,160,14,"Cas cekani (sec.):",.Text4

End Dialog

’ Show dialog

Dim dlg As UserDialog

Dim iRe As Integer

iRe = Dialog (dlg)

If iRe = 0 Then

DlgAborted = True

End If

End Sub

Private Function SelectCountAndTimeDlg(DlgItem$, Action%, SuppValue&)

As Boolean

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Select count and time.

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

Select Case Action%

Case 1 ’ Dialog box initialization

BackButtonPressed = False

DlgText "Count" , CStr$(AcqCount)

DlgText "Time" , CStr$(WaitingTime)

Case 2 ’ Value changing or button pressed

If DlgItem$ = "NextButton" Or DlgItem$ = "BackButton" Then

AcqCount = Val(DlgText("Count"))

WaitingTime = Val(DlgText("Time"))

End If

If DlgItem$ = "BackButton" Then

BackButtonPressed = True



End If

Case 3 ’ TextBox or ComboBox text changed

Case 4 ’ Focus changed

Case 5 ’ Idle

Case 6 ’ Function key

End Select

End Function

Private Sub StartTimedAcquisition

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Input start time.

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Declare User Dialog

Begin Dialog UserDialog 400,203,"Zacatek mereni",

.StartTimedAcquisitionDlg

Text 20,7,360,14,"Veber zacatek mereni.",.Text1

OptionGroup .StartOptions

OptionButton 40,42,320,14,"&Ihned po stlaceni tlacitka Kone",

.OptionStartDirect

OptionButton 40,84,160,14,"&Zacit mereni v case",

.OptionStartTimed

PushButton 290,175,90,21,"Konec",.FinishButton

PushButton 20,175,90,21,"< Zpet",.BackButton

CancelButton 190,175,90,21

TextBox 230,77,120,21,.StartTime

End Dialog

’ Show dialog

Dim dlg As UserDialog

Dim iRe As Integer

iRe = Dialog (dlg)

If iRe = 0 Then



DlgAborted = True

End If

End Sub

Private Function StartTimedAcquisitionDlg(DlgItem$, Action%, SuppValue&)

As Boolean

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Input start time.

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

Select Case Action%

Case 1 ’ Dialog box initialization

BackButtonPressed = False

If AcqStartDirect Then

DlgValue "StartOptions" , 0

Else

DlgValue "StartOptions" , 1

End If

AcqStartTime = Time

DlgText "StartTime", CStr$(AcqStartTime)

Case 2 ’ Value changing or button pressed

If DlgItem$ = "FinishButton" Then

If DlgValue("StartOptions") = 0 Then

AcqStartDirect = True

Else

AcqStartDirect = False

End If

AcqStartTime = TimeValue(DlgText("StartTime"))

End If

If DlgItem$ = "BackButton" Then

BackButtonPressed = True

End If



Case 3 ’ TextBox or ComboBox text changed

Case 4 ’ Focus changed

’ Update Time value if edit box looses the focus

If SuppValue& = DlgNumber("StartTime") Then

AcqStartTime = TimeValue(DlgText("StartTime"))

DlgText "StartTime", CStr$(AcqStartTime)

End If

Case 5 ’ Idle

Case 6 ’ Function key

End Select

End Function

Private Sub ShowClock

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Show clock.

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Declare User Dialog

Begin Dialog UserDialog 400,84,"Mereni zacne za ...",.ShowClockDlg

GroupBox 20,7,360,35,"",.GroupBox1

Text 120,21,140,14,"2:22",.TimeDiff

CancelButton 150,56,90,21

End Dialog

’ Show dialog

Dim dlg As UserDialog

Dim iRe As Integer

iRe = Dialog (dlg)

If iRe = 0 Then

DlgAborted = True

ElseIf iRe = 1 Then

AcqStartDirect = True



End If

End Sub

Private Function ShowClockDlg(DlgItem$, Action%, SuppValue&) As Boolean

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Show clock.

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

Static LastTime

Select Case Action%

Case 1 ’ Dialog box initialization

LastTime = Time

DlgText "TimeDiff", TimeSpan(AcqStartTime - LastTime)

Case 2 ’ Value changing or button pressed

Case 3 ’ TextBox or ComboBox text changed

Case 4 ’ Focus changed

Case 5 ’ Idle

If LastTime < Time Then

LastTime = Time

If AcqStartTime <= LastTime Then

DlgEnd 1

Else

DlgText "TimeDiff", TimeSpan(AcqStartTime - LastTime)

End If

End If

ShowClockDlg = True

Case 6 ’ Function key

End Select

End Function

Private Sub DoAcquisition

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------



’ Acquisition.

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Declare User Dialog

Begin Dialog UserDialog 400,203,"Provadi se mereni",.DoAcquisitionDlg

GroupBox 20,105,360,35,"",.GroupBox2

Text 20,28,100,14,"Mereni cislo:",.Text1

Text 130,28,90,14,"1 of 100",.AcqNo

GroupBox 20,42,360,35,"",.GroupBox1

Text 30,56,340,14,"#####",.AcqProgress

Text 20,91,150,14,"Pro teplotu:",.Text2

Text 30,119,340,14,"0",.teplota

’Text 20,91,150,14,"Cekani...",.Waiting

’Text 30,119,340,14,"#####",.WaitingProgress

PushButton 290,175,90,21,"Stop",.StopButton

End Dialog

’ Show dialog

Dim dlg As UserDialog

Dim iRe As Integer

iRe = Dialog (dlg)

If iRe = 0 Then

DlgAborted = True

End If

End Sub

Private Function DoAcquisitionDlg(DlgItem$, Action%, SuppValue&)

As Boolean

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Acquisition.

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

Static AcqMode As Integer ’ 0 = Start Acquisition , 1 = Acquisition

in progress, 2 = waiting



Static AcqNo As Integer

Static WaitingTimer

Static LastTimer

Dim sProgress As String

Select Case Action%

Case 1 ’ Dialog box initialization

AcqMode = 0

AcqNo = 1

DlgText "AcqNo" , ""

DlgText "AcqProgress" , ""

’DlgText "WaitingProgress" , ""

Case 2 ’ Value changing or button pressed

If Acquisition.State <> ptcAcqStateStopped Then

Acquisition.Stop

End If

Case 3 ’ TextBox or ComboBox text changed

Case 4 ’ Focus changed

Case 5 ’ Idle

If AcqMode = 0 Then ’ Start Acquisition

DlgText "AcqProgress" , ""

DlgText "AcqNo" , CStr(AcqNo) + " of " + CStr$(AcqCount)

DlgText "teplota", CStr(teplota(AcqNo))

If AcqType = C_Scan% Then

Acquisition.ScanFileName = AcqBaseFileName(AcqType) + "_"

+ CStr(AcqNo) + "(" + CStr$(teplota(AcqNo)) + ")" +

CA_FileExt(AcqType) ’zmena jmena

Call Mereni ’volani procedury mereni

’Acquisition.Scan ptcScanAll ’mereni bez nastavovani

teplot

Else



Acquisition.Start ptcAcqStartSingle

End If

AcqMode = 1

ElseIf AcqMode = 1 Then

If Acquisition.State = ptcAcqStateStopped Then

If AcqType = C_SinglePoint% Then

Acquisition.Document.SaveAs(AcqBaseFileName(AcqType)

+ CStr$(AcqNo) + CA_FileExt(AcqType))

End If

AcqNo = AcqNo + 1

If AcqNo > AcqCount Then

DlgEnd 1

End If

AcqMode = 2

WaitingTimer = oPolyTimer.Time + WaitingTime

LastTimer = oPolyTimer.Time + 1

Else

sProgress = DlgText("AcqProgress")

sProgress = sProgress + C_Progress$

If Len(sProgress) > C_MaxProgressChar% Then

sProgress = C_Progress$

End If

DlgText "AcqProgress", sProgress

End If

ElseIf AcqMode = 2 Then

Dim Timer0 As Double

Timer0 = oPolyTimer.Time

If WaitingTimer <= Timer0 Then

’DlgText "WaitingProgress", ""

AcqMode = 0

ElseIf LastTimer <= Timer0 Then



LastTimer = oPolyTimer.Time + 1

sProgress = DlgText("WaitingProgress")

sProgress = sProgress + C_Progress$

If Len(sProgress) > C_MaxProgressChar% Then

sProgress = C_Progress$

End If

DlgText "WaitingProgress", sProgress

End If

End If

Wait 0.5 ’ Give the application time to do the acquisition

DoAcquisitionDlg = True

Case 6 ’ Function key

End Select

End Function

’

’ ***********************************************************************

’ * Helper functions and subroutines

’ ***********************************************************************

Const c_OFN_HIDEREADONLY As Long = 4

Private Function FileOpenDialog(sFileName As String, sFilter As String,

sAcqType As String) As String

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Select file.

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

On Error GoTo MCreateError

Dim fod As Object

Set fod = CreateObject("MSComDlg.CommonDialog")

fod.FileName = sFileName

fod.Filter = sFilter

fod.Flags = c_OFN_HIDEREADONLY



fod.CancelError = True

On Error GoTo MCancelError

fod.ShowOpen

FileOpenDialog = fod.FileName

GoTo MEnd

MCancelError:

FileOpenDialog = ""

GoTo MEnd

MCreateError:

FileOpenDialog = GetFilePath(sFileName, Right$(sAcqType, 3),CurDir(),

"Select a base file", 2)

MEnd:

End Function

Private Sub SplitPath(sFilePath As String, sPath As String, sName As

String, sExt As String)

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Split file.

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

Dim iBSlash As Integer

Dim iDot As Integer

iBSlash = InStrRev(sFilePath, "\")

If iBSlash > 0 Then

sPath = Left$(sFilePath, iBSlash)

Else

sPath = ".\"

End If

iBSlash = InStrRev(sFilePath, "\")

sName = Right$(sFilePath, Len(sFilePath) - iBSlash)



iDot = InStrRev(sName, ".")

If iDot > 0 Then

sExt = Right$(sName, Len(sName) - iDot)

sName = Left$(sName, iDot - 1)

Else

sExt = ""

End If

End Sub

Private Function TimeSpan(T As Date) As String

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Get time.

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

If DatePart("h", T) > 0 Then

TimeSpan = Format(T, "h \h n \m\i\n")

ElseIf DatePart("n", T) >= 1 Then

TimeSpan = Format(T, "n \m\i\n s \s\e\c")

Else

TimeSpan = Format(T, "s \s\e\c")

End If

End Function

Private Sub Nacteni_souboru() ’procedura pro nacteni teplot do pole

Dim Counter As Integer ’lokalni promena pro posun v poly

Dim pomocna As String ’lokalni pomocna promena

Open Nazev_Souboru For Input As# 1 ’otevre soubor pro cteni -

zjisteni velikosti souboru

Open Nazev_Souboru For Input As# 2 ’otevre soubor pro cteni -

nacteni teplot



Counter = 0 ’vychozi hodnota

’timto cyklem zjistime pocet teplot a jestli jsou to pouye cisla

Do While Not EOF(1) ’delej, dokud nenı́ konec souboru

Counter = Counter + 1 ’posun pole o jedna

Input #1, pomocna ’ulozi promenou do promene String pomocna

If Not IsNumeric(pomocna) Then

MsgBox("V souboru musi byt pouze cisla - konec programu",

vbOkOnly)

End ’ukonci program

End If

Loop

ReDim teplota(Counter) ’pole dlouhe podle poctu teplot

Counter = 0 ’vychozi hodnota

’timto cyklem nacteme teploty do pole

Do While Not EOF(2) ’delej, dokud nenı́ konec souboru

Counter = Counter + 1 ’posun pole o jedna

Input #2, teplota(Counter) ’cti a uloz promenné do pole

"TEPLOTA"

Loop

Close ’zavri soubory

End Sub

Private Sub Mereni() ’procedura pro obsluhu nastaveni teploty a mereni

DigitalPorts.Item(ptcDigitalPortOut1).Value=True ’na AUX OUT "1"

Wait 60 ’cekani v secundach

While DigitalPorts.Item(ptcDigitalPortIn1).Value=False ’smycka dokud



neni na AUX IN "1"

Wait 0.0001 ’cekani v secundach

If Acquisition.State <> ptcAcqStateStopped Then

Acquisition.Stop

End If

Wend ’konec while

DigitalPorts.Item(ptcDigitalPortOut1).Value=False ’na AUX OUT "0"

Wait 5 ’cekani v secundach

’---------------------------Zacni merit------------------------------

Acquisition.Scan ptcScanAll

’---------------------------Konec merit------------------------------

End Sub

Private Sub InitGlobalVariables

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

’ Initialize variables.

’ -----------------------------------------------------------------------

BackButtonPressed = False

DlgAborted = False

AcqBaseFileName(C_Scan%) = CurDir$() + "\Scan"

AcqBaseFileName(C_SinglePoint%) = CurDir$() + "\Analyzer"

Nazev_Souboru = CurDir$() + "\teploty"

WaitingTime = 0

AcqStartTime = Time

AcqStartDirect = True



IsVibSoft = InStr(Name, "Scanning") = 0

DigitalPorts.Item(ptcDigitalPortOut1).Value=False ’na AUX OUT "0"

’Call Nacteni_souboru ’nacte soubor teplot a ulozi je do promene

’AcqCount = UBound(teplota) ’pocet mereni

If IsVibSoft Then

AcqType = C_SinglePoint%

Else

AcqType = C_Scan%

End If

Set oPolyTimer = New POLYTIMERLib.Timer

oPolyTimer.Start

End Sub
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Abstract Internal friction in ultrafine-grained AZ31

magnesium alloy is investigated by resonant ultrasound

spectroscopy. It is shown that the internal friction signifi-

cantly increases at elevated temperatures (J100 �C), and

that this increase can be attributed to grain boundary slid-

ing (GBS). The evolution of this phenomenon with grain

refinement is studied by comparing the results obtained for

an extruded material and for materials after additional one,

two, and four passes of equal channel angular pressing. It is

observed that the activation energy for diffusive GBS

significantly decreases with decreasing grain size, and so

does also the threshold temperature above which this

internal friction mechanism is dominant. The results prove

that the ultrafine-grained AZ31 alloys exhibit diffusive

GBS at temperatures close to the ambient temperature,

which is an interesting finding with respect to the possible

applications of these alloys in superplastic forming

technologies.

Introduction

The ductility of hcp magnesium alloys can be significantly

improved by grain refinement, and in particular by severe

plastic deformation (SPD) processing [1–4]. This effect

partially results from the randomization of the grain ori-

entations due to the SPD, which disturbs the otherwise

strong crystallographic texture of the wrought magnesium

alloys and suppresses the consequent plastic anisotropy.

Additionally, the grain refinement and the corresponding

increase of the volume fraction of grain boundaries enable

easier plastic flow by the grain boundary sliding (GBS)

[5–9], and also by the non-basal dislocation slip, since the

activation of the non-basal slip system is enabled by

compatibility stresses at the grain boundaries [10, 11]. Both

the GBS and the non-basal slip can contribute significantly

to the enhanced workability of finely grained magnesium

alloys.

In this paper, we present an experimental study of the

evolution of internal friction in the AZ31 alloy with a

gradual grain refinement given by repetitions of the equal

channel angular pressing (ECAP, [5]). The internal friction

measurements have been shown many times as a sensitive

and reliable tool for detection of GBS [12–15], as well as

of the activity of dislocations [16–19], and could be, thus,

able to detect the evolution of both these effects due to

ECAP. However, as the relaxation strength for GBS is

much higher than for the dislocation slip [20], and as the

non-basal slip systems in hcp alloys are relatively rigid, it

is plausible that the internal friction in finely grained AZ31

is dominantly given by GBS. Ileva et al. [21] reported a

rapid increase of internal friction of ECAPed AZ31 upon

heating above the room temperature and have shown that

this increase can be indeed attributed to GBS. Similar

results were obtained by Watanabe et al. [12] who, in
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addition, observed the dependence of this increase on the

grain size by comparing internal friction results for two

different rolled plates and for the as-cast material. Fan et al.

[22, 23] reported a very similar increase for finely grained

pure magnesium, showing that this increase can be again

ascribed to GBS, while a significantly smaller internal

friction peak related to the dislocation slip was observed at

lower temperatures. Here we bring a comparison of this

internal friction increases for extruded AZ31 and AZ31

samples that were, additionally to the extrusion, processed

by 1, 2, and 4 ECAP passes. In summary, the main aim of

this paper is to show that the internal friction (in particular

in the ultrasonic frequency range) is able to monitor sen-

sitively the microstructural processes in ultrafine-grained

AZ31, and to contribute, by such observations, to the

understanding of the evolution of these processes with

grain refinement, temperature, and thermal history of the

material.

Theoretical background

Resonant ultrasound spectroscopy for internal friction

measurements

The resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS, [24–26]) is an

experimental method used mainly for determination of

elastic constants of solids. This method is based on mea-

surements of the resonant frequencies of free elastic

vibrations of a given small sample with known shape and

mass density. From a set of such resonant frequencies

(typically several tens of frequencies from the lowest part

of the spectrum), the elastic constants are determined

inversely by minimizing some objective function

F ¼
XN

i¼1

f
exp
i � f calc

i ðcijÞ
� �2

; ð1Þ

with respect to the sought elastic constants cij, where f
exp
i

and f calc
i are, respectively, the experimentally determined

resonant frequencies and the corresponding resonant fre-

quencies calculated for given cij by a mathematical model.

The correct pairing between the measured and calculated

frequencies is ensured by comparing the calculated modal

shapes of vibrations for the individual involved modes with

those detected experimentally using e.g., a scanning laser

vibrometer [26, 27]. With sufficiently large number of

modes involved, the RUS method is able to determine up to

all 21 independent elastic coefficients of a triclinic solid

[27]; however, some of the elastic constants are always

determined more accurately than the others, since the

lowest resonant frequencies involved in the RUS procedure

are necessarily related to the softest straining modes of the

sample, which are dominantly shears, while the contribu-

tion of the elastically stiffer longitudinal and volumetric

straining modes is much weaker. If the material is isotropic

(with two independent elastic constants, the shear modulus

G and the bulk modulus K), the first few peaks in the

spectrum are related only to G.

As shown by Sumino et al. [28], besides the determination

of the elastic constants, the RUS method can be also employed

for the determination of the internal friction. This concept was

successfully adopted for various material systems [29–31]. If a

small sample of the examined material vibrates at a resonant

frequency f , the presence of an internal friction mechanism is

represented by an increase of the width of the resonant peak.

The internal friction coefficient Q�1
exp for a given resonant mode

can be defined as Q�1
exp ¼ FWHM=f , where FWHM stands for

the full-width-at-half-maximum of the peak, and the subscript

exp indicates that this coefficient was determined from an

experimentally obtained resonant curve.

The internal friction of a material with a given set of

independent elastic constants cij can be fully described by a

corresponding set of internal friction coefficients Q�1
ij ,

assuming that the internal friction exhibits the same sym-

metry class as the elasticity of the material. For small Q�1
ij ,

the relation between Q�1
ij and Q�1

exp for a given resonant

mode can be derived by a perturbation theory [25, 28] as

Q�1
exp ¼

2

f

X

ij

cij

of

ocij

Q�1
ij : ð2Þ

If the material is isotropic, this relation simplifies into

Q�1
exp ¼

2

f
G

of

oG
Q�1

G þ K
of

oK
Q�1

K

� �
; ð3Þ

where Q�1
G and Q�1

K are the internal friction coefficients

related to shearing and to hydrostatic compression,

respectively. As discussed above, the resonant frequencies

of the modes from the lowest part of the spectrum are

mainly dependent on the shear modulus, i.e.,

of

oG

����

�����
of

oK

����

����; ð4Þ

so the second term in (3) can be neglected. The assumption

that the resonant frequency f depends only on the shear

modulus G implicates directly that G ¼ af 2, where a is a

constant. On substituting such a relation into (3), the terms

including f cancel, and the final relation reads Q�1
exp ¼ Q�1

G .

In other words, the FWHM=f ratios for the first few reso-

nant modes from the RUS spectrum for an isotropic

material are directly equal to the shear internal friction

coefficient. Hence, for simplicity, we will from hereafter

use the symbol Q�1 to denote this coefficient, and will not

distinguish between whether this coefficient was obtained
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as FWHM=f from the experimental spectrum or is a

material property.

Internal friction in materials with GBS

Since the GBS is a relaxation process (i.e., a viscous process

with some characteristic time scale), the Q�1 in the materials

with GBS can be expected to exhibit some specific features.

In this section, we briefly summarize the main findings of

the theory of the relaxation damping in elastic materials [20,

32] with the focus laid on the high-frequency limit, which is

relevant for the RUS measurement.

Let us consider an isotropic homogeneous material able

to undergo some relaxation process with a characteristic

relaxation time s. The Hooke’s law for shear straining of

such material can be written as

or
ot
þ r

s
¼ 2G0

oe
ot
þ 2GR

e
s
; ð5Þ

where r is the shear stress, e is the corresponding strain

component, and G0 and GR are the instantaneous and the

relaxed shear moduli, respectively. Let us further consider a

harmonic, planar shear elastic wave traveling in this mate-

rial at some angular frequency x. In general, both the phase

velocity vu and the attenuation coefficient a for such a wave

are frequency-dependent. However, in the high-frequency

limit (x� s�1), the frequency dependence disappears, and

the relations for these quantities simplify into

vu ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
G0=q

p
; ð6Þ

where q is the mass density, and

a ¼ 1

2svu
1� GR

G0

� �
: ð7Þ

This means that while the phase velocity is in the high-fre-

quency limit unaffected by the presence of the relaxation

process, the attenuation coefficient in this limit is non-van-

ishing and increases with the difference between G0 and GR.

In the RUS measurement, analogously, the resonant

frequencies f of the chosen shear modes are independent of

GR and of s, while the internal friction coefficient Q�1 is

not. In other words, the shear modulus calculated inversely

from the RUS measurements is always the instantaneous

shear modulus G0, while the Q�1 value is affected by the

presence of the relaxation. In particular, this coefficient is

related to the attenuation coefficient of the shear waves by

Q�1 ¼ avu=2pf ¼ 1

4pf s
1� GR

G0

� �
: ð8Þ

Since a is a constant, the FWHMs for all resonant peaks

corresponding to the shearing modes are constant as well,

since FWHM ¼ Q�12pf ¼ avu.

If the relaxation process responsible for the damping is

thermally activated, the rate of activation increases with

increasing temperature, and so the relaxation time decrea-

ses. This decrease is exponential, i.e.,

s ¼ s0 exp
U

RT

� �
; ð9Þ

where U is the activation energy, and R is the molar gas

constant. Then, the temperature evolution of Q�1 can be, in

the high-frequency limit, expressed as1

Q�1 ¼ 1

4pf s0

1� GR

G0

� �
exp � U

RT

� �
: ð10Þ

For the GBS relaxation in particular, the constant s0 is

proportional to the grain size and inversely proportional to

the grain boundary thickness [20], so with the grain

refinement and with thickening of the grain boundaries

(which both are expected due to ECAP processing), the

internal friction Q�1 is expected to increase.

Finally, if the dominant internal friction mechanism

changes at some temperature from one to another, this

change can be detected as a change in the slope

dðlog Q�1Þ=dð1=TÞ ¼ �U=R: ð11Þ

The value of the activation energy is given by the micro-

mechanism of the relaxation mechanism, in this particular

case by the GBS mechanism. As shown by Koike et al. [6]

(see also [9]), the GBS in AZ31 can appear in two different

modes. At the room temperature, the dominant mechanism

is the slip-induced GBS, in which the GBS is coupled with

the dislocation slip in basal planes, while at higher tem-

peratures the pure (diffusion-driven) GBS dominates. For

the rolled AZ31 sheet with the average grain size of 8 lm

studied in [6], the temperature limit above which the pure

GBS mechanism dominates was 150 �C. This limit can be

expected to decrease with decreasing grain size; for nano-

crystalline Mg, the pure GBS mechanism was observed

already at the room temperature [33]. However, there has

not been any systematic study of the relation between the

grain size (or other microstructural parameters), tempera-

ture, and the dominant GBS mechanism conducted for any

magnesium alloy so far, although some qualitative con-

clusions can be drawn based on the internal friction mea-

surements by Watanabe et al. [12] for AZ31 and by Fan

et al. [22, 23] for pure magnesium. The internal friction

value Q�1 itself cannot directly identify the dominant GBS

mechanism at a given temperature, but the temperature

evolution of Q�1 enables, as shown in this paper, to detect

reliably the temperature at which the dominant mechanism

1 Let us point out that in the high-frequency limit the Q�1ðTÞ does

not exhibit any peak behavior common for low-frequency (. 10 Hz)

measurements, cf. Fan et al.[22, 23].
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changes from one to another, providing that their activation

energies differ from each other.

Experimental

Examined materials

The examined material was a commercial AZ31 alloy

(nominal composition of Mg–3 %Al–1 %Zn). This mate-

rial, initially in the as-cast condition, was first extruded at

350 �C with an extrusion ratio of 22. Subsequently, it was

processed by ECAP performed at 180 �C (see [34] for

more details) following route BC, i.e., rotating the sample

by 90� between the individual passes.

Specimens of materials after one (1P), two (2P), and four

(4P) passes through the ECAP die were prepared. A detailed

information on the properties and microstructural charac-

terization of these materials can be found elsewhere [34–

37], here we bring only a brief summary: the initial extruded

material (0P) exhibited a bimodal grain size distribution,

including simultaneously large grains (diameter 50 lm) and

small grains of few micrometers in diameter. The sub-

sequent passes of ECAP led to homogenization of the

microstructure and the overall grain refinement. In Fig. 1,

the EBSD images of the microstructures of the as-extruded

(0P) material and the material after four passes of ECAP

(4P) are compared. It is clearly seen that the bimodal

structure is suppressed in the 4P material; also the strong

(10�10) texture observed for the large grains of the 0P

material is removed by the ECAP passes. In the 1P and 2P

materials, some bimodal structure was still present (not

shown in Fig. 1, see [34] for the EBSD micrographs), but

both the grain size of the small grains and the volume

fraction of the large ones were subsequently reduced. In

order to obtain a single-scalar parameterization of the grain

refinement process, the median grain size for each material

was determined from the EBSD maps. (The median grain

size is such value hdi that the number of grains larger in

diameter than hdi is equal to the number of grains smaller in

diameter than hdi.) The resulting values were hdi0P = 2.84

lm, hdi1P = 1.11 lm, hdi2P = 0.91 lm, and hdi4P = 0.72 lm.

From these materials, samples in forms of small rectan-

gular parallelepipeds for the RUS measurements were pre-

pared. Four of them (denoted 0P, 1P, 2P, and 4P according to

the material) were used for measurements of the internal

friction and shear modulus evolution during heating from RT

up to 300 �C. Four samples of the 4P material were used for

Fig. 1 EBSD orientation maps

of the microstructures of the

examined alloys. On the left: the

initial extruded material (0P);

on the right: the material after

four ECAP passes (4P). The

shown cuts are perpendicular to

the extrusion direction
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measurements with thermal cycling, in order to explore the

reversibility of the observed phenomena. These samples are

denoted 4P170; 4P220; 4P270; 4P310 accordingly to the maxi-

mal temperature of the respective thermal cycles. The

overview of the dimensions of these samples and the tem-

perature ranges in which the samples were measured is given

in Table 1. The heating and cooling rates for all samples were

always quite small (1 K/min) to ensure a good temperature

stability for each measurement point and to avoid the influ-

ence of possible dynamic effects.

RUS measurements

Prior to the temperature-resolved measurements, the RUS

method was used to determine the elastic constants of the

examined materials. As shown for polycrystalline copper

by Seiner et al. [38], the ECAP can induce a measurable

elastic anisotropy that changes with the individual ECAP

passes. In order to inspect whether any similar effect can be

observed also for the AZ31 alloy, the 0P, 1P, 2P, and 4P

samples were analyzed using the same experimental pro-

cedure as for copper in [38]. For these measurements, a

fully contactless RUS set-up described in details in [27]

was used. For each sample, more than 50 resonant fre-

quencies in the frequency range 0.3–2.5 MHz were

obtained; these data were complemented by pulse-echo

measurements of longitudinal ultrasonic waves in the

directions perpendicular to the sample faces. The elastic

constants of each material were then determined inversely,

using the procedure described in [27].

Then, the evolutions of resonant spectra of all samples

with temperature were measured in the temperature ranges

given in Table 1. These measurements were also done by a

contactless RUS method, with sample placed in a dedicated

high-temperature RUS chamber including a heating mod-

ule able to set the sample temperature up to 650 �C. The

vibrations were generated by a Litron Nano S pulse laser

(1064 nm, pulse duration 6 ns) and detected by a Polytec

OFV 505 laser vibrometer. From the resonant spectrum

recorded at each temperature, the resonant frequencies and

the FWHM=f ratios for few (3–5) chosen dominant peaks

were determined. It was carefully checked that the resonant

peaks analyzed in this way for all temperature points for

one sample corresponded always to the same set of reso-

nant modes. The chosen peaks belonged in all cases to the

lowest part of the spectrum, which means that the corre-

sponding vibrational modes were mainly shearing modes,

and thus, the evolutions of these peaks with temperature

represent mainly the evolution of the shear modulus and

shear internal friction, as discussed in the previous section.

The FWHM=f ratios for these dominant peaks at a given

temperature always slightly (.�10 %) differed from each

other both due to the experimental inaccuracy and due to

the expected frequency dependence of the internal friction

Table 1 An overview of samples, their dimensions, and the respective temperature ranges for the RUS measurements

Sample Dimensions (mm3) Measurement temperature range

0P 1.725 9 2.642 9 3.454 RT ! 300 �C

1P 1.725 9 2.633 9 3.457 RT ! 300 �C

2P 1.730 9 2.642 9 3.458 RT ! 300 �C

4P 1.680 9 2.760 9 3.354 RT ! 300 �C

4P170 0.575 9 2.798 9 3.639 RT ! 170 �C; 1 h at 170 �C; 170 �C ! RT

4P220 0.578 9 2.911 9 4.007 RT ! 220 �C; 1 h at 220 �C; 220 �C ! RT

4P270 0.582 9 2.533 9 3.741 RT ! 270 �C; 1 h at 270 �C; 270 �C ! RT

4P310 0.565 9 2.789 9 3.623 RT ! 310 �C; 1 h at 310 �C; 310 �C! RT

Accuracy ±0.005 mm

All samples were cut such that the largest face was perpendicular to the extrusion direction

Fig. 2 An example of the frequency evolution of the internal friction

(the 4P sample at 125 �C). The shaded area on the left denotes the

dominant modes taken for the calculation of average internal friction,

and the shaded area on the right denotes the outlying modes with

higher damping (lower Q) than expected from the linear trend. The

dashed line outlines the least squares fit by such a linear dependence

that Q = 0 for f = 0, as required by the relation (8)
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(8). However, these differences were incomparably smaller

than the increase of Q�1 due to heating, so the average

value of Q�1s for the chosen modes (always lying in the

frequency range 300–800 kHz) was understood as a rep-

resentative internal friction parameter for the given sample

at the given temperature.

For each sample, it was also checked that the internal

friction parameters obtained for the attenuated spectra at

the elevated temperatures follow the frequency dependence

typical for relaxation damping in the high-frequency limit

(8), i.e., that Q ¼ f=FWHM is linearly proportional to f. An

example of such frequency dependence is shown in Fig. 2.

For all samples, the quality factors Q of all detectable

modes followed the linear trends similar to the one shown

in Fig. 2, except for few (2–3) outliers, which were always

the peaks of the lowest amplitudes (i.e., these modes were

not sufficiently excitable by the laser pulses), for which the

determination of Q was strongly affected by small signal-

to-noise ratios. Hence, the relaxation-like character of the

internal friction was confirmed.

Results and discussion

Room temperature elastic constants

The room temperature elastic constants of the 0P, 1P, 2P,

and 4P materials exhibited all only very small deviations

from perfect elastic isotropy. Unlike for the polycrystalline

copper studied by the same approach by Seiner et al. [38],

the ECAP did not induce any measurable changes of the

elastic anisotropy with the individual passes. The reason

for this difference is most probably the weak elastic

anisotropy of the hcp magnesium lattice compared with

relatively strong elastic anisotropy of the cubic lattice of

copper. As a consequence of this weak anisotropy, the

changes of texture and microstructure due to ECAP for the

case of AZ31 are not anyhow reflected by the macroscopic

elastic properties of the polycrystalline aggregate. The

resulting room temperature elastic constants for the

examined materials are listed in Table 2 along with the

internal friction coefficients determined from the lowest

resonant peaks for each sample. It is seen that the values of

Q�1 are very low, of the order 10�5, i.e., comparable to the

experimental accuracy. The highest value is obtained for

the 4P sample, which agrees well with the assumption that

the grain refinement enhances the GBS-induced internal

friction. Nevertheless, compared with the increase of the

Q�1 s for the examined materials upon heating reported in

the next paragraph, the differences between the individual

materials at the room temperature are rather negligible.

There is also a weak systematic decrease of the Young’s

modulus by the individual passes of ECAP seen in Table 2,

which is in agreement with the observations of elastic

softening of other ECAPed materials reported in literature

(e.g., [39]).

Temperature dependences

The evolutions of the shear moduli G and of the internal

friction parameters Q�1 with heating up to 300 �C are

shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. The shear moduli

were calculated from the detectable resonant frequencies

for each temperature using the inverse procedure described

in [27], taking into account the changes of the dimensions

of the samples with temperature due to thermal expansion

(the linear expansion coefficient of pure magnesium a ¼
24:8� 10�6 K�1 was used). For all materials, the shear

moduli exhibit smooth softening, linear up to approxi-

mately 200 �C and then deviating from the linear trend

slightly downwards. The differences between the behaviors

of the individual samples are minimal, fully within the

range of the experimental errors.

Table 2 Room temperature elastic constants of the examined mate-

rials: Young’s modulus E, Shear modulus G, and internal friction

parameter Q�1

Sample E (GPa) G (GPa) Q�1 (10�3)

0P 44.64 ± 0.10 17.22 ± 0.06 0.05 ± 0.04

1P 44.36 ± 0.38 16.98 ± 0.27 0.04 ± 0.04

2P 44.30 ± 0.30 17.10 ± 0.24 0.08 ± 0.04

4P 44.11 ± 0.23 17.18 ± 0.29 0.15 ± 0.04
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Fig. 3 The evolution of the shear moduli of the 0P–4P materials upon

heating
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A completely different picture is obtained for the

internal friction parameters. As seen in Fig. 4, the Q�1

parameters increase at elevated temperatures by more than

two orders of magnitude. The zoomed area in Fig. 4 shows

that the onset temperature of the internal friction increase is

indeed dependent on the grain refinement: for 4P the

increase starts at significantly lower temperature than for

0P. The 1P and 2P samples follow the same trend

according to the number of ECAP passes. The fact that

these strong increases of the internal friction for all mate-

rials are not reflected by any changes of the shear moduli

(see Fig. 3) confirms the assumption that the observed

behavior can be well described by the high-frequency limit

of a relaxation damping model.

The logarithmic plots of Q�1 with respect to 1=T shown

in Fig. 5 reveal that the temperature evolution of the

internal friction can be well described by the relation (10),

with the slope (11) changing from one constant value to

another. (For clarity, only the 0P and 4P samples are shown

in Fig. 5; the 1P and 2P samples behave similarly.) The

temperatures corresponding to the maximal change of the

slope T� (i.e., the temperatures at which the dominant

internal friction mechanisms are changing) are listed in

Table 3. The corresponding activation energy U for the

high-temperature part of the Q�1 curve calculated from the

relation (11) is also shown in Table 3; for the low-tem-

perature part, the activation energy was approximately the

same for all materials (*10 kJ/mol), not exhibiting any

systematic evolution with the grain refinement. As seen in

Table 3, the temperatures of the change of the slope T�

decrease significantly with the number of ECAP passes,

and so does the activation energy U.

There are several indicators that the observed behavior

of Q�1 is indeed induced by GBS. Most importantly, as

shown by the recent positron annihilation measurements

[35], the dislocation density in the 4P material is lower than

for 2P, so the internal friction resulting from the dislocation

activity would not exhibit the systematic behavior seen in

Table 3. Moreover, as also known from the positron

annihilation measurements [36], the density of the dislo-

cations significantly decreases with heating above 100 �C,

while the observed internal friction is rapidly increasing in

this temperature range. The recrystallization of the struc-

ture can be also disregarded as the source of the internal

friction, since the increase of Q�1 appears at about 100 �C

below the ECAP temperature. Moreover, the behavior of

Q�1 in the vicinity of the temperatures T� is reversible, as

it will be shown for the 4P material in the next subsection,

i.e., the observed internal friction increase cannot be a

result of any irreversible process, such as the recrystalli-

zation or the recovery.
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Fig. 4 The evolution of the internal friction parameters Q�1 of the

0P–4P materials upon heating; the zoomed area shows the temper-

ature region in which the increase of Q�1 starts

Table 3 Threshold temperatures T� for the change of the slope (11)

for the 0P–4P materials, and the activation energies corresponding to

the internal friction increases above T�

Sample T� (�C) U (kJ/mol)

0P 127 58

1P 111 52

2P 102 47

4P 96 38

Accuracy ±5 ±5
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Fig. 5 The change of the slope of the log Q�1ð1=TÞ curve determin-

ing the threshold temperature T� shown for the 0P and 4P materials.

The slope of the curve above T� (i.e., below 1=T�) determines the

activation energy U, see the text for more details
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Quantitatively, the obtained values of the threshold

temperature T� and of the activation energy U are very

close to the threshold temperature 150 �C and activation

energy U ¼ 80 kJ=mol determined by Koike et al. [6] for a

rolled sheet with an average grain size of 8 lm. In Fig. 6,

the values of T� and U obtained from RUS measurements

are plotted with respect to the median grain size for the

extruded and ECAPed materials and compared to the

results of [6]. It is seen that the literature data follow the

same trend as those obtained by our measurements, which

can be understood as an additional confirmation that the

observed internal friction is a result of GBS and that the

high-temperature part of the Q�1ðTÞ curve corresponds to

the diffusion-driven GBS mechanism. The increase of the

activation energy U with the grain size is also in a

qualitative agreement with the results of Fan et al. [22, 23];

the values of U for pure magnesium reported in [22, 23]

are, however, about two times higher than our results and

results of Koike et al. [6] for AZ31.

Nevertheless, for the discussion of the quantitative

dependence of the activation energy of this GBS mecha-

nism on the grain size, it must be taken into account that

the median grain size, used as a parameter of grain

refinement in Fig. 6, is not describing fully the evolution of

the microstructure with the repetitions of the ECAP.

Especially the initial extruded 0P microstructure (and

partially also the 1P material) exhibits a strongly bimodal

structure, as described in ‘‘Examined materials’’ section,

with large variation of the grain size. It is plausible that in

such a bimodal structure, the GBS internal friction is

dominantly given by mutual slidings of the smallest grains,

which has lower activation energy and is activated at lower

temperatures. As a result, the activation energy U deter-

mined for the 0P material corresponds rather to the smaller

grain size than the median value for this material, and, as

seen in Fig. 6, appears to be smaller than expected from the

trend of the 1P, 2P, and 4P materials. Another consequence

of the bimodal structure is seen also in Fig. 5: while for the

4P material the change of the slope is more or less abrupt,

for the 0P material it spans over a wide temperature region,

corresponding to approximately 30 �C. This can be

explained by the fact that the GBS in the 0P material is

activated first for the smallest grains at temperatures close

to the threshold temperature for the 4P material. Then,

upon further heating, the internal friction is subsequently

increased by contributions from larger and larger grains.

For the 4P material, on contrary, the variation of the grain

size is small, so all grains start to contribute to the internal

friction with approximately the same activation energy and

at approximately the same temperature.

Reversibility and the effect of annealing

In order to determine which of the changes of the internal

friction coefficient upon heating are corresponding to

irreversible processes, a set of thermal cycles was applied

on four different samples of the 4P material (see Table 1).

At the highest temperature for each cycle, the sample was

always annealed for 1 h with the aim to detect the possible

time-scale effects. The resulting Q�1ðTÞ curves are shown

in Fig. 7.

It is seen that for a cycle with the maximum temperature

of 170 �C, the behavior of the internal friction is reversible;

the differences between the heating and cooling curves are

below the level of the experimental error. Also the evolu-

tion of Q�1 due to 1 h annealing at 170 �C is negligible,

which proves that the microstructure responsible for the
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Fig. 6 The dependence of the threshold temperature T� and the

activation energy for diffusive GBS on the grain size. The error bars

denote the intervals between the lowest (25 %) and the highest (75 %)

quartiles for the grain size distribution. The dashed lines are just

guides for eye obtained by fitting the RUS results (0P–4P) by a

logarithmic curve
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internal friction is fully stable in this temperature range. In

a sharp contrast, annealing at 220 �C induces a measurable

decrease of the internal friction, and the Q�1ðTÞ curve for

the 4P220 exhibits a broad hysteresis loop. It is obvious that

at this temperature the material undergoes irreversible

changes. The hysteresis loop closes at approximately 250

�C, and so the annealing for 1 h at temperatures 270 and

310 �C (samples 4P270 and 4P310, respectively) does not

lead to any time-dependent changes of the internal friction.

Above 250 �C, the behavior of the material is, again, non-

hysteretic. As the temperature range 200–250 �C corre-

sponds well to the range of recrystallization of the ECAPed

structure determined from postmortem analyses of the

samples [36], we can conclude that the observed hysteresis

is due to recrystallization.

From the cooling curves for the 4P270 and 4P310 sam-

ples, the threshold temperatures for the activation of the

diffusion-driven GBS and the corresponding activation

energy of the recrystallized material were determined,
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Fig. 7 The evolution of the internal friction parameter of the 4P

material (samples 4P170; 4P220; 4P270 , and 4P310) with thermal cycles.

Each subplot shows one thermal cycle for one sample with the given

maximal temperature at which the sample was always annealed for 1

h. For comparison, the curves for the remaining three samples are

shown in each plot in light gray

Fig. 8 The relation between the threshold temperature T� and the

activation energy for the diffusive GBS. The gray area outlines the

possible linear trend
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using the same approach as for the 0P–4P materials in the

previous section. The results were U ¼ ð66� 5Þ kJ/mol

and T� ¼ ð142� 5Þ �C for 4P270, and U ¼ ð67� 5Þ kJ/mol

and T� ¼ ð142� 5Þ �C for 4P310. In other words, the grain

growth due to recrystallization resulted in an increase of

both the activation energy and the threshold temperature

for GBS, fully in agreement with the trend outlined in Fig.

6. In the case of the sample 4P220, the respective values

were U ¼ ð55� 3Þ kJ/mol and T� ¼ ð123� 13Þ �C, which

corresponds to a partially recrystallized structure.

It is again questionable to compare the U and T� values

obtained for the recrystallized samples with those deter-

mined during the heating runs for the 0P and 1P materials,

since the recrystallized materials do not exhibit such strong

bimodal distribution of the grain size. However, there

appears to be a well-defined relation between the threshold

temperature for the diffusive GBS and its activation

energy. As seen in Fig. 8, the relation is approximately

linear and describes well the behavior of all materials

discussed in this paper (0P, 1P, 2P, 4P, 4P partially re-

crystallized and 4P fully recrystallized) as well as the lit-

erature data. According to this relation, the region of

diffusive GBS could be extended toward the vicinity of the

room temperature by further decrease of the activation

energy.

Conclusions

The results of the internal friction measurements reported

in this paper clarify the relations between the temperature,

grain size, and the activity of GBS in the AZ31 magnesium

alloy. With the gradual grain refinement induced by sub-

sequent repetitions of the ECAP procedure, the threshold

temperature T� above which the diffusive GBS becomes a

dominant internal friction mechanism systematically

decreases. For the 4P material with the median grain size of

hdi4P = 0.72 lm, the diffusive GBS is obviously active at

temperatures lower than 100 �C, i.e., about 100 �C below

the recrystallization temperature for this material. Hence,

the grain refinement opens a relatively broad temperature

interval in which the superplastic flow can be potentially

enabled by the GBS mechanism without any coarsening of

the structure or any other irreversible changes to the

material. This temperature interval can be important with

respect to possible applications of AZ31 for superplastic

forming.

Simultaneously with the decrease of the temperature T�,
also a significant decrease of the activation energy for this

internal friction mechanism was observed, which indicates

that the intergranular diffusion is easier in the finely

grained material. A direct relation between the threshold

temperature and the activation energy for GBS was found,

which is followed by all materials studied in this paper

(both the as-ECAPed and recrystallized, as seen in Fig. 8)

as well as by the literature data.
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High mobility of twin boundary is crucial for magnetic shape memory e�ect. The twin boundary can be
moved by applied magnetic �eld or mechanical stress. In Ni�Mn�Ga 10M martensite there are two di�erent, �eld
movable, a�c twin boundaries type I and II due to monoclinic lattice. For single twin boundary of both types we
experimentally evaluated the equivalence of magnetic and mechanical force and the validity of generally used energy
model using direct stress�strain and magnetization measurements. For type II, highly mobile twin boundary, the
equivalence seems to be valid and model broadly agrees with measurement. However, for type I the calculated
magnetic stress is much larger than mechanical stress needed for twin boundary motion.
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1. Introduction

Magnetic shape memory (MSM) e�ect is a general
name for a plethora of the multiferroic e�ects based on
interplay between ferromagnetic order and ferroelastic-
ity [1]. One of the MSM e�ects is magnetically induced
structure reorientation (MIR) that leads to giant defor-
mation (5�12%) in single phase, low-symmetry marten-
site [2, 3]. Observed giant strain, in contrast to usual
magnetostriction, is a result of structure reorientation
by growing favourably oriented ferroelastic domain (also
called variant) at the expense of other di�erently oriented
domains. These adjacent domains are connected by twin
boundary, which is moving easily and thus can be ma-
nipulated also by magnetic �eld [4].

The major representatives of MSM materials are com-
pounds close to stoichiometric Ni2MnGa. These alloys
are also the most investigated [1, 5, 6] as they are the
most promising for applications [7�9]. In Ni�Mn�Ga
alloy, parental high-temperature cubic phase transforms
to various martensites [1, 10]. For composition close to
stoichiometry the martensite has 10M modulated struc-
ture which can be approximated by monoclinic lattice.
The monoclinic structure implies the existence of type I
and type II twin boundary [11, 12] that strongly di�er
by their twinning stress or mobility [13, 14].

Energetic barrier which hinders boundary movement
is called twinning stress (σTW). The stress needed to
move twin boundary can be induced mechanically or by
magnetic �eld. In the simplest case the relation be-
tween magnetic and twinning stress is described by the
Likhachev and Ullakko model [15]. More complex models

*corresponding author; e-mail: kopeckyv@fzu.cz

were suggested, however, the simple equivalence of me-
chanical and magnetic force is usually retained [16, 17].
In short the model assumes that the twin boundary starts
moving when the magnetic energy exceeds the mechani-
cal barrier, which is described by relation

∆Emag ≥ σTW · ε0 (1)

where ∆Emag is di�erence of magnetic energies of dif-
ferently oriented variants in magnetic �eld, strain ε0 =
1− c/a is given by tetragonal lattice distortion for a ≈ b.
Additionally, the model states that the magnetic energy
is limited by magnitude of the magnetic anisotropy, Ku,
regardless the strength of applied magnetic �eld [4, 15].
This model can be used to predict existence of MIR and
movement of twin boundaries in magnetic �eld [18, 19].
The model is just phenomenological approximation

with no respect to atomic mechanism of twin boundary
movement and it was shown to be broadly valid for MIR.
However, the movement of individual twin boundaries
has never been resolved and the model has never been
tested and justi�ed for single twin boundary. Moreover,
two types of mobile twin boundaries have not been rec-
ognized until recently [13, 14, 20, 21]. To test the valid-
ity of the model we directly compare magnetic twinning
stress (σmag = ∆Emag/ε0) and mechanical stress equal
to twinning stress (σTW) induced by compressive load-
ing for single twin boundary of both types.

2. Methods

We used single crystal samples with composition close
to stoichiometry Ni2MnGa produced by Adaptamat Ltd.
Samples were rectangular shape with sizes about 20×2×
1 mm3 cut approximately along {100} planes of the par-
ent phase. Composition of used samples is in the Table.
The transformation temperature from austenite to �ve
layered martensite (10M sometimes also 5M) varied from
310 to 340 K as it strongly depends on composition. All
experiments were done at room temperature, far enough

(754)
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from transition, i.e. in the region in which the marten-
sitic phase is stable. The lattice parameters only slightly
depend on composition and as example for one composi-
tion the lattice parameters in the monoclinic approxima-
tion are a = 0.5975 nm, b = 0.5944 nm, c = 0.5591 nm,
α = β = 90◦, γ = 90.36◦ at room temperature.

TABLE

Comparison of magnetic and mechanical stress. Switch-
ing �eld (µ0HSW ) is magnitude of magnetic �eld when
twin boundary starts to move. σmag is calculated mag-
netic stress using the model and σmech is mechanical
stress given from stress�strain curve. The stress is de-
termined with error less than 10%. Composition er-
ror is 0.5 at.%. R is a ratio of stress calculated as
R = σmag/σmech.

sample type µ0HSW σmag σmech R

Ni/Mn/Ga [T] [MPa] [MPa]

1 I 0.256 1.572 0.865 1.82

49.8/29.0/21.2 II 0.020 0.090 0.086 1.05

2 I � � � �

49.8/29.0/21.2 II 0.042 0.268 0.311 0.86

3 I � � � �

49.8/29.4/20.8 II 0.027 0.163 0.111 1.47

4 I 0.354 1.728 1.110 1.56

50/28.5/21.5 II 0.047 0.256 0.241 1.06

Micrographs were taken by optical microscope Zeiss
using Nomarski contrast (DIC) which visualizes di�er-
ent tilt of surface planes by di�erent false colors. In our
case the tilt originates from various twinning. The angle
between two variants connected with a�c twin boundary
is given approximately by α = 90 − 2 arctan(c/a). The
angle α is usually about 3◦ which makes twin boundary
recognisable from the side of sample where c-axis is out of
plane for one of the variants and in-plane for second vari-
ant. Di�erent trace orientation of the boundary on the
surface helps further to distinguish between type I and
II twin boundaries (Fig. 1). To compress the samples

Fig. 1. Optical micrograph of twinning boundary type
I (a) and type II (b) taken by optical microscope Zeiss
using the Nomarski contrast (DIC). Di�erent colours
indicate di�erent tilt of surface. Orientation of c-axis
is marked in the �gure. When stress or magnetic �eld
along c-axis in plane is applied twin boundary moves as
red arrows show. The boundaries are on the same sam-
ple and about same place as �ducial marks (scratches,
voids) demonstrate.

Fig. 2. Mechanical compressive stress inducing the
growth of favourable variant (red) at the expense of
the other one with c-axis perpendicular to stress by
twin boundary motion (yellow arrows) resulting in large
strain. The upper arrow points to the place where op-
tical observation of twin boundary (Fig. 1) was made.

we used small custom-made stress-strain machine with
step motor and linear transmission that produce contin-
uous movement with constant rate. The sample was put
between two parallel �at heads without further �xing to
accommodate the large deformation due to twin bound-
ary motion (Fig. 2). The force was measured by sensor
which can be loaded up to ±10 N. The deformation strain
was calculated from linear shift of the motor and initial
sample's dimensions.
The magnetic force or magnetic energy was determined

from the magnetization curves. These were measured by
vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) PAR with elec-
tromagnet up to 1.4 T. From the magnetization curve
of material exhibiting MIR, the �eld, needed to move
twin boundary called switching �eld, can be determined.
The move of twin boundary is indicated by the sharp in-
crease of magnetization [4, 22]. From this switching �eld
the magnetic energy, ∆Emag, was determined as area be-
tween magnetization curves of both variants, i.e variants
with easy axis along and perpendicular to the �eld [4].
We neglect the e�ect of demagnetization as the sample
was long and thus the correction is small.
Whole experiment run in several steps. We formed

mechanically single twin boundary type I or type II. Us-
ing tensile stress we placed the boundary approximately
3 mm from the edge of the sample. Then we did com-
pression stress�strain test. To get the boundary back
to the starting position we stretched the sample again.
After repeating the procedure few times the last com-
pression run was interrupted. Without increasing forced
deformation from the device the twin boundary stopped
moving and stayed at the position. We removed the sam-
ple from the device and without delay installed into VSM
and measured magnetization curve. As the twin bound-
ary was not constrained, the boundary should start to
move in the �eld which corresponds to the last value of
compressive stress. After that we formed again the sin-
gle twin boundary but of di�erent type and repeated the
measurement cycle.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows the optical micrographs of the trace of
twin boundary type I and II on (100) surface. Impor-
tantly both boundaries were formed in the same sample
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and moved to approximately same position. Both twin
boundaries are macrotwin boundary between twins with
internal twinned structure [12�14]. The type I is straight
as it runs along (101) plane but it contains a/b twinning
which, though, cannot be resolved in optical microscopy.
In contrast, type II boundary is inclined from (101) plane
by about four degrees and in addition to a/b twinning it
contains also monoclinic twinning. The monoclinic twin-
ning can be readily identi�ed in the variant with c-axis
in plane as it forms surface relief, which is equal to twice
monoclinic distortion. This twinning changes the orien-
tation of the macrotwin boundary resulting in zigzag line
of the boundary as shown in Fig. 1. In addition to much
lower twinning stress, this zigzag pattern can serve as
easy identi�cation of type II twin boundary [13, 14, 23].

Figure 3 shows the typical compression test for both
boundaries. Both boundaries went in the same direc-
tion through the approximately same part of the sam-
ple, but it was impossible to locate the initial position
of the boundary on the exactly same place. Although
the boundaries moved across the same sample the stress
needed to move the boundary sharply di�ered and the
character of the dependency varied. It is about ten times
easier to move type II twin boundary than type I and
the mechanical stress is in the range of tenths of MPa.
Peaks in the plateau, particularly for twin boundary type
I, seems to be connected to surface scratches. The ob-
served �uctuations can be also caused by some internal
inhomogeneities. For type II the connections seem to be
somehow weaker as the stress�strain curve is mostly �at.

We tried to study movement of both twin boundaries
by compression in each sample. Nevertheless, sometimes
it was not possible to measure the stress�strain curve
of twin boundary type I as the energy needed to move
this boundary was larger than energy for nucleation twin
boundary type II.

Several cycles of loading were done and all measured
curves were roughly similar. The curves were not ex-
actly identical as the movement of twin boundary is a
stochastic process. Such behaviour was observed previ-
ously [13]. This added some uncertainty to the deter-
mination of the twinning stress and to comparison with
magnetic force. After several cycles the loading was inter-
rupted in some point and the magnetization curve with
the same twin boundary was measured. The interrup-
tion points are marked in Fig. 3. From magnetization
curves the switching �eld, i.e. �eld needed to move twin
boundary, was determined. The magnetic energy ∆Emag

was calculated and then we obtained equivalent magnetic
stress according to Eq. (1). The results from magnetic
measurement are collected and compared with mechan-
ical stress�strain testing in the Table. To facilitate the
comparison, the ratio of magnetic and mechanic stress is
also listed (R = σmag/σmech).

The Table shows reasonable agreement for type II as
the di�erence is mostly within experimental error. How-
ever, for type I the di�erence is consistently large. The
magnetic force exceeds the mechanical one almost up to

Fig. 3. Stress�strain curves of the same sample utiliz-
ing single type I and type II twin boundary movement.
Evolution of compressive load a�ecting the sample with
single twin boundary (alloy 1). Several cycles were done
for each type of boundary and all of them were roughly
similar. Here it is shown one of each as an example. The
last cycle was interrupted for magnetic measurement at
marked place (blue circle).

factor of two. It suggests that used model is invalid for
type I but for disproving widely accepted model much
more experiments would be needed. Additionally, the
model seems to be valid for type II twin boundary. We
can speculate that the model is valid and observed lower
mechanical stress compared to magnetic one is due to ex-
istence shear stress originated from �rm �xture of sam-
ple during the test. The forces involved are quite small
and thus any additional non-axial loading might a�ect
the measurement (see Fig. 2). In magnetic �eld there
is no such additional force as the �eld is homogeneous
and purely uniaxial. Moreover, the e�ect of magnetic
domains con�guration [24] and its interaction with twin-
ning boundary is neglected.
Here, we can only conclude that the observed di�er-

ence is quite puzzling. For solving this puzzle more ex-
periments are needed which may lead to reformulation
of the model. It is not helpful that the mechanism of
the twin boundary motion, neither in magnetic �eld, nor
under mechanical stress is known to great detail.

4. Conclusion

We studied the movement of single type I and II twin
boundary resulting in structure reorientation in Ni�Mn�
Ga magnetic shape memory alloy. We were able to
form both boundaries in the same samples and compared
their individual behaviour. To evaluate the validity of
generally used model, measured mechanical and mag-
netic forces needed for moving the single boundary were
compared. Calculated magnetic and mechanical stress
generally agreed for type II, but we registered large error
for type I. This somehow puzzling observation leads to
some doubt about validity of the model but more detailed
measurement is needed.
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a b s t r a c t

Resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS) is applied to detect the ductile-to-brittle and brittle-to-ductile
transitions in an AA6262 free-cutting aluminum alloy during thermal cycling. It is shown that the RUS
method is sensitive enough to detect reliably the melting and solidification temperatures of micro-sized
Mg3Bi2–Bi eutectic particles responsible for these transitions, although the volume fraction of the
particles is very small (�1%) and is even decreasing with the cycling. The proposed RUS approach is
compared with differential scanning calorimetry (DSC); the latter method is shown to be unable to
detect the transition temperatures especially when transition intervals are broad. The results reveal that
the phase transitions of the eutectic particles exhibit a significant hysteresis and pronounced asymmetry
between melting and solidification.

& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Phase transitions of micro- and nano-sized particles embedded
in solid matrices exhibit several differences compared with the
transitions of the same materials in bulk [1–3]. For example, the
extensive acoustic and nuclear magnetic resonance studies of
melting and freezing of various materials in porous glasses [4–9]
showed that the transition temperatures of such particles are
shifted downwards, and there is always also an observable
hysteresis between melting and solidification of the particles.
There are, on the other hand, only very few works concerned so
far with solid-to-liquid phase transitions of metal particles in
metal matrices. Recently, Kuba and Van Aken [10,11] observed
melting of indium particles in an aluminum matrix by means of
acoustic emission, showing that the transition is accompanied by
plastic deformation of the matrix. Earlier, when studying a similar
system, Malhotra and Van Aken [12] reported an internal friction
peak associated with the melting of the indium particles. In both
cases, the shifts of transition temperatures were observed, both
upwards and downwards respective to the equilibrium transition
temperature of bulk indium, depending on the microstructure and
on the thermal history of the material. On the other hand, for
nano-sized Pb–Sn particles embedded in an aluminum metallic
glass [13], only the shifts downwards were observed.

Among the metal–matrix/metal–particles systems, the AA6262
free-cutting aluminum alloy [14,15] is of apparent interest from
the application point of view. This alloy has nominally similar
composition as the AA6082 (or AA6061) Al–Mg–Si alloy, but its
machinability is enhanced by additions of small amounts of Pb and
Bi that form micro-sized particles dispersed in the aluminum
matrix. These particles have a rather complex, multi-component
structure [16], including also some amount of the Mg3Bi2–Bi
eutectic. At the melting temperature of this eutectic, the particles
partially melt and the alloy undergoes a ductile-to-brittle transi-
tion (DBT) due to liquid metal embrittlement. This is advantageous
for machining, since the local melting of the Mg3Bi2–Bi eutectic
close to the cutting tool decreases the strength of the material and
results in formation of short and breakable chips. Thus, the
knowledge of the DBT temperature is essential for designing the
machining process; of similar importance is also the knowledge of
the possible evolution of this transition temperature during
thermal cycling (i.e. repeated melting and solidification of the
eutectic due to temperature oscillations), since it reflects the
changes of the properties of the material during machining.

Let us point out that the DBTs in AA6262 and similar alloys (cf.
[17,18]) are of a completely different nature than in conventional
structural materials such as low-carbon steels, where the embrit-
tlement occurs due to reduction of dislocation slip, and where,
thus, the possibilities of ultrasonic non-destructive detection of
the DBT temperatures are limited [19–21]. In the case of AA6262,
the DBT temperature can be detected indirectly from detecting the
melting and freezing points of the embedded particles, for
example by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). However,
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due to the small volume fraction of the PbþBi particles (�1%), and
even smaller volume fraction of the eutectic, the corresponding
exo- and endothermic DSC peaks may be small, comparable to the
noise level of the DSC apparatus and incomparably smaller than
the peaks from various processes in the matrix. A suitable alter-
native to the DSC measurements in such case can be the detection
of the phase transitions from small changes of the elastic moduli
of the alloy. These changes can be detected either from pulse-echo
measurements of velocities of acoustic waves in the material [3,5],
or by resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS, [22–24]), which is a
method based on measurements of free elastic vibrations of a
given sample of the examined material. This method has been
shown as a very sensitive tool for non-destructive detection of
several phenomena in materials, for example micro-cracking
[25,26], internal stresses [27] or delamination [28], and is also
sensitive to structural phase transitions in small volume fractions
of materials, e.g. in thin surface layers deposited on non-
transforming substrates [29,30]. As observed recently by the
current authors and reported briefly in [31], the RUS method is
able to detect the melting of the eutectic particles in the free-
cutting aluminum alloys AA6262 and AA6023 (which has a very
similar composition to AA6262 but with lead partially replaced by
tin) during a single heating cycle.

In this paper, we show that the RUS method can be applied for
a systematic study of the DBT and reverse (BDT) temperatures in
the AA6262 alloy and discuss the evolution of these temperatures
due to thermal cycling. In summary, the main aim of this paper is
to show that this method is able to provide a detailed information
on the DBT and BDT processes in the examined alloy, and to
contribute, thus, to the understanding of the response the material
to the conditions it is subjected to during machining.

2. Experiment

2.1. Material and samples

The examined material was a commercial AA6262 alloy (Con-
stellium Extrustions, Děčín, Czech Republic) fabricated in a form of
extruded rods (18.8 mm in diameter). The material was set into the
T8 temper (the rods were cold worked into diameter 18.1 mm
(reduction 7.3%), artificial aging was performed at 160 1C for 10 h.)
The resulting microstructure of the alloy is in Fig. 1: it consists of
fibrous grains elongated along the extrusion direction. The particles
containing Pb and Bi are dispersed in the matrix and are, as well,
elongated along the extrusion direction. The nominal composition
(wt.%) of the examined alloy was Al–0.97Mg–0.71Si–0.64Pb–
0.60Bi–0.12Mn–0.45Fe. The presence of the DBT in this alloy was
determined by Charpy tests (see [16]); the transition temperature
was indicated by a sharp drop of the fracture toughness at
approximately 250 1C. This temperature corresponds well to the
equilibrium melting temperature of bulk Mg3Bi2–Bi eutectic, which
is T¼260 1C [32], especially when taking into account the possible
shift of the transition temperatures downwards due to the small
size of the particles. To obtain some estimates of the evolution of
the transition temperatures with thermal cycling prior to the RUS
measurements, the AA6262 alloy was studied by DSC, using a
DSC8500 (Perkin-Elmer) apparatus (temperature calibrated by tin,
indium and lead; heat flow calibrated by melting heat of pure
indium; the measurements were performed under a 20 ml/min
flow of pure nitrogen). These measurements were performed on a
small (�40 mg) sample of this alloy during five subsequent thermal
cycles from the room temperature up to 400 1C, at the heating/
cooling rates of 10 1C/min. The DSC results (see Section 3.1) were
then used as a complement to the RUS measurements and for a
comparison of both methods. For the RUS measurement itself, a

2.61�3.21�2.94 mm3 (accuracy 70.01 mm) rectangular paralle-
lepiped was prepared with the edges oriented along the processing
directions.

In order to enable a comparison of the behavior of the
examined AA6262 alloy to some reference material, an additional
RUS sample was prepared from a commercial AA6082 alloy
(Constellium Extrusions, Děčín, Czech Republic) subjected to the
same thermal and mechanical treatment. The AA6082 has nomin-
ally very similar composition to AA6262 (Al–0.79Mg–1.08Si–
0.44Mn–0.37Fe (wt.%)), but without the Pb and Bi additions, so
the difference between the AA6262 and AA6082 RUS spectra
evolution can be ascribed solely to the DBT and BDT transitions.
The AA6082 sample was a 0.75�2.61�2.79 mm3 (accuracy
70.01 mm) rectangular parallelepiped.

2.2. RUS measurements

Prior to the thermal cycling, the room temperature (RT) elastic
constants of the above described AA6262 and AA6082 samples
were determined by a combination of RUS measurements and
conventional pulse-echo technique. The contact-less laser based
RUS method was used; this modification of RUS employs a
broadband laser pulse for thermoacoustic excitation of the vibra-
tions and a scanning laser vibrometer for detection of the response
of the sample and for determination of the individual modal
shapes (see [33] for more details on the applied methodology
and on the instrumentation). The aim of this preliminary mea-
surement was to investigate whether the fibrous structure induces
any measurable elastic anisotropy to the material. Such anisotropy
could, consequently, affect the interpretation of the RUS spectra at
higher temperatures.

Fig. 1. Microstructure of the studied AA6262 alloy: (a) the fibrous grain structure
highlighted by anodizing with Barker's reagent (b) a detail of particles containing
lead and bismuth.
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After the RT measurements, the samples were subjected to
thermal cycling. These measurements were performed in a high-
temperature RUS chamber filled with low-pressure nitrogen atmo-
sphere and including a Joule heating module able to set the
sample temperature up to 650 1C. The vibrations were generated
by a Litron Nano S pulse laser (1064 nm, pulse duration 6 ns) and
detected by a Polytec OFV 505 laser vibrometer. The sample of the
examined AA6262 alloy was subjected to five thermal cycles, and
the reference AA6082 sample was subjected to two cycles with the
respective temperature ranges listed in Table 1. The maximal
temperatures were for all cycles above the expected DBT tem-
perature for the AA626 alloy (250 1C). For the 2nd and the 4th
cycle for the AA6262 alloy, the maximal temperature was chosen
above the melting point of Pb (TPb ¼ 325 1C), in order to inspect
whether the melting and solidification of Pb inside the PbþBi
particles has any impact on the DBT and BDT processes.1 For the
reference AA6082 alloy, the second cycle was extended also up to
350 1C to enable a direct comparison with the second cycle for the
AA6262 alloy.

During each thermal cycle, the evolution of the resonant
spectrum of free elastic vibrations of the sample was measured
in the temperature region where the DBTs and the BDTs were
expected, i.e. approximately between 150 1C and 300 1C. The
temperature steps between individual measurements were chosen
between 10 1C (far away from the expected transition tempera-
tures) and 2 1C (close to the expected transition temperatures).
The heating and cooling rates were slow (1 1C/min) with an
additional 2 min stabilization time at each measurement tempera-
ture prior to the RUS measurement itself. This approach was
chosen to ensure a homogeneity of temperature over the whole
volume of the sample and during the whole period of spectra
recording. The spectra were obtained in the frequency range
0.3–2 MHz, which covered approximately 40 resonant peaks at
the room temperature. However, with the increasing temperature,
a strong increase of the damping was observed, which reduced the
number of clearly detectable peaks in the vicinity of the DBT to
typically 3–5 dominant ones. As this increase of the damping was
observed over the whole temperature ranges and for both the
AA6262 and AA6082 samples, this effect was assumed as a
property of the matrix, not of the particles, and was further not
analyzed in any details.

2.3. RUS data processing

The elevated-temperature RUS data were obtained in the form
of sets of resonant spectra for each thermal cycle. At the highest

temperatures, only 3–5 resonant peaks were detectable in each
spectrum; although such a small number of resonant modes could
be in principle sufficient for some form of the inverse analysis of
the elastic moduli at these temperatures [34,35], we adopted a
simpler approach suggested by Peréz-Landazábal et al. [36] for
estimation of temperature evolution of the shear modulus of an
isotropic material (see Section 3.2. for justification of the assump-
tion of isotropy). We took few resonant modes from the lowest
part of the spectrum and determined the evolution of the
corresponding resonant frequencies with temperature. These soft-
est resonant modes are dominantly related to shear vibrations of
the material, so that their resonant frequencies are proportional to
the shear wave velocity, i.e. ω� vshear ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
G=ρ

p
, where G is the

shear modulus and ρ is the mass density. Thus, the relative
evolution of the shear modulus with respect to some reference
value GðT0Þ is equal to the relative evolution of the resonant
frequency squared:

½GðTÞ=GðT0Þ� ¼ ½ωðTÞ=ωðT0Þ�2; ð1Þ

assuming that the density ρ does not change significantly. In our
case, however, an additional modification of this approach was
necessary. In Fig. 2, an example of the temperature evolution of
one chosen peak of the AA6262 alloy during a heating run of one
thermal cycle is shown. The quality of the peak rapidly decreases
due to the increase of damping mentioned in the previous
subsection. It is seen that the peak drifts with nearly constant
slope to lower frequencies with the increasing temperature, which
indicates a significant softening of the Al–Mg–Si matrix due to
heating. The same constant softening was observed also for
the AA6082 alloy. Within the shown temperature interval, the
resonant frequency decreases from 713 kHz to 690 kHz, which,
according to (1), corresponds to an approximately 6.5% decrease of
the shear modulus.2 Since the changes are small compared with
the value of G, this decrease of G can be assumed as approximately
linear as well. However, the changes of the shear modulus due to
melting/solidification of the eutectic particles at the DBT/BDT
temperatures are expected to be proportional to the volume
fraction of the eutectic (o1%), and thus, it is necessary to subtract

Table 1
Temperature ranges of the thermal cycles applied to the AA6262 and AA6082
samples; RT denotes the room temperature.

Sample Cycle no. Temperatures

AA6262 1 RT-290 1C-RT
2 RT-350 1C-RT
3 RT-290 1C-RT
4 RT-350 1C-RT
5 RT-290 1C-RT

AA6082 1 RT-290 1C-RT
2 RT-350 1C-RT

0.685 0.69 0.695 0.7 0.705 0.71 0.715
190

200

210

220

230

240

250

260

270

280

290

Frequency [MHz]

T 
[o C

]

Fig. 2. An example of evolution of one resonant peak with temperature during a
heating run for the AA6262 sample. The dashed line outlines the global linear trend
(G0

0).

1 In principle, the melting of the Pb components of the particles should also be
detectable by the RUS measurements. However, due to the below discussed high
damping above approximately 300 1C, such analysis was not possible. As it follows
from the Charpy tests, the DBT appears already due to melting of the Mg3Bi2–Bi
eutectic, so the analysis of further melting of Pb inside the particles is not of any
significant importance from the application point of view.

2 Some part of the drift can also be attributed to the thermal expansion of the
material and the consequent changes in the dimensions of the sample and the
density. Nevertheless, for the 100 1C temperature increase the corresponding
changes of the resonant frequencies calculated for the thermal expansion coeffi-
cient of aluminum (2.3�10�5 K �1) should be approximately 0.1%, i.e. by more
than one order of magnitude smaller than those observed experimentally.
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the overall linear trend from the G(T) evolution in order to
emphasize the localized changes at the transition temperatures.
For this reason, the quantity used from hereafter to describe the
changes of the shear modulus with the temperature will be

δGðTÞ ¼ GðTÞ�ðT�T0ÞG0
0

GðT0Þ
¼ ½ωðTÞ�2�G0

0T

½ωðT0Þ�2
; ð2Þ

where T0 is the lowest temperature for each measurement, and G0
0

is the linear slope estimated by fitting the first four values of
GðTÞ=GðT0Þ by linear regression. In other words, the quantity δG
represents the relative changes of the shear modulus along the
heating or cooling run of the given cycle separated from such a
global linear trend that dδG=dT ¼ 0 at T0.

For each run of the measurement, the δGðTÞ curves were
determined for three or four different modes. In all cases, these
curves did not differ from each other by more than 2–3% of the
maximal value of jδGðTÞj. This confirms well our assumptions that
the frequencies of these modes correspond dominantly only to the
shear modulus G and that the material behaves approximately
isotropically, and justifies the use of the parameter (2) for
characterization of the changes of elasticity of the examined
materials. An additional quantitative analysis of the dominant
effect of shear modulus on the lowest resonant frequencies for the
chosen samples is given within the discussion of the RT elastic
constants in Section 3.2.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Differential scanning calorimetry

The results of the DSC measurements for the AA6262 alloy are
in Fig. 3. The left part of this figure (Fig. 3(a)) shows the evolution
of the DSC heating curves with five subsequent thermal cycles
from the room temperature up to 400 1C. It can be seen that in the
first cycle the DBT induces a small but clearly visible endothermic
peak at approximately 257 1C, albeit overlapped with the precipi-
tation peak of the Mg2Si particles in the matrix. The DBT peak
remains similarly pronounced in the second cycle; nevertheless, it
appears to be broader and slightly shifted towards lower tem-
peratures. Starting from the third heating run, the DBT peak
becomes comparable to the DSC device noise and the exact
temperature ranges within which the melting of the particles
appears is not detectable. For the cooling runs (Fig. 3(b)), the BDT
reverse peaks are even less pronounced than for the heating runs.
After the second thermal cycle, the exothermic peak indicating the

BDT transition becomes indistinguishable from the noise and it
fully disappears in the fourth and fifth cycles. It is clearly seen that
the DSC characterization is insufficient for any detailed analysis of
the DBT and BDT processes in the examined alloy.

The discussion of why the melting and solidification of the
eutectic particles gradually vanishes with thermal cycling falls
beyond the scope of this paper and is given elsewhere [16]. Here
we mention only that the main mechanism is probably the
diffusion of magnesium atoms from the matrix into the molten
particles and the consequent increase of the volume fraction
Mg3Bi2 compound over the Mg3Bi2–Bi eutectic in the particles.
From the application point of view, it is important to investigate
whether the thermal cycling may finally lead to a complete
disappearance of the eutectic phase, or whether there may exist
some saturated (equilibrium) volume fraction of the eutectic that
does not further decrease with further thermal cycling. As shown
above, this problem cannot be fully resolved from the DSC
measurements; some more sensitive method is required, which,
as we show in this paper, can be the resonant ultrasound
spectroscopy.

3.2. RT elastic constants

For both the AA6262 and AA6082 samples, it was assumed that
the material exhibits a hexagonal symmetry class (sometimes
called transversal isotropy) with the anisotropy direction given
by the extrusion direction and all direction perpendicular to it
being equivalent [37]. The elasticity of such material can be fully
described by five independent elastic constants. These are c11, c12,
c13, c33 and c44 (using the shorten Voigt's notation), providing that
the anisotropy axis is aligned with the x3 direction.

Under such assumption, the elastic constants were determined
from the RT RUS measurements, using 37 resonant modes and
corresponding modal shapes for the AA6262 sample and 19
resonant modes and corresponding modal shapes for the
AA6082 sample, in both cases complemented by three pulse-
echo measurements of phase velocities of longitudinal waves in
directions perpendicular to the faces of the sample. As discussed in
detail e.g. in [33], such an additional information from the pulse-
echo measurements improves the stability of the inverse proce-
dure used for the calculation of the elastic constants from the RUS
spectrum and reduces the experimental errors in certain combi-
nations of the resulting elastic constants.

The results are given in the upper part of Table 2. It is clearly
seen that the addition of soft PbþBi particles leads to overall
deterioration of the elastic stiffness of the AA6262 alloy compared

Fig. 3. DSC signals for four five subsequent thermal cycles of the AA6262 alloy. On the left: heating runs; on the right: cooling runs.
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with AA6082; the softening is in the range 2–10% for all indepen-
dent coefficients, which is quite strong with respect to the small
volume fraction of the particles.

Nevertheless, both alloys exhibit only very weak deviations
from elastic isotropy; the differences c11�c33, c12�c13 and
c44�c66 are fully within the range of the respective experimental
errors. This means that both samples can be treated approximately
elastically isotropic for the high-temperature measurements. In
the lower part of Table 2, the closest isotropic elastic constants
(the shear modulus G and the bulk modulus K) are given. It is
clearly seen that the PbþBi particles soften mainly the bulk
modulus K, while the shear modulus is nearly unaffected. Since
the PbþBi particles exhibit very strongly anisotropic spatial
arrangement in the microstructure of the AA6262 alloy (see
Fig. 1), it is plausible that their melting at the DBT temperature
may lead to some additional anisotropization of the material.
However, as shown in the next subsection, the changes of the
shear modulus accompanying the transitions are smaller than
0.5%, so even above the DBT temperature the deviations from
isotropic behavior are rather negligible.

The obtained RT elastic constants for both samples were also
used to verify the assumption used for the high-temperature
spectra analysis, that the lowest resonant modes are dominantly
sensitive to G, while the sensitivity to K is significantly lower. For
the first detectable ten modes for both AA6262 and AA6082
samples, the partial derivatives ∂f =∂G at constant K and ∂f =∂K at
constant G were numerically calculated, where f ¼ω=2π stands

for the resonant frequency of the given mode. The results are
summarized in Fig. 4; for each mode, the values of these deriva-
tives are listed together with an estimate of the possible relative
error in the evolution of G calculated via the relation (1) when the
effect of K is neglected and when assuming that the changes of G
and K are comparable. In a linear approximation of the first order,
such an error can be calculated as

δ�
∂f
∂K

� �

∂f
∂K

� �
þ ∂f

∂G

� �: ð3Þ

It is clearly seen that the above mentioned assumption is well
satisfied, as this error does not exceed 7% for any of the modes, and
is lower than 3% for most of the modes. The first mode for both
samples is sensitive only to G; there is also one specific modal
shape (mode no. 8 for the AA6262 sample and mode no. 3 for the
AA6082 sample) where the sensitivity to K is the highest. In
summary, the errors given on Fig. 4 are in good agreement with
the differences between the δGðTÞ curves for the individual modes
mentioned at the end of Section 2.3.

3.3. RUS detection of the transition temperatures

Fig. 5 shows the evolution of δG during heating (a) and cooling
(b) runs of two subsequent thermal cycles for the reference
AA6082 sample. It is seen that while the cooling curves have a
very similar character for both the first and the second cycle, there
is a significant increase of δG above 190 1C for the first heating run
that fully absents for the second heating run. In agreement with
the DSC measurement, this increase can be identified as a result of
Mg2Si precipitation. All other curves are smooth and concave,
which indicates that the softening of the matrix is slightly faster
than purely linear. However, these deviations from the linear trend
are in the order of 10�3, i.e. negligible compared with the linear
trend shown in Fig. 2.

The results obtained for the AA6262 sample are shown in
Figs. 6 (heating runs) and 7 (cooling runs). For the first heating
run, the Mg2Si precipitation again induces some hardening at
above 180 1C, which is however, interrupted at 253 1C by a sharp
decrease indicating the melting of the eutectic particles. This
decrease of magnitude δGDBT ¼ 1:65� 10�3 is finished at 262 1C.

Table 2
Room temperature elastic constants of the examined alloys. In the last two rows,
the closest isotropic shear modulus G and bulk modulus K for each material
are given.

AA6262 AA6082

c11 (GPa) 110.470.9 121.371.8
c12 (GPa) 57.870.9 68.171.9
c13 (GPa) 56.570.8 66.971.7
c33 (GPa) 108.570.7 118.371.8
c44 (GPa) 26.270.1 26.970.2
c66 (GPa)a 26.371.3 26.672.6
G (GPa) 26.270.4 26.870.9
K (GPa) 74.571.3 84.972.0

a Calculated as ðc11�c12Þ=2.

Fig. 4. Sensitivities of the individual resonant modes of the AA6262 sample (on the left) and the AA6082 sample (on the right) to the shear modulus G and the bulk modulus
K. The relative errors in δGðTÞ expectable due to neglecting the effect of K on the spectrum are estimated by the formula (3). The modal shapes are represented by contour
plots of the out-of-plane displacement field amplitudes at the largest face for each sample.
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The maximal slope dðδGÞ=dT appears approximately at
TDBT ¼ 257 1C, which corresponds exactly to the DSC peak. Simi-
larly sharp decreases of δG can be seen also for all other heating
runs. The transition temperature for the second cycle is slightly
shifted downwards (TDBT ¼ 254 1C), which is, again, in agreement
with DSC. For the third and further cycles, this temperature
remains approximately the same, and so does the width of the
transition intervals (�10 1C). On the contrary, the magnitude of

the jump associated with the transition (δGDBT) changes signifi-
cantly due to the cycling. A maximum appears in the second cycle
(δGDBT ¼ 2:9� 10�3 after subtracting the overall concave trend of
the curve), which can be, however, affected by the fact that in the
first cycle the softening from the DBT still superposes with the
stiffening due to the Mg2Si precipitation. Further on, the value of
δGDBT gradually decreases from 1:5� 10�3 (the third cycle) to
0:6� 10�3 (the fifth cycle). The evolutions of the DBT tempera-
tures, of the widths of the transition interval and of the δGDBT do
not seem to be anyhow affected by the overheating (above TPb) in
the second and the fourth cycle.

A significantly different picture is obtained for the cooling runs
(Fig. 7). In the first run, the stiffening appears in a broad
temperature interval (from 240 1C to 220 1C) with the magnitude
δGBDT ¼ 2:7� 10�3. The maximal change of the slope indicating
the BDT temperature appears approximately at TBDT ¼ 235 1C,
which is, again in agreement with the DSC prediction. Similar
widths of the BDT intervals (�20 1C, i.e. two times broader than
for the DBTs) can also be seen for the third and the fifth thermal
cycle, i.e. for those cycles for which the maximal temperature did
not exceed TPb. The BDT temperatures for these cycles system-
atically increase up to TBDT ¼ 250 1C for the fifth cycle. This means
that the hysteresis between the DBT and BDT transition gradually
decreases with the increasing number of cycles, while the asym-
metry between the widths of the respective transition intervals
remains the same. Let us mention that such asymmetry is reversed
compared to the one observed by Borisov et al. [9] for gallium
particles in porous glasses, where the melting of the particles was
quite smooth and within a broad interval, while the freezing
appeared abruptly at a certain temperature. The decreasing width
of the hysteresis indicates that the material undergoes gradual
changes due to thermal cycling; a possible explanation of this
effect is that the changes of the density of the eutectic particles
during melting and solidification induce cyclic plastic deformation
of the matrix (as observed by Kuba and Van Aken [10,11]), and,
consequently, the thermal cycling results in an elastic shakedown
effect [38]. Such conjecture must be, however, further confirmed
by a detailed analysis of the residual stresses in the vicinity of the
particles as well as by mathematical modeling of the melting/
solidification processes in the given microstructure within the

Fig. 5. Evolution of δG with temperature during the heating runs (a) and cooling
runs (b) of the AA6082 for two subsequent thermal cycles. The numbers denote the
number of the cycle.

Fig. 6. Evolution of δG with temperature during the heating runs for five
subsequent thermal cycles. The numbers 1–5 denote the cycle numbers, the
dash-dot lines are guides for eye indicating approximate regions of the BDT
transitions.

Fig. 7. Evolution of δG with temperature during the cooling runs for five
subsequent thermal cycles. The numbers 1–5 denote the cycle numbers, the
dash-dot lines are guides for eye indicating approximate regions of the DBT.
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frame of continuum mechanics, which both fall beyond the scope
of this paper.

For the second and the fourth cycle the changes of δG occur in
very broad intervals (�40 1C) and are significantly larger than the
values of δGDBT in the subsequent heating runs. This means that
overheating of the materials above the melting point of Pb
significantly affects the BDT process, while the reverse transitions
in the next cycles seem to be unaffected. The broad width of the
BDT intervals in these two runs gives also a direct explanation of
why no corresponding exothermic peaks were detected in the DSC
measurements (notice that the maximum temperatures of the
cycles for the DSC measurements were all equal to 400 1C).

On the other hand, for such broad temperature intervals the
detection of exact temperatures of the initiation and termination
of the BDT is necessarily less accurate. The inflection points at the
δGðTÞ curves indubitably indicate that these transitions occur, but
the changes of the dðδGÞ=dT slope at the limits of the transition
interval are much less pronounced, especially at the BDT finish
temperature where the effect of the transition superposes with the
allover concave character of the δGðTÞ curve for the matrix. In such
cases, it is necessary to make a more detailed analysis of the
dðδGÞ=dT slope. As known from the AA6082 sample measure-
ments, the δGðTÞ curve for the matrix in the given temperature
interval is decreasing, smooth, but not exhibiting any sharp
changes of the slope. Let us assume in the sense of Voigt's
homogenization scheme that the slope can be expressed as

dðδGÞ=dT ¼ ð1�λÞdðδGmatrixÞ=dTþλdðδGparticlesÞ=dT ; ð4Þ

where λ is the volume fraction of the particles, and let us further
consider that dðδGparticlesÞ=dT exhibits no significant changes out-
side the transition interval. Above the transition interval, where
the material of the particles is melted, the shear modulus of the
liquid can be considered as incomparably smaller than the shear
modulus of the particles in the frozen state; consequently, the
changes of Gparticles due to temperature evolution of the viscosity of
the melt above the transition should be negligible compared to the
ðδGparticlesÞ=dT slope in the solid state.

In this sense, the transition interval can be estimated as
such an interval outside which the dðδGÞ=dT slope can be
fitted by one smooth function dðδGmatrixÞ=dT plus a finite jump
in dðδGparticlesÞ=dT . The character of the smooth function is
unknown, but can be estimated from the behavior of the
dðδGÞ=dT slope for the AA6082 sample in the same temperature
range. A comparison of the dðδGÞ=dT slopes for the AA6262 and
AA6082 samples in the cooling run of the second thermal cycle is
given in Fig. 8. It is clearly seen that up to approximately 220 1C,
the dðδGÞ=dT curves are very similar. At higher temperatures,
however, the AA6262 slope exhibits a sharp drop with a minimum
at approximately 247 1C, and then levels out above 265 1C at some
approximately constant value, that is, however, significantly
higher for the AA6082 sample. This behavior enables us to
estimate the BDT interval as the interval 220–265 1C; outside this
interval, the evolution of the slope is smooth and similar as for the
AA6082 alloy plus the above discussed finite jump due to melting
of the particles.

Nevertheless, although the above given analysis enables some
estimation of the transition temperatures even for very broad
transition intervals, and gives also some deeper insight into the
elasticity changes of the alloy during the transition, the localization
of the transition temperatures in such a case is still significantly less
accurate than for the heating runs, where the changes are sharp and
well detectable. The peak in the dðδGÞ=dT slope seen in Fig. 8 is
somehow more pronounced than the corresponding peaks in the
DSC measurements. In this case, however, the determination of the
transition temperatures from the RUS results requires a relatively

extensive processing of the experimental data, so the advantage of
the RUS approach over DSC becomes questionable.

4. Conclusions

The approach proposed in this paper for non-destructive
detection of DBTs and BDTs in free-cutting aluminum alloys was
shown to be more efficient than the use of DSC especially after two
or more thermal cycles, when the volume fraction of the trans-
forming particles decreases below the resolution limit of DSC. As
seen for the heating run of the first cycle, the elasticity changes
due to the melting of the eutectic particles are fully comparable to
those resulting from the structural processes in the Al–Mg–Si
matrix (Mg2Si precipitation). The RUS approach enables to detect
also the transitions spread over broad temperature intervals, for
which the DSC peaks are absent. In addition, the obtained results
enable a semi-quantitative analysis of the DBT and BDT processes
by observing the evolution of the δGDBT and δGBDT values and of
the resulting widths of the hysteresis and the freezing/melting
asymmetries. This analysis indicates that the DBTs and the BDTs in
free-cutting aluminum alloys such as AA6262 are complex pro-
cesses, combining probably the diffusion-driven composition
changes and the redistribution of elastic and plastic strains in
the vicinity of the particles.
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a b s t r a c t

We study elastic anisotropy of a disordered FeePd alloy under reversible elastic-like strains up to 4.3% by
means of ultrasonic methods. The evolution of the full tetragonal tensor of elastic constants with a [001]-
prestress ranging from 0 to 200 MPa is obtained, which enables an analysis of the change of the low-
frequency limit of the soft-phonon structure. It is observed that while the anisotropy of the elastic
moduli further increases, giving rise to an anomalous anisotropy factor of A > 50, the phonon branches
stiffen. This means that, unlike for conventional shape memory alloys, the tetragonal crystal structure
induced by the prestress is more stable than the stress-free cubic structure, although there is no other
indication of the stress-induced transition.

© 2015 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Structural austenite/ martensite transitions in shape memory
alloys (SMAs) are typically accompanied by anomalous softening of
the lowest acoustic phonon branch (TA2) indicating the shear
instability of the lattice [1,2]. This softening is observed both with
the temperature decreasing towards the transition temperature
[3e6] and under increasing external mechanical loads as a pre-
cursor for stress-induced transitions [7e9]. The martensitic tran-
sition itself can be then understood as mediated by lattice
vibrations (i.e. acoustic phonons) in this soft shearing modes. For
the cubic lattice of the austenite phase, the instability can be
parametrized by the anisotropy factor A ¼ c44/c', where the elastic
constants c44 and c' denote the elastic stiffness of the lattice with
respect to basal and diagonal shears, respectively. In the vicinity of
the transition temperatures, apparently high values of A have been
reported for example for NieMneAl [10] (A ¼ 6.5), CueAleNi [11]
(A ¼ 10.4), CueZneAl [7] (A ¼ 13.2), FeePd [12] (A ¼ 14.6),
NieMneGa [13] (A ¼ 18 after subtracting magneto-elastic effects)
and CoeNieAl [14] (A ¼ 25.6).

However, unlike for structural transition for example in perov-
skites [15], the complete loss of stability (A/∞) has never been
observed for any SMA, as earlier than this limit is approached the
material undergoes the first order martensitic transition related
with a discontinuous jump of lattice constants and elastic co-
efficients. For the same reason, the continuous evolution of the
soft-phonon shear modes from austenite to martensite over the
transition interval is impossible.

The disordered FeePd alloys with Pd content of approximately
30 at.% and partially ordered Fe3 Pt alloys exhibit specific second-
order-like martensitic transitions with very small discontinuity of
the lattice parameters at the transition temperature [16e19]. In the
superelastic regime, i.e. under mechanical compression close above
the transition temperature, these alloys exhibit reversible, non-
hysteretic, elastic-like behavior up to 4e6 % of strain, in particular
under compressions along the principal {100} axes. The magni-
tudes of these large, stress-induced tetragonal distortions are fully
comparable to the Bain distortion between the cubic (fcc) and
tetragonal (fct) phases achieved during the temperature induced
transitions for the same alloys. As such, these alloys appear to be
optimal candidates for studying the evolution of the soft-phonon
modes and lattice instability with straining along the Bain path.
In this paper, we bring results of such an analysis for the FeePd
alloy subjected to mechanical prestress. We observe a continuous
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evolution of the soft shear moduli and related low-frequency limits
of the phonon modes during the loading and unloading processes
and discuss how this evolution relates to the structural change of
the material.

Lattice dynamics of the fcc phase of an FeePd alloy with slightly
lower Pd content (28 at.%) was studied by Sato et al. [20], who
observed significant softening of the low-frequency limit of the
lowest acoustic phonon branch with decreasing temperature using
neutron inelastic scattering measurements. It was shown that this
softening appears in the vicinity of the fcc / fct transition tem-
perature and is strongly coupled with ferromagnetic ordering,
similarly as in the NieMneGa alloy [13]. In this paper, we explore
the possibility of inducing similarly strong effects on the soft-
phonon structure by mechanical prestress applied closely above
the transition temperature.

2. Experimental procedures

2.1. Sample preparation and stress-strain measurements

The used sample was a single crystal of an alloy with nominal
composition Fe-31.2at.%Pd grown by a floating zone method (see
Ref. [17] for more details). The single crystal was heat-treated at
1373 K for 24 h followed by quenching into ice water. The
martensitic transition temperature of this alloy was determined by
magnetic susceptibility measurements as 252 K, i.e. sufficiently
close below room temperature (RT, 298 K) to expect the above
mentioned elastic-like behavior. A sample of geometry sketched in
Fig. 1 was prepared from this single crystal. The dimensions of the
sample were 4.84 � 4.07 � 2.78 mm3, the longest edge was ori-
ented approximately along a principal [001] direction. Two large
lateral surfaces of orientations approximately (010) and (340) were
prepared on the sample and mirror-polished; the exact crystallo-
graphic orientation of these faces was determined by Laue method.

The stress-strain curve for the examined sample was obtained
under compression along the [001]� oriented edge using an elec-
tromechanical testing machine TiraTest 2300 (force resolution
0.1 N, displacement resolution 1 mm using LVDT gaging sensors).
Simultaneously, the expansion of the material in the direction
perpendicular to the loading (½340� in particular) was measured by
contact inductive transducers (displacement resolution 1 mm)
clamped against the lateral faces of the prismatic part of the sam-
ple. Due to the cubic symmetry, it was assumed that the cross-
section of the sample parallel to the (001)� plane expands iso-
tropically under the [001]-compression, and so that contraction of
thematerial in the loading direction and its expansion in the ½340��
direction are sufficient for calculation of the volume change of the
sample upon loading.

The stress-strain measurement was performed at room tem-
perature (RT, 298 K, controlled with precision ±0.25 K) and for
stresses up to 210 MPa. This limit was chosen to stay safely beyond
the critical stress for the irreversible plastic deformation of the
sample, which was expected to be ~ 285 MPa [17].

2.2. Ultrasonic measurements

The two mirror-polished lateral faces of the sample were used
for measurements of the velocity of surface acoustic waves (SAWs)
under prestress, using a pump-laser line-like source for generation
and probe laser for point-like detection of the waves (see Ref. [21]
for instrumentation details). This fully contact-less approach
enabled accurate measurements of the SAW velocities in different
directions without being affected by the changes of the shape of the
sample due to the loading; these measurements were performed
under prestress along the whole stress-strain curve up to 210 MPa.

For these measurements, the prestress was provided by a small in-
house built testing machine (maximal load 5 kN, load resolution
0.1 N); by rotation of the whole testing machine, SAW velocity
measurements in different directions were enabled for fixed
geometrical configuration of the pump and probe laser beams.

On each of the available free surfaces, the SAW velocity was
measured in three directions: along the compression direction (as
sketched in Fig. 1(b)), perpendicular to the compression direction,
and in a general direction inclined either by 60

�
(for the (340)

surface) or by 70
�
(for the (010) surface) from the loading direction.

Such directions were used that the obtained signals for them
enabled easy identification of the SAW arrivals and their tracing
during thewhole stress cycle. For each direction of propagation and
each level of the prestress, SAW signals were obtained for 10
different distances between the line-like source and the point-like
detector with an increment of (30 ± 0.1) mm, which was enabled by
positioning the probe laser beam by a motorized stage. The velocity
was then determined from the linear trend of the SAW signals in
dependence on the propagation distance; from the scatter of the
data for individual increments, the experimental error of the ob-
tained SAW velocity was estimated as 0.05 mm/ms.

As shown in Ref. [21], the SAW measurements themselves may
be insufficient for determination of the whole elasticity tensor, as
they are mainly sensitive to the shear elastic constants but not to
the longitudinal ones. For this reason, the SAWmeasurements were
complemented by conventional pulse-echo and through-
transmission measurements of velocity of quasi-longitudinal (qL)
bulk acoustic waves in directions parallel and perpendicular to the
loading using the arrangement outlined in Fig. 1(c). Piezoelectric

Fig. 1. (a) geometry of the sample; (b) experimental arrangement for SAW measure-
ments; (c) experimental arrangement for qL bulk wave measurement.
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transducers (5 MHz) were used to generate and detect the waves;
the change of the dimensions of the sample due to the prestress
was taken into account for the calculation of the velocity from the
measured time of flight.

For both SAW and qL waves, strong attenuation of the propa-
gating waves was observed at zero prestress; however, this effect
gradually disappeared with the increase of loading above ~ 75 MPa.
A possible explanation of this behavior is that the attenuation was
caused by magneto-elastic coupling (documented by Sato et al.
[20]) that was gradually suppressed by stabilizing the orientation of
the magnetization vectors by prestress due to magnetostriction.
Both SAWand qL wave measurements were performed at the same
conditions as the stress-strain measurements, i.e. under ambient
atmosphere and under controlled temperature of (297 ± 0.25) K.

3. Inverse calculation of the elastic constants

The experimentally obtained set of SAW and bulk qL ultrasound
velocities was then used for calculation of the full elastic tensors of
the material. At zero prestress, this tensor was assumed as cubic
(three independent elastic coefficients c11, c12 and c44), at non-zero
prestress, tetragonal symmetry (point group D4h) with six inde-
pendent elastic constants c11, c33, c12, c13, c44 and c66 was assumed,
with the tetragonal axis x3 oriented along the compression direc-
tion. For each prestress level, 8 values of velocity (6 for SAW waves
and 2 for qL waves) were available.

The inverse calculation was done by the numerical procedure
described in Ref. [21]. In this approach, the sought elastic co-
efficients were obtained by minimization of the error function

F
�
cij
� ¼ X

p

�
vcalp

�
cij
�� vexpp

�2
; (1)

where cij represents a set of independent elastic constants, p is the
number of the input data (p ¼ 8 in this case), and the superscripts
exp and cal denote the experimental values of SAW and qL veloc-
ities and the corresponding values of these velocities calculated for
a given guess of cij, respectively. A gradient LevenbergeMarquardt
method was used for the minimization. For the input of the error
function (1), the velocities of qL waves were calculated from the
Christoffel's equation [23]. The velocities of SAWs were calculated
from resonant frequencies of constrained elastic vibrations of a
surface element of the anisotropic material; these resonant fre-
quencies were obtained by the Ritz-Rayleigh approach, see Ref. [21]
for more details. For the calculation, themass density of 9.11 g cm�3

was taken at the stress free state, as determined for the examined
sample by the Archimedes method; for the non-zero prestress
levels, the mass density was always recalculated from the actual
volume change of the sample.

As a result, an optimized set of elastic coefficients, i.e. the set
that minimizes the error function (1) was obtained for each stress
level. The experimental error of this set was estimated by an error
analysis procedure described in details in Ref. [22] (see Ref. [21] for
the modification of this procedure particularly for SAW measure-
ments). This procedure is based on an eigenvalue analysis of the
Hessian matrix v2F/vcijvcij, and was also used for calculation of all
experimental errors of soft shear coefficients c' and shear moduli G
given in this paper.

4. Results

4.1. Stress-strain behavior

The stress-strain behavior of the sample under compression up

to 210 MPa is shown in Fig. 2(a). The maximal reached axial strain
was 4.3%. As seen in Fig. 2(a), the stress-strain curve was approxi-
mately linear with an inflection point at�ε33¼ 1.8% (~ 80 MPa) and
very narrow hysteresis. From the elongation of the sample in the
direction perpendicular to the loading, the corresponding maximal
tetragonal distortion was calculated as c/a ¼ 0.94, which is signif-
icantly stronger than the transformation Bain strain c/a ¼ 0.98
observed for temperature-induced fct martensite of Fee30Pd close
to the transition temperature [24]. Fig. 2(b) shows the corre-
sponding evolution of the relative volume change; the character of
the dV(�ε33) dependence was very similar to that of the stress-
strain curve with the rate of volume change minimal
at �ε33 ¼ 1.5% and slightly above it. The maximal volume change of
0.54% at axial strain of 4.3% gives the effective Poisson's ratio of
0.453, which indicates nearly perfect volume conservation during
the loading.

4.2. Ultrasound velocities

The measured stress-dependencies of the SAW velocities are
shown in Fig. 3 (solid lines). Similarly as the stress-strain curve, the
SAW velocity data exhibited monotonous trends and nearly zero
hysteresis, which confirms that the tetragonalization of the mate-
rial occurred gradually, without formation of sharp interfaces or
any other abrupt or discontinuous features. On both used free
surfaces, the weakest dependence of the SAW velocity on the
prestress was observed for propagation in direction parallel to the
loading direction, while this dependence was the strongest for the
direction perpendicular to the loading direction.

Also the qL velocities (not shown) exhibited non-hysteretic,
monotonous increases with increasing prestress. In particular, the
qL velocity in the [001] (loading) direction exhibited an increase

Fig. 2. (a) RT stress-strain curve of the examined FeePd single crystal exhibiting large
elastic-like strains; (b) the corresponding relative volume change determined from the
expansion of the sample in direction perpendicular to the loading. In the visualizations
of the unit cells a0 denotes the lattice parameter of the cubic unit cell in the stress-free
state, and c and a are the lattice parameters of the unit cell tetragonally distorted by
the prestress.
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from (4.06 ± 0.02) mm/ms to (4.25 ± 0.02) mm/ms at 210MPa, while
the qL velocity in the perpendicular [340] direction exhibited a
weaker increase from (4.84 ± 0.02) mm/ms to (4.91 ± 0.02) mm/ms.

4.3. Elastic constants

As seen in Fig. 3, for all levels of the prestress and for all prop-
agation directions the velocities obtained during loading differed
by less than 0.07 mm/ms from those obtained during unloading, i.e.
the difference was always comparable to the experimental error.
Hence, it was assumed that also the evolution of elastic constants
with prestress is non-hysteretic, and only one value of velocity for
each propagation direction and each propagationmode at the given
stress level (calculated as an average from the loading and
unloading runs) was taken for the inverse procedure described in
Section 3.

By this approach, the evolution of the elasticity tensor was ob-
tained in the range 0MPae200MPawith a 25MPa step. The results
for the upper and lower limits of the cycle are listed in Table 1, the
full evolution of the elastic tensor with prestress is shown in Fig. 4.
As seen in this figure, the evolution of all six tetragonal constants
was continuous and smooth. For the constants c12 and c66, a gradual
change of the slope was observed between 50 MPa and 100 MPa,
which corresponds to the inflection point at the stress-strain curve.
This interval also corresponds well to the significant change in the
damping of the measured acoustic waves, as mentioned in Section

2.2. Thus, it is plausible that below this stress-level the elastic
constants are affected by magneto-elastic coupling reported by
Sato et al. [20], while above it the prestress fully suppresses any
misorientations of the magnetization vectors and the magneto-
elastic effect disappears.

The SAW velocities calculated for these sets of elastic constants
at individual prestress levels are in Fig. 3 compared to the experi-
mental input data. It is seen that agreement is satisfactory; the
mean deviation of the calculated values from the experimental data
in the root-mean-square sense was 0.034 mm/ms for the SAWs and
0.021mm/ms for the qL waves, which is in both cases comparable to
the respective experimental errors.

Let us mention that while the elastic constants cij determined
from the ultrasonic measurement change significantly due to the
loading, the stress-strain curve retains an approximately constant
slope, i.e. the quasi-static Young's modulus in the loading direction
remains unchanged. The evolution of Young's modulus calculated
from the experimentally determined elastic constants cij is given in
Fig. 5; in particular, a directional dependence of Young's modulus in
the (010) plane is shown. It is seen that the modulus in the [001]
direction is indeed only slightly affected by the prestress and re-
mains very small (~ 4 GPa) even at 200 MPa; on contrary, Young's

Fig. 3. Ultrasonic SAW velocities measured on the (010)� and ð340Þ� oriented free
surfaces of the sample; q stands for the angle between the compression direction and
SAW propagation direction. Solid lines denote the experimental data (during both
loading and unloading); the dots denote SAW velocities calculated for the given di-
rections of propagation from the resulting set of elastic constant at each stress level.

Table 1
RT elastic constants of the examined FeePd single crystal in the stress-free cubic
state and under axial prestress of 200 MPa.

Prestress (�s33) 0 MPa 200 MPa

Elastic anisotropy Cubic Tetragonal

c11 (GPa) 149.5 ± 1.6 183.4 ± 1.0
c12 (GPa) 143.6 ± 1.7 131.6 ± 1.2
c13 (GPa) ¼c12 159.2 ± 0.8
c33 (GPa) ¼c11 165.4 ± 1.0
c44 (GPa) 70.5 ± 0.4 99.3 ± 2.6
c66 (GPa) ¼c44 65.2 ± 2.5
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Fig. 4. Evolution of all independent tetragonal elastic coefficients with the applied
prestress.
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modulus in a direction inclined by approximately 35
�
from the

[010] direction increases nearly five times (from 31 GPa to 149 GPa).

4.4. Elastic anisotropy

Both the stress-free cubic material at 0 MPa and the material at
200 MPawith stress-induced tetragonal elasticity exhibit very high
levels of elastic anisotropy. The shear moduli c' ¼ (2.9 ± 0.2) GPa
and c44¼ (70.5 ± 0.4) GPa give the anisotropy factor A¼ 24.3 for the
stress-free state, which is already a high value indicating the soft-
phonon instability related to the c'� shearing modes.

For the material under the compression, the structure of the soft
shearing modes further significantly evolves. To analyze the
resulting elastic anisotropy, wewill use two basic soft moduli G½110�

ð110Þ
and G½101�

ð101Þ, denoting shear moduli for shearing along the (110) and
(101) planes, respectively, along the soft (½110� and ½101�) di-
rections, see the sketches in Fig. 6 for clarity. Following the con-
ventional definition of a shear modulus, these shear moduli are
defined so that if a pure shear loading t is applied to the material
along the prescribed plane and in the prescribed direction, then
this loading is related to the corresponding shear strain ε (along the
same plane and in the same direction) by

t ¼ 2G½lmn�
ðijkÞ ε; (2)

where (ijk) is the plane along which is the shearing applied and
[lmn] is the lattice vector determining the direction of the shearing.
For prescribed (ijk) and [lmn], the corresponding shear modulus
can be directly calculated from the elastic constants cij at each stress
level via the relation (2).

At zero prestress, these moduli are both equal to c'; their evo-
lution with the prestress is shown in Fig. 6. The G½110�

ð110Þ shears stiffen
from (2.9 ± 0.2 GPa) to (25.9 ± 1.1 GPa) and the shear instability
fully disappears. The anisotropy of shear moduli for shearing along
the planes parallel to the loading direction is then

A ¼ G½010�
ð100Þ

�
G½110�ð110Þ ¼ c66

�
G½110�ð110Þ ¼ 2:5 (3)

at 200 MPa, i.e. comparable to that of copper or iron single crystals.
The G½101�

ð101Þ modulus, on the other hand, exhibits moderate
continuous softening down to (1.9 ± 0.4) GPa at 200 MPa. The
resulting anisotropy of the shears along planes parallel to the [010]
(or [100]) direction is then

A ¼ G½100�
ð001Þ

�
G½101�ð101Þ ¼ c44

�
G½101�ð101Þ ¼ 52; (4)

i.e. two times higher than yet reported for any SMA single
crystal; this extremely high value of the anisotropy factor is a result
of the softening of the G½101�

ð101Þ modulus and simultaneous stiffening
of the c44 modulus, and it indicates that the [001]-prestressed
material at 210 MPa is very unstable with respect to the diagonal
shears.

4.5. Soft-phonon structure

As mentioned in the introduction, the martensitic transitions in
SMAs are understood as mediated by the softest phonon branches.
From this point of view, the anomalous increase of the elastic
anisotropy shown in the previous subsection does not directly
imply any changes of the stability of the parent phasewith straining
along the Bain path. To analyze this stability, the soft-phonon
structure must be evaluated. The obtained set of elastic constants
cij enables us to calculate the structure of the acoustic phonons in
the low-frequency limit, where the relation between the phonon
frequency u and the wave number k is given by the Christoffel's
equation [23].

In the stress-free state, the softest acoustic phonons are the
shear phonons propagating along {101} directions and polarized in
f101g directions, i.e. TA2 phonons, as usual for the high tempera-
ture phases of SMAs. The speed of propagation of these phonons is
given by

v ¼ u=k ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c0=r

p
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
G½101�ð101Þ

�
r

s
; (5)

where r is the mass density. Under the increasing prestress, how-
ever, the elasticity of the material becomes tetragonal. Conse-
quently, the slowest acoustic phonons propagating along the {101}
may become quasi-shear, i.e. having some small longitudinal
component in their polarizations, and the phonons with pure shear
polarizations exactly along the ½101� direction may not exist; in
other words, the extremely soft shear modulus G½101�

ð101Þ in the tetra-
gonalized material may not directly correspond to any vibrational
mode of the lattice.

Fig. 5. Evolution of Young's moduli in a (010)� cut; the color scale denotes the level of
prestress, the arrows show the orientations of [001] (loading direction) and [100]
lattice vectors (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.).

Fig. 6. Evolution of principal shear moduli with the prestress; the arrows in the
sketched tetragonal unit cells indicate the directions of the applied shear loads along
the highlighted planes.
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Fig. 7 shows the calculated evolution of the low-frequency limit
of the acoustic phonon structure with prestress. The phonon
structure in this figure is depicted in terms of the slowness values k/
u ¼ 1/v (as usual in the literature, e.g. Ref. [23]). The slowness
representation enables clear visualization of the softest phonon
branches, as these branches are those with the maximal slowness.
The stiffening of a phonon branch can be then observed as a
decrease of the slowness value.

In particular, Fig. 7(a) shows the evolution of the slowest TA2
phonons for directions of propagation oriented along the (010) and
(001) planes, i.e. along the principal planes perpendicular to the
loading direction and parallel to it, respectively. Obviously, both
soft phonon branches are stiffening. Similarly as for the shear
moduli, the ½110�� polarized phonons stiffen significantly, while
the ½101�� polarized phonons keep some instability. Nevertheless,
the latter phonon branch does not reflect the increasing anisotropy
of the shear moduli; in other words, the extremely soft shear
modulus G½101�

ð101Þ indeed does not correspond to any of the vibra-
tional modes of the lattice. On the other hand, as seen from the cut
of the slowness surface (i.e. the plot of the slowness magnitude
with respect to the propagation direction running along a unit
sphere) in Fig. 7(b), the phonon structure in the (010) cut remains
very similar to that of the unstressed cubic material, with the di-
rections of propagation of the slowest acoustic phonons deviating
only slightly (by ~ 1�, approximately in agreement with the incli-
nation of the (101) tetragonal plane) from the cubic {101} di-
rections. This means that the ½101�ð101Þ phonon branches (TA2) still
retain the soft-mode character, but these soft modes are stiffening
with the prestress.

5. Discussion

As seen in Fig. 4, the elastic constants of the examined FeePd

single crystal are relatively sensitively dependent to the prestress,
as a 25 MPa compressive stress already induces a well-measurable
tetragonalization of the elastic anisotropy. Nevertheless, such
strong coupling between the stress and the elastic constants is
quite common for the high-temperature phases of the SMAs; the
magnitudes of vcij/vε33 for the examinedmaterial are quantitatively
fully comparable with those of the austenite phases of CueAleNi
and CueZneAl SMAs reported by �Cernoch et al. [8] and Verlinden
et al. [7], respectively.

However, there is a significant qualitative difference between the
soft phonon structure of FeePd and the conventional SMAs reported
in Refs. [7,8]. These alloys exhibit softening of the TA2 phonon
branch towards the threshold stress for initiation of the first order
martensitic transition, which can be understood as a precursor
phenomenon for nucleation of the stress-induced martensite. The
increase of the phonon instability under external loads has been
observed also for NiTi1 single crystals [9]. In the examined FeePd
alloy, on the contrary, the lattice dynamics in the low-frequency
limit is getting stabilized by the external prestress. In other words,
the soft-phonon picture of the prestressed material resembles
rather a stress-induced martensite phase; however, there is no
indication of any phase transition seen on the stress strain curve
(Fig. 2(a)). The relative volume change (Fig. 2(b)) exhibits some in-
flection at approximately �ε33 ¼ 1.8%, which we relate to magneto-
elastic effects, as commented above, but the stiffening of the soft
phonon modes is observed even below this level.

A possible explanation of this behavior may be sought in the
theoretical concept of the fcc / fct transition in FeePd recently
proposed by Xiao et al. [16]. According to this concept, the large,

Fig. 7. Phonon slowness k/u curves for the soft modes (a) and the corresponding cuts of the slowness surfaces by (010) and (001) tetragonal planes (b) and (c).

1 For the NieTiebased alloys, however, the soft shear structure is different; the
softest phonons are those related to 〈111〉 elongations, and their softening is un-
derstood as precursor for the transition into the R� phase [25].
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non-hysteretic elastic-like strains observed for this alloy above the
transition temperature can be interpreted as continuous transitions
between the cubic and tetragonal phases, or, more precisely as a
behavior of a material above the critical point for the stress induces
fcc / fct transition, where the stress-induced fct martensite and
the elastically stressed fcc austenite are indistinguishable from each
other. The disappearance of anomalously soft phonon branches
after the transition into the martensite phase has been reported for
both CueAleNi and CueZneAl SMAs [11,26]; from this point of
view, if the prestressed austenite phase of FeePd can be interpreted
as a stress-induced tetragonal phase, it should indeed exhibit
phonon stiffening, as we observe experimentally. Furthermore, this
interpretation is also consistent with the nearly perfect volume
conservation observed of the sample under up to a4 % of axial
strain, which cannot be expected for conventional elastic straining.
Anyway, the continuous stiffening of all soft phonon branches un-
der prestress in the parent phase is a phenomenon observed for the
first time here for any SMA, and it is plausible that a further
experimental and theoretical analysis of this effect would
contribute to better understanding to the martensitic transition
mechanisms in FeePd.

6. Conclusions

Wehave shown that theelastic anisotropyand the low-frequency
limit of the soft-phonon structure in a FeePd single crystal signifi-
cantly evolves under mechanical stress applied in the principal di-
rection. Despite of the pronounced change of the elastic coefficients,
theYoung'smodulus in the loadingdirection remainsapproximately
constant; for this reason the stress-strain curve is linear up to large
(>4%) axial strains. The observed evolution of the elastic constants is
qualitatively different from the commonly observed non-linear
elastic behavior of the high-temperature cubic phases of SMAs,
since the soft phonon modes stiffen instead of softening. This in-
dicates that the observed evolution cannot be interpreted as a
precursor-like loss of stability of the cubic phase (reported for other
SMAs [7,8]), instead, a dynamic stabilization of the lattice by tetra-
gonalization (shearing along the Bain path) is observed. Neverthe-
less, the resulting stressed material has enormously strong elastic
anisotropy, with the anisotropy factor of A ¼ 52. This makes the
stressed state of FeePd austenite different from the martensite
phases of other SMAs, for which the elastic anisotropy is usually
weaker than for the corresponding austenite phases [11,26].
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a b s t r a c t

Elastic constants of polycrystalline NiTi and NiTiCu shape memory alloys in the martensite phase were
determined by resonant ultrasound spectroscopy; the evolution of these constants was studied with
subsequent applications of compressive loads inducing reorientation of martensitic variants. While the
initial thermally-induced martensite exhibited only weak elastic anisotropy resulting from the under-
lying crystallographic texture of the parent phase, the materials with oriented martensitic microstruc-
tures exhibited strong elastic anisotropy with Young's moduli in different directions differing by several
tens of GPa�s. A qualitative difference in behaviors was observed between the monoclinic B190

martensite in the NiTi alloy and the orthorhombic B19 martensite in the NiTiCu alloy.
© 2016 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Single crystals of shape memory alloys (SMAs) both in the high-
temperature phase (austenite) and in the low-temperature phase
(martensite) are known to exhibit very strong elastic anisotropy
[1e3]. This anisotropy is even enhanced in the vicinity of the
transition temperature, where the crystal lattice is unstable due to
phonon softening [4,5]. For polycrystalline aggregates, however,
the random orientation of the crystallites leads to isotropization of
the homogenized macroscopic elastic constants, and the strong
anisotropy at the level of individual grains does not show off at the
macro-scale, especially if no strong crystallographic texture is
present in the material. For this reason, most of the continuum-
level constitutive models of polycrystalline SMAs consider these
materials as elastically isotropic, both in the parent phase and in
martensite [6e8].

In this paper, we show experimentally that the macroscopic
elastic moduli of polycrystalline SMAs can be strongly anisotropic

particularly in the martensite phase and, moreover, that this
anisotropy depends on the strain state and the loading history. It is
generally known that the microstructure of polycrystalline SMAs
evolves under mechanical loading: those variants of martensite
inside the individual grains that are oriented favorable to the
applied stress grow at the expense of the others [16e18]. This
process is generally called the reorientation of martensite, and is
macroscopically observable as an irreversible deformation of the
material, sometimes called pseudoplastic deformation. In the pseu-
doplastically strained material, the randomness of the crystallite
orientations in the polycrystal is suppressed, and the macroscale
elastic constants are dominantly given by micro-scale elastic con-
stants of the preferred variants of martensite.

In general, the macroscale elastic constants of polycrystalline
shape memory alloys cij can depend on four different parameters:

1. the single crystal elastic coefficients Cij of the individual phases,
in particular of austenite, martensite, and possibly additional
metastable and intermediate phases; these micro-scale elastic
constants can be strongly dependent on temperature.

2. the volume fractions of the individual phases present in the
polycrystalline aggregate.
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3. the parent crystallographic texture of the high temperature
austenite phase that can be induced by extrusion, drawing,
rolling or other mechanical processing; some additional effect
can be also attributed to the spatial arrangement of the grain
boundaries, characteristic aspect ratios of the grains, etc..

4. the martensitic microstructure, i.e. the spatial arrangement of
different variants of the low temperature phase, the volume
fractions of these variants, and the spatial arrangements of the
twin interfaces between them.

In this paper we focus on the case when the first three param-
eters are fixed. In other words, we examine samples with some
given parent texture, being fully (or dominantly) in the martensite
phase and at a fixed temperature, so that the single-crystalline
elastic constants Cij can be assumed as constant. Under these con-
ditions, we use external mechanical loads to change the fourth
parameter, i.e. the microstructure of martensite, and observe its
effect on the macro-scale elastic constants cij. In principle, with the
knowledge of all four above listed parameters, the macro-scale
elastic constants can be predicted by homogenizing numerical al-
gorithms [19,20]; however, themodern ultrasonic methods, such as
resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS, [35e37]) used in this work,
enable direct experimental determination of all independent
components of the tensor cij.

In strong contrast to the relatively large variation of elastic
constants cij during thermomechanical loading of NiTi polycrystals,
these phenomena are largely neglected in both the experimental
and the modelling literature. This is a serious drawback since the
macroscopic elastic moduli belong to the essential parameters for
designingmechanical applications. The reason is the lack of reliable
experimental evidence on the macroscopic elastic moduli and their
reversible changes during thermomechanical loads, which is the
gap this paper aims to fill. Qui et al. [9] used in-situ neutron
diffraction to study elastic response of polycrystalline B190

martensite of NiTi, with the main aim to compare the experimen-
tally observed behavior with predictions of a complex numerical
model, using for the individual martensite variants the elastic
constants calculated by ab initio calculations [10]. The same
approach was applied by Stebner et al. [11,12], who, in addition,
used the experimental data for determination of some of the
monoclinic elastic constants of a single variant of B190, and proved
the necessity of elastic-inelastic strain partitioning for full expla-
nation of the macroscale behavior. However, the macroscale elastic
anisotropy of the polycrystalline aggregates was not experimen-
tally analyzed in any of these papers. This issue was partially
addressed by Wang and Sehitoglu [13], who showed by first prin-
ciples calculations that the elastic constants of twinned martensite
can be significantly different from those of single variants and
pointed out that the evolution of these constants with the reor-
ientation process must be taken into account. �Sittner et al. [14]
explained why the experimentally measured Young's modulus of
strongly [111]-textured thin NiTi wires loaded in tension into fully
martensitic state is always relatively low e lower than 50 GPa,
while the Young's modulus of the same material loaded into
martensite by compression can be up to two times higher [14,15].
The explanation is based on the combination of elastic anisotropy,
austenite drawing texture, and different martensite variant selec-
tion under tensile and compressive stresses.

In numerical constitutive modelling of polycrystalline SMAs, the
anisotropy in behaviours is mostly understood as related only to
maximum attainable (macroscopic) strains of martensite and its
asymmetry with respect to tensile/compressive loadings. These
effects were intensively investigated and documented in textured
SMAs of various composition in the last two decades, e.g.
Refs. [21e23], and became standard features of many constitutive

models [24e27]. For instance, the possibilities to cover tension/
compression asymmetry in SMA polycrystals via an enhanced
transformation yield surface were pioneered by Qidwai and
Lagoudas [28]; Sadjadpour and Bhattacharya [29] modified the set
of effective transformation strains so that the transverse isotropy of
transformation strain may be easily captured. A very similar
approach employing a specific function of tensor invariants was
also used in Refs. [30,31]; the latter of these models was recently
extended by empirical assumptions of elastic anisotropy of
martensite [32] and its evolution with reorientation. One of the
aims of this paper is to bring sufficiently detailed and complete
experimental data for further improvements of this or similar
constitutive models.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Examined materials and sample preparation

Two different polycrystalline SMAs were used for the reported
study: NiTi (a commercially available extruded rod, nominal
composition Ni50.5e49.5Ti (at.%)) and NiTiCu (a rod fabricated by
rotary forging at Technical University Ostrava, nominal composi-
tion Ni40-Ti50-Cu10 (at.%), see Ref. [33] for details on the
manufacturing). The transition temperatures of these two alloys
were determined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC); in
particular, the martensite start temperature (MS), the martensite
finish temperature (MF), the austenite start temperature (AS), and
the austenite finish temperature (AF) were identified as given in
Table 1.

To set the materials into a known, well-defined configuration
(used then as a reference state for the ultrasonic measurements),
both alloys have been heated up to 95 �C, cooled down to �25 �C,
and then slowly heated up to room temperature (RT, 22 �C). Ac-
cording to the DSC results, both alloys were in the martensite phase
in this state, which was also confirmed by X-ray diffraction. The X-
ray measurements were done using a diffractometer X'Pert Pro
PANalytical equipped with a cobalt anode (l ¼ 0.178 901 nm). The
semi-focusing Bragg-Brentano geometry was used. The diffraction
datawere evaluated by Rietveld analysis [34] in program Topas. The
results for the reference state are shown in Fig. 1. The dominant
structure in the NiTi alloy (Fig. 1(a)) was identified as the mono-
clinic B190 martensite; however, additional strong diffraction peaks
indicating a significant volume fraction (~30%) of residual austenite
or amixture of austenite and the R-phase, as these two phases were
impossible to distinguish from the 2q scans. The structure of the
NiTiCu alloy (Fig. 1(b)) was identified as orthorhombic B19
martensite with some traces of the parent phase as well, but of a
negligible volume fraction (less than 5% according to the Rietveld
analysis).

From each alloy, a small cuboidal sample was cut such that one
edge of the sample was parallel to the axis of the rod, along which
the processing texture was expected. One of the faces parallel to
this axis was mirror polished to enable measurements of elastic
constants by laser-based ultrasonic methods (as described in
Subsection 2.3). Hereafter, the direction perpendicular to the

Table 1
Transition temperatures determined for the studied materials by differential scan-
ning calorimetry.

MS [�C] MF [�C] AS [�C] AF [�C]

NiTi 39.0 24.7 51.5 70.9
NiTiCu 27.3 13.0 28.7 40.0

Accuracy ±1.0 ±1.0 ±1.0 ±1.0
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polished surface will be denoted as A, the processing direction (the
direction parallel to the axis of the rod) will be denoted as B and the
third direction perpendicular to A and B will be denoted as C. The
dimensions of the samples are listed in the first row of Table 2.

2.2. Experimental methodology

The elastic constants of each sample were determined in the
initial reference state (obtained by a 95 �C/�25 �C/ RT thermal
cycle), and then at RT in a sequence of pseudoplastically deformed
stress-free states. The pseudoplastic deformation was induced by
uniaxial compressions performed in a TiraTest 2300 testing ma-
chine (force resolution 0.1 N, displacement resolution 1 mm using
LVDT gauging sensors). The compressions were applied to maximal
loads of �400 MPa for the NiTi sample and �300 MPa for the
NiTiCu sample. As it will be shown in Section 3.2, these maximal
loads were above the plateau stress for martensite reorientation in
compression, i.e. each of the loading cycles induced a reorientation
of martensitic variant that remained as a permanent pseudoplastic

strain after unloading.
The following sequence was used (see Fig. 2): Firstly, the sample

was compressed along the direction of the axis of the initial rod (B).
This first compression was expected not to break the rotational
symmetry of the properties of the material with respect to the axial
direction. Secondly, the compression was applied in direction C,
which resulted in a more general strain state of the material, not
following the initial symmetry of the rod. Afterwards, the sequence
continued by repeating altering compressions along directions B
and C, so that the polished surface perpendicular to the direction A
remained untouched as necessary for repeated measurements of
the elastic constants. Five subsequent compressions (i.e. B-C-B-C-B)
were applied for each sample. Between each two compressions,
dimensions of the sample were measured by a digital micrometer
and the full tensors of elastic constants were determined by ul-
trasonic methods, as described in the next subsection. During the
whole procedure, including sample manipulation and determina-
tion of sample dimensions, the sample was held at constant tem-
perature (RT± 1 �C), the ultrasonic measurements themselveswere

Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction 2q scans for the examined samples with the locations of the expected dominant peaks for the parent phase (B2) and the martensite phases (B19 and B190)
indexed by arrows: (a) the NiTi alloy, the curve labeled ‘(reference)’ corresponds to the initial reference state, the curve labeled ‘(1st cycle)’ corresponds to the material after the first
loading cycle; (b) the NiTiCu alloy in the initial reference state.

Table 2
Dimensions of the NiTi and NiTiCu samples in the initial reference state (N ¼ 0) and after application on N loading cycles, and the volume of the sample calculated as
V ¼ dA � dB � dC. The capital letter in parentheses for each N denote the direction along which the compression was applied in the Neth loading cycle.

NiTi NiTiCu

dA [mm] dB [mm] dC [mm] V [mm3] dA [mm] dB [mm] dC [mm] V [mm3]

N ¼ 0 3.925 3.946 3.918 60.68 2.397 3.936 3.408 32.15
N ¼ 1 (B) 3.987 3.824 3.982 60.71 2.415 3.877 3.430 32.12
N ¼ 2 (C) 4.100 3.886 3.821 60.88 2.453 3.902 3.355 32.11
N ¼ 3 (B) 4.109 3.827 3.864 60.76 2.448 3.878 3.377 32.06
N ¼ 4 (C) 4.119 3.866 3.825 60.91 2.458 3.897 3.355 32.13
N ¼ 5 (B) 4.124 3.838 3.850 60.94 2.452 3.885 3.372 32.12

Accuracy ±0.005 ±0.005 ±0.005 ±0.24 ±0.005 ±0.005 ±0.005 ±0.16
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performed in a temperature chamber with a ±0.05 �C accuracy.
The chosen sequence of loadings (uniaxial compressions) did

not violate the mirror-symmetry of the material with respect to the
planes parallel to the faces of the sample, i.e. all achieved pseudo-
plastic strains states were assumed as describable by a diagonal
strain tensor

ε ¼
0
@

εA 0 0
0 εB 0
0 0 εC

1
A (1)

with only three non-zero components. Hereafter, we will use the
denotation ε

0
A;B;C for total strains with respect to the initial refer-

ence state (ε0A ¼ ε
0
B ¼ ε

0
C ¼ 0 at the beginning of the first loading

cycle), and the denotation εA,B,C for actual strains in one particular
loading cycle, i.e. strains with respect to the starting state in this
loading cycle (εA ¼ εB ¼ εC ¼ 0 at the beginning of each cycle).

2.3. Ultrasonic measurements

2.3.1. Determination of elastic constants
The elastic constants in the initial temperature-induced state as

well as after individual subsequent steps of the loading procedure
were measured by resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS,
[35e37]). This method is suitable for determination of all inde-
pendent elastic constants of an anisotropic material available in a
form of a small sample of a simple, well-defined shape. The RUS
method is based on recording a spectrum of free elastic vibrations
of such a sample; the spectrum is then processed by a numerical
software in order to determine inversely the elastic constants of the
material.

For the measurements reported in this work, the fully non-
contact RUS apparatus described in detail in Ref. [37] and the nu-
merical inverse procedure (described ibid) were used. In this non-
contact arrangement, the elastic vibrations are both generated
and detected by lasers, which enables the measurements to be
performed in an low-pressure chamber with accurately controlled
temperature. In addition, the detection of the vibrations by a laser
interferometer allows also for the determination of the modal
vibrational shapes corresponding to individual resonant fre-
quencies of the sample. This additional information can be ad-
vantageously included in the numerical procedure and significantly
improves its robustness and reliability [38]. The RUSmeasurements
were, for each state of the material, complemented by pulse-echo
measurements, i.e. by measurements of velocity of longitudinal
ultrasonic waves in directions perpendicular to the faces of the

samples. As also shown in Ref. [37], the use of additional pulse-echo
data compensates the low sensitivity of the RUS method to some of
the elastic constants, and is necessary for determination of all
sought elastic constants with sufficient accuracy.

For each sample and for each pseudoplastically strained state,
the RUS method was applied to determine a full tensor of elastic
constants for the assumed symmetry class. In the initial
temperature-induced state and after the first compression along
the B direction, the material was assumed as rotationally invariant
with respect to this direction. Hence, the material was expected to
exhibit transversal isotropy with the anisotropy axis oriented along
the B-direction and with five independent elastic constants. After
the second compression (along the C-direction perpendicular to B),
however, the rotational symmetry was lost and the full ortho-
rhombic tensor was assumed.

In particular, for the Cartesian coordinate system oriented so
that the triplet (x1, x2, x3) was aligned with the directions (A, B, C),
the materials in the initial state and after the first compression
were assumed as having the elastic tensor rotationally invariant
with respect to the x2 axis, i.e.

cij ¼

0
BBBBBB@

c11 c12 c13 0 0 0
c12 c22 c12 0 0 0
c13 c12 c11 0 0 0
0 0 0 c44 0 0
0 0 0 0 ðc11 � c13Þ=2 0
0 0 0 0 0 c44

1
CCCCCCA
; (2)

while for the materials after the second loading cycle, ortho-
rhombic elastic anisotropy with nine independent elastic constants
c11, c22, c33, c44, c55, c66, c23, c13, and c12 was assumed. For all sam-
ples, the obtained RUS spectrum and the pulse-echo data were
sufficient for determination of all independent elastic coefficients
with accuracy better than ±3 GPa (calculated by the sensitivity
analysis described in Ref. [37], see Section 3.3 for the experimental
errors in the individual coefficients), and the resonant frequencies
calculated for the resulting set of elastic constants matched the
experimental spectra with accuracy better than 1%. This confirms
that the chosen symmetry classes (transversely isotropic and
orthorhombic) indeed described well the macro-scale behaviors of
the materials. It was also observed from the experimental data that
the modal shapes of all measured vibrational resonant modes were
mirror-symmetric with respect to the mid-planes parallel to the
faces of the sample. This can be understood as an independent
confirmation that this symmetry is followed also by the material of
the sample.

For a more straightforward interpretation of the results, the

Fig. 2. Outline of the applied experimental procedure: After determination of the elastic constants of thermally induced martensite (the reference state), the sample was pseu-
doplastically strained by applying uniaxial compressions subsequently in directions C and B; in each stress-free state, the elastic constants were determined. See the text for more
details.
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tensors cij of the elastic constants for each material and in each
pseudoplastically deformed state was recalculated into Young's
moduli along the directions A, B, and C, i.e. along the edges of the
sample. Such Young's moduli can be calculated for each set of
elastic constants as EA ¼ s�1

11 , EB ¼ s�1
22 and EC ¼ s�1

33 , where sij is the
inverse matrix to the matrix cij. These Young's moduli are used for
visualization of the results in Section 3.3.

2.3.2. Verification of transition temperatures
In addition to the measurements of the elastic constants, the

RUS method was also used to detect the transition temperatures of
the examined materials. This measurement was done in order to
confirm that the reference state is below the austenite start AS

temperature, as assumed from the DSC data, and to determine
whether the elastic behavior in this reference state is already
affected by phonon softening expected due to the vicinity of this
temperature. The transition temperatures were detected from
temperature evolution of the elastic constants, assuming that the
transition temperatures correspond to abrupt changes of the slopes
dcij=dT[39e41]. In particular, the temperature evolution of Young's
modulus in the A-direction EA was analyzed, as this modulus was
well determinable from the RUS data in the whole studied tem-
perature range.

The RUS measurements for detection of the transition temper-
atures were taken before the loading sequence. The measurements
were done in a 95 �C / �25 �C / 95 �C cycle, i.e. starting and
ending in the austenite phase and covering the whole transition
sequence according to the DSC results. In addition, at the end of the
thermal cycle, the elastic constants of each sample in the austenite
phase at 95 �C were determined, again using a combination of RUS
and pulse-echo measurements. Afterwards, the samples were set
into the reference state by the above described
95 �C / �25 �C / RT thermal cycle.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Transition temperatures

The evolution of Young's modulus EA of both the NiTi and the
NiTiCu samples with temperature cycles is shown in Fig. 3. It is seen
that indeed the chosen temperature cycle covered fully the tran-
sitions from the high temperature phase to the studied low tem-
perature phases. The points of maximal change of the slope
(outlined by intersections of the linear trends in Fig. 3) are in
approximate agreement with the DSC results, although some shift
between these two temperature sets can be observed. This shift is
given by the fact that the RUS and DSC methods are differently
sensitive to the changes of volume fractions of the phases in the
material. As shown by Nejezchelbov�a et al. [42], the RUS method is
able to reliably detect phase transitions in volume fractions smaller
than 1%, which is at the resolution limit of DSC.

For the NiTi sample, the RUS data reveal that the transition from
austenite to martensite is preceded by formation of the R-phase,
which was not detected by the DSC measurements. The R-phase
start temperature (RS) is accompanied by a significant drop in
Young's modulus, that is, however, overwritten by a steep increase
upon further cooling starting fromMS, as thematerial transforms to
B190 martensite. In the heating run, the transition to the R-phase is
absent, and direct transition between B190 and the austenite is
observed in a relatively narrow temperature interval. This behavior
of the macroscale elastic modulus is very typical for polycrystalline
NiTi, and was observed for both bulk polycrystals [43] and nano-
crystalline sputtered NiTi films [44].

For the NiTiCu alloy, no evidence of the R-phase or any other
intermediate phase is observed. Upon cooling, the elastic response

of the austenite phase continuously softens and this softening
rapidly accelerates close to the transition temperatures. After the
transition, on the contrary, the stiffening of the B19 martensite
upon further cooling is very small. Let us point out, however, that
the relative change in EA for the NiTiCu alloy corresponding to the
austenite / B19 is even larger than the one corresponding to the
formation of the R-phase in NiTi, and is not compensated by further
cooling. In other words, the difference between the elastic modulus
of austenite and martensite phases in NiTiCu is significantly larger
than in NiTi.

As also seen in Fig. 3, the chosen reference point in the heating
run is for both alloys below the transition temperature AS, albeit it is
very close to this temperature for the NiTiCu sample. Nevertheless,
by applications of the reorientation sequence, the AS temperature
can be expected to shift upwards due to the stabilization of
martensite by detwinning[45,46]. Hence, if there was any small
amount of the austenite phase nuclei (indicated by the X-ray mea-
surements) in the reference state due to the vicinity of the AS tem-
perature, after the first pseudoplastic straining the material would
be transformed fully to martensite. Similarly, for the NiTi sample, for
which a significant amount of residual high-temperature phases in
the reference state was detected by the X-ray diffraction, the first
pseudoplastic straining can be expected to transform the material
fully to martensite. This assumption was fully confirmed by addi-
tional X-ray diffraction measurement done for the NiTi sample at RT
after the first loading cycle (see Fig. 1(a), the curve labeled as ‘(1st
cycle)’); the results proved that the sample after the first loading
cycle contained less than 5% of the residual phases, which is com-
parable to the resolution limit of the used method.

Fig. 3. Evolution of the Young's modulus along the direction A for the NiTi and NiTiCu
samples with a thermal cycle. The dashed lines indicate the linear trends in selected
segments of the curves, and their intersections give approximate locations of the
transition temperatures (cf. Table 1). The larger marker denotes the reference state
used as a starting point for ultrasonic measurements.
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Moreover, it is seen in Fig. 3 that there is no significant softening
in the elastic response neither of the NiTi sample, nor of the NiTiCu
sample close to the reference points, the EA(T) curves at these
points follow the low-temperature linear trends for both materials.
In other words, the behavior of the materials in these reference
points can be understood as representative for the martensite
phase, regardless of the vicinity of the transition temperatures.

3.2. Stress-strain behaviors

Figs. 4 and 5 show the stress-strain curves recorded during the
reorientation sequence for the NiTi and NiTiCu samples, respec-
tively. In both cases, the first application of the uniaxial compres-
sion (along the direction denoted as B) induced a significant
pseudoplastic deformation (~3.5% strain for NiTi and ~1.5% strain
for NiTiCu), and the corresponding stress-strain curves have the
expected shapes with gradual plateaus, typical for polycrystalline
SMAs under compression [14]. The maximal pseudoplastic strain is,
however, achieved in the second loading cycle (~5% for NiTi and
~2.5% for NiTiCu), with even more clearly visible stress plateaus for
both alloys. This behavior is fully expectable: the first compression
along the B-direction induces such reorientation of the martensitic
variants that the sample expands in the A- and C-directions, and
thus the second loading cycle (along the C-direction) is applied
already to a material oriented unfavorably to the loading, and so
larger reorientation strains can be achieved.

Starting from the third repetition of the loading cycle, the ach-
ieved pseudoplastic strains are being reduced and the plateau-like
behavior disappears. Some indication of the plateau can be seen for
the 4th loading cycle for the NiTiCu alloy, although in this case
rather a gradual change of the stress-strain slope during the loading
run is observed.

This gradual suppressing of the reorientation can be explained
by the fact that the sample after the second loading cycle is already
significantly extended in the A-direction (which is not compressed
in the sequence), and the microstructure of martensitic variants is
mostly unaffected by further compressions along the B- and C-di-
rections. However, there is a difference observed between the be-
haviors of the NiTi and NiTiCu samples, most clearly visible from
the evolutions of the total strains of the samples (Figs. 4(f) and 5(f)).

While the NiTi sample weakly but continuously expands along the
A-direction with the fourth and the fifth loading cycle, the A-
dimension of the NiTiCu sample rather oscillates with the loading
sequence. The corresponding evolutions of dimensions of the NiTi
and NiTiCu samples during the loading sequence is given in Table 2,
where for each sample at each stage also the volume is enumerated.
It is seen that all the induced pseudoplastic strains are, as expected,
of a purely deviatoric nature, as the volume of the sample varies
only within the range of the experimental error.

After completing the whole loading sequence, both samples
were subjected to the same thermal cycle as at the beginning, i.e.
95 �C / �25 �C / RT, in order to analyze the reversibility of the
straining process. The dimensions after this thermal cycle were
compared to those in the initial reference state of each sample. It
was observed that both samples retained some irreversible part of
the strains. In particular, irreversible strains of εA ¼ 2.46%,
εB ¼ �1.41%, and εC ¼ �0.83% were determined for the NiTi sample,
and irreversible strains of εA ¼ 0.54%, εB ¼ �0.24%, and εC ¼ �0.14%
were determined for the NiTiCu sample. These irreversible parts of
strains may be attributed mainly to the plastic deformation
occurring during the loading sequence; some part of it, however,
may also follow from initiation of the two-wave memory effect, as
the dislocations and other defects induced to the samples during
the loading sequence may affect the formation of the thermally
induced martensitic microstructure. As expected, the results indi-
cate that the plastic slip in the NiTi sample is more pronounced
than in the NiTiCu sample. For the analysis of the elastic constants
given in the next subsection, it will not be distinguished between
those parts of the strain induced by reorientation and those related
to plastic slip; it is assumed that the dislocations do not affect
significantly the elastic constants, except of the fact that the mi-
crostructures forming in the sample during the loading cycle follow
from some interplay between the dislocations and the
reorientation.

3.3. Evolution of elastic constants during the sequence of
compressive loadings

Table 3 gives the elastic constants cij of the NiTi and NiTiCu
samples in the parent austenite phase (at 95 �C) and in the

Fig. 4. Mechanical responses of the NiTi sample during the loading sequence: (a)e(e) stress-strain curves in the individual loading cycles, the orientation of the applied load is
outlined by a sketch in each plot area; (f) corresponding evolution of the macroscopic strains of the sample. In (a)e(e), εB,C refers to measured strains in the given loading cycle; in
(f), ε0A;B;C refers to total strains with respect to the original shape of the sample.
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reference state prior to the start of the loading sequence. In addi-
tion to the values of cij, the generalized anisotropy factor A is given
for each material. The anisotropy factor measures the strength of
anisotropy of shear elastic properties of each material. For cubic
materials, the classical (non-generalized) anisotropy factor is
defined as A ¼ 2c44=ðc11 � c12Þ; for lower symmetry classes, this
definition can be generalized as [47].

A ¼
�
max

�
v2shear

�.
min

�
v2shear

��
; (3)

where vshear is a set of shear (or quasi-shear) elastic waves propa-
gating in all possible directions in the material. Hence, the anisot-
ropy factor is calculated as a ratio between the maximal such
velocity and the minimal such velocity squared, which gives A ¼ 1
for isotropic materials and A ¼ 2c44=ðc11 � c12Þ for cubic materials
with 2c44 > c11 � c12. For lower symmetry than cubic, the gener-
alized anisotropy factor given by relation (3) cannot be directly
expressed in terms of the elastic constants cij.

For the austenite phases, both samples exhibit measurable
elastic anisotropy (A ¼ 1.15 for NiTi and A ¼ 1.25 for NiTiCu)
resulting from the texture induced by initial extrusion and rotary
forging, respectively. Let us point out that as the elastic anisotropy
of NiTi and NiTiCu austenite single crystals is relatively strong, and
so even weak crystallographic texture may induce pronounced
anisotropy of the macroscale elastic constants of the polycrystalline
aggregate. Upon cooling to thermally induced martensite, the

elastic anisotropy significantly reduces; this indicates that the for-
mation of the self-accommodated twinned structure in the refer-
ence state suppresses the effect of the texture.

The elastic constants listed in Table 3 also confirm the difference
between NiTi and NiTiCu samples observed already in Fig. 3. While
in the parent phase all elastic constants cij are very similar for NiTi
and NiTiCu, those of the NiTiCu sample exhibit a much stronger
decrease upon the thermally induced transition into martensite. In
particular, all diagonal elastic constants (c11, c22, c44 and c55) for
NiTiCu are significantly lower than for NiTi, while the off-diagonal
constants (c12 and c13) are higher, which means that the shear
elastic stiffness of NiTiCu is lower in all directions.

Tables 4 and 5 summarize the evolutions of all independent
(orthorhombic) elastic coefficients in the NiTi and NiTiCu samples,
respectively, in the martensite phase with the reorientation se-
quences. In addition to the elastic constants and the anisotropy
factor A, also the bulkmodulus K is given for eachmaterial and each
stage of the reorientation sequence. The bulk modulus K is deter-
mined as a parameter of proportionality between a hydrostatic
compression applied to the material and the elastic volume change
of thematerial. For polycrystalline aggregates this parameter can be
expected as approximately independent of the crystallographic
texture or the spatial arrangement of the microstructure, and thus,
the conservation of this parameter along the reorientation
sequence can be understood as an independent confirmation that
the obtained sets of elastic constants describe the same material

Fig. 5. Mechanical responses of the NiTiCu sample during the loading sequence: (a)e(e) stress-strain curves in the individual loading cycles, the orientation of the applied load is
outlined by a sketch in each plot area; (f) corresponding evolution of the macroscopic strains of the sample. In (a)e(e), εB,C refers to measured strains in the given loading cycle; in
(f), ε0A;B;C refers to total strains with respect to the original shape of the sample.

Table 3
Elastic constants cij of the NiTi and NiTiCu samples in the parent phase at 95 �C and the reference state (thermally induced martensite). The last column gives the resulting
anisotropy factor A.

c11 [GPa] c22 [GPa] c44 [GPa] c55 [GPa] c23 [GPa] c13 [GPa] A [1]

Austenite at 95 �C
NiTi 186.7 184.7 24.1 26.0a 130.5 134.6 1.15
NiTiCu 182.1 187.7 23.3 27.0a 126.1 128.2 1.25
Martensite at RT
NiTi (B190) 174.9 175.1 25.9 25.8a 124.8 123.2 1.02
NiTiCu (B19) 163.9 168.0 15.5 15.0a 132.0 133.8 1.12

Error ±1.3 ±1.4 ±2.1 ±0.7 ±1.9 ±2.4 ±0.04

a calculated as ðc11 � c13Þ=2.
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only with different arrangements of the martensitic variants. As
seen in Tables 4 and 5, the values of K for themartensite phases stay
constant (or vary within the respective experimental error) for both
examined materials. For NiTi, moreover, the average value of K for
N ¼ 0;…;5, which is K ¼ 142.3 GPa, is in a perfect agreement with
K ¼ 142 GPa predicted for B190 martensite by ab initio calculations
by Wagner and Windl [10].

It is further observed that with the application of the loading
cycles, the anisotropy factors A of the NiTi and NiTiCu samples show
slightly different behaviors. For NiTi, the anisotropy factor increases
after the first loading cycle to 1.34, and then stays within the range
1.28e1.37. For NiTiCu, the increase in the strength of anisotropy of
thematerial is more pronounced. The first loading cycle induces the
increase in A to 1.49, but with further repetition of the reorientation
sequence A increases up to A ¼ 2.02, which is nearly comparable to
the strength of anisotropy of nickel single crystals [49].

In Figs. 6 and 7, the evolutions of the elastic constants with the
reorientation sequences are visualized by plots of Young's moduli
in the principal directions of the sample. It is clearly seen that these
moduli evolve from approximately isotropic to significantly
anisotropic.

For the NiTi sample, the first loading cycle induces a pronounced
increase in the direction of the applied loading (B), but also a slight
increase in the perpendicular directions. After the second loading
cycle, an increase is observed both in direction C (loading direction)
and the direction B. In other words, the reorientation processes
within these first two cycles lead to an increase of the Young's
moduli, especially in the loading directions; from
EA z EB z EC z 70 GPa, the Young's moduli of the material change
to EA z 75 GPa, EB z 95 GPa and EC z 85 GPa without any
detectable change of the bulk modulus K. With the third loading

Table 4
Elastic constants cij of the NiTi sample and their evolution with the number of reorientations N. N ¼ 0 denotes the reference state (thermally induced martensite). The last two
columns give the resulting anisotropy factor A and the bulk modulus K for each N.

c11 [GPa] c22 [GPa] c33 [GPa] c44 [GPa] c55 [GPa] c66 [GPa] c23 [GPa] c13 [GPa] c12 [GPa] A [1] K [GPa]

N ¼ 0 174.9 175.1 e 25.9 25.8a e 124.8 123.2 e 1.02 141.2
N ¼ 1 175.2 193.4 e 36.9 27.1a e 126.8 120.9 e 1.34 142.9
N ¼ 2 173.4 187.8 189.1 36.9 28.2 30.9 120.1 125.4 117.5 1.32 141.5
N ¼ 3 173.5 198.0 186.4 36.4 28.5 33.9 121.4 122.6 124.1 1.28 143.3
N ¼ 4 173.1 192.3 189.4 36.4 30.2 32.9 119.4 124.0 120.9 1.28 142.3
N ¼ 5 174.1 197.1 187.6 38.9 28.7 32.9 118.3 123.6 121.9 1.37 142.6

Error ±1.3 ±1.4 ±1.4 ±2.1 ±0.7 ±0.9 ±1.9 ±2.4 ±2.6 ±0.04 ±2.4

a calculated as ðc11 � c13Þ=2.

Table 5
Elastic constants cij of the NiTiCu sample and their evolution with the number of reorientations N.

c11 [GPa] c22 [GPa] c33 [GPa] c44 [GPa] c55 [GPa] c66 [GPa] c23 [GPa] c13 [GPa] c12 [GPa] A [1] K [GPa]

N ¼ 0 163.9 168.0 e 15.5 15.0a e 132.0 133.8 e 1.12 143.5
N ¼ 1 161.0 173.0 e 16.6 13.0a e 127.6 134.9 e 1.49 141.7
N ¼ 2 157.6 170.6 164.8 20.6 12.9 14.0 122.5 131.9 132.7 1.74 140.7
N ¼ 3 157.7 174.4 164.3 21.8 12.4 13.9 121.4 133.2 130.8 1.98 140.7
N ¼ 4 157.4 172.2 165.5 22.0 12.7 14.1 121.9 131.1 133.1 1.82 140.7
N ¼ 5 157.8 175.5 165.1 24.1 12.4 13.2 119.9 133.4 129.7 2.02 140.4

Error ±1.3 ±1.3 ±1.3 ±0.6 ±0.5 ±1.1 ±1.3 ±1.5 ±2.3 ±0.04 ±2.6

a calculated as ðc11 � c13Þ=2.

Fig. 6. Young's moduli evolution of the NiTi sample with the reorientation sequence.
The orientations of the applied loads within the sequence are outlined in the upper
part of the plot area.

Fig. 7. Young's moduli evolution of the NiTiCu sample with the reorientation sequence.
The orientations of the applied loads within the sequence are outlined in the upper
part of the plot area.
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cycle as well as with the rest of the loading sequence, the Young's
moduli remain approximately constant. A slight decrease is
observed for the A-direction, while the moduli in the B- and C-di-
rections slightly increase.

For the first loading cycle, the allover increase in Young's moduli
can be explained by reduction of the volume fraction of the residual
austenite and R-phase; as mentioned in Section 3.1, it was
confirmed by X-ray measurements that this reduction takes place
during the first cycle. However, the continuation of this increase in
the rest of the loading sequence indicates that there is an additional
microstructural mechanism that enables elastic stiffening of the
material in the direction of the applied compressive stress without
inducing pronounced elastic softening in the perpendicular di-
rections. According the �Sittner et al. [48], the direction of maximal
transformation strain ε

tr
max for B190, i.e. the direction of maximal

elongation of the lattice due to the austenite / martensite tran-
sition, is a direction corresponding to one of the {111}P lattice di-
rections in austenite (the subscript P denotes the parent phase). A
shown by ab initio calculations by Wagner and Windl [10], this is
also the direction of minimal Young's modulus of a B190 martensite
single crystal. Hence, the results obtained here indicate that these
soft directions with ε

tr
max are driven out from the B and C directions

by the applied loading cycles, but not reoriented into the directions
perpendicular to the loadings. It is obvious that a martensitic
variant with the ε

tr
max strain oriented along the compression di-

rection can reorient only into variants with the εtrmax strains inclined
by approximately p=6 from the plane perpendicular to the loading
direction, as the angle contained by two body diagonals (i.e. two
{111}P directions in austenite) is equal to p=6. Thus the elastically
soft directions of the reoriented variants may not contribute that
much to the elasticity in directions perpendicular to the loading
axis.

In summary, our results for NiTi are fully consistent with the
finding of Wang and Sehitoglu [13], that the thermally induced
microstructure of self-accommodated twins exhibits effectively
smaller Young's moduli than the oriented, detwinned martensites.
On the other hand, even though the NiTi sample in the direction A is
significantly extended (εA ~ 5%), the Young's modulus EA is incom-
parably larger that the Young's modulus of thin NiTi wire oriented
by tension reported by �Sittner et al. in Ref. [14] (~40 GPa). However,
the experiments documented in Ref. [14] were done on wires with
probably much stronger [111]-texture than one in the examined
NiTi sample; moreover, these results were obtained in the
superelastic regime, i.e. above the AF temperature. As seen in Fig. 3,
the elastic modulus of the martensite significantly decreases with
increasing temperature, and so it is plausible that the stress-
induced martensite in the superelastic regime may exhibit some-
how lower elastic moduli than the thermally induced one. Never-
theless, �Sittner et al. [14] determined the Young's modulus of the
wire at only approximately 20 �C above the AF, but extrapolating the
linear trend of dE=dT for NiTi martensite in Fig. 3(b) to AF þ 20 �C
still gives an estimate of more than 50 GPa. Hence, there must be an
additional reason for the discrepancy between our results and [14].
Either the dE=dT slope becomes more steep at elevated tempera-
tures, or there is some microstructural difference or difference in
mechanical properties between the thermally induced and stress
induced B190 martensites in NiTi. To analyze in more details the low
elastic modulus of stress-induced martensite, measurements of
elastic anisotropy under external prestress would be necessary. The
RUS method used in this paper is, in principle, unsuitable for such
measurements, as it requires free elastic vibrations of the examined
sample; as shown recently by Seiner et al. [50] for the Fe-Pd
ferromagnetic shape memory alloy, such an issue can be success-
fully resolved by use of surface acoustic waves.

A somehow different picture is obtained for the NiTiCu sample.

The first loading cycle induces an increase in Young's modulus in
the loading direction (B), while the Young's moduli in the
perpendicular directions decrease. With the second loading cycle
(direction C), the Young's modulus in the loading direction in-
creases again, but EA and EB decrease. With further repetition of the
loading cycles the value of EA becomes constant, but the Young's
moduli in the loading directions B and C oscillate, without showing
any tendency to reach a saturated state as observed for the NiTi
sample. To analyze this behavior, one additional repetition of the
loading sequence was applied to the NiTiCu sample (i.e. the sample
was compressed once more along the C-direction and then along
the B-direction), and the same oscillations of EB and EC were
observed.

The observed behavior of the NiTiCu sample probably follows
from the orthorhombic structure of B19 martensite. Unlike for the
monoclinic B190, the maximal transformation strain of an ortho-
rhombic martensite must be always aligned with one of the prin-
cipal directions, and so the reorientation of a B19 unit cell always
results in rotation of all elastic properties by p=2. Consequently, if
some elastically soft directions of this unit cell are driven out from
the loading direction by reorientation, some softening must appear
in the perpendicular directions. Moreover, the orthorhombic B19
martensite can form only three types of twins, while monoclinic
B190 can form up to five types of different twins [51], and so
probably the monoclinic martensite can more easily accommodate
in complex microstructures under the sequence of applied load-
ings. As a result, the NiTi sample may subsequently attain a
microstructure that is stable under loadings in both B- and C-di-
rections, while for the NiTiCu sample such a microstructure may
not exist. The tendency of the NiTiCu polycrystals not to form such
microstructures may follow also from the higher mobility (i.e.
lower twinning stress) for this alloy.

Regardless of the differences between the evolutions for NiTi
and NiTiCu, the relations between Young's moduli EA, EB and EC for
both materials after finishing the reorientation sequence is strik-
ingly similar. The maximal Young's modulus EB is by approximately
30 GPa larger than the minimal Young's modulus EA, while the
value of EC is approximately in between these two extremes.
Nevertheless, further analysis of the directional dependence of the
Young's modulus reveals additional differences between the

Fig. 8. Directional dependences of Young's moduli of the NiTi and NiTiCu alloy in the
A-B plane, plotted for the thermally induced state (N ¼ 0) and the maximally reor-
iented state (N ¼ 5). The angle j represents the rotation about the C-direction with j ¼
0 corresponding the B-direction.
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behaviors of the studied alloys (Fig. 8). Young's modulus of the fully
reoriented NiTi sample exhibits approximately harmonic evolution
with the loading direction with well-defined minima along the A-
direction. For NiTiCu, sharp maxima appear along the B-direction,
while the minima are broad and flat and the minimum value of E is
attained not exactly for the A-direction (the difference is, however,
within the range of the experimental error, ±3 GPa). The less
smooth character of the EðjÞ curve for the NiTiCu alloy agrees well
with the higher value of the anisotropy factor A for this material.

It can be thus concluded that the elastic anisotropy evolves quite
differently with the reorientation process in the two examined al-
loys; in other words, the character of this anisotropy is not deter-
mined by the loading procedure, which was the same for both
samples, but most probably by the particular microstructure of
martensitic variants in the polycrystalline aggregate. Again, the
higher number of possible martensitic variants and the higher
number of possible twinning systems in the NiTi alloy can be
responsible for the less anisotropic macroscale behavior of this
alloy compared with NiTiCu. Alternatively, this difference might be
explained by a stronger elastic anisotropy of the B19 unit cell, which
is, however, not supported by any available experimental data.
From the ab initio calculations by Windl and Wagner [10], the
elastic anisotropy of the B19 and B190 unit cells seems to be
comparable.

The obtained full sets of elastic constants for the polycrystalline
NiTi and NiTiCu SMAs may be subjected to further theoretical
analysis. As a result of the used experimental methodology, these
sets of macroscopic elastic constants correspond to several
different pseudoplastically deformed states. When complemented
by structural analysis and determination of the orientation distri-
bution functions (ODFs) for the martensitic single variants for each
of these deformed states, the obtained data would enable inverse
calculation of the elastic constants of a single variant of martensite,
as done for example for u� titanium by Tane et al. [52].

4. Conclusions

The ultrasonic measurements presented in this work confirm
that polycrystalline shape memory alloys can exhibit significant
elastic anisotropy (anisotropy factors A ~ 1.5 for NiT and A ~ 2 for
NiTiCu) due to reorientation of martensitic variants, and that this
anisotropy depends of the pseudoplastic straining history of the
material. For both examined alloys, it was observed that Young's
modulus in the direction oriented along the applied loading
significantly increases when the reorientation is induced by uni-
axial compression. Young's moduli in perpendicular directions may
either also slightly increase (in the case of NiTi) or slightly decrease
(in the case of NiTiCu), probably depending on the particular
reoriented martensitic microstructure forming in the material and
on the crystal structure of martensite.

The obtained data are not sufficient yet for any reliable analysis
of general relations between the pseudoplastic strains and the
elastic constants of an SMA polycrystal. To map fully the space of
possible strains, imposing tensile and shear deformations onto the
materials would be necessary; however, our results indicate that
such relations must be particular for each alloy, as there are
observable qualitative differences between behaviors of the NiTi
and NiTiCu samples.

Full sets of macroscopic elastic constants for the polycrystalline
NiTi and NiTiCu SMAs in martensite state were experimentally
determined for various deformation states obtained by compres-
sion of prism shaped samples and loading histories. These results
may be potentially confronted with mechanics model predictions
of macroscopic moduli if weak austenite drawing texture of NiTi
sample is assumed.
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ABSTRACT
We have studied several unfilled tetragonal tungsten-bronze crystals (SBN-
35, CBN-28, CBN-30, CBN-32) by differential scanning calorimetry, Brillouin
spectroscopy and piezoresponse-force microscopy. The Brillouin
backscattering configuration in the c-plates revealed the longitudinal
acoustic phonon, which has a frequency near 50 GHz and displays
softening when approaching the phase transition in all crystals. The
ferroelectric domain structure and the domain size are dependent on
the Sr/Ba or Ca/Ba ratios, and on the occupation rate in the channels as
shown by the piezoresponse-force microscopy images. A splitting of the
longitudinal acoustic phonon was found in SBN-35 in the multidomain
sample, but poling of the crystal removed this splitting and just left the
phonon with higher frequency.
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1. Introduction

Tetragonal tungsten-bronzes (TTBs) with the general chemical formula (A1)2(A2)4(C)4(B)10O30

conform a whole structural family with versatile properties caused by cationic substitution in the
crystallographic sites. The structure is formed by a network of interconnected BO6 octahedra form-
ing three types of channels along the c axis: squared (A1 site), pentagonal (A2 site) and triangular
ones (C site). Different cations can occupy A1, A2, B and C sites, which provide the structure
with versatile properties. We have focused on niobium based unfilled TTBs with the formulae
(SrxBa1-x)5Nb10O30 (SBN-100x) and (CaxBa1-x)5Nb10O30 (CBN-100x). Ca and Sr atoms share the
squared and pentagonal channels, Ba is located only in pentagonal channels and triangular ones
remain empty. In their structure, only five out of six available A-sites are occupied. Thus, the
empty A-sites, being random, create an inherent disorder in the structure. Dielectric properties,
mainly TC and the maximum value of permittivity, change according to the amount of Sr or Ca
present in the structure [1,2], and besides, SBN crystals show a perfect tuning between ferroelectric
and relaxor behaviour.

Regarding the acoustic and elastic properties of these crystals, several studies have already been
conducted in SBN, but mainly in the compositions displaying relaxor behaviour. In SBN-61 the
Brillouin scattering in several geometries was already studied, showing the frequency of longitudi-
nal and transverse acoustic modes [3]. Later, it was shown that an electric field applied during the
measurements of the Brillouin spectra increased substantially the frequency of the longitudinal
acoustic (LA) mode showing an intermediate region with two peaks [4]. The lower frequency
peak was related to the LA mode travelling along polar nano regions (PNRs) in this relaxor
sample, and the high frequency one to the LA mode of the poled crystal. In ferroelectric
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SBN-40 [5] the effect of the field on the Brillouin spectra was also increasing the frequency of the
LA mode. In this crystal, the effect of the coexistence of two LA peaks was attributed to the exist-
ence of nano and macro domains, and the evolution from the nanodomain state to the macro- or
single domain state by the application of the electric field, similarly to SBN-61. The Brillouin
scattering of CBN was also studied [6,7]. The LA mode was found to have similar frequencies
to those in SBN and it softens towards TC. The same field-effect on the LA frequency on heating
and cooling was found for CBN-30 [8].

The purpose of this study is to investigate the phase transitions of several ferroelectric TTB
crystals with different techniques (calorimetry, Brillouin spectroscopy, piezo-force microscopy)
and compare the behaviour of the LA modes in a wide temperature range (∼200–570 K) on heat-
ing and cooling, also in relation to the distribution of the ferroelectric domains and poling of the
crystals.

2. Experimental details

Crystals were grown by the Czochralski method, as explained elsewhere [1]. From the transparent
bulk crystals, samples were cut in the form of plates (about 4.5 × 4.5 × 0.8 mm3) with the polar
axis perpendicular to the surface, i.e. c-plates. The structure of a TTB crystal in the ferroelectric
phase is depicted in Figure 1, where the unit cell is marked by red lines. Grey coloured octahedra
contain Nb atoms in special positions, and green octahedra correspond to octahedra containing
Nb in general positions. Multi-occupation in the channels and atomic disorder is marked by the
presence of several atoms in the same site.

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was carried out with a PerkinElmer DSC 8000 differen-
tial scanning calorimeter. The samples were heated from room temperature to at least 500 K at a rate
of 5 K/min for SBN and 10 K/min for CBN, and cooled at the same rate after holding at the highest
temperature for one minute. The calorimetric sample holder was purged by nitrogen at 20 ml/min.
PerkinElmer Pyris 13.1 software was used for control and evaluation. Three measurements of the
same crystals were performed to check reproducibility.

Piezoresponse -force microscopy (PFM) studies were carried out using a Ntegra atomic force
microscope. The measurements were performed using a conductive n-doped Si cantilevers (HQ:
NSC35/Pt and TESP-V2) in a contact mode at room temperature. The frequency of the alternating

Figure 1. Tetragonal tungsten-bronze structure at room temperature.
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voltage was set to 25 and 34 kHz and the amplitude to 4 5 V. The vertical PFM signals were amplified
and analysed with an external SR830 DSP Lock-In Amplifier.

Brillouin scattering measurements were done with a tandem Fabry-Pérot interferometer TFP-2
HC in combination with a solid state single longitudinal mode laser source LCX-532S (wavelength
of 532 nm and power of 200 mW). The optical arrangement of this interferometer is a tandem
arrangement of two triple pass interferometers. A spatial filter separates the two interferometers
and, thus, eliminates any cross-talk between the first and last passes. The coupling between passes
is eliminated using quarter wave antireflection techniques. In this way, the transmission peaks
remain completely symmetrical. Because the multiple reflections between passes are totally elimi-
nated, a contrast of at least 1015 was achieved.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Calorimetric results and piezoresponse-force microscopy

Three crystals were measured by DSC: SBN-35, CBN-28 and CBN-32. Figure 2 shows the normal-
ized calorimetric curves on heating and cooling at 5 K/min (SBN-35) and 10 K/min (CBN-28 and
CBN-32). After heating, the samples were held one minute at the maximum temperature and
then cooled down at the same rate. The ferroelectric phase transition is clearly seen in all crystals
and shows a small thermal hysteresis. The highest TC corresponds to CBN-28. The calculated
enthalpy shows values near 0.4 J/g for the CBN crystals and 0.35 for SBN-35 (see Table 1), although
peaks for CBN crystals are wider than the one for SBN-35. This widening could be due to the quicker
heating/cooling rate for CBN, which allows different kinetics at the phase transition. But also it could
mean that CBN samples have a certain diffusive character, showing some traces of starting/develop-
ing relaxor behaviour. Due to the shape of the peaks, the phase transition can be considered of weak
first order.

The TTB crystals were checked by PFM to see the distribution of the ferroelectric domains. The
biggest domains are present in SBN-35, with sub-micron size, irregular distribution, and clear 180°
domain walls, as seen in Figure 3(a) (amplitude) and Figure 3(b) (phase). The grey and red colours in
the phase images correspond to domains with polarization oriented upwards and downwards,
respectively. CBN crystals show smaller domains with grainy-like texture, especially in CBN-32.
The domain size decreases with increasing Ca/Ba concentration and 180° domain walls become
more jagged in agreement with ref. [9].

Figure 2. Calorimetric curves on heating and cooling for SBN and CBN crystals.
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3.2 Brillouin scattering

Results of Brillouin scattering from all the crystals at room temperature in two runs (during the first
heating and the subsequent cooling) are shown in Figure 4. In the measured configuration (backward
scattering) on c-plates just longitudinal acoustic (LA) modes are shown. In all the crystals the fre-
quency of LA mode is about 50 GHz. However, in SBN-35, this mode is split, which is somehow
unusual, because there is just one LA mode allowed.

The Raman tensors of polar modes A1 and E of the tetragonal group 4 mm are

A1(z) =
a 0 0
0 a 0
0 0 b

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠, E(x, y) =

0 0 e
0 0 e
e e 0

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

As the selection rules for the acoustic modes are the same as in Raman, in the c-plates (polar axis
along z direction) and in z(xx)z configuration only longitudinal A1 modes are allowed; therefore
the mode detected by the Brillouin scattering is the longitudinal acoustic A1LA near 50 GHz. The
small feature seen at 32 GHz could be an artefact from the glass cover of the temperature chamber
or a weak leakage of the A1TA mode due to a non-perfect orientation of the crystal and polarizators.

In CBN samples, the spectra at room temperature taken on heating and on cooling are practically
the same, just in CBN-32 there is a small asymmetry of the peak. However, in SBN-35, the splitting is
evident. A similar effect was found in SBN-61 and CBN-30 with the application of an electric field
[4,8]. In Figure 4 we added the spectra of SBN-35 after poling, where the doubled peak has disap-
peared, although the position of the peak changes after the heating and subsequent cooling.

In Figure 5 we show the behaviour of the A1LA mode on heating and on cooling for CBN-28 and
CBN-32 crystals. The phase transition is seen by a change in the shift of the peak. The spectra in

Table 1. Obtained transition temperatures by Brillouin scattering and differential scanning calorimetry (together with the change
of enthalpy) on several TTB crystals.

TTB crystal TC (Br) heating/cooling (K) TC (DSC) heating/cooling (K) ΔH (J/g)

SBN-35 475/455 460/455 0.35
CBN-28 527/521 513/510 0.4
CBN-32 473/461 468/460 0.4

Figure 3. Amplitude (first row) and phase (second row) images of vertical PFM signal measured on the (001) cut of SBN and CBN
crystals.
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Figure 5 were fitted to a simple Lorentzian curve whose parameters – frequency νB and width
(FWHM) – are plotted in Figure 5(c,d) as a function of temperature. The softening of the A1LA
mode towards the phase transition is clear in both samples and the transition temperatures are
found to be well consistent with the calorimetric results (see Table 1). There is a thermal hysteresis
of several degrees in the value of TC for the crystals, but the behaviour of νB is asymmetric for heating
and cooling in a wide temperature range below TC (for more than 100°), evidenced also in the temp-
erature dependence of its width. This rather indicates ‘global thermal hysteresis’, as it was found in
SBN-61 [10] and in other incommensurate materials [11]. The velocity of propagation of A1LA, the
longitudinal sound waves in the c-plates, was calculated according to the formula vLA= λνΒ/2ne,
using the wavelength of the laser, λ = 532 nm, and an approximate index of refraction of the extra-
ordinary ray for both samples ne = 2.28 [12].

The strongest thermal hysteresis is present in SBN-35, where the difference in TC on heating and
cooling is ΔTh-c = 20 K (see Figure 6 and Table 1), and the shape of the LA mode changes substan-
tially between heating and cooling Brillouin measurements.

To check the influence of the domain configuration on the Brillouin scattering of SBN-35 and find
out whether the doublet found in SBN-35 is related to the distribution or density of ferroelectric
domains, we poled the crystal and checked the Brillouin signal again. The sample was poled by
applying a voltage of 5 kV at 60°C for two weeks. Results of the Brillouin scattering measured of heat-
ing and on cooling before and after the poling of the crystal are shown in Figure 6, together with the
frequency of the A1LA mode and the associated sound velocity, using ne = 2.31 [13].

Before the poling, the sample showed a double peak (the frequencies of the two maxima at room
temperature are νB1∼51 and νB2∼55 GHz). On heating up to TC, the doublet persists, although the
higher frequency mode νB2 loses its strength and then disappears in the paraelectric phase, where just
one mode is present up to 573 K. On cooling from this temperature and passing through TC again,
the two-mode state is recovered in the same fashion, the higher frequency one νB2 is weaker. This
means that the domain state was essentially not changed.

After the poling of the crystal, the spectra showed just one peak, a little asymmetric, located at
νB2∼55 GHz (see Figure 6(c)). This mode displays an important softening towards TC on heating
up to 573 K, and during the subsequent cooling, it again softened towards TC. However, below
TC, the frequency was different, and the mode hardened only to νB1∼51 GHz. The change of behav-
iour with poling seems to suggest that the multidomain character of the crystal was responsible for

Figure 4. Brillouin scattering spectra at room temperature in c-plates, z(xx)z configuration. The solid and dashed lines correspond
to data measured during heating and cooling.
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the double LA peak in Brillouin scattering. A simple explanation could be that the LA waves travel at
different speed along the domains and the domain walls.

The effect of the electric field in situ on the Brillouin signal of SBN-61, SBN-40 and CBN-30 was
already studied [4,5,8]. The electric field applied during the Brillouin experiment changes the inten-
sity of the LA mode and induces its shift to higher frequencies. This effect was related to the coex-
istence of ferroelectric macro domains and PNRs (for SBN-61) or nanodomains (in SBN-40 and
CBN-30). This seems to suggest, that the higher frequency Brillouin peak is related to the ferroelec-
tric bulk state in the crystal. This is in agreement with our measurements: after the poling of the crys-
tals, we also observed the LA mode at higher frequencies.

In SBN-35 there are no PNRs (this crystal shows an utmost ferroelectric behaviour). When the
crystal was poled, the sample was in almost single domain state and the volume fraction of the
domain walls was much smaller, therefore the high frequency peak νB2, related to the bulk, was
revealed. On the subsequent cooling we practically just found the low-frequency peak νB1. This
peak could, in principle, be related to the presence of either small ferroelectric domains or domain
walls. In order to solve this question we checked the state of the poled crystal at room temperature

Figure 5. A1LA modes of CBN-28 and CBN-32 on heating and cooling. Temperature dependences of the frequency and width
(FWHM) of the LA peak.
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after the measurements (heating and cooling runs) by PFM technique and the sample still showed
the single domain state.

The fact that the split acoustic mode is seen in both relaxor and ferroelectric compounds (SBN-61
and SBN-35) means that the splitting cannot be related simply to the coexistence of different types of
domains and PRNs; it rather suggests that the antiparallel domain boundaries clamp the electrome-
chanical contribution to the elasticity in the bulk. This effect calls for further investigation.

4. Conclusions

The behaviour of the longitudinal acoustic mode has been investigated in several TTB crystals (SBN-
35, CBN-28, CBN-30 and CBN-32) by Brillouin scattering in a wide temperature range (∼200–
570 K) and in a backwards configuration in c-plates. The transition temperatures were compared
with those found by DSC, and PFM studies were performed at room temperature to check the dis-
tribution of the ferroelectric domains. Poling of SBN-35 shown that the domain arrangement of the
crystal has an influence on the Brillouin scattering and the frequency of the longitudinal acoustic
waves. The single domain state shows a longitudinal acoustic mode with higher frequency, whereas
in the multidomain crystal this mode coexists with another mode of lower frequency. The relation-
ship of this lower frequency mode with the high density of smaller domains or domain walls remains
still unclear.

Figure 6. (a–b): A1LA mode on heating and cooling for SBN-35 before poling (with the domain distribution shown in Figure 3);
(c–d): after poling (single domain state); (e): temperature dependences of the frequency of the A1LA peak.
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In the presented paper, a sample of polycrystalline shape-memory NiTi alloy is studied under compression up
to 5% by the means of laser-excited and laser-detected ultrasound waves. The evolution of a propagation velocity
of the surface acoustic wave is measured in situ during mechanical loading. An inverse method based on the
Ritz–Rayleigh numerical approach is then used to obtain the development of elastic properties of the sample. This
process enables an analysis of the evolution of stress-induced transformation from the austenitic to the martensitic
phase with the possibility to describe several stages of such transformation, i.e., the transformation to full R-phase,
its reorientation causing strong anisotropy of the polycrystalline sample, and consecutive gradual transition to
martensite.
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1. Introduction

Elastic properties of single crystals of shape-memory
alloys (SMAs) are usually strongly anisotropic [1–3].
Near the transition temperature, the crystal lattice
is unstable due to phonon softening [4–6], which in-
creases the anisotropy even further. Laser-ultrasound
measurements, such as the resonant ultrasound spec-
troscopy (RUS) comprise a great tool to study the highly
anisotropic materials [7] and the temperature-dependent
behavior of materials [8]. Recently, Thomasová et al. [9]
presented an ex situ study of the strain-dependence of
elastic properties of martensitic structures in polycrys-
talline NiTi. It was shown in this work that the macro-
scopic moduli of polycrystalline SMAs can be strongly
anisotropic under certain circumstances — in this par-
ticular case after stress-induced reorientation of marten-
sitic structure by a uniaxial compression. It is known
that those variants of martensite inside the individual
grains oriented to the applied stress in an advantageous
way grow more than the others [10–12]. It is shown in
this study that the in situ measurement offers much more
detailed insight into the behavior of the material under
stress, with a potential to directly describe the ongoing
processes.

The elastic constants of a polycrystalline SMA de-
pend on single-crystal elastic coefficients of the individual
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phases present in the aggregate, the volume fractions of
these phases, on the crystallographic texture of austenite,
the martensitic microstructure, and the mutual morphol-
ogy of austenite and martensite [9]. In this work, the de-
velopment of elastic properties and overall anisotropy of
a sample undergoing a compressional loading is studied.
The changes in the velocity of the Rayleigh waves dur-
ing the loading are observed by laser-based ultrasound
measurement. To obtain the changes in elasticity co-
efficients out of the SAW velocities, an inverse proce-
dure utilizing a Ritz–Rayleigh approach as the forward
method is presented. It is shown that the originally
almost-isotropic compound of R-phase and austenite is
transformed to full R-phase, which then reorients, and
thus induces strong anisotropy of the sample. During
the following loading, the sample undergoes a martensitic
phase-transformation. It can be observed from the pre-
sented results that the transformation is heterogeneous
on microscale. In the last phase of the loading, the stiff-
ening of martensitic phase can be seen, followed by re-
versible softening during the unloading, thus proving a
stress-dependence of elastic properties of the martensite.

2. Sample and experimental method

The studied sample was made from a commer-
cially available NiTi with the nominal composition of
50.5 at.%Ni and 49.5 at.%Ti. The sample size is
5 × 15 × 50 mm3, one surface of the sample was pol-
ished. At room temperature, the material is in a state
of austenite and R-phase. The transformation tempera-
tures can be found in [13].

(811)
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Fig. 1. Stress–strain curve obtained during the mea-
surement (note that the stress is compressional and cor-
respondingly the strain is negative) [14].

A mirror-polished face was used for measurement of
the velocity of surface acoustic waves (SAWs). For the
excitation, a Nd:YAG laser (1064 nm, 400 ps pulses) fo-
cused through a cylindrical lens in order to create a line
source was used. The emergent waves were detected by a
laser vibrometer (532 nm, cw). The sample was mounted
on a small in-house built testing machine (maximal load
5 kN). The testing machine can rotate in order to allow
the measurement of the SAW velocity in different direc-
tions with respect to the loading. The stress–strain curve
of the examined sample at room temperature is shown in
Fig. 1. The measurement was conducted in 16 differ-
ent distances between the excitation and detection spot
to obtain the SAW velocity in particular direction. This
measurement was made in 5 angles between the propagat-
ing wave and loading axis in over 50 strain stages during
loading. The resulting evolution of velocities in different
directions during the loading is shown in Fig. 2. More de-
tails about the experimental setup can be found in [14].

3. Inverse calculation of the elastic constants

The experimentally determined SAW velocities were
processed by numerical inverse procedure based on the
Ritz–Rayleigh approach introduced in [15]:

F (cij) =
∑

p

(
vcal
p (cij)−vexp

p

)2
. (1)

The Ritz–Rayleigh approach offers a fast and robust for-
ward procedure capable of calculation of the velocity of
SAW propagating in any direction through a generally
anisotropic material with the elastic given. The approach
is based on Hamilton’s principle, according to which the
resonant frequencies and the corresponding modal shape
can be found as stationary points of a Lagrangian energy
of a harmonically vibrating body, i.e. a computational
domain with the constraints chosen in a way to suit the
problem solved. To find these stationary points, a dis-
cretization of the displacement field into the Legendre
polynomials is considered. The solution then contains

both bulk and surface resonances of the domain, which
can be easily distinguished, e.g. based on the modal
shape. The inverse procedure is then based on an it-
erative process of changing the initial set of elastic con-
stants. The set of corresponding SAW velocities obtained
from the forward procedure is then compared to the ex-
perimental value via the objective function where p goes
through all measured angles, and the superscripts exp
and cal denote the calculated and experimental velocity,
respectively. For the minimization of this function, a gra-
dient Levenberg–Marquardt method is used. The numer-
ical inverse procedure depicted briefly here was described
in more detail by Stoklasová et al. [15]. It was shown
that in addition to the spatial dispersion calculated in
this case, the method can be modified for calculations of
a frequency dispersion in a layered system [16].

Fig. 2. Experimentally obtained SAW velocities in dif-
ferent angles with respect to strain.

The result of the inverse procedure is a set of elas-
tic constants minimizing the objective function. Con-
sidering the nature of the experiment, i.e. the initial
isotropy and uniaxial loading, the material is assumed to
adopt the transversely isotropic character. As such, it
exhibits hexagonal symmetry with 5 independent elastic
constants: c11, c33, c13, c44, and c66. Considering the ge-
ometry of the experiment, the direction of the symmetry
is assumed to be aligned with x3 axis. This set was cal-
culated for each stress level. The error of this set can be
estimated by an error-analysis procedure described in de-
tail in Ref. [7]. However, given the informative character
of the results presented in this paper, the error is not cal-
culated here. The mass density taken for the calculations
was 6.45 g/cm3.

4. Results
Experimental stress–strain curve (Fig. 1) shows a char-

acter typical for memory alloys under compression [17].
It shows the initial almost-linear response, then the
plateau of martensitic transition between around 1.3%
and 3.5%, and then the following loading of marten-
site. The measured velocities of SAWs (Fig. 2) and cor-
responding shear elastic moduli (Fig. 3) document ar-
guably rather peculiar behavior of the material during
this compression test.
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In the initial phase of loading up to the start of the
martensitic phase transition above 1.3%, a surprisingly
strong anisotropy of the sample arises. With a maximum
at the beginning of the phase transition, the anisotropy
peaks a ratio of 1.35 between the shear elastic moduli.
This is believed to be caused by the induction of the
reorientation of the trigonal R-phase, and it was checked
that this process is fully reversible and can be observed
only during in situ measurement under applied stress.

The second part shows the development of elastic con-
stants during the stress-induced martensitic phase trans-
formation. The material stiffens in all directions, as the
elastic constants of martensite are higher than the ones of
R-phase. However, there is an interesting observation in
the character of the progress — whereas c44 increases lin-
early, the c66-evolution shows a certain curvature. From
this fact, it can be assumed that whereas on a macro-
scopic level, the martensitic transition in compression
proceeds homogeneously, it is heterogeneous on the level
of microstructure. The data obtained by SAWs are unfor-
tunately insufficient to obtain a full understanding of the
heterogeneity and the process itself, as they mostly carry
the information about the shear behavior, and thus must
be accompanied by supplement measurements of the lon-
gitudinal wave.

Fig. 3. Resulting shear elastic moduli obtained by the
inverse procedure.

The third and last part of the stress–strain curve
shows the final loading of a dominantly martensitic sam-
ple. It was observed that the elastic coefficients of
martensite depend on stress in a fully reversible man-
ner. After unloading, the oriented martensite retains
its anisotropic elasticity, which is entirely in compliance
with the results found by ex situ measurement presented
by Thomasová et al. [9].

5. Conclusions

The contribution presented illustrates the evolution of
elastic properties of polycrystalline NiTi undergoing a
compressional loading, observed in situ by the laser-based
ultrasound method focused on surface acoustic waves. It
is shown that the in situ measurement has great poten-
tial to increase the understanding of the processes in the
material in such a case.

The measurement of SAW velocities and their spatial
distribution can be realized during the loading. Veloc-
ities obtained are then used to determine the develop-
ment of elasticity coefficients by the inverse procedure
based on the Ritz–Rayleigh approach. Since SAWs carry
mostly information about the shear behavior, only the
shear constants c44 and c66 can be determined with suf-
ficient accuracy.

Based on the development of the identified elastic con-
stants, several remarks on the stress-dependent behavior
of the material can be made. Firstly, the reorientation of
R-phase introduces a surprisingly large anisotropy to the
sample. The character of the anisotropy remains simi-
lar even after the full martensitic phase-transformation.
However, the development of the constants is uneven,
suggesting a heterogeneous character of transition be-
tween the R-phase and martensite. Unfortunately, the
presented measurement does not offer sufficient data to
completely reveal this character and supplementary ex-
perimental data are necessary. One of the possibilities
is to combine the SAW with a pulse-echo measurement
during the loading.
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In advanced functional materials, where the prestress can initialize phase transitions or other structural
changes, the effect of the increasing load on an acoustic wave velocity is substantial and can provide important
information on the undergoing physical phenomena. In this paper, a novel method for contactless measurements
of acousto-elastic parameters is presented. The contactless arrangement, based on the concept of laser-ultrasound,
enables an accurate detection of small changes of the velocities of surface acoustic waves in various directions. Be-
cause of this contactless arrangement, the changes of the sample shape during the loading do not affect the results,
which can be assumed as the main source of inaccuracy for classical contact methods. The experimental device
and its control system is described in detail, and its application possibilities and limits are shown on examples of
shape memory alloys.
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1. Introduction

Acoustoelastic effect refers to the dependence of the
acoustic wave velocity on stress or strain. The interest in
acoustoelasticity has been stimulated by measurements
of residual stresses in polycrystalline materials [1] and
the study of anharmonic behaviour of long-wavelength
acoustic modes in single crystals [2].

Since the acoustoelastic coupling (stress-induced
anisotropy) is very weak in structural polycrystalline ma-
terials, other factors such as temperature, microinhomo-
geneity, texture, which are usually neglected in engineer-
ing applications of the theory of elasticity, cannot be ne-
glected in the study of acoustoelasticity. For this reason,
the ultrasonic methods for measuring residual stresses
have not been fully developed yet [3].

However, in advanced functional materials, where the
prestress can initialize phase transitions or other struc-
tural changes, the evolution of acoustic wave velocity
with increase of load can be substantial and can pro-
vide an important information on the undergoing physi-
cal phenomena.

The semi-linearized theory, first published by Thurston
and Brugger in [4], enables to develop methods for deter-
mination of third-order elastic constants from the change
of wave velocities in crystals under the influence of initial
stresses. This approach was used for study of lattice sta-
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bility and martensitic transformation in Cu-based shape
memory alloys by Gonzalez-Comas and Manosa in [5],
where complete set of third-order elastic constants of the
SMAs single crystals are a function of temperature. This
method for the characterization of stress-induced phase
transition brings two difficulties [6]. Firstly, theory of
Thurston and Brugger supposed a small difference be-
tween instantaneous and stress-free acoustic wave propa-
gation velocities. This condition cannot be fulfilled in the
case of stress-induced transformations [7]. This problem
can be solved by evaluation of second-order elastic con-
stants as a function of the applied stress. It means that
in each loading step, the inverse procedure for determi-
nation of complete elastic tensor [8] will be applied, and
hence softening phonon modes can be identified. Sec-
ondly, the time of flight measurement of wave velocity
by the contact approach is influenced by the change of
sample size and shape due to applied strain.

In this paper, both optical part and the control sys-
tem of the experimental arrangement is presented. The
suggested method is based on measurements of velocities
of surface acoustic wave propagation along the specimen
surface in various directions with respect to the loading
direction. Due to the fully contactless approach, the geo-
metrical changes of the sample do not affect the velocity
measurement.

2. Experiment

The propagation of the planar surface acoustic waves
(SAW) along the flat surface of isotropic homogeneous
material exhibit minimal dispersion effect and the SAW

(805)
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velocity gives information on mechanical properties in
the propagation direction. The penetration depth of
the SAW corresponds to the acoustic wavelength that
is large enough for the inspection of the bulk properties.
Although the SAW propagation on anisotropic solids is
more complex [9], the detection of the SAW propagation
in various direction on the specimen surface allows to
map the instantaneous anisotropic properties of tested
material. The SAW propagation is constrained only on
one side of the specimen and rest of the sample surface
can be exposed to the external loading.

Fig. 1. The experimental setup of laser-based ultra-
sonic SAW method for in situ material characterization
under uniaxial mechanical loading.

The applied laser technique is similar to the system
described in [10]. In the presented experimental setup
(Fig. 1), the SAW was excited thermoelastically by the
impact of an infrared laser pulse. A beam of the Nd:YAG
laser (1064 nm, pulse energy > 100 µJ, pulse width
500 ps and 1 kHz repeating frequency) was focused via
a cylindrical lens into a line-like source on the sample
surface. The line source provides the generation of pla-
nar SAWs. The surface vibration was detected at vari-
able pump–probe distances by a homodyne laser inter-
ferometer (532 nm) with an adaptive beam combiner,
using two-wave mixing in a photorefractive crystal. The
signal which is proportional to the instantaneous out-
of-plane displacement of the surface was recorded. The
frequency bandwidth of the interferometer output was
restricted to 100 MHz. The spot size of the probe laser
beam was less than 10 µm. The pump-line-source spot
is fixed and the point-probe spot is translated along the
sample surface. This arrangement protects the sample
surface from the potential damage caused by an infrared
laser source. The higher level of energy density of the
pump laser can cause a localized melting of the exposed
surface. This effect is dependent on the properties of a
tested material. The energy level is usually decreased be-
low the melting limit and the signal-to-noise ratio of the

recorded signal is attained by averaging of repeated shots
in an acquisition scope card. Since the higher averag-
ing number increases measuring time, the adjustment of
the laser power and averaging number must be balanced.
The averaging over 1000 shots for high speed scope card
NI – PXIe 5162 10bits/5GS/s was found optimal. The
optical large aperture beam (50 mm in diameter), outgo-
ing from the interferometric system, is nearly collimated.
Motorized translators with a pair of large silver mirrors
(3 inch in diameter) and the objective lens with focus
length 100 mm were used for precise positioning and fo-
cusing of the probe beam on the sample surface. The
repeatable precision of the probe beam position is bet-
ter than 0.1 µm. Typical translation step in the scan
of pump-probe distance was 30 µm in the range 200–
900 µm. The minimal value (200 µm) of the pump-probe
distance was found ideal for the elimination of the near-
field effects of the acoustic source.

Fig. 2. Typical stress–strain dependence of stress-
induced martensitic transformation in Ni–Ti.

The prismatic specimens of advanced functional ma-
terials were placed in the laboratory-made uniaxial load-
ing two-guide-rod micro machine working in compression
mode. The force was measured from strain measure-
ment on both guide rods by the calibrated full bridge of
semiconductive strain gauges with temperature compen-
sation with precision 0.5 N in the range up to 6 kN. Typ-
ical stress–strain dependence of stress-induced marten-
sitic transformation in Ni–Ti sample can be seen in Fig. 2.
The displacement was measured by inductive transducer
(LVDT) with free movable plunger (linearity better than
±3 µm in the range of 10 mm). The stress–strain con-
trol of loading is available. The temperature was moni-
tored by the miniature thermocouple (0.3 mm in diame-
ter) placed near to the specimen. The testing microma-
chine was rotated by the motorized rotation stage with
high precision (0.3 degree).

The measuring process starts with the setting of the
stress loading and then the SAW signals are recorded for
each defined pump-probe distance in all given angular
positions of the sample.
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3. Results and discussion

Typical signal data set for given loading levels and for
the SAW propagation in a loading direction (theta = 0)
is shown in Fig. 3. Owing to the imperfect stabiliza-
tion of the interferometric setup the signal phase was
changing and thus poor results were obtained after aver-
aging. For better results, the absolute values of signals
were averaged. Despite the fact that the signals in Fig. 3
are in their absolute values the arrivals of SAW and also
skimming surface longitudinal waves (SSLW) are observ-
able. A SSLW is a surface longitudinal wave that ex-
hibits strong dispersion (with comparison to the SAW)
because SSLW generates a transverse wave (TW) propa-
gating from the surface into a bulk of the sample. Since
SSLW acts as a supersonic movable source of a TW, the
determination of a SSLW arrival is influenced by velocity
of a transversal wave and strongly depends on spatial dis-
tribution of the finite acoustic source. Precise analysis of
the SSLW waveform and evaluation of its velocity needs
a more realistic model of the acoustic source and a wave
propagation model. At the present time, the determined
SSLW velocity can be used for the rough estimation of
velocity of a longitudinal wave (LW) propagating in the
bulk. By contrast to the evaluation of SSLW, the SAW
velocity can be evaluated more precisely because of the

Fig. 3. Ultrasonic signal set for stress free (a) and max
loaded (b) state of the Ni–49.5Ti sample, red = SAW,
green = SSLW.

perfect detectability of a wave arrival and neglectable
dispersion. The presented specimen was cut from the
rod of fine-grained material of Ni–49.5Ti (50.5 at.%Ni–
49.5 at.%Ti), for details see [11].

Evolution of SAW velocities at various directions of
propagation starts from common origin at stress-free
state (Fig. 4). The SAW at the compression direction
rapidly increases its velocity from 0.5% of strain whereas
SAW velocities decrease with increase of the propaga-
tion angle. Minimal value of velocity is at perpendicu-
lar direction to the loading. This anisotropization can
be explained by elasticity softening at R-phase transfor-
mation [11]. Following martensitic transformation and
martensitic reorientation causes increase of the SAW ve-
locity. During unloading of the final martensite, the
SAW velocity decreases along the loading curve without
hysteresis.

Detailed context with microstructural processes is pos-
sible to discuss after evaluation of elastic properties by
inversion of acoustic data in [8]. In this paper, the de-
scribed example illustrates potential of the laser-based
ultrasonic method for in situ material characterization
during mechanical testing.

Fig. 4. SAWs velocities different directions with re-
spect to loading.

4. Conclusion

A novel method for acoustoelastic characterization of
functional materials was presented. The contactless ar-
rangement, based on the concept of laser-ultrasound, en-
ables accurate detection of small changes of the surface
velocities and estimation of bulk acoustic waves in var-
ious directions on a small sample loaded uniaxially in a
testing machine. Due to this arrangement, the changes
of the shape of the sample during the loading do not af-
fect the results, which can be assumed as the main source
of inaccuracy for classical contact methods. The exper-
imental device and its control system was described in
detail, and its applicability was shown on Ni–49.5Ti sam-
ple. The described experimental technique has a great
potential for in situ non-destructive characterization of
microstructural processes during material testing.
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a b s t r a c t

The transmission of longitudinal ultrasonic waves through periodic ceramic microlattices fabricated by
Robocasting was measured in the 2–12 MHz frequency range. It was observed that these structures (scaf-
folds of tetragonal and hexagonal spatial arrangements with periodicity at length-scales of �100 lm)
exhibit well-detectable acoustic band structures with bandgaps. The locations of these gaps at relatively
high frequencies were shown to be in close agreement with the predictions of numerical models, espe-
cially for tetragonal scaffolds. For hexagonal scaffolds, a mixing between longitudinal and shear polariza-
tions of the propagation modes was observed in the model, which blurred the matching of the calculated
band structures with the experimentally measured bandgaps.

� 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Robocasting [1–3] is an additive manufacturing technique that
enables fabrication of micro-architectured three-dimensional
(3D) scaffolds consisting of ceramic micro-rods in periodic spatial
arrangements. These scaffolds are typically developed for particu-
lar applications such as bone tissue engineering [4,5] or advanced
liquid filtering [6]; however, the high acoustic performance of
dense ceramic materials in combination with the periodicity of
the micro-architecture of the scaffold predetermine the robocast
structures also for applications in acoustics.

As previously shown by the current authors [7], tetragonal
robocast scaffolds exhibit extremely strong elastic anisotropy,
accompanied by equivalently anisotropic effects in the acoustic
wave propagation. In addition, due to the periodicity, a pronounced
frequency-dependence of the acoustic wave propagation can be
expected, arising from a combination of internal resonances of
the unit cells of the structure and Bragg scattering effects resulting
from the periodic arrangement of these cells. In particular, the
existence of the so-called frequency bandgaps (BGs) typical for
acoustic meta-materials [8–10] or phononic crystals [11–15] can
be theoretically expected for the scaffolds. Indeed, the appearance

of these gaps in tetragonal robocast structures was recently pre-
dicted by finite elements calculations [7,16].

In this paper, we give experimental evidence of the existence of
acoustic BGs for silicon carbide (SiC) scaffolds of various micro-
architectures and symmetry classes. We show that the BG struc-
ture can be reliably predicted by finite elements calculations, espe-
cially for scaffolds with highly symmetric (tetragonal) spatial
arrangements. The main aim of this paper is, however, to show
experimentally that the acoustic energy transmission through a
robocast scaffold is strongly dependent on the micro-
architecture, which opens the possibility of tuning this architecture
in order to achieve the desired acoustic filtering properties. As
known from theoretical models [17–22], the structure and width
of acoustic BGs of a porous material with geometrically ordered
pores are strongly dependent on the shape of the pores and their
volume fraction, which opens space for topological optimization.
The additive manufacturing methods are, in general, understood
as particularly suitable tools for fabrication of phononic crystals
[23–26], as they enable fine tailoring of both the porosity and the
geometry of pores. The Robocasting method enables this approach
to be utilized for ceramic materials.

There have been several experimental demonstrations of pho-
nonic crystals reported in the literature so far, typically exhibiting
bandgaps either in a 100 Hz–100 kHz frequency range [27–30],
in the case when the spatial periodicity in these structures
appeared at the millimeter (or even longer) length-scales, or in a
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200 MHz–10 GHz range for structures with �1–10 lm spatial peri-
odicity (e.g. [31–34]). In contrast, the robocast scaffolds reported in
this paper have the characteristic length-scales of 200–700 lm;
this, together with the high acoustic impedance of fully dense
ceramics, enables the robocast materials to exhibit BGs and other
metamaterial-like features at ultrasonic frequencies �5–10 MHz,
which has rarely been reported in the literature yet [35].

2. Experiment

2.1. Materials

The examined SiC micro-scaffolds were fabricated by Robocast-
ing using a similar additive manufacturing process as described in
[3,36]. In brief, an aqueous colloidal paste (containing attrition
milled SiC powders with 7 wt.% Al2O3 and Y2O3 sintering additives
plus organic additives) was printed through a robotically con-
trolled nozzle into an oil bath, so that a regular architecture was
obtained layer-by-layer, consisting of a linear array of parallel fila-
ments in each layer. By different mutual rotations between these
layers and different spacings between the rods, four different
micro-architectures were obtained, according to CAD computer
designs shown in Fig. 1(a). Two samples were of tetragonal sym-
metry (LS and SS), differing only in the in-plane spacings between
the rods; similarly, two samples were of hexagonal arrangements
(LH and SH). Hereafter, we will use the acronyms (LS, SS, LH, and
SH) to denote the samples; the acronyms were chosen according
to the in plane shape of the unit cell for each material, i.e. small
square, large square, small hexagon, large hexagon.

Each structure was then slowly dried at room temperature and
subsequently heat treated at 600 �C to burn out the organic addi-
tives. As a final step, the 3D structures were densified by pressure-
less Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS) at 1700 �C in Ar. As shown in [36],
these sintering conditions led to full densification of the ceramic
materials. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images and optical
micrographs of the final sintered micro-lattices are shown in Fig. 1
(b) and (c), respectively. From the four prepared micro-
architectures, samples for ultrasonic measurement were prepared
by cutting out the non-periodic parts (the frames) of the scaffolds

(Fig. 1(d)). Prior to the sintering, the dimensions of all samples
were approximately 10 � 10 � 3 mm3. After sintering and after
cutting out the non-periodic parts, the resulting samples were all
approximately 8.5 � 8.5 � 2.8 mm3.

2.2. Experimental methodology

The acoustic properties of the samples were studied using a
through-transmission method (see Fig. 2 for an outline). Each sam-
ple was contacted by a CrystalBond wax onto two 0.5 mm thin
glass plates to ensure flat co-planar faces for an adequate contact-
ing of ultrasonic probes.

Then, narrow-band longitudinal ultrasonic pulses were sent
through the sample, each consisting of ten harmonic periods at
given frequency inside of an amplitude-envelope (‘input signal’
curve shown in Fig. 2). The narrow band excitation allowed satis-
factory signal-to-noise ratio, enabled time-resolved analysis of
the output signals, and, at the same time, would reveal possible
nonlinearities in the measurement system (which were not
observed). The glass plates were always glued onto two lateral
faces of the sample and oriented such that they enabled measure-
ments of waves propagating along one of the orientations of the
rods. According to the coordinate system outlined in Fig. 1, the
measurements were performed in the x1 direction for all samples.

For the generation of the input signals and the acquisition of the
transmitted signals, a National Instruments NI-PXI card system
was used, including a functional generation card 5422 (16
bits/40 MHz) employed for burst signal generation, and an acquisi-
tion card 5122 (14 bits/100 MHz) for signal recording. The gener-
ated as well as the recorded signals were amplified by a high
power ultrasonic system Ritec RAM 5000. This system was
equipped by a gated amplifier (nominal frequency range 50 kHz–
22 MHz, output RMS power 5 kW at 50 ohms/2.5 MHz) and a
broadband receiver (frequency band 40 kHz– 80 MHz/72 dB gain).

A LiNbO3 single crystal (central frequency 20 MHz) glued on a
10 mm Homosil substrate was used as an emitting transducer. A
commercial delayed ultrasonic probe Panametric V206 (0.1200,
20 MHz) was employed as a receiver. Propylenglycol was used
for acoustic coupling.

Fig. 1. The four different micro-architectures used in the experiments: (a) initial computer CAD designs; (b) SEM images of the resulting sintered architectures; (c) optical
micrographs of these architectures; (d) samples for ultrasonic measurements cut from the central parts of the robocast structures.
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Input burst pulses with nominal frequencies (f in) between
2 MHz and 12 MHz were used; this frequency range was scanned
with a 0.1 MHz step.

While the input signal was a compact burst wave-packet, the
transmitted signal was much more general (as, for example, the
‘output signal’ curve in Fig. 2). For each nominal frequency of the
input signal, two basic parameters of the output signal were deter-
mined: (1) the maximal transmitted amplitude, and (2) the domi-
nant frequency (f out) determined by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of
the output signal. It was checked that for a reference sample (a
10 mm thick bulk plexiglass) the transmitted amplitude was
monotonously increasing with frequency for the whole used fre-
quency range, and that

f in ¼ f out ð1Þ
in the given frequency range. This result is visualized in Fig. 3 as a
plot of the transmitted amplitude with respect to the input fre-
quency f in (solid line) and the output frequency f out (vertical bars).
The amplitude is normalized with respect to its maximum value
(reached at 12 MHz). It is seen that the amplitude decreased below
3 MHz due to low sensitivity of the detection probe to such low fre-
quencies; in the rest of the used frequency range, the amplitude
was increasing due to approaching the vicinity of the resonant fre-
quencies of both emitting and receiving probes. This reference mea-
surement confirmed that any localized sharp decreases in the

transmitted amplitude obtained for the robocast samples must fol-
low from the interactions of the propagating waves with the micro-
architecture.

In the rest of the paper, we will use the same representation of
the acoustic energy transmission through the robocast samples as
the one used in Fig. 3 for the bulk plexiglass sample, i.e. two plots
of the transmitted amplitude, the first one with respect to the
input frequency (f in) and the second one with respect to the dom-
inant frequency of the output signal (f out). The lowest amplitude
transmitted through the bulk plexiglass sample was obtained at
2 MHz, where the output signal was by two orders of magnitude
(i.e. �40 dB) lower than that at 12 MHz. For the robocast samples,
we decided to consider the frequency intervals in which the atten-
uation becomes even by one order of magnitude stronger (i.e.
�60 dB) as regions of possible BGs; the �60 dB cut-off frequencies
will be indicated in all experimental results in the rest of the paper.
With the used averaging (100�) and the nominal signal-to-noise
ratio of the acquisition system, the resulting signal-to-noise ratio
of the recorded signal was higher than 80 dB.

3. FEM calculations

In addition to the experiment, the wave propagation in the
examined scaffolds was studied by numerical modelling, in partic-
ular by the finite elements method (FEM). The calculations were

Fig. 2. Outline of the experimental set-up of the through-transmission acoustic tests.

Fig. 3. Results of a preliminary reference measurement for a bulk plexiglass sample. The solid (blue) line is a plot the transmitted amplitude with respect to the set input
frequency f in of the transmitter probe, the vertical (red) bars represent the plot of the same amplitude with respect to the dominant frequency of the output signal f out. The
amplitude is normalized with respect to its maximum value. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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performed on representative unit cells of the scaffolds shown in
Fig. 4. For both tetragonal and hexagonal scaffolds these unit cells
are representative building blocks that repeat periodically along
the three spatial directions (x1; x2 and x3). However, while for
the tetragonal structures this building block is directly equivalent
to the smallest (irreducible) unit cell of the scaffold, for the hexag-
onal structures the cell used for the calculation is composed of two
mirror-reflected irreducible unit cells, each of them periodically
repeating in the structure along the directions x2 ¼ �

ffiffiffi
3

p
x1.

The unit cells were meshed by tetrahedral Lagrangian elements,
and the corresponding wave-propagation problem was solved
using COMSOL Multiphysics computational environment [37].
The dimensions of the unit cells, i.e. the out-of-plane spacing of
the rods h, the in-plane spacing of the rods l, and the rod diameter
d, were obtained from optical micrographs of the scaffolds (both
axial views and cross-sectional cuts); the results are listed in
Table 1. A relatively large scatter (up to �20 lm) was observed
in the micrographs for all parameters. Hence, the results of the
FEM calculations must be understood just as idealized approxima-
tions of the behaviors of the real scaffolds. The material parameters
of robocast SiC for the calculations were taken from [7] as follows:
the density q ¼ 3:34 g cm�3, Young’s modulus E ¼ 305 GPa, and
Poisson’s ratio m ¼ 0:19.

As usual for wave propagation in periodic media with spatial
periodicity described by a translational vector a [27,38,39], the dis-
placement field of the sought solution was assumed in form of a
planar wave of frequency x

uðx; tÞ ¼ UBðx;kÞ exp½iðk � x�xtÞ�; ð2Þ
where

UBðx;kÞ ¼ UBðxþ a;kÞ ð3Þ
is the Bloch waveform [40,41] having the same spatial periodicity as
the scaffold, and k is the wave vector, that can always be mapped
into the first irreducible Brillouin zone. In particular, planar waves
propagating along the symmetry direction x1 were assumed in all
cases; in this direction, the spatial period of the scaffolds was
a ¼ l for the tetragonal structures and a ¼ 2l=

ffiffiffi
3

p
for the hexagonal

structures. The calculations were done for sets of wave numbers
k ¼ jkj 2 ½0;p=a� for the tetragonal structures, and
k ¼ jkj 2 ½0;2p=a� for the hexagonal ones.

The Bloch wave solution was determined by calculating eigen-
frequencies and eigenmodes of elastic vibrations of the unit cell
with the complex phase-shift boundary condition

uðx1 ¼ 0; x2; x3; tÞ ¼ uðx1 ¼ a; x2; x3; tÞ expðikaÞ ð4Þ
in the direction x1 and periodic boundary conditions in the x2 and x3
directions. For the tetragonal scaffolds, this calculation gave directly
the full band structure for the wave propagation in direction x1. For
the hexagonal scaffolds, the solutions were duplicate due to the fact
that the used computational unit cell consisted of two irreducible
unit cells of the structure; i.e. for each k 2 ½0;2p=a�, also solutions

for ek ¼ ð2p=aÞ � k were obtained. The separation of these two sets
was done by checking the phase shifts between corresponding
points at planes x1 ¼ 0 and x1 ¼ a=2.

For each solution, the displacement amplitudes u1 (i.e. along the
propagation direction), u2 and u3 at the faces perpendicular to x1
were compared, which enabled identification of waves with dom-
inantly longitudinal polarizations. For a more detailed analysis of
the individual modal shapes, visualizations of the corresponding
solutions on supercells consisting of four unit cells repeating along
the propagation direction were constructed from the solutions on
single cells.

4. Results

4.1. Tetragonal structures

The plots of the transmitted amplitudes with respect to input
and output frequencies for the LS and SS samples are shown in
Fig. 5, being significantly different from what was observed for
the reference bulk sample (Fig. 3). Some energy is transmitted
through the LS and SS structures for all input frequencies, however,
it is clearly seen that in some frequency ranges this transmission is
only due to the finite spectral width of the input signals. In the
spectrum of the output signals (f out, vertical bars), broad BGs are
clearly observed; the locations of these gaps are summarized in
the first two columns of Table 2.

For the LS sample, the transmitted amplitude starts rapidly
decreasing above 3 MHz, reaching a �60 dB attenuation at approx-
imately 3.3 MHz. Then, in the 3.5–4.9 MHz interval a BG is
observed, and above it the transmitted amplitude increases again.
Similarly, the second �60 dB cut-off frequency emerges at

Fig. 4. Geometries and FEM meshes used for calculations of the band structure of
the studied scaffolds: (a) SS structure; (b) LS structure; (c) SH structure; (d) LH
structure. Schematic sketches on the left show the placements of the unit cells in
tetragonal (a,b) and hexagonal (c,d) structures in the x1-x2 plane.

Table 1
Geometric parameters of the calculation domains for FEM calculations; see Fig. 4 for
the meaning of individual parameters.

Sample l [lm] d [lm] h [lm]

LS 650 210 275
SS 308 219 261
LH 576 215 385
SH 420 210 405
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11.1 MHz, which is followed again by a sharp BG. Between these
two sharp BGs, an additional minimum of the transmitted ampli-
tude appears, corresponding to the output frequency range
denoted as ‘2nd bandgap’ in Fig. 5.

For the SS sample, a shallow local minimum is observed at about
4.5 MHz, but there is no real gap in the transmitted frequencies
related to this minimum. A strong decrease in the transmitted ampli-
tude is then seen at above 9 MHz, reaching a �60 dB cut-off fre-
quency at 9.5 MHz. A sharp BG for the SS structure is localized
between 9.8 and 10.6 MHz. The decreases of the amplitudes around
the BGs are gradual rather than abrupt for both samples, which is
probably due to the irregularities of the real structure mentioned
in Section 3, that leads to some blurring of the BG edges.

The observed band structure for the LS and SS samples can
easily be interpreted based on the results of the FEM modeling
shown in Fig. 6. For the LS sample, the FEM model predicts that
there are three longitudinal modes appearing in the studied fre-
quency range. Two of them with positive group velocity
(@x=@k > 0, modes denoted by capital letters C–C0 and D–D0 in
Fig. 6) and one with negative group velocity (@x=@k < 0, mode
G–G0). Fig. 7 shows the modal shapes of the chosen modes for
two different values of the k-vector: in the middle between the
center and the edge of the 1st Brillouin zone (k ¼ a=2p) and at
the edge of the 1st Brillouin zone (k ¼ a=p), where the size of the
unit cell corresponds to one half of the wavelength. It is observed

Fig. 5. Experimental results for the tetragonal scaffolds LS (upper plot) and SS (lower plot). The solid line is the plot of the transmitted amplitude with respect to the input
frequency; the vertical bars are the plot with respect to the dominant frequency of the output signal. For each sample, the amplitude is normalized with respect to its
maximum output value. For the f out plot, approximate locations of the BGs are outlined by the dashed lines; broken arrows denote the locations of the drops of the normalized
amplitude beyond 10�3 (i.e. �60 dB).

Table 2
Cut-off (�60 dB) frequencies and BGs of the examined samples. All values are in MHz (experimental data with accuracy �0.1 MHz).

Sample LS SS LH SH

1st cut-off freq. [MHz] 3.3 9.5 3.8 6.1
2nd cut-off freq. [MHz] 11.1 6.1

1st BG location [MHz]
Experimental 3.5–4.9 9.6–11.5 4.3–5.4 6.1–7.8
Calculated 3.2–4.5 From 10.1 3.8–5.4 5.7–7.9

2nd BG location [MHz]
Experimental 7.7–9.1 6.3–8.5 From 11.0
Calculated 6.9–7.8 6.2–7.9 9.8–10.6

3rd BG location [MHz]
Experimental From 11.1 9.6–11.5
Calculated From 11.6 9.7–9.8
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that the geometry of the modes for these two values of k is
essentially the same, up to the change in the wavelength.

From these mode visualizations, it is clearly shown that these
three modes represent purely longitudinal straining of the scaffold,

while all other modes have dominantly shear polarizations related
to bending of the rods oriented along the propagation direction.
The high symmetry class of the scaffold enabled clear distinguish-
ing between the shear and the longitudinal modes, according to

Fig. 6. Band structure of the tetragonal scaffolds LS (upper plot) and SS (lower plot) calculated by FEM. The thick (blue) lines denote the modes with dominant longitudinal
component; the shaded (yellow) areas denote the gaps between these modes. In the upper plot, the capital letters A,. . .,G and A0 , . . ., G0 labeling the individual modes refer to
Fig. 7. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. Visualizations of the selected propagation modes (see the labels in Fig. 6) for the LS structure. Modal shapes A,. . .,G correspond to k ¼ p=2a, modal shapes A0 , . . ., G0 to
k ¼ p=a. The color-scale represents the instantaneous displacement amplitude (normalized into a [0;1] interval) for fixed phase angle xt.
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the symmetry components of the structure. In summary, there is a
good quantitative agreement between the gaps separating the
modes C–C0, D–D0 and G–G0 and the experimentally observed BGs.

For the SS sample, the FEM calculation predicts only one BG
within the measured frequency range, starting above the edge of
the first longitudinal mode and denoted by a thick line in the lower
plot of Fig. 6. This mode is geometrically equivalent to the C–C0

mode in the LS structure. The quantitative agreement between
the FEM prediction of the location of this BG and the experimental
value is also satisfactory, especially when taking into account that
for higher frequencies (shorter wavelengths) the local imperfec-
tions in the geometry of the structure, i.e. deviations of the real
geometry of the scaffold from the idealized geometry of the FEM
unit cell, may have a more pronounced effect. The FEM model also
confirms that there should be no BG around 4 MHz, i.e. that the
first local minimum on the amplitude curve of the SS sample is
artificial. As this minimum was observed neither for any other
robocast sample nor for the bulk sample, its appearance cannot
be ascribed to any internal resonances of the experimental
arrangement; a possible explanation is that there was a localized
heterogeneity or other imperfection in the structure of this sample.

4.2. Hexagonal structures

For the hexagonal LH and SH samples, the experimental results
are shown in Fig. 8, presenting localized decreases in the amplitude
followed by broad BGs. The frequency ranges of these gaps are
summarized in the third and the fourth columns of Table 2. For
the LH sample, a sharp BG is observed between 6.3 and 8.5 MHz,
while for the SH sample the BGs are detected between 6.1 and

7.8 MHz and above 11.0 MHz. For the LH sample, two less pro-
nounced minima of the transmitted amplitude can also be seen.
The first one appears above the first �60 dB cut-off frequency
(3.8 MHz) and corresponds to the f out frequency range denoted as
‘1st BG’ in Fig. 8. The second minimum (‘3rd BG’) is very shallow,
located approximately between 9.6 and 11.5 MHz. It is not clear
from the experimental results whether the latter minimum can
be assigned to some real BG.

The interpretation of the observed band structure for hexagonal
samples by FEM calculations (Fig. 9) is much less straightforward
than for the tetragonal structures. Most importantly, the propaga-
tion along the x1 direction in the hexagonal structure does not cor-
respond to a single direction on the 1st Brillouin zone, but to a path
from the center of the zone (C) to its corner (point K) and then to
its edge (point M, see the sketch in Fig. 9), where the notation C, M
and K is adopted from phonon mechanics [41]. Due to this complex
path, the xðkÞ curves for most of the propagation modes are non-
monotonous, exhibiting local stationary points (@x=@k ¼ 0) for
various values of k � 2p=a.

The visualizations of the selected propagation modes (see the
labels in Fig. 9) for the LH structure are depicted in Fig. 10 for
k ¼ p=2a; k ¼ p=a and k ¼ 2p=a. Among the three lowest (acous-
tic) modes, two shear modes (A–A0–A00, B–B0–B00) and one longitudi-
nal mode (C–C0–C00) can be distinguished based on the modal
shapes, although the latter intersects with a higher-order shear
mode D–D0–D00. The longitudinal mode has a stationary point at
approximately k ¼ 0:6ð2p=aÞ, i.e. neither in the corner of the zone
(but close to it), nor at its edge. Simultaneously, the longitudinal
mode C–C0–C00 intersects in the K-point with the dominantly shear
mode D–D0–D00, neither of them having zero group velocity @f=@k at

Fig. 8. Experimental results for the hexagonal scaffolds LH (upper plot) and SH (lower plot), showing the dependences of the transmitted signal amplitude on the input
frequency (f in) and on the dominant frequency of the output signal (f out); see Fig. 5 for a detailed legend. For each sample, the amplitude is normalized with respect to its
maximum output value.
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this point (this situation is more clearly seen for the corresponding
modes for the SH sample). This indicates degeneracy of these two
modes and their mutual conversion by Bragg scattering.

The stationary point of the C–C0–C00 mode, nevertheless, corre-
sponds well to the experimentally observed first cut-off frequency
and the start of the first BG. The polarizations of the modes appear-
ing above this point are dominantly shear, except of the mode E–
E0�E00, which is a propagating longitudinal mode between points
C and K, but turns into a non-propagating mode (@x=@k ¼ 0)
between K and M. The upper edge frequency of this mode corre-
sponds well to the start of the second experimentally observed
BG in the LH structure. At higher frequencies, nevertheless, any
clear distinguishing between longitudinal and shear modes
becomes impossible. Unlike tetragonal scaffolds, hexagonal scaf-
folds do not impose any particular symmetry to the modal shapes
except the mirror symmetry about the x3 ¼ 0 plane; hence, the
mixing of in-plane shears and longitudinal strains is not anyhow
constrained. The mode F–F0–F00 is dominantly shear for
k � 0:4ð2p=aÞ while the mode G–G0–G00 is dominantly longitudinal
in this region (see visualizations F and G). However, when the
curves for these two modes nearly touch each other at
k � 0:45ð2p=aÞ, their polarizations interchange (see visualizations
F0 and G0), which occurs again at k � 0:9ð2p=aÞ, and so the mode
F–F0–F00 is purely shear again at the edge of the Brillouin zone (visu-
alization F00), while the mode G–G0–G00 is purely longitudinal at this
point. The lowest frequency of the longitudinal polarization of
these two modes corresponds well to the end of the second exper-
imentally obtained BG, so it can be concluded that although the
mode G–G0–G00 is of the above described mixed polarization, this
mode enables some energy transmission through the structure.

All higher modes exhibit similar switching between longitudi-
nal and shear polarizations, or even more complex modal shapes
(such as H–H0–H00) in which the longitudinal and shear components
are fully comparable. Hence, it is difficult to find the origin of the
third experimental BG for the LH structure. The calculations pre-
dict a narrow BG for both longitudinal and shear modes at 9.7–
9.8 MHz, but the relation of this calculated BG and the broad
observed minimum of the transmitted amplitude is questionable.

Similarly, for the SH sample, the FEM calculation enables a
straightforward interpretation only for the lowest modes. The start
of the first BG again corresponds to the stationary point of the lon-
gitudinal acoustic mode. The end of this BG then probably corre-
sponds to the mode denoted by the dashed line in the lower
subplot of Fig. 9. This mode is geometrically similar to the mode
G–G0–G00 of the LH structure, and exhibits similar switching of
polarizations. However, at higher frequencies the agreement
between the model and experiment deteriorates. The FEM calcula-
tions predict a BG for both longitudinal and shear modes between
9.8 and 10.6 MHz, which cannot be seen in the experimental
results. On the contrary, the experiment gives a local maximum
of the transmitted amplitude in this interval. It is plausible that
this theoretically predicted BG may correspond to the measured
BG at above 11.0 MHz, and the discrepancy follows from the devi-
ations of the real micro-morphology of the scaffold from the geom-
etry of the FEM model. Similarly as for the tetragonal scaffolds, the
agreement between the model and the experiment at high fre-
quencies is worse for the denser structure. As it can be partially
seen from the optical micrographs in Fig. 1, the rods in these dense
structures (SS and SH) appear more wavy due to the inherent over-
lapping between layers, exhibiting less constant diameter over the

Fig. 9. Band structure of the hexagonal scaffolds LH (upper plot) and SH (lower plot) calculated by FEM. The thick (blue) lines denote the modes with dominant longitudinal
component, the thick dashed lines denote modes with mixed polarizations but having a dominant longitudinal component in some segments. The shaded region labeled as
‘Mixed modes’ covers the modes among which a distinguishing between dominantly longitudinal a dominantly shear ones is impossible. In the upper plot, the capital letters
A,. . .,H00 refer to Fig. 10; within the lower plot area, the first Brillouin zone of the hexagonal environment is sketched, with marked points C (center), K and M. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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structure; hence, a stronger disagreement with the model could be
expected.

5. Conclusions

Both experimental results and FEM calculations in the present
paper confirm that ceramic microlattices fabricated by Robocasting
exhibit band structures for longitudinal ultrasonic wave propaga-
tion with acoustic bandgaps. For the fine robocast scaffolds stud-
ied, the lowest BGs appear above 3 MHz. Broad BGs were
observed for both tetragonal and hexagonal structures, the spectral
width of these gaps being between �1 MHz and �2 MHz in both
cases. Robocasting, as a 3D printing method, is proved to be a
versatile tool for rapid prototyping of phononic crystals with a
prescribed acoustic band structure and bandgaps that block
acoustic energy propagation at frequency ranges of as high as 5–
10 MHz.

The results presented in this paper also show the limitations for
FEM modeling of the wave propagation in real robocast structures.
For increasing frequencies, the geometric imperfections and/or
boundary defects of the real structures may lead to significant
shifts between the predicted locations of the bandgaps and the real
frequency ranges in which the transmitted energy is lowered.
Despite this quantitative mismatch at high frequencies, FEM
calculations were shown efficient for the interpretation of the
experimentally observed band structures, and enabled also a
deeper insight into the acoustic wave propagation in the scaffolds,

especially for the hexagonal symmetry class where mixing of shear
and longitudinal polarizations appears.
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A B S T R A C T

This paper is dedicated to experimental and atomistic study of the influence of so called T-stress (acting along the
crack plane) on fracture processes in bcc iron. We analyze experimental results from fracture tests performed at
room temperature on bcc iron-silicon single crystals with a long edge crack (1̄ 1 0)[1 1 0] (crack plane/crack
front). The specimens were loaded in tension mode I under different border conditions inducing different sign of
the T-stress. The brittle-ductile behavior at the crack front was monitored on-line via optical microscopy together
with external force and prolongation of the specimens. Topology of the specimens has been investigated before
and after the fracture tests via the white light interferometer. The microscopic processes produced by the crack
itself were studied at 300 K via 3D molecular dynamic (MD) simulations in bcc iron under equivalent boundary
conditions and the T-stress was examined by means of stress calculations on the atomistic level. The experi-
mental and atomistic results show that the sign of the T-stress affects the fracture behavior. MD simulations
reveal that positive T-stress makes the emission of blunting dislocations 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} from the crack front more
difficult. As a consequence, higher external loading is needed for crack blunting in the experimental specimens
with T > 0 in comparison with the specimen having T < 0.

Introduction

The brittle-ductile response of bcc iron single crystals with a low
content of silicon is often studied experimentally, see e.g. [1–11], since
it is a good model material to understand crack behavior in structural
ferritic steels which is important topic in many engineering applica-
tions, e.g. for reactor steels [12]. The experimental studies reveal that
the brittle-ductile behavior depends on temperature [1–3] loading
(strain) rate [4], crack orientation [9,10] and type of loading [5–7,11].

Continuum analyses based on linear fracture mechanics (LFM) and
Peirls-Nabarro (PN) model for dislocations [13,14] enabled to introduce
a criterion for the brittle vs. ductile behavior of cracks by means of the
stress intensity factor K describing the near stress field at the crack front
and utilized also for evaluation of fracture tests. Beltz and coworkers
[15] incorporated into the Rice model [13] for isotropic continuum also
so called T-stress, i.e. the nonsingular constant term acting along the
crack plane. Extension of this model (including both K-factor and T-
stress) to anisotropic continuum and comparison with atomistic simu-
lations in bcc iron under bi-axial loading in mode I is presented in [16].

The study [16] shows that the brittle-ductile behavior is influenced by
the change of the T-stress under bi-axial loading. Recent 3D atomistic
studies [17] with a short and long edge cracks (1̄ 1 0)[1 1 0] (crack
plane/crack front) reveal that the brittle-ductile transition under uni-
axial tension in mode I at low temperature (∼0 K) can be caused also by
the crack length or by different boundary conditions due to the change
of the sign of the T-stress. This was our motivation for new fracture
experiments presented in the paper.

Previous fracture experiments [9] on Fe-Si single crystals with a
relatively short narrow edge notch a/W=0.3 (a means the crack
length and W the sample width) of the orientation (1̄ 1 0)[1 1 0] loaded
in mode I were only performed under the constant displacements
boundary conditions and they showed that the behavior at the crack
front was ductile.

In this paper we present the results of new fracture tests on single
crystals of α-Fe (2.1 wt%Si) with a narrow long edge notch a/W=0.8
of the type (1̄ 1 0)[1 1 0] loaded in mode I under two different border
conditions leading to the different sign of the T-stress by continuum
treatment. Because the relative ratio a/c (crack length/crack opening)
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exceeds 20, the notch (with a/c≈ 80) can be considered according to
the Goodier solution for elliptical cavities as a narrow crack and treated
by LFM, similar to [9]. The shape and orientation of the experimental
specimens is shown in Fig. 1. The experiments include also ultrasonic
measurements of the velocity of the elastic waves in the anisotropic Fe-
Si (2.1 wt%) crystals to determine the unknown elastic constants for the
given content of silicon. They are needed for evaluation of fracture
tests. The edge crack in fracture experiments was loaded under uniaxial
mode I at room temperature. The experimental results are accompanied
with new MD simulations at room temperature utilizing 3D atomistic
samples of similar geometry as in Fig. 1 (i.e. with the same ratios a/W,
L/W and B/W as in experiment). This means that the boundary cor-
rections factors FI and fI staying at the K-factor [18,20] and T-stress
[19,21] are the same in MD and as well in experiments. In other words,
this study utilizes the self-similar character of fracture mechanics. Our
question is how the sign of the T-stress (determined by the border
conditions) affects the brittle-ductile behavior at the crack front.

As pointed out in [22], any fracture process ultimately involves the
rupture of interatomic bonds and therefore, the processes on the atomic
scale critically influence overall fracture behavior. It concerns also the
crack induced generation of dislocations or stacking faults, where the
exchange of interatomic bonds plays the role. This activity is decisive
for crack stability or mechanisms of crack extension [23].

Although direct (quantitative) comparison of MD crack simulations
in bcc iron with fracture experiments on iron silicon crystals is im-
possible for many reasons (pre-existing dislocations, dilute Si atoms,
different strain rates, etc), we believe that a qualitative assessment of
the T-effect on the brittle-ductile behavior at the crack front is possible,
as shown below.

Experiments

Crystal preparation

Rod-like single crystals of a Fe–2.1 wt% Si alloy (diameter of 12mm;
length of 60mm) with the axis oriented in the 〈 〉1 1 0 direction were
grown by the floating zone melting technique at the Institute of Physics,
Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic (AS CR) using the apparatus
FZ-T-12000-X-VI-VP (Crystal Systems Corp., Japan) [24]. A molten
zone was established in the material located in a common focal point of
light beams produced by focusing the light beams of four Xe lamps
located in focal points of semi-ellipsoidal mirrors. The growth proce-
dure was done using an oriented seed crystal in argon atmosphere in the
course of moving the material along the material axis at a rate of
10mm/h. Simultaneously, both the seed (later being grown crystal) and

the materials were rotated in opposite directions by the rate of 10 rev/
min. After checking the crystallographic orientation via an x-ray Laue
back-scattering technique, rectangular samples of length L of about
50mm, width W of about 10mm, and thickness B of about 1.85mm
were prepared by electrospark cutting. The shape and crystallography
of the samples are schematically shown in Fig. 1. The deformed layer
was removed by grinding and by chemical polishing in dilute mixture of
HF and H2O2. After this procedure, a narrow edge notch of the length a
of about 8mm was electrospark cut using a thin tungsten wire of dia-
meter of 50 μm. After cutting, the initial crack opening COD=2c was
about ∼0.2 mm. More precise values are given in Table 1. Note that
while the specimens No1 and No2 were of rectangular shape, the
sample No3 was rather of a trapezoidal (conic) shape after the cutting
from the original circular rod of the single crystal. The basic values W
given in Table 1 are valid for the middle of the specimen where the
notch of the length a was cut.

The orientation of the main surface LW of the sample in Fig. 1 is
(1 1 0), the side surface LB is (0 0 1) and BW surfaces possess the or-
ientation (1̄ 1 0). The crack is parallel to the (1̄ 1 0) plane; the crack
front is oriented in the [1 1 0] direction; and the potential direction of
crack extension is [0 0 1].

Precise chemical analysis from the single crystal has been shown
that Si content is 2.1 wt% Si. The content of other impurities corre-
sponds to about C∼ 0.003, P∼ 0.01, S∼ 0.01, Mn∼ 0.01 (in wt%)
and other 0.02 wt%.

Ultrasonic measurements

Since experimental values of the elastic constants for the present
content of silicon are not known, we performed in IT AS CR ultrasonic
measurements of the velocity of the longitudinal (L) and transverse (T)
shear waves in the [1 1 0] direction (the thickness B) and in the [0 0 1]
direction (the width W) of the specimen viewed in Fig. 1. Pulse-echo
method and PZT transducers with nominal frequency 30MHz have
been used for the measurements of L-waves through the thickness B,

Fig. 1. Geometry and crystallographic orientation of the specimens with edge crack (1̄ 1 0)[1 1 0] (crack plane/crack front). The grey area indicates type of loading
induced by the gripper: a/ constant displacements at the borders (specimen No2); b/ partial loading by constant stress along the distance d (specimens No1, No3).

Table 1
Dimensions of three experimental specimens from the Fe-2 wt%Si single crystal
corresponding to scheme in Fig. 1. Note that c=COD/2.

No. L W B a COD a/c a/W
mm mm mm mm mm

1 49.71 9.92–3 1.83–5 7.98 0.195 81.9 0.80
2 49.72 9.88–9 1.83–5 7.96 0.194 82.1 0.80
3 50.66 11.42 ± 1 1.86–8 8.07 0.196 82.3 0.71
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while the through-transmission method and transducers at 20MHz
were used for the measurements of L-waves in the [0 0 1] direction
(along the width W). Additional measurements of propagation of the
shear T-waves through the thickness B have been performed using
transducers at 20MHz. The transducers were glued either on the ex-
tended free surface LW of the specimen in Fig. 1 or on the side narrow
surface LB.

For our crystal orientation the elastic constants can be determined
e.g. from the relations given in [25]:

= = =

− =

′ρ ρ ρ

ρ

C (V ) , C (V ) , C (V ) ,

(C C )/2 (V ) ,
11 L[001]

2
110 L[110]

2
44 T2[110]

2

11 12 T1[110]
2

where the index T2[110] means the transverse (shear) waves polarized in
the direction [1̄ 1 0] (in the basic cubic orientation the displacements
U1≠ 0, U2≠ 0, U3=0), while the index T1[110] means the T-waves
polarized in the [0 0 1] direction (where only U3≠ 0). The average
velocities were determined from 5 or 7 measurements in each case on
the rectangular specimens No1 a No2 (see Table 1) and the results are
following:

= = =

=

V 5341 m/s, V 6235 m/s, V 3960 m/s,

V 2360 m/s.
L[001] L[110] T2[110]

T1[110]

The density ρ of the iron crystal with the content 2.1 wt%Si has been
determined to be ρ=7.783× 103 kg/m3 from the relation
ρ=0.021ρ(Si)+ 0.979 ρ(Fe) with the densities
ρ(Si)= 2.329× 103 kg/m3 for pure Si and ρ(Fe)= 7.9× 103 kg/m3 for
pure bcc Fe. The content 2.1 wt%Si corresponds to 4.09 at% Si. The
numerical value ρ=7.783×103 kg/m3

fits well with the experimental
and theoretical dependencies ρ vs. at% Si for the iron-silicon single
crystals presented in Fig. 1 in [26]. Utilizing the values above for de-
termination of the elastic constants we obtain

= × = ×

= × = ×

′C 2.22 10 N/m , C 3.03 10 N/m ,

C 1.22 10 N/m , C 1.35 10 N/m .
11

11 2
110

11 2

44
11 2

12
11 2

The largest scattering of data was monitored in the case of VL[001],
which concerns evaluation of C11. Due to the narrow LB cross section
the measurement of the velocity of the L-waves in the [0 0 1] direction
was not very precise since the side lateral wave reflections from LW
surfaces make difficult a precise measurement of the transit time. If we
use the more precise measurements of VL[110], i.e. the value of
′C110= (C11+C12+2C44)/2 and the value C44 given above for the
evaluation of C11, we obtain C11= 2.24× 1011 N/m2 and consequently
C12= 1.38×1011 N/m2. The new values differ from the previous by
about 1% and 2.2% respectively, which approximately represents the
accuracy of evaluation of the elastic constants in the present study. For
further treatment we will consider a set C11= 2.24×1011 N/m2.
C12= 1.35×1011 N/m2 and C44= 1.22×1011 N/m2. It complies well
with the experimental data on the elastic constants of Fe-Si single
crystals in the region of low content of silicon, viewed in Fig. 2 in [26].
For comparison, the room temperature data for pure bcc iron from ul-
trasonic measurements [27] are C11= 2.33, C12= 1.35 and
C44= 1.18×1011 N/m2. It may be seen that the elastic constants of Fe-
Si single crystals with low content of silicon do not differ significantly
from pure bcc iron. It complies with quantum mechanical treatment
[28] of the elastic constants in dilute Fe-Si alloys, where just a week
dependence on Si content is valid up to ∼9 at% Si.

The presented results will be utilized in the next part of the study for
evaluation of the effective elastic stiffness coefficient C binding the
energy release rate G with the stress intensity factor K in anisotropic
crystals via the relation G=C·K2. It needs to know the matrix of the
elastic constants ‘Cij and of the compliance constants ‘Sij for our crystal
orientation shown in Fig. 1. If the coordination system according to
LFM is utilized, i.e. the axis x= x1= [0 0 1], y= x2=[1̄ 1 0],
z= x3= [1 1 0], then the individual elements of the matrix are given

by the relations: ‘C11=C11; ‘C12= ‘C13=C12;
‘C22= ‘C33= (C11+C12+ 2 C44)/2; ‘C23= (C11+C12− 2 C44)/2 …
‘C44= (C11− C12)/2; ‘C55= ‘C66=C44. Numerically the matrix is
given by

2.24 1.35 1.35 0 0 0
1.35 3.03 0.585 0 0 0
1.35 0.585 3.03 0 0 0

0.434 0 0
1.22 0

1.22

in units of 10 N/m .11 2

The compliance constants ‘Sij are determined by inversion of the C-
matrix given above for Fe-2.1 wt%Si. In this case the S-matrix is:

− −
−
− −

0.813 0.304 0.304 0 0 0
0. 304 0.457 0.047 0 0 0
0.304 0.047 0.457 0 0 0

2.304 0 0
0.820 0

0.820

in units of 10 m /N.11 2

Fracture tests

The crystals were loaded by uniaxial tension in the direction parallel
to the sample length L, i.e., the crack was loaded in tension mode I. The
fracture experiments were performed at the Institute of
Thermomechanics, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic (AS CR),
using the electromechanical testing machine TiraTest 2300 (force re-
solution 0.1 N, displacement resolution 1 µm using LVDT gaging sen-
sors) equipped with special grippers modeling the different border
conditions: i/ with the prescribed constant end displacements (Figs. 1a
and 2a) and ii/ with a partial stress loading on an area d B, enabling
bending (Figs. 1b and 2b). The total shape of the specimens in Fig. 2
was recorded during the tests by means of uEye UI-2250-C CCD camera
(chip size 1/1.8″) with full 1600× 1200 pts. Crack behavior was ob-
served (with using the same magnification for each crystal) by an
OLYMPUS SZ60 optical stereo microscope installed on the test machine
and monitored on line by a video recorder. The active sample length
(between the grippers) was about La≈ 28mm in the case of the sam-
ples No1 and No2, while for No3 it was La≈ 24mm. During the frac-
ture tests, the loading force P(t), the crosshead displacement ΔL, and
the crack tip opening displacements CTOD were recorded simulta-
neously (on-line) by means of the optical microscope records. The
camera enabled to detect also the maximum crack opening COD at the
edge of the crack during loading in mode I.

The stress intensity factor was determined from the known relation

= =K F σ π a σ P BW( ) where /I I A A
1
2

Fig. 2. Experimental arrangement for tension mode I: a/ constant displace-
ments at the borders (specimen No2); b/ the grippers enabling bending (spe-
cimens No1, No3). The distance between the grippers corresponds to the active
sample length La.
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is the applied stress and FI is the boundary correction factor depending
on relative sample dimensions and the boundary conditions.

For the sample No2, the same grippers as in [3] were used with
prescribed end displacements (Figs. 1a and 2a) and the shape function
FI (a/W) has been determined by Harris [20] from the relation

= − −F a W a W a W( / ) 5/[20 13 / 7( / ) ] ,I
2 1/2

similar to [3].
For the samples No1 and No3, the new grippers were used, enabling

bending in the LW plane (Figs. 1b and 2b) under a momentum M. In this
case we utilize the boundary corrections and stress intensity factors
suggested in [18] that can be written [33] as:

= + −F a W W πa πa W πa W

πa W

( / ) [(2 / ) tan( /2 )] [0.923 0.199(1 sin( /2 )) ]

/cos( /2 ),
2

1/2 4

= =K F σ π a σ M BW( ) , where 6 / .M M1 2
1/2 2

We suppose that along the distance d in Fig. 1b a constant stress
distribution acts in the grippers. It leads to the resulting force P acting
at the distance d1= d/2 and to the momentum M=P·d1. In the case of
the sample Vz1 the distance d=4mm and d1= 0.2W, so that
σM=6*0.2WP/BW2=1.2P/BW=1.2σA and we may use the standard
formulation for K-factor given above with FI=1.2 F2 and F2=4.71 for
a/W=0.8. In the case Vz3, the distance d=6mm and d1 corresponded
to 0.25W, i.e. FI=1.5 F2 with F2=2.72 for a/W=0.7. The needed
data on the relative ratio a/W, further on M and FI are included in
Table 2, including the used crosshead speed VE=1mm/min (at No1
and No2) and VE=0.2mm/min for the specimen No3.

In the case of the most favored inclined slip system 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2}
viewed in Fig. 3 the Burgers vectors lie in the observation LW plane
(1 1 0) and so, no slip traces are expected on the surface planes LW in
the perpendicular z-direction. Activity of the slip system leads only to
surface steps on the right free surface of the specimen (in front of the
crack). This is visible as an extension or contraction in W-direction.

For the reasons mentioned above, the fracture test with the sample
No2 was interrupted behind the maximum of the loading force P(t) and
the topography of the sample No2 has been evaluated after the fracture
test by white-light interferometry using the topography module of the
Polytec MSA-500 Micro System Analyzer.

MD simulations

The same sample geometry (i.e. the same ratios a/W, L/W, B/W),
the same crack orientation as in Fig. 1 and the same type of loading as
in fracture experiments on the specimens No2 and No1 have been used
for 3D atomistic simulations in bcc iron via molecular dynamics tech-
nique. Stress calculations have been performed at temperature of 0 K
and 300 K, while the brittle vs. ductile behavior was examined at room
temperature of 300 K, relevant to experiments.

Atomistic samples consisted of 440 atomic planes (1̄ 1 0) in L-di-
rection, 220 planes (0 0 1) in W-direction and 30 planes (1 1 0) in B-
direction along the crack front. The total number of atoms in the 3D
crystal was NPOIN=1452 000.

The initial edge crack has been created by cutting interatomic bonds
across the crack faces and interatomic interactions across the initial

crack faces have not been allowed during MD simulations. The initial
crack length in the [0 0 1] direction (see Fig. 1) corresponds to a=88
ao, where ao= 2.8665Å is the lattice parameter in bcc iron by the
potential in use. It corresponds to the ratio a/W=0.8, relevant for
fracture experiments with the specimens No1 and No2. The crack is
atomically sharp with initial ratio a/c≈ 124.

Surface relaxation has been performed before the loading to avoid
its influence on crack tip processes. No periodic boundary conditions
were applied. Newtonian equations of motion for individual atoms were
solved in all three directions by a central difference method using stable
time integration step h=1E-14s.

In simulations at temperature of 300 K, random atomic velocities
were prescribed initially for all the atoms in the crystal according to
Maxwell-Boltzman distribution in classical thermodynamics and the
crystal was heated for some period without any loading. When a steady
state was reached in the system with an average value of the kinetic
energy corresponding to temperature of 300 K (i.e. Ekin= 3/2 NPOIN kB
(300 K)), we started with loading of the crystal. It was after the time
step 268 in the presented study (i.e. from t= 269 h).

Similar to our previous work, we use our in-house Fortran sequence
code for MD simulations and the same N-body potential [35] for bcc
iron, tested successfully in many applications. MD simulations are
completed by additional stress calculations on the atomistic level for
purposes of the comparison atomistic versus continuum predictions.
The stress calculations on the atomistic level were performed using the
concept of the so-called interplanar stress [36], since it is able to ade-
quately describe the stress gradient arising when straining is in-
homogeneous in the range of the interatomic interactions, e.g. at in-
terfaces and free surfaces or during dislocation generation. Comparison
with other concepts is discussed in detail in [36]. The fracture char-
acteristics for the potential in use are given in [16], as well as in [17].
(Theoretical values of the Griffith stress intensity factor for the potential
in use are KG=0.906MPam1/2 for plane strain and
KG= 0.886MPam1/2 for plane stress conditions.)

To model the crack behavior in the specimen No2, the atomistic
sample was loaded with prescribed end displacements VA on 6 surface

Table 2
Results of fracture tests at room temperature: σcr = Pcr/BW, H=La/2, KIcr = FI σcr (π a)1/2. The crosshead speed during the tests was VE= 1mm/min for the
specimens No1 and No2, and for No3 it was VE= 0.2mm/min. The values T/σ and biaxiality ratio β= (πa)1/2 T/KI are taken from ref. a/, d/. References: bHarris
[20]; aFett [21]; cMarchand [33]; dSherry [19].

No Pcr (kN) ΔLcr (mm) ΔLk (mm) σcr (MPa) Boundary con. H/W a/W FI KIcr (MPa m1/2) T/σ β

No1 1.80 2.89 4.25 98.52 M=0.20WPc 1.4 0.80 5.65 88.12 +1.92a +0.85d

No2 1.37 0.60 / 75.5 VA
b 1.4 0.80 2.24b 26.75 −0.78a −0.98a

No3 2.42 1.94 3.87 108 σA, d= 0.5Wa 1.0 0.71 5.23a 89.92 +1.96a +0.38a

No3 2.42 1.94 3.87 108 M=0.25WPc 1.0 0.71 4.07 70.05 +1.96a +0.60d

Fig. 3. Orientation of the crack plane and available inclined slip system: the
letter b denotes the Burgers vector oriented in the direction [1̄ 1 1], lying in the
plane (1 1 0) and as well in the slip plane (1̄ 1 2). Orientation of the crack front
is [1 1 0]. Observation planes in MD and in experiment are the LW planes (1 1 0)
perpendicular to the crack front.
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BW layers at the bottom and the top of the sample in Fig. 1a, loaded in
L-direction. The surface atoms with prescribed displacements do not
enter the time integration scheme.

To study the crack behavior in the specimen No1, the atomistic
sample has been loaded with prescribed external forces at the top and
bottom of the sample in the directions 〈 〉1̄ 1 0 . The external forces were
distributed to 6 surface BW layers up to the distance d=0.4W (see
Fig. 1b), which corresponds to the experiment. The applied stress σA
and the external force per one atom are related via simple relations
Fext =A110*σA where A110 = (ao)2/√2 is the area per 1 atom in the
〈1 1 0〉 direction where ao is the lattice parameter in bcc iron. When Fext
is distributed into 6 layers in L-direction then the force acting at one
atom in 1ayer is F(1)= Fext/6. This distribution is used to avoid failure
at the loaded surfaces and to transfer well external loading toward the
crack.

During the simulations we monitored each time step the global
energy balance (WEXT, EPOT, EKIN), the total number of the interac-
tions in the system LINT, further the relative shear displacement U10 at
the crack tip, the maximum crack opening displacements (COD) and
also the crack advance in the middle of the crystal (i.e. at B/2). At
selected time steps, the coordinates X(li), Y(li), Z(li), the local kinetic
energy Ekin(li) and the coordination numbers KNT(li) of all the in-
dividual atoms li in the system are recorded for purposes of the gra-
phical treatment of MD results. We use our in-house Fortran sequence
code for MD simulations. For visualization of the results in 3D we utilize
graphical codes written in the commercial computing environment
Matlab. We can scan the situation in all the individual (1 1 0) planes
along the crack front and in the perpendicular planes (0 0 1) and (1̄ 1 0)
as well, if needed.

Static stress calculations have been performed to see how LFM
works on the atomistic level at temperature of 0 K and the dynamic
simulations under higher level of loading discover the micromechanics
of crack growth at temperature of 300 K. Here, 2D visualization of
defects is in gray scale while 3D visualization is in color.

Results and discussions

Experimental results and continuum predictions

In cubic anisotropic crystals the relation between the energy release
rate G and K factor at the crack front is given [18] by

=
= + +

G C·K , where C
(A A /2) {(A /A ) (2 A A )/2A } .

2

11 22
1/2

22 11
1/2

12 66 11
1/2

The elastic compliance coefficients Aij follows from the known
strain-stress relations εi = Sij σj.

Under plane strain conditions at the crack front
(ε3= ε31= ε32= 0), the needed Aij constants are given by a relation
Aij = Sij− S3i Sj3/S33 which leads to A11= 0.5698, A12=−0.2664,
A22= 0.4470, A66= 0.8621 and C=0.387×10−11 m2/N. The last
value for Fe-2.1 wt%Si differs only slightly from the value
C= 0.386×10−11 m2/N determined for pure bcc iron in [16]. Under
plane stress conditions the Aij coefficients are replaced by the Sij con-
stants from the matrix above and C=0.403× 10−11 m2/N in the Fe
(2.1 wt%Si) crystals.

LEFM utilizes also the effective elastic constant describing pure
tension, Young modulus. Considering simple tension of a perfect crystal
(i.e. Fig. 1 without the crack) in the L direction [1̄ 1 0] in Fig. 1, Young
modulus under plane stress condition in the B-direction [1 1 0] of the Fe
(Si)crystals is given by the relation E=1/s22= 2.189×1011 N/m2.
Under plane strain condition in the [1 1 0] direction E=1/
A22=2.237×1011 N/m2, which is the same as in bcc iron.

When cleavage crack growth is expected then G=2γ where γ is the
surface formation energy for given crack orientation and the corre-
sponding K-factor needed for cleavage is called as Griffith stress

intensity factor KG=(2 γ/C)1/2.
The experimental value of γ for our crack orientation in pure bcc

iron can be estimated from [29] by relation γ0− n110·kBT. Here
γ0= 2.550 J/m2 is the value for 0 K extrapolated by Miedema [29a]
from high temperature data on surface tension in liquid state of iron
and the second term is a temperature correction by Tyson [29b] where
n110= 1/a02 √2 is the number of atoms per unit area on (1 1 0) plane,
a0= 2.866Å is the lattice parameter and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
For temperature of 300 K and pure bcc iron it gives γ110= 2.48 J/m2,
i.e. 2 γ110= 4.96 J/m2. MD simulations in [16] indicated at the front of
the crack (1̄ 1 0)[1 1 0] the strain energy W110= 2 γ110= 3.85 J/m2 is
needed for cleavage in pure bcc iron under bi-axial tension. The weak
anisotropy of γ in bcc Fe is discussed in [29c].

As to Fe-Si crystals, some data for low content of Si (3%) can be
found in [4] and [30], but only for crack orientation on a {0 0 1} plane.
Large scattering of low temperature data γ100= 1.36–28 J/m2 is re-
ported by Gilman in [30] while KIC=0.9MPam1/2 close to Griffith
value was reported in [4] at room temperature. It corresponds to about
G=C KIC

2= 2γ001= 3.53 J/m2 using C= 0.436× 10−11 m2/N for
the crack orientation (0 0 1)[1 1 0] tested in [4]. By continuum treat-
ment (e.g. in the model by Orowan or in [31]), the surface cleavage
energy 2γhkl is calculated as the work done by the stress, needed to
separate two given surfaces and it is proportional to an effective elastic
constant (Cij or E) acting in the crystallographic direction [h k l]. It
means, for Fe-Si crystals we may estimate it from a relation
2γ110= (‘C11/C11) 2γ001. Utilizing the elastic constant given above we
obtain an experimental estimate 2γ110= 4.78 J/m2 for temperature of
300 K. It complies well with the experimental estimate 4.96 J/m2 for
pure bcc iron presented above. The expected Griffith stress intensity for
cleavage initiation of the crack (1̄ 1 0)[1 1 0] in Fe-2 wt%Si could be
KG(1 1 0)= 1.11–1.13MPam1/2 for plane strain and
KG=1.09–1.11MPam1/2 for plane stress. It follows from the experi-
mental estimates of γ110 for pure bcc Fe and Fe-3 wt%Si and from the
different C-coefficients for plane strain and plane stress.

The tested crack (1̄ 1 0)[1 1 0] loaded in mode I at room temperatures
is usually ductile (see [9,11,16]) and extends slowly via blunting me-
chanism caused by dislocation emission into the inclined 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2}
slip systems. It is because the available slip system 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2}
(Fig. 3) has the largest Schmid factor 0.47 (so that the shear stress τA
acting in the slip system and coming from the applied tension stress σA
is τA=0.47 σA). Moreover, the slip system in this case is oriented in the
hard anti-twinning direction [16]. As a consequence, the crack itself
does not generate twins and prefers dislocation emission, leading to
crack blunting. The second possibility is an oblique slip system 〈1 1 1〉
{1 1 0} with Schmid factor 0.41. The activity of this slip system at the
short crack a/W=0.3 was observed experimentally before but only
under cyclic [11] loading in mode I, not under monotonic tension. An
activity of the third possible slip system 〈1 1 1〉{1 2 3} in bcc is not
probable in our case because of a very low Schmid factor (≈0.15, i.e.
sqrt(2/3)*1/sqrt(28)).

When dislocation emission on inclined slip systems is expected, then
by the Rice isotropic model [13] including only K-factor, the energy
release rate can be expressed in a simple form Gdisl= γus f(θ) where f
(θ)= 8/(1+ cos θ)sin2 θ and γus is so called unstable stacking fault
energy, which is the energy barrier that has to be overcome during
dislocation generation in an available slip system, inclined to the crack
plane under an angle θ. The model [13] is based on Peierls-Nabarro
(PN) model for dislocations. Atomistic simulations [32] have been
shown that the values of Gdisl and Kdisl = (Gdisl/C)1/2 by [13] are sig-
nificantly overestimated. Beltz and coworkers [15,16] has been shown
that T-stress can significantly decreases the value Gdisl and consequently
Kdisl. There is no simple (analytical) relation including T-stress into the
expression for G or K needed for dislocation generation. The PN
equations occurring in the Beltz-Rice model [15,16] have to be solved
numerically. As an example of the T-effect may serve one case in [16]
concerning the central crack (1̄ 1 0)[1 1 0] in the extended crystal of bcc
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iron loaded uni-axially with applied stress σA in mode I. The inclination
angle of the available slip systems 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} for dislocation emis-
sion is θ=54.7° (precisely tg (θ)= √2 in bcc lattice) and thus by Rice
model [13] including only K-factor in isotropic continuum Gdisl/
γus= 7.612. Including T=−σA into the isotropic model [15] then
Gdisl/γus= 4.27. In our anisotropic case with T=Re(μ1μ2)
σA=−0.8857 σA one obtains Gdisl/γus= 4.09 which means a drop al-
most 50% (with respect to 7.612) caused by the T-stress. Further de-
crease comes from normal relaxation in the slip system and the final
material parameter Kdisl = 0.892MPam1/2 has been found to be smaller
than KG=0.906MPam1/2 with the used potential [33] for bcc iron. In
agreement with the Beltz-Rice prediction, the expected dislocation
emission on 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} slip systems was really monitored by MD in
[16] in this case. The recent MD study [17] confirmed that the Beltz-
Rice model [16] is applicable as well for edge cracks in finite samples
when the boundary correction factors staying at K-factor and T-stress
are included into consideration. Since the unstable stacking fault energy
γus for Fe-Si alloys is not known, we will utilize the value
Kdisl = 0.892MPam1/2 which is a reasonable estimate since the elastic
properties of the dilute Fe-2.1 wt%Si alloy are very close to pure bcc
iron. The value can be utilized to determine the yield stress from the
relation σys=Kdisl/(π a)1/2=5.63MPa considering the crack length
a=8mm in an extended crystal.

The direct results of the fracture tests i.e. the diagrams P-ΔL and P-t
for the individual samples are shown in Fig. 4a and in Fig. 4b respec-
tively. Evaluation of fracture toughness is presented in Table 2, in-
cluding the shape functions FI with corresponding references. The
maximum force from the tension diagrams is denoted as Pcr and simi-
larly the further corresponding quantities: prolongation of the sample
ΔLcr, σcr = Pcr/BW and Kcr= FI σcr (π a)1/2. The quantity ΔLk denotes
the final prolongation of the fractured sample. Fig. 4c presents the
stress–strain diagrams for the specimens No1 and No2. It was

recalculated from Fig. 4a,b as σ= P/WB and ε= ΔL/La where the ac-
tive sample length is La= 28mm and the dimensions W, B correspond
to average values following from Table 1. The stress-strain diagram was
not evaluated in the case of the specimen No 3 because of its variable
cross section WB along the length L – see Table 1. (The specimen has
been prepared from the remaining part of the cylindrical single crystal
and it served rather for testing of the new bending grippers.)

Table 2 also includes the biaxiality ratio β= T (π a)1/2/KI from the
compendium [19], often used instead of T in engineering applications
(e.g. in [37]), and as well T-stress from the compendium of the elastic
solutions by Fett [21].

For the finite geometry associated with our samples loaded under
mode I, the T-stress can be approximated by a relation [21]: T/σ=f (a/
W, H/W) where σ is a characteristic stress for given type of loading. For
constant displacements VA applied at the borders in mode I it is by [21]
σ= σo=E VA/H where E is Young modulus. For the boundary condi-
tion with the applied constant stress at the borders the characteristic
stress is σ= σA. In this case the biaxiality ratio can also be written as
β= f/F where F is the geometric (shape) function in definition K= σo F
(π a)1/2 presented in [21].

In the case of partially applied stress acting along a distance d1 it can
be written [21] generally as T/σ=f(a/W, H/W, d1/W). The tabulated
values of the shape function f from [21] for the individual specimens
are included in Table 2.

The problem is that while the elastic solutions by Fett for constant
displacement boundary condition [21] can be successfully used in a low
elastic region of loading, the solutions lost their validity in nonlinear
and elasto-plastic region of loading. The characteristic stress σo for the
specimen No2 at the maximum of the tension diagram P-ΔL, i.e. at
ΔLcr=0.6mm reaches a very high level σo=E ΔLcr/
La=2.189×1011 N/m2*(0.6/28)= 4.69 GPa, exceeding the conven-
tional yield stress limit Rp02= E*0.002= 440MPa, representing a

Fig. 4. Records from the fracture tests: a/ total force P vs. prolongation ΔL; b/ total force P vs. time. Crosshead speed VE=1mm/min was used for the specimens
No1 and No2 and VE=0.2mm/min for the specimen No3; c/ stress-strain diagrams for the specimens No1 and No2.
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limit for using LFM in practical applications with technical ductile
materials. To avoid the problem, we utilize the boundary correction
factor by Harris [20] and the characteristic stress σ=P/WB for K-
factor. The reasons are explained more in detail in Section “MD results”.

Moreover, the value Kcr for No2 was checked in two ways: an R-
curve [9,12] was constructed in the same way as in [9]: at selected
values P(t), the crack tip opening (CTOD) was measured from the video
records, the effective crack length was defined as aeff= a+ ablunt where
ablunt= CTOD/2 and the effective K-factor was determined according to
the relation Rmax=C K2

eff, where Rmax denotes the maximum of the
curve R=C K2(aeff) and C is the elastic coefficient for plane stress or
plane strain. The maximum of the R-curve corresponds to fracture
toughness Keff=30.2MPam1/2. Another check was the determination
of the crack driving force according to the relation Gc≈ 2 V(x)* σys
from [12], where 2 V(x) stands for the maximum crack opening. In the
case of the sample No2 (see Fig. 2a), the maximum crack opening CODcr

corresponds approximately to CTOD and ΔLcr. Taking 2 V
(x)=CODcr=0.6mm and σys=5.63MPa (as suggested above) we
obtain the estimate Gc=3378 J/m and the corresponding values Kc
(ps)= 28.95MPam1/2, Kc(pd)=29.54MPam1/2 which agrees well
with Kcr presented in Table 2 (utilizing FI by Harris [20]). Here the
abbreviation (ps) means plane stress and (pd) plane strain (deforma-
tion).

In the case of the samples No1 and No3 loaded with the bending
grippers the situation is different (see Fig. 2b). Here the maximum crack
opening at the edge of the crack (COD) differs from the maximum crack
tip opening displacements CTOD measured from the on-line microscope
records. We evaluated CODcr from the camera records at the time cor-
responding to Pcr and after that calculated Gc=CODcr* σys:

= = =

=

= = =

=

COD Gc Kc ps

Kc pd

COD Gc Kc ps

Kc pd

(No1) 4.51 mm, (No1) 25391 J/m , ( ) 79.38,

( ) 81.00 MPa m ,

(No3) 2.33 mm, (No3) 13135 J/m , ( ) 57.09,

( ) 58.26 MPa m .

cr

cr

2

1/2

2

1/2

This independent estimate of the fracture toughness Kc for the
specimen No1 complies well with the critical value Kcr from Table 2. It
is not so in the case of the sample No3 because of its terrible shape and
thus we exclude No3 from further considerations. (It served rather as a
test specimen for the new bending grippers).

The ductile fracture for this crack orientation was accompanied by
an extensive crack blunting in all the samples under increasing loading,
which is illustrated in Fig. 5 where the details at the crack front from
the on-line microscope are shown for the individual specimens under
the critical loading Pcr. The inclination angle (θ≈ 55°) of the slip bands
indicates that the 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} slip systems have been activated at the
front of the (1̄ 1 0) crack. The behavior of the specimens behind the
maximum Pcr is discussed below. Note that while dislocation emission
on the inclined slip systems 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} causes crack blunting, the
emission on oblique slip systems (e.g. on 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 0}) creates jog in
the crack front which may cause crack deflection. This probably con-
cerns the specimen No1 in Fig. 5.

Topography of the specimen No2 in Fig. 6 shows that no significant
changes at the sample surface LW in the perpendicular z-direction
[1 1 0] are monitored at the crack front (see the lower part in Fig. 6a,b)
since the Burgers vector of the active slip systems 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} lies in
the observation plane (1 1 0) – see Fig. 3. Significant changes are visible
in Fig. 6c in the vertical direction, where the plastic deformation of the
sample width W reaches of about 240 μm, while along the free surface
in horizontal direction the z-coordinate varies slightly in the range by
about 4 μm. This is caused by dominant activity of the inclined slip
systems 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} which is clarified in the next Section “MD re-
sults”.

As to T-stress, it can reduce or increase the critical shear stress for
slip processes on the inclined slip planes. It can be easy understood via a
continuum model by Rice [34], where the critical shear stress τc in a slip
system inclined with respect to the crack plane under an angle θ is
reduced via a simple interchange → +τ τ T θ θsin cosc c . It may be seen
that negative T-stress will make the dislocation generation at the crack
front more easy, while positive T-stress will increase the stress barrier
for dislocation generation which makes it more difficult. It is docu-
mented in Fig. 7 where the experimental dependencies P vs CTOD are
presented for the specimens No2 with T < 0 and No1, No3 with T > 0
according to [21,19] – see Table 2. The quantity CTOD reflects crack
blunting caused by dislocation emission or motion of pre-existing dis-
locations on the inclined slip systems 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} at the crack front.
Fig. 7 shows that higher external loading P is needed for the samples
No1, No3 with positive T-stress to reach the same CTOD (i.e. crack
blunting) in comparison with the sample Vz2 with T < 0. This com-
plies with the prediction by Rice [34] mentioned above. The sign of the
T-stress in our anisotropic crystals is treated below on the atomistic
level.

MD results

The static stress field in front of an atomically sharp crack in the
elastic phase of loading can be described sufficiently well by the two
parametric LFM including K-factor and T-stress [16]. In an anisotropic
continuum at distance r from the crack tip along the axis of crack
propagation (angle θ=0), we may write

= − + =σ
μ μ

π
σ

π
Re( )K

2 r
T, K

2 r
,xx

1 2 I
yy

I
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where Re(μ1μ2) is an anisotropic factor depending on the crack or-
ientation. Under plane strain conditions prevailing in the middle of our
crystal, – Re(μ1μ2)=+0.8857 [16] for the crack orientation (1̄ 1 0)
[1 1 0]. In the isotropic case, it is – Re(μ1μ2)=+1. The relation between
KI and T in an extended anisotropic crystal loaded under uniaxial ten-
sion mode I can be written as T=Re(μ1μ2) KI/(π a)1/2 which follows
from [16]. If a finite crystal with an edge crack is considered, then the
boundary correction factors have to be included. This is treated bellow.

Prescribed end displacements (MD model for the specimen No2)
The treatment by Fett [21] for isotropic continuum under the

Fig. 5. Crack opening at the maximum of the total force P(t) for the individual specimens (visualized from the left to the right): No1; No2; No3.
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constant boundary conditions need to be modified for our anisotropic
case. We may replace the isotropic elastic constants occurring in the
solution via relations E=1/A22=2.237× 1011 N/m2 and Poisson
ratio ν with an average value ν≈ 0.3 mentioned above. We extra-
polated the data for H/W=0.25, 0.5, 1 given in [21] to our value H/
W=1.4. We have gained FI≅ 0.80 and T/σo≅−0.78= fI (in Table 2)
relevant for our MD simulations with the edge crack a/W=0.8 under
the constant displacements conditions.

Static stress calculations on the atomistic level presented below
have been performed at initial temperature of 0 K in agreement with
continuum models where no thermal activation is considered.

In the treatment by Harris [20] the characteristic stress is given by

the measured external force P according to the relation σ=P/WB and
by the shape function FI=2.24 for a/W=0.8 (see Table 2). (Note that
the T-stress was not treated in [20].) In MD simulations with the pre-
scribed end displacements VA the external tension force P acting at the
bottom and the top of the crystal in Fig. 1 should be equal to resulting
interatomic force RF= ∑Rn(li) in one half of the crystal loaded with the
prescribed end displacements. Here Rn(li) denotes the normal compo-
nent of the resolved force at one individual atom li, acting in the normal
direction n= [1̄ 1 0] (see Fig. 1). Time development of RF during a re-
latively slow loading rate 14.7 Å/20 000 h is shown in Fig. 8a. The
horizontal line near the time step 0 is caused by the flight time of the
loading waves needed to travel from the upper sample border to x-axis

Fig. 6. Topography on the LW surface (1 1 0) of the specimen No2 before and after fracture test via the white light interferometer: a/ initial state before loading at the
crack front; b/ final state at the crack front; c/ final state at the edge perpendicular to W-direction [0 0 1]. The dashed line denotes where the z-coordinate in the
lower part of the figure is measured.
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(for the fastest CL waves in the normal [1̄ 1 0] direction it takes about
710 h). In the linear phase of loading, no change in the number of the
interactions LINT was detected until the time step 10 750 and the ki-
netic energy in the system was very low. The first maximum at time step
∼11 100 indicates dislocation generation, accompanied with an in-
crease in the kinetic energy and in number of interactions LINT in the
system. Dislocation emission to further distances from the crack tip is
monitored [38] at time step 11 600 leading to decrease of RF in Fig. 8a.

To compare the solutions by Fett [21] and Harris [20] in MD model
we decided to obtain the static solution under a higher applied dis-
placement VA=7.35Å (which corresponds to time step 10 000 in
Fig. 8a, close to the nonlinear region of loading). The static solution was

obtained utilizing after the time step 10 000 h a viscous damping term
in Newtonian equations of motion corresponding to critical attenuation
for the basic mode of sample vibrations λ= L. The results are shown in
Fig. 8b. The equilibrium static value of the resulting force is
P=RF=0.2595× 10−6 N. The stress components in front of the crack
in the middle of the crystal (at B/2) are shown in Fig. 8c. Here the
distance from the crack tip on x-axis is denoted by means of the di-
mensionless parameter r/ao where ao is the lattice parameter. Similar
to [17], the stress component Sx and Sy are corrected by the relatively
small initial stress arising after the surface relaxation. Note that the
third stress component Sz in MD is positive (Sz > 0) which means that
plane strain conditions prevails [17] in the middle (at B/2) of the nano-
sized crystal. The T-stress in MD is determined from the relation
TMD=Sx− 0.8857 Sy following from the anisotropic LFM equations
given above. The anisotropic LFM prediction is denoted in Fig. 8c by the
lines, using FI=2.24 and σ=P/WB=1.356 GPa by Harris [20] which
gives KI= FI σ (π a)1/2= 0.855MPam1/2. For T-stress, an average
value TMD=−2.72 GPa is used, following from MD results in the in-
terval r/ao ∊<1, 10> . As may be seen in Fig. 8c the T-stress from MD
with the constant displacement condition is negative (unlike the posi-
tive T-stress under constant stress boundary conditions presented in
Fig. 8 in [17]). This TMD complies fairly well with continuum predic-
tions T=−2.878 GPa by Fett [21] utilizing σo and fI defined above.

However, the elastic estimates for the stress σo=E VA/H=3.690
GPa and for the resulting force P= σ0 WB=0.71×10−6 N are sig-
nificantly larger in comparison with the treatment by Harris and by MD,
similarly as the work W=P VA done by the resulting force P acting at
the bottom and the top of crystal. By Fett it is WF=5.200×10−16 J
and by Harris and MD it is WH=1.907× 10−16 J. The last value by
Harris agrees well with an independent atomistic value for the static
potential (strain) energy ΔEPOT=1.861×10−16 J monitored in MD
under prescribed end displacements VA=7.35Å at the borders. (As
mentioned in Section “MD simulations”, the potential and kinetic en-
ergy in the MD atomistic system are monitored in each time step.)

In nonlinear region of loading, the presented results show that a
combination of LFM solutions by Harris [20] for K-factor and by Fett
[21] for T-stress is acceptable in the case of constant displacement

Fig. 7. The dependence total force P vs. CTOD for the specimens with the dif-
ferent border conditions: No2 – constant displacements with negative T-stress,
VE= 1mm/min; No1 – applied stress enabling bending with positive T-stress,
VE= 1mm/min; No3 – applied stress enabling bending with positive T-stress,
VE= 0.2mm/min.

Fig. 8. MD results at 0 K for the constant displacement boundary conditions (model for No2): a/ time development of the resulting force RF acting in the normal
direction in one half of the crystal under linear loading ΔVA/Δt=14.7Å/20 000 h (ΔKA/Δt = 0.01 KG/ps); b/ static solution for RF corresponding to prescribed end
displacements VA=7.35Å; c/ static elastic stress components at the crack a/W=0.8 under the prescribed end displacements VA=7.35Å. The lines (—) denote
LEFM prediction with KI by Harris [20] and with an average constant T-stress following from MD. Circles (o) denote atomic stress from MD and ao is the lattice
parameter in bcc iron.
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boundary conditions, as it was done in evaluation procedure of the
experiment with the specimen No2.

In linear phase of loading the dynamic value of RF(t) at time step
10 000 in Fig. 8a is somewhat higher in comparison with the static
value and consequently also the applied stress intensity: RF
(t)=0.2715× 10−6 N, σ(t)= 1.416 GPa, FI=2.24 by Harris [20],
KA(t)=0.893MPam1/2≈ 1 KG with the used potential for bcc iron
(see Section “MD simulations”). It means that in elastic region the
loading rate can be characterized by means of ΔKA/Δt=0.01 KG/ps
(since 100 h= 1 ps). This notation is often used in crack simulations as
it enables a comparison of different MD results and also to determine
the instantaneous applied stress intensity via a relation
KA(t)= Δt*(0.01 KG/ps), where Δt = t− 268 h, t = n h and n means a
time integration step. The maximum of RF-curve in Fig. 8a (near the
time step 11 100) represents the critical force RF=0.293×10−6 N for
dislocation generation in the atomistic 3D model. The critical level of
the applied stress intensity at this point corresponds to
KA(tg)= 0.963MPam1/2 (according to Harris treatment [20]) which
exceeds the K-factor needed for dislocation generation
Kdisl=0.892MPam1/2 by continuum model [16] and so, dislocation
emission of complete dislocations in 3D is monitored at time step 11
600 in MD simulations with initial temperature of 0 K, which decreases
the strain energy in the system [38] and also the resulting force RF in
Fig. 8a. It is similar to P-t diagram in fracture tests with the specimen
No2.

Figs. 9 and 10 comes from MD simulations at 300 K and they are

related to fracture tests of the specimen No2 at room temperature. The
atomistic sample in MD was heated initially at 300 K during 268 time
steps and after the time step 268 h the sample was loaded gradually via
the prescribed end displacements VA(t) increasing linearly with time t.
Here we present the results for the same loading rate ΔVA(t)/
Δt=14.7 Å/20 000 h as above for 0 K. While at low temperature (close
to 0 K) a simultaneous pair emission of the curved dislocations was
monitored in [38] on the upper and lower slip systems 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2}
above and below the crack plane, at temperature of 300 K the emission
was not simultaneous due to a random character of thermal atomic
vibrations that can support the process. The first emission at 300 K was
detected on the upper slip system 〈1 1 1〉 {1 1 2} at time step 11,700
(see Fig. 9a) under the applied end displacements VA(t)=8.403 Å
which corresponds to KA(t)=(11 700 h− 268 h)*0.01 KG/
ps= 1.14 KG. This is lower in comparison with 0 K where the first
emission was detected at time step 11,600 at VA(t)=8.526Å and
KA(t)=1.16 KG. It can be explained by thermal activation of the pro-
cess, similar to continuum model presented in [14].

The second emission at 300 K is delayed in MD by 33 ps. It occurred
at time step 15 000 in the lower symmetric slip system 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} as
shown in Fig. 9b. This figure also shows that the asymmetric dislocation
emission leads to ledge formation in the crack front which makes the
subsequent emission more easy – see e.g. [39]. Ledge formation in the
crack front after the asymmetric dislocation emission may explain the
oblique crack blunting monitored in the case of the specimen No2 – see
Figs. 5b and 6. 3D visualization of the first dislocation emission from
the crack front at 300 K is shown in Fig. 9c by means of the local co-
ordination numbers KNT of individual atoms. The surface atoms with
KNT=10 are shown via blue color (including crack faces) while the
interstitial atoms in the dislocation core with KNT=16–17 are shown
via red color. Note that the KNT numbers are valid for the used short-
ranged potential and they may differ for other interatomic models with
a longer range of interactions.

Fig. 10a shows the final crack shape and the surface steps on the
right free surface at the end of MD simulations. The figure illustrates
how the dislocation emission in the inclined slip systems 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2}
contribute to crack opening and crack growth. When dislocations arrive
to the right LB free surface (0 0 1) they create surface steps visible also
in Fig. 9. The surface steps contribute to lateral plastic contraction of
the sample width (W), but it does not concern the sample thickness (B)
since the Burgers vector lies in the LW plane. Such behavior was
monitored in fracture test with the sample No2.

The quantity that describes well the dislocation emission 〈1 1 1〉
{1 1 2} at temperature of 300 K is the relative shear displacement U10/
b at the crack tip. Here, U means the displacement of one slip plane in
the direction of the Burges vector b, U0 is related to the slip plane where
the crack tip (bounded) atom lies in the position r=0 (see Fig. 8), U1 is
related to the slip plane where the nearest left neighboring (free) atom
lies in the position r=−1ao on the free crack faces and
U10=U1−U0. Time development of U10/b at the crack tip in the
middle of the crystal No2 is shown in Fig. 10b. The first dislocation
emission is complete when U10/b reaches the value 1, which is already
near by the time step 11 500, while graphically it shown at the step
11700 in Fig. 9a. When the second emission occurs in the lower slip
system (Fig. 9b, time step 15 000), the relative shear displacement U10/
b corresponds to a value ∼2 in Fig. 10b, … etc. The detail from the first
emission is shown in Fig. 10c. Here, the relative shear displacements
U10 determines the local shear strain U10/h112 arising during the first
emission between the neighboring {1 1 2} planes with interplanar dis-
tance h112. Corresponding time development of the shear stress τtip at
the crack tip on the slip system 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} in the middle of the
crystal (at B/2) from MD simulations at 300 K is shown in Fig. 10d. This
value is calculated from the atomic stress components Sij on the x-axis
at r=0 (see Fig. 8c) as τtip = √2 (Sy− Sx)/3, where for the angle θ=0
on the x-axis the shear stress components Sxy= 0. (Precise relations for
the shear stress in slip system 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} are given below). The crack

Fig. 9. MD results at temperature of 300 K (model for No2) – detail at the crack
front from the dislocation emission on the 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} slip systems under
loading rate 0.01 KG/ps: a/ the first emission in the upper part of the plane
(1 1 0) at time step 11 700, i.e. at the applied stress intensity KA(t)=(11 700 h
−268 h)*0.01 KG/ps=1.14 KG; b/ the delayed second emission at time step
15,000 in the lower part of the plane (1 1 0); c/ 3D visualization of the first
dislocation emission by means of the coordination numbers KNT: the detail
shows the emitted dislocation via red atoms with KNT=16–17 and a part of
the sample surface (LW) with the inclined crack faces via blue atoms with
KNT=10. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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tip values Sij on the x-axis are valid in the interval< 0, +ao/2> ,
which for τtip corresponds to an interval< 0, +b> in the slip system
〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2}.

Due to random thermal atomic motion in MD at 300 K, the quan-
tities in Fig. 10b-d oscillate. Oscillations in the relative shear dis-
placements U10/b are smaller since they depend just on the resulting
forces acting at the crack tip atoms, not on the stress. As mentioned in
Section “MD simulations”, MD simulations need not the stress, they
utilize only the displacements and interatomic forces acting at the in-
dividual atoms. The complementary, additional stress calculations are
performed just for comparison with continuum predictions. In MD si-
mulations with initial temperature of 0 K, the interplanar stress at the
crack front has a smooth, monotonic course as in Figs. 8c and 11 or e.g.
in [17]. At elevated temperature of 300 K, the random thermal atomic
motion causes random changes in local number of interactions at an
atom and as a consequence, the atomic stress oscillate in time and
dislocation emission differ in comparison with the temperature close to
0 K. Nevertheless, even the oscillating shear stress in Fig. 10d reflects
well the first emission 〈1 1 1〉 {1 1 2} near by the time step 11 500,
where it moves from the one lower average level to the higher average
level corresponding roughly to the critical shear stress τc= 16.3 GPa
[40] needed for the dislocation emission on the 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2}slip sys-
tems with the used potential [35]. The critical shear stress is denoted in
Fig. 10d by the line. It represents an interior stress barrier (lattice re-
sistance) for dislocation generation, as follows from the block like shear
(BLS) simulations in perfect bcc iron crystals [40]. (Note that a normal
relaxation between the {1 1 2} slip planes (observed in MD crack si-
mulations [16]) decreases the stress barrier and consequently the cri-
tical value Kdisl, as presented in [16]).

The atomic stress in Fig. 10d represents the part of virial stress [41]
coming from the potential energy in the system and depending just on
interatomic forces and atomic positions. The study [41] demonstrates
that the interatomic force term is a valid stress measure and can be
identified with Cauchy stress in continuum under external loading. The
second term (thermal pressure) coming from the average thermal ki-
netic energy in the system at temperature T=300 K can be approxi-
mated [42] by the average stress components TSxx= TSyy= TSzz= kB
T/Vo, where Vo is the volume per one atom. This term is associated
with thermal expansion in the system.

The critical shear stress in the Frenkel sin model (utilized by Rice in
[13]) corresponds to the critical relative slip displacement Δu= b/4

and it is given by the relation τF= μb/2πh, where μ is the shear mod-
ulus for a considered slip system with an interplanar distance h between
the slip planes. The shear modulus and the interplanar distance in the
case of the slip system 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} in pure bcc iron correspond to
μ=(C11− C12+C44)/3= 71.4 GPa and h=ao/√6 which leads to a
large critical value of the shear stress τF1= 24.1 GPa. As follows from
block like shear simulations in the perfect bcc iron crystals [40] with
our nonlinear atomistic model [35], the critical shear stress is lower
(τc= 16.3 GPa), but the critical slip displacement is practically the
same, i.e. Δu≅ b/4. It means that the local critical shear strain for the
slip system 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} is Δu/h=0.53, independently on the model.
However, mechanical stability of the bcc lattice requires to include at
least the interactions between the first and the second neighboring
atoms in the lattice [44]. It means that the range of the interaction
between the {1 1 2} planes includes in the bcc lattice at least the first
and the second neighboring planes {1 1 2}, which is the case of the
potential [35] in use. Thus, the critical shear strain can be eventually
defined as (b/4)/2h= 0.265 from the continuum point of view. This
corresponds to τF2= 12.05 GPa. Elastic estimate of the critical shear
stress τel = μ*0.265= 18.9 GPa is akin to an average Frenkel value
τF= 18.07 GPa, lying closer to the BLS value of 16.3 GPa following
from our atomistic model.

To illustrate the stress state by LFM during the first emission in MD,
the situation in Fig. 9a for the upper inclined slip system [1 1̄ 1](1̄ 1 2)
will be analyzed.

After transformation of the stress tensor from the original co-
ordinate system x1= [0 0 1], x2=[1̄ 1 0], x3= [1 1 0] (relevant for Eq.
(1)) to a new Cartesian system ‘x1= [1 1̄ 1] – direction of the Burgers
vector b1, ‘x2=[1̄ 1 2] – normal direction to the slip plane and
‘x3= x3= [1 1 0] – direction of the crack front, we obtain the shear
stress acting in the inclined slip system as:

= = − − = °
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Here 0σθr = 0σθr (KI, μ1, μ2, r, θ) is the part of the shear stress
without T, depending just on the stress intensity factor KI at the crack
front, further on the distance r from the crack tip, on the inclination
angle θ and the complex variables μ1, μ2 for given crack orientation in
anisotropic continuum. As well the individual stress components σyy,

Fig. 10. MD model for No2 at 300 K. a/ complete edge crack at later time step 20 000 (KA(t)= 1.973 KG) after multiple dislocation emissions, visible via the surface
steps on the right free surface; b/ time development of the relative shear displacements U10/b at the crack tip in the middle of the crystal (B/2) during the multiple
dislocation emission 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2}; c/ a detail from the first emission; d/ corresponding time development of the shear stress τ112 at the crack tip during the first
emission.
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σxx and σxy depends on C, μ1, μ2, r, θ. For our crack orientation it is
treated in detail in [43] utilizing the elastic constants for bcc iron from
[35]. For plane strain conditions it leads to 0σθr = 0.362 KI/(2πr)1/2,
close to isotropic case where the coefficient is 0.363. For plane stress
conditions, the coefficient is slightly larger due to different values μ1, μ2.
The relation above shows that the negative T-stress for the used con-
stant displacement conditions will increase the shear stress in the slip
system, [1 1̄ 1](1̄ 1 2) which support dislocation emission in this slip
system. (This is valid both for atomistic and experimental samples, but
the level of the T-contribution will be different in the two cases as
discussed below.) If we suppose that the stress intensity KI at the crack
front reached (during the dynamic loading) the level of the material
parameter Kdisl = 0.892MPam1/2 predicted for bcc iron in [16], then
the LFM shear stress 0σθr at the nearest distances r= b/4, r= b/2 and
r= b from the crack tip corresponds to 0σθr (b)= 8.18 GPa, 0σθr (b/
2)= 11.56 GPa and 0σθr(b/4)= 16.35 GPa. Here b=ao√3/2 means
the magnitude of the Burgers vector in the bcc lattice. The atomistic
results in Fig. 8c correspond to biaxiality ratio βMD=−0.9 that can be
utilized to evaluate the T-stress corresponding to KI=Kdisl from the
relation β=−0.9= (πa)1/2 T/Kdisl in the atomistic sample No2. For
a=88ao in MD, the T-contribution to the shear stress – √2 T/
3=+1.34 GPa which leads to τb1(b)= 9.52 GPa, τb1 (b/
2)= 12.90 GPa and τb1(b/4)= 17.69 GPa. The last value exceeds the
stress barrier τc= 16.3 GPa for dislocation formation in the inclined
slip systems 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} following from the potential in use and so,
dislocation emission 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} is theoretically possible both from
the atomistic and continuum point of view.

Note that the distance b/4 represents the critical shear displacement
in the Frenkel sin model utilized in [13], and approximately as well in

atomistic models, where the shear stress reaches the maximum – the
stress barrier for dislocation generation (see e.g. Fig. 7a in [40]). At the
distance b/2 the models reach the maximum of the potential energy (γus
in [13] or Fig. 5a in [40]) needed for dislocation formation. The dis-
tance b in bcc corresponds to the distance between the first neighboring
atoms.

The simplified quasi-static LFM analysis above shows: i/ the mag-
nitude of the T-stress contribution in the atomistic samples is significant
due to the short crack length; ii/ if the T-stress is included into LFM
description, the shear stress in the nearest vicinity of the crack front is
sufficiently high to overcome the stress barrier for dislocation emission
〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} in the atomistic model No2 with the prescribed end
displacements and negative T-stress.

In finite atomistic samples under dynamic gradual loading, the level
of the applied stress intensity KA(t) coming from the loaded borders
differs from the instantaneous value of KI(t) at the crack front. The
difference is given approximately by the flight time Δt = (L/2)/VL

needed for the longitudinal (L) waves to transfer information from the
loaded border to the crack front. In our case it corresponds approxi-
mately to about 838 time integration steps h. (Here, the same Young
modulus E=223.7 GPa as above has been used to estimate the velocity
of the longitudinal loading waves VL.) The level KA(t)= Kdisl is reached
at the loaded borders at time 10 113 h, while on the x-axis at the crack
front it will be later at (10 113+ 838) h, i.e. roughly at time step
∼11 000. Independent atomistic results in Fig. 10c show that the gra-
dual process of dislocation generation starts roughly at this time step.
More precise determination of KI(t) at the crack front is possible in MD
simulations with initial temperature of 0 K via linear extrapolation
procedure from the normal stress component Sy at the crack front

Fig. 11. MD model for No1 at 0 K. Static elastic stress at the crack a/W=0.8 under small applied stress σA=E/1000=0.22 GPa along the distance d=0.4W at the
borders. Lines (—) denote LEFM prediction with average values KMD= 0.387MPam1/2 and TMD=1.44 GPa determined from MD results. Circles (o) denote atomic
stress from MD and ao is the lattice parameter in bcc iron: a/ stress component Sy; b/ stress component Sx; c/ T-stress.
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according to Freund definition KI= limr→0 (Sy(r)*(2πr)1/2). It was done
e.g. in [16], but not here due to the oscillations of the atomic stress at
elevated temperature of 300 K.

We should also note that the relation τb1= 0σθr−√2 T/3 is
equivalent with Rice prediction [34] for the inclined slip systems at the
crack tip. If one assumes that dislocation emission is possible at τb1= τc
then 0σθr = τc+ Tsinθcosθ, because sinθcosθ= √2/3 in the case of the
inclined slip systems 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} in the bcc lattice. The right site of
the equation τc+ Tsinθcosθ is the new corrected stress barrier by Rice
in [34] that must be overcome by the classical LFM shear stress 0σθr free
of the T-contribution.

Partially applied stress at the borders (MD model for the specimen No1)
Testing of the specimen No1 was modeled in MD by means of a

partially loaded sample shown in Fig. 1b along the distance d=0.4W.
Fig. 11 shows the static elastic stress components Sy, Sx and T-stress in
elastic region of loading under σA= E/1000= 0.22 GPa. MD results are
shown via circles (o). We evaluated an average stress intensity factor
KMD=0.387MPam1/2 from the Sy-component (Fig. 11a) in the in-
terval of positive values r/ao∈〈 〉1, 8 in front of the crack. Similar to
Fig. 8, the individual values of the T-stress are determined from the
relation TMD=Sx− 0.8857 Sy which yields the average value
TMD=+1.44 GPa in the interval r/ao∈〈 〉1, 8 . It leads to biaxiality
ratio βMD= TMD (π 88 ao)1/2/KMD=1.047. The values KMD and TMD are
used for the theoretical LFM description in anisotropic continuum by
the relations (1). In Fig. 11a, b, c one may see that LFM lines describes
satisfactory well the independent stress calculations on the atomistic
level. According to Table 2, the expected values of the stress intensity
and of the biaxiality ratio for σA= 0.22 GPa are: KI= FI σA (π 88 ao)1/
2= 0.348MPam1/2 and β=0.85 by the compendium [19]. These va-
lues by isotropic continuum predictions do not differ significantly from
the independent anisotropic MD values and so we may state that eva-
luation of the experiments by Table 2 is eligible (satisfactory).

The simulations at temperature of 300 K for No1 have been per-
formed in a similar way as in the previous run modeling No2. The
atomistic sample (modeling No1) was heated without any loading up to
the time step 268. After that the atomistic sample was loaded gradually
(linearly in time) from zero up to 2 σG during 20 000 h where σG is the
Griffith level of loading. It corresponds to loading rate ΔKA/
Δt=0.01 KG/ps, as in the case No2. Partial loading at the borders (see
Fig. 1b) corresponded to d=0.4W (the model for No1) with FI=5.65
by Table 2, so that σG=0.57 GPa as follows from the relation KI= KG.

In these MD simulations, a mixed brittle-ductile character of crack
initiation was monitored – see Fig. 12a. Beside bond breakage at the
crack, one may see in Fig. 12a as well a generation of the blunting

Fig. 12. MD model for No1 at 300 K: a/ crack in-
itiation at time step 13 000 (KA(t)=1.273 KG) in the
second surface layer (1 1 0) accompanied by dis-
location generation in the 〈1 1 1〉(1 1 2) slip system
above the crack and, in the lower part, by disloca-
tion generation on oblique slip system 〈1 1 1〉
{0 1 1}, denoted by the arrow; b/ scheme of the
oblique system with a (0 1 1) slip plane and Burgers
vector b= ao/2 [1 1 1̄], where our observation plane
(1 1 0) is indicated by the dashed line; c/ slip pat-
terns arising in the observation plane (1 1 0) after
the oblique slip in the perfect bcc lattice; d/ 3D vi-
sualization of the oblique emission in MD at time
step 13 800: view toward crack faces (1̄ 1 0) shows a
dislocation loop (red atoms) near the free surface
(green atoms) and the crack front (blue atoms)
generating vacancies (green atoms). (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

Fig. 13. Activity of the individual slip systems in MD model for No1 at 300 K:
a/ incomplete dislocation emission [1 1̄ 1](1̄ 1 2) in the middle of the crystal (B/
2) by means of the relative shear displacements U10/b at the crack tip; b/
corresponding time development of the shear stress τ112 at the crack tip during
the dislocation generation; c/ oblique dislocation emission [1 1 1̄](0 1 1) from
the second surface layer (1 1 0) at the lower crack face by means of U10/b; d/
corresponding shear stress τ011 at the lower crack tip.
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dislocation 〈1 1 1〉 {1 1 2} above the crack tip and generation of the
oblique dislocations 〈1 1 1〉 {0 1 1} at the lower crack face shown via
the arrow.

As to the upper inclined slip system [1 1̄ 1](1̄ 1 2), the shear stress is
described by the relations (2) as in the case of the atomistic model No2,
i.e. τb1= 0σθr−√2 T/3, but the T-stress is positive in the atomistic
model No1 (unlike the model No2). The configuration in Fig. 12a re-
presents just generation, not the emission of the complete dislocation
〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} to larger distances from the crack tip as in Fig. 9. This is
documented by means of the relative shear displacement and the shear
stress at the crack tip in Fig. 13a,b from the middle of the crystal No1.
The figures show that U10/b does not reach the value 1 and the average
value of the shear stress τ112 at the crack tip during the generation
process lies below the critical value of 16.3 GPa needed for dislocation
emission (denoted by the upper line). Instead of, the shear stress de-
creases to zero, since the crack tip atom finds itself on the free crack
face after an elementary crack advance. The shear stress at the crack tip
has been calculated from the atomic stress components Sij in the same
way as in the case of the model No2, i.e. τ112= √2 (Sy− Sx)/3, where
the component Sx intrinsically includes the T-stress. This complies with
LFM treatment. The component 0σθr is the same as in MD model No2,
i.e. 0σθr (b/4)= 16.35 GPa for KI=Kdisl, but the contribution from the
T-stress is different. Taking into account the biaxiality ratio β according
to Fig. 11c as βMD=+1.047, we obtain from the relation βMD= T
(πa)1/2/Kdisl a value T=+3.32 GPa. It causes by LFM a decrease of the
shear stress at the crack tip to a level τb1(b/4)= 0σθr−√2 T/
3= 14.78 GPa that is lower than the critical shear stress τc= 16.3 GPa
needed for the complete dislocation emission 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} with the
used potential from [35]. It is clear that in atomistic model No1, the
positive T-stress makes the emission of the blunting dislocations more
difficult.

Beside generation of the blunting dislocation, one may see in
Fig. 12a below the crack as well a small crack deflection (at the arrow)
that can arise after dislocation emission on the oblique slip systems
〈1 1 1〉{0 1 1} illustrated by the scheme in Fig. 12b,c. Here the shadow
plane with Burgers vector b=ao/2 [1 1 1̄] shows the slip plane (0 1 1),
while the dashed lines indicate our observation plane (1 1 0). The plane
(0 1 1) intersects our crack front [1 1 0] in the oblique direction under
the angle 45°. Fig. 12c shows the slip patterns arising in the observation
plane (1 1 0) after the oblique slip in the perfect bcc lattice. The oblique
slip leads to separation of the {1 1 2} slip planes which is denoted in
Fig. 12c by the double arrow. It may contribute to decohesion along the
slip planes {1 1 2} and lead to crack deflections, as observed in MD and
as well in fracture test with the specimen No1.

If we introduce at the crack tip a new coordinate system x1′=[1 1 1̄]
(b-direction), x2′=[0 1 1] (n-direction) and x3′=[2 1̄ 1] (the perpen-
dicular direction) instead of the original system x= x1= [0 0 1],
y= x2=[1̄ 1 0] and z= x3= [1 1 0], then by transformation of the
stress tensor in anisotropic continuum, the shear stress acting at the
crack tip in the direction b (see Fig. 12b) is given by
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on [1 1 1̄](0 1 1).
Here θ means the angle between the original x-axis and the line

where the slip plane (0 1 1) penetrates the observation plane (1 1 0).
Unlike the inclined system 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} treated above, in the case of
the oblique system [1 1 1̄](0 1 1) τb differs from σθr since the Burgers
vector b=ao/2 [1 1 1̄] is oriented out from our observation plane
(1 1 0) which is clear (obvious) from Fig. 12b. There is also apparent
from the relations (3) that generation of the oblique dislocations
[1 1 1̄](0 1 1) will be favored for positive T and for σzz∼ 0 near by the
free surface (1 1 0) perpendicular to the crack front. This is documented

via Fig. 12a and further by means of Fig. 13c and Fig. 13d presenting
time development of the relative shear displacements and of the shear
stress at the lower crack tip in the second surface layer. The stress
barrier for generation of the dislocations 〈1 1 1〉{0 1 1} following from
BLS simulations with the used potential in the perfect bcc iron lattice is
τc= 14.5 GPa [45], which is marked in Fig. 13d by the upper line.
Fig. 13c shows that a fast generation of the dislocation starts nearby
time step 12 000, but below the level 1 the process stops due to sudden
decrease of the shear stress at the crack tip (Fig. 13d). This is because
some interatomic bonds at the crack tip are temporarily broken, the
coordination number decreases to KNT=10 which means that the
crack tip atom already lies on the free crack face. The program for
atomic stress calculation signalizes such situation via the zero stress
components. The broken bonds can be renewed (namely due to the
random thermal atomic motion), the interplanar shear stress is renewed
as well (see Fig. 13d) and the emission process continue until the level 1
is reached, i.e. the complete dislocation emission from the free surface
is achieved. The complete emission was not monitored in the middle of
the crystal where plane strain conditions prevail. It complies with an-
isotropic LFM, as explained below.

The expressions for 0τb in anisotropic LFM are different [43] for
plane strain (σzz≠ 0) and for plane stress (σzz= 0). It can be shown
that for

= =τ K πr τ K πrplane strain 0.117 / 2 , plane stress 0.214 / 2 ,b I b I
0 0 (4)

which means that the shear stress in the 〈1 1 1〉 {0 1 1} slip system near
the free surfaces (1 1 0) is larger almost by a factor 2 in comparison with
the bulk crystal. It favors dislocation generation from the corners were
the crack penetrate the free surface as observed in MD, not from the
bulk crystal.

The competition between the dislocation emission and bond
breakage in front of the crack tip causes a slow ductile-brittle crack
growth in MD model No1. The applied stress intensity needed for dis-
location generation in the atomistic model No1 is higher in comparison
with MD model No2 due to the positive T-stress. The configuration in
Fig. 12a corresponds to the unstable dislocation position b/2 discussed
in [13,16]. After a subsequent crack advance, the unstable dislocation
may disappear on the free crack faces creating the surface steps.

The critical slip displacement for generation of the dislocations
〈1 1 1〉{0 1 1} both by Frenkel sin model and with potential in use
corresponds well to b/4 (see Fig. 11 in [45]) The interplanar distance
h=d011= ao/√2 includes both the interactions between the first and
the second neighbors in the bcc lattice and so, the critical shear strain is
(b/4)/h= 0.306 and the critical shear stress by Frenkel τF= μb/
2πh=13.9 GPa. It is in a reasonable agreement with the critical shear
stress τc= 14.5 GPa following from [45] with the potential in use. (For
Frenkel estimate, the same shear modulus μ=71.4 GPa was utilized as
in the case of the {1 1 2} slip planes, since propagation of the shear
waves in the 〈1 1 1〉 direction does not depend on the plane of polar-
ization [25].)

As follows from the scheme in Fig. 12b, dislocation emission from
the oblique slip system [1 1 1̄](0 1 1) does not contribute to crack
opening and blunting, since the projection of the Burgers vector b=ao/
2 [1 1 1̄] to y-axis oriented in the direction [1̄ 1 0] is zero. The non-zero
components of the Burgers vector b lie in the [0 0 1] and [1 1 0] di-
rections. Instead of blunting, this oblique emission makes jogs in the
crack front and in our observation plane (1 1 0).

Due to activity of the oblique slip system 〈1 1 1〉{0 1 1}, the crack
growth in model No1 is rougher in comparison with model No2 which
is in qualitative agreement with experimental results in Fig. 5. Later,
transient generation of a dislocation loop is monitored in MD near the
free surface which is viewed in Fig. 12d. Here, the green wall represents
the second surface layer at the LB surface that is occupied by atoms
with coordination number KNT=13. Note that KNT=14 in the per-
fect bcc iron lattice modeled by the short ranged potential in use and so,
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a group of 14 green atoms represents a vacancy in the bcc lattice.
Disappearing of the dislocation loop at the right free surface LB

create surface steps that represents new stress concentrators and serve
as a nucleus for twin generation at the free right surface LB – see
Fig. 13. Slip traces on LB surface planes (0 0 1) indicate that the loop
was generated on oblique slip systems 〈1 1 1〉 {0 1 1}.

Final plastic failure of the atomistic sample is caused via twinning
from the free surface toward the crack front – see Fig. 14. The direction
corresponds to easy twinning direction with relatively low stress barrier
(τtwin= 9.3 GPa) in comparison with dislocation formation
(τdisl = 16.3 GPa) for the interatomic potential in use. Such inclined
plastic zone was observed as well in experiments with the bending
grippers – see Fig. 15 (or video from fracture test No1).

Stress analysis and slip processes in Fe(2 wt%Si) single crystals

As above, we will consider only the slip processes on the inclined
〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} and oblique 〈1 1 1〉{0 1 1} slip systems, since the third
possible slip system {1 1 1}(1 2 3} is not favored due to a low Schmid
factor 0.15 and so, it was not observed in the presented crack simula-
tions in pure bcc iron.

To estimate the stress barrier for generation of the blunting dis-
location on the inclined slip systems 〈1 1 1〉 {1 1 2} and for generation
of the dislocations on the oblique slip systems 〈1 1 1〉{0 1 1} we will
utilize the elastic constants of the tested Fe(2 wt%Si) single crystals
evaluated in the Section “Ultrasonic measurements” and further, the
Frenkel sin model, leading to reasonable agreement with our atomistic

model for pure bcc iron – see Section “MD results”. The shear modulus
in the 〈1 1 1〉 direction corresponds to μFeSi= (C11− C12+C44)/
3=69 GPa, the lattice parameter is ao=2.864 Å, the interplanar dis-
tances h112= ao/√6 and h011= ao √2/2, Burgers vector b=ao√3/2,
and the stress barrier by the Frenkel model is given by τF= (μ/2π)*(b/
h). The value b/h and the critical shear strain (b/4)/h are given by the
geometry of the bcc lattice and μ/2π=10.98 GPa, so that the following
data are obtained for the individual slip systems:

< > = = =b h b τ111 {011}: / 3 / 2 , ( /4)/ h 3 /4 2 , 13.45 GPa;F

< > = = =b h b τ111 {112}: / 3/ 2 , ( /4)/ h 3/4 2 , 23.30 GPa;F
1

= − = =τ average b τ17.47 GPa ; ( /4)/2 h 3/8 2 , 11.65 GPa;F
2

F

To assess the activity of the individual slip systems in the experi-
mental specimens No1 and No2 we will describe the stress state at the
crack via the two parametric LFM relations presented above, which is
relevant for the macroscopic samples where the fight time correction of
the loading waves is negligible during the applied gradual loading and
KA (t)≈KI.

< >Inclined slip systems 1 1 1 {1 1 2}

The relation (2) in the form τb1= 0σθr−√2T/3 can be rewritten by
means of the biaxiality ratio β= (πa)1/2 T/KI as τb1= 0.362 KI/(2πr)1/
2− (√2/3) β KI/(πa)1/2 which by Table 2 leads to

= − √ = +τ K π K πa β0.362 /(2 r) ( 2/3) 0.85 /( ) for No 1 with 0.85,I Ib1
1/2 1/2

= + √ = −τ K π K πa β0.362 /(2 r) ( 2/3) 0.98 /( ) for No2 with 0.98.I Ib1
1/2 1/2

At the critical distance r= b/4= 1.24 Å, from the crack tip, the
second term coming from the T-stress is negligible due to the macro-
scopic crack length a from Table 1 (unlike the atomistic samples, it is
smaller by 4 orders). The critical value of KI=Kdisl needed for gen-
eration of the blunting dislocations can be estimated from the relation
τF= 0σθr which gives the critical value KF= 0. 95MPam1/2, both for
the FeSi crystals No1 and No2. This means that the starting line for
crack blunting in the experimental specimens No1 and No2 is the same
by LFM treatment (if we suppose the initial crack tip zone free of pre-
existing dislocations). The critical value KF for emission of the dis-
locations 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} is smaller than the experimental estimate
KG= 1.09–1.13MPam1/2 for cleavage in our Fe (2 wt%Si) crystals (see
Section “Experimental results and continuum predictions”) and thus,
the emission of the blunting dislocations is favored instead of cleavage,
in agreement with the Rice-Beltz continuum predictions [13,16]. Since
the emission leads to crack blunting and to decrease of the stress in-
tensity at the crack front (see e.g. [38]), an increased level of external
loading is required for the next emission, and during this process, the
magnitude of the second T-term will increase gradually as well. The
crack length a in specimens No1 and No2 is practically the same. The
relations above shows that the positive T-stress in the specimen No1
with β=+0.85 will decrease the shear stress in the 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} slip
systems at the crack front, while the negative T in the specimen No 2
with β=−0.98 will increase the shear stress. With increasing level of
external loading and consequently increasing value of KI, this difference
will be more and more significant, so that the crack induced generation
of the blunting dislocations in the specimen No1 should be more dif-
ficult in comparison with the specimen No2, which complies with ex-
perimental results in Fig. 7

Oblique slip systems 〈1 1 1〉{0 1 1}
The relation (3) in the form τb= 0τb+ T/√6 can be rewritten by

means of the biaxiality ratio β= (πa)1/2 T/KI as τb= 0.214 KI/(2πr)1/
2+ (1/√6) β KI/(πa)1/2, valid for plane stress at the free surface, which
complies with MD and experimental observations, presented e.g. in
Fig. 12a or Fig. 5. Utilizing β from Table 2 we obtain

Fig. 14. MD model for No1 at 300 K: a/ generation of twins from the free
sample surface shown by the line patterns in the observation plane (1 1 0) (time
step 15 000, KA(t)=1.473 KG); b/ the inclined twinned area from the free
surface toward the crack front, time step 20 000 before the end of MD simu-
lations (KA(t)=1.973 KG), observation plane (1 1 0).

Fig. 15. Fracture test with the specimen No1, the sharp crack before final
fracture with inclined (twinned) area from the free surface of the specimen.
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= + = +
= − = −

τ K π K πa β
τ K π K πa β

0.214 /(2 r) (1/ 6 ) 0.85 /( ) for No 1 with 0.85,
0.214 /(2 r) (1/ 6 ) /( ) for No 2 with 0.98.

I I

I I

b
1/2 1/2

b
1/2 1/2

Due to the macroscopic crack length a presented in Table 1, the
second T-term is again negligible in the case of the first emission, and
the critical value of the stress intensity can be estimated from the re-
lation 0τb= τF at the position r= b/4 as above. This leads to a rela-
tively high value of the critical stress intensity KF=1.24MPam1/2 for
the first dislocation emission on the oblique slip planes 〈1 1 1〉 {0 1 1}
in the FeSi crystals at the corners where the crack front penetrates the
free surfaces (1 1 0). The value is higher than KF=0.96MPam1/2 for
the emission of the blunting dislocations 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2}. It means that in
the initial phase of the external loading, the activity of the slip systems
〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} is expected, leading to crack blunting in the experiments.
This was really observed via the on-line microscopy during the fracture
tests on the specimen No2 and as well during the fracture test with the
specimen No1. According to the LFM equations above, with increasing
level of KI (from external loading), the increasing T-contribution at the
crack front in the specimen No1 will support the emission in the oblique
〈1 1 1〉{0 1 1} slip systems, while in the specimen No2 it will be vice
versa. It complies with experimental observations presented in Fig. 5.

Common feature in the atomistic and experimental results is a si-
milar relation Kdisl < KG in the case of the blunting dislocations 〈1 1 1〉
{1 1 2)} and further, the higher applied stress intensity needed for
emission of the oblique dislocations 〈1 1 1〉{0 1 1} in comparison with
the dislocations 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2}.

Recently different criteria for the ductile-brittle behavior at the
crack tip have been tested in [46] by means of the molecular static,
applied to cracked nickel single crystals. Motivation of the study was a
finding that the unstable stacking fault energy γus in the Rice model
[13] depends on the stress state at the crack tip. We should note that
this effect has been reflected in [16] by means of normal relaxation
between the slip planes at the crack tip, as already mentioned above.

The significant difference between the experimental values of the
fracture toughness presented in Table 2 and the low values of KA(t)
needed for the ductile crack growth in MD simulations can be explained
simply by the fact that significant part of the energy from external
loading is spent on a motion of pre-existing dislocations, hindered by
pre-existing obstacles like Si-atoms and other impurities and defects.
Peierls-Nabarro stress needed for motion of pre-existing dislocations is
τPN∼ 3*10−3 μ for the edge dislocations 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} in bcc crystals
[47]. In our case μ=(C11− C12+C66)/3=0.69×1011 N/m2 (see
Section “Ultrasonic measurements”) and τPN=0.207 GPa which is
lower by two orders in comparison with the shear stress τc= 16.3 GPa
needed for dislocation generation in bcc iron. The pre-existing dis-
locations occurring at the crack front can also contribute to crack
blunting. No such pre-existing defects exists in atomistic samples before
loading, only the studied pre-existing crack. Nevertheless, MD results in
Figs. 8–14 are in qualitative agreement with experimental results, in-
cluding the experimental (Fig. 2) and atomistic shape (Fig. 16) of the
tested samples No1 and No2.

Note that a nice review on other aspects of the T-effect on crack
behavior is published in [48].

Summary

Experimental results of the fracture tests in mode I performed on
single crystals of the bcc dilute Fe-2.1wt.%Si alloy at room temperature
show that mechanical response of a long edge crack (1̄ 1 0)[1 1 0] loaded
in mode I is influenced by the sign of T-stress. This complies with 3D
atomistic simulations via MD technique performed at temperature of
300 K on the atomistic samples of bcc iron with similar geometry and
type of loading in mode I. Ultrasonic measurements of the elastic
constants revealed that they differ only slightly from those in pure bcc
iron. Thus, the mechanical response of the crack to external loading
should be very similar in the bcc iron and Fe-2.1 wt%Si crystals.

Under border condition with prescribed end displacements (spe-
cimen No2) the T-stress is negative both by continuum predictions and
by stress calculations on the atomistic level. The initial crack is blunted
to a large extent under the lowest critical force observed in fracture
tests and after that the crack slowly, gradually extends into the bulk
crystal. The largest Schmid factor, the angle of the slip bands at the
crack front of about ≈55° indicate that the slip processes occur pre-
dominantly on the inclined 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} systems. Topography of the
experimental specimen No2 via light white interferometry complies
with the finding. MD simulations at temperature of 300 K with
equivalent border conditions confirm that the crack itself contributes to
its own blunting via emission of the dislocations from the crack front on
the inclined slip systems 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2}. The subsequent slow crack
growth is realized via the blunting mechanism. In comparison with MD
results for 0 K, lower applied stress intensity KA(t) is needed for dis-
location emission at 300 K due to thermal activation. The presented
atomistic results also show that in nonlinear region of loading a com-
bination of LFM solutions by Harris [20] for K-factor and by Fett [21]
for T-stress is acceptable for the constant displacement boundary con-
ditions.

Under border condition enabling bending in mode I (partially
loaded specimens No1 and No3 via prescribed stress at the borders) the
T-stress is positive, again both by continuum treatment and by stress
calculations on the atomistic level in elastic region of loading. Due to
the border conditions enabling bending, the crack opening at the edge
of the crack (COD) was significantly larger from the very beginning of
loading in comparison with the specimen No2. However, to reach the
same degree of crack blunting at the crack front (measured via CTOD by
the on line optical microscope) much larger level of the external force P
(t) was needed in the fracture tests on the specimens No1 and No3
(positive T) in comparison with the specimen No2 (negative T). It
means that higher applied stress intensity KA(t)) is needed for activity
of the slip systems contributing to crack blunting. This is in qualitative
agreement with equivalent MD simulations at 300 K where just nu-
cleation of the blunting dislocations and no complete dislocation
emission on the inclined slip system 〈1 1 1〉{1 1 2} was monitored at
the crack front due to the positive T-stress. The crack growth in MD was
of a mixed brittle-ductile character. Before the final fracture, necking of
the remaining cross section via twinning (from the free surface toward
the crack front) was monitored in MD which can explain the sharp
crack profile and the inclined plastic zone (started from the free right
surface) in the experiment with No1 before the final fracture.

Fig. 16. Final total shape of the atomistic samples at the end of MD simulations:
a/ model No2; b/ model No1. (a back projection (1 1 0) comparable with the
experimental Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b.)
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The experimental results presented here are in qualitative agree-
ment with the predictions obtained from continuum and atomistic
modeling. Post-fracture scanning or transmission electron microscopy
cannot distinguish an influence of the pre-existing and crack-induced
defects on the brittle-ductile behavior. MD simulations offer a useful
complementary tool in this field, since they can bring information about
the defects produced by the crack itself and about the influence of these
defects on crack stability.
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